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DETERMINATION AND VIEWS OF THE COMMISSION 
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION 

Investigation No. 731-TA-572 (Final) 

CERTAIN SPECIAL QUALITY CARBON AND ALLOY HOT-ROLLED STEEL BARS 
AND SEMIFINISHED PRODUCTS FROM BRAZIL 

Determination 

On the basis of the record1 developed in the subject investigation, the 

Commission unanimously determines, pursuant to section 735(b) of the Tariff 

Act of 1930 (19 U.S. C. § 1673d(b)) (the Act), .that an industry in the United 

States is not materially injured or threatened with material injury, and the 

establishment of an industry in the United.States is not mate~ially retarded, 

by reason of imports from Brazil of certain special quality carbon and alloy 

hot-rolled steel bars and semifinished products, provided for in subheadings 

7207.11.00, 7207.12.00, 7207.19.00, 7207.20.00, 7214.30.00, 7214.40.00, 

7214.50.00, 7214.60.00, 7224.10.00, 7224.90.00, and 7228.30.80 of the 

Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States, that have been .found by the 

Department of Commerce to be sold in the United States at less than fair value 

(LTFV). 

Background 

The Commission instituted this investigation effective January 11, 1993, 

following a preliminary determination by the Department of Commerce that 

imports of certain special quality carbon and alloy hot-rolled steel bars and 

semifinished products from Brazil.were being sold at LTFV within the meaning 

of section 733(b) of the Act (19 U.S.C. § 1673b(b)). Notice of the 

institution of the Commission•s investigation and of a public hearing to be 

held in connection therewith was given by posting copies of the notice in the 

1The record is defined in sec. 207.2(f) of the Commission's Rules of Practice 
and Procedure (19 CFR § 207.2(f)). 
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Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, DC, 

and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register of February 3, 1993 (58 

F.R. 6976). The hearing was held in Washington, DC, on June 2, 1993, and all 

persons who requested the opportunity were permitted to appear in person or by 

counsel. 



VIEWS OF THE COMMISSION 

Based on the information obtained in this final investigation, we 

determine that four industries in the United States, consisting of the 

domestic producers of (1) free-machining semifinished steel, (2) other special 

quality carbon and alloy semifinished steel, (3) free-machining hot-rolled 

bars and cut-length rods, and (4) other special quality carbon and alloy hot-

rolled bars and cut-length rods, are neither materially injured nor threatened 

with material injury by reason of less than fair value (LTFV) imports from 

Brazil of special quality carbon and alloy semifinished steel and hot-rolled 

carbon and alloy bars and cut-length rods. 1 

I. LIKE PRODUCT 

A. Statutory Criteria 

In determining whether an industry in the United States is materially 

injured or threatened with material injury by reason of the subject imports, 

we must first define the "like product" and the "industry." Section 771(4)(A) 

of the Tariff Act of 1930 (the "Act") defines the relevant domestic industry 

as "the domestic producers as a whole of a like product, or those producers 

whose collective output of the like product constitutes a major proportion of 

the total domestic production of that product 112 In.turn, the statute 

defines "like product" as "a product which is like, or in the absence of like, 

most similar in characteristics and uses with, the article subject to an 

investigation . 

1 Material retardation of a domestic industry by reason of the subject imports 
is not an issue in this investigation, and therefore will not be discussed 
further. 

2 19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A). 

3 19 u.s.c. § 1677(10). 
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Our determination of the appropriate like product or products in an 

investigation is a factual determination, to which we apply the statutory 

standard of "like" or "most similar in characteristics and uses" on a case-

by-case basis. 4 Generally, we disregard minor variations and look for clear 

dividing lines between possible like products. 5 

B. Background and Product Descriptions 

The Department of Commerce (Commerce) determined on August 12, 1992, 

that the subject merchandise of this investigation constitutes two distinct 

classes or kinds: alloy and carbon hot-rolled bars and rods of special bar 

quality engineered steel, and semifinished products of special bar quality 

engineered steel. It defined these classes or kinds of merchandise subject to 

investigation as follows: 

The term "hot-finished alloy and carbon bars and rods of special 
bar quality engineered steel" covers certain hot-finished carbon 
and alloy (other than stainless, high speed, silica-manganese, and 
tool steel) steel bars and rods, other than forged, which have a 
uniform solid cross-section along their whole length and are in 
the shape of circles, segments of circles, ovals, rectangles, 
triangles, or other convex polygons, and do not conform to the 
definitions for semifinished steel, flat-rolled products, hot-. 
rolled bars and rods in irregularly wound coils, reinforcing bars 
and rods, and wire. The subject bars and rods are of special bar 
quality engineered steel that are described in Society of 
Automotive Engineers (SAE) J403, J404, J411, Jl081, Jl249, Jl268, 
and modifications thereof .... 

4 In defining the like product, we generally consider a number of factors 
including: (1) physical characteristics and uses; (2) interchangeability of 
the products; (3) channels of distribution; (4) customer and producer 
perceptions of the products; (5) the use of common manufacturing facilities 
and production employees; and, where appropriate, (6) price. No single factor 
is dispositive, and we may consider other factors relevant to our like product 
determination in a particular investigation. See, ~. Asociacion Colombiana 
de Exportadores de Flores v. United States, 693 F. Supp. 1165, 1169, n.5 (CIT 
1988). 

5 S. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 90-91 (1979). 
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The term "semifinished products of special bar quality engineered steel" 
covers certain alloy ingots (other than stainless steel, high-speed 
steel, silico-manganese steel, tool steel, and high-nickel alloy steel), 
and semifinished products of carbon and alloy (other than stainless 
steel, high-speed steel, silico-manganese ste~l. tool steel, and high
nickel alloy steel) steel, of circular or rectangular (including square) 
cross-section with a width measuring less than four times the thickness, 
which are continuous cast or have been subjected to no more than primary 
hot rolling, which possess a rough surface and do not meet the 
dimensional tolerances for bar products, of special bar quality 
engineered steel that are described in Society of Automotive Engineers 
(SAE) specifications J403, J404, Jl081, Jl249, Jl268, and modifications 
thereof. . . 6 

The products covered by this investigation are all "special quality"7 

steels that fall into two categories: "semifinished" ingots, blooms and 

billets; and finished "hot-rolled" bars and rods. The term "semifinished" in 

this investigation includes products resulting from both conventional ingot 

6 These classes or kinds exclude the following categories of special 
quality steels: (1) semifinished carbon ingots; (2) alloy silico-manganese 
steels; (3) lead, bismuth, tellurium, or selenium hot-rolled carbon and alloy 
bar and rods (lead and bismuth steels); (4) coiled carbon and alloy hot
rolled bars and rods; and (5) forged carbon and alloy bars. 

7 The term "special quality bars and rods" includes the following: 

Special quality bar and rod is used where the steel is required to be 
hot-forged, heat-treated, cold-drawn, machined, or used in particular 
structural applications or in high product liability applications ... 
Special quality bar and rod is produced to be as free from visible 
surface defects and excessive chemical segregation as is possible given 
the particular metallurgy. Special quality carbon steel bar and rod 
generally is subjected to rigorous product analysis and chemical 
uniformity which are not typical of merchant quality hot-rolled carbon 
steel bars and rods. . . Special quality hot-rolled carbon steel bar 
and rod is used in the specialized manufacturing operations for critical 
components in high performance machinery. 

Certain Special Quality Hot-Rolled and Semifinished Carbon and Alloy Steel 
Products from Brazil, Inv. No. 731-TA-572 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2537 (July 
1992)("Preliminary determination"). 
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teeming8 and continuous casting. 9 These semifinished products generally are 

of much greater diameter than finished hot-rolled bars or rods; 10 they have 

not been further worked other than undergoing initial hot-rolling; and they 

typically are characterized by a rough surface and do not meet the dimensional 

tolerances for bar products. 

The second major category of special quality steels subject to this 

investigation are certain imports of finished "hot-rolled" bars and rods. 

These products are manufactured by heating (usually to above 2,200 degrees F) 

and reducing a semif inished billet to a final thickness and shape by passing 

it through a series of rolls. 11 Hot-rolled "bars" are hot-rolled products 

both in cut-lengths and irregularly wound coils. 12 Bars may be round, 

rectangular, and hexagonal, and consist of various diameters from 1/2 to 12 

inches, with the upper limit for coiled bars being 2 inches. 13 The subject 

imports include cut-length hot-rolled bars, but not coiled hot-rolled bars. 

8 For a discussion of "ingot teeming" and "continuous casting," see the Staff 
Report to the Commission (July 16, 1992) in this investigation ("Report") at 
I-16. 

9 An "ingot" is the largest semifinished form. It is produced by pouring 
liquid steel into a larg~ round shaped mould. When the steel has cooled, the 
mould is removed and the ingot is then reheated and hot-rolled into a bloom. 
There are no widely accepted precise definitions for a "bloom" or "billet"; 
the principal distinction is one of size -- blooms are larger than billets in 
cross-sectional area and commonly include products greater than 7 inches in 
diameter. Billets normally include circular, square or rounded corner square 
products typically greater than 4 inches in diameter. Report I-16 n.37. 
Semifinished "slabs" used to make flat-rolled products are not included within 
this investigation. 

10 We note however that certain bars included in these investigations are also 
of a substantial diameter. 

11 Id. I-18. 

12 Id. I-14. 

13 Id. I-13 - I-14. 
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Hot-rolled "rods" are almost aJ..ways coiled, hot-rolled products of a solid, 

approximately round cross section, not under 0. 20_ inches nor over 0. 74 inches 

in diameter. 14 The subject imports include cut-length rods, but not coiled 

rods. 

C. Like Product Analysis 

In our preliminary determination, five out of six Commissioners found 

two like products consisting of special quality semifinished (billets, blooms, 

and ingots) and special quality bars (including coiled and cut-length bars and 

cut-length rods). Commissioner Rohr found four like products consisting of 

free-machining semifinished steel, other special quality semifinished steel, 

free-machining bars, and other special quality bars. 15 We noted, however, 

that in any final investigation we would examine in detail alternative like 

products, including a like product of hot-rolled free-machining bars and rods 

(free-machining steels). 16 Recently, we addressed many of the like product 

issues involved with special quality and free-machining bars in the Lead and 

Bismuth investigations. 17 We found that there were major differences between 

free-machining bars and rods and other types of special quality bars and rods 

and held that the domestic product like the subject imports of lead and 

bismuth bars and rods was free-machining bars and rods. 

14 Id. Small amounts of cut-length rod are produced by the domestic industry. 
As used herein, neither hot-rolled carbon steel bars nor hot-rolled carbon 
steel rods include reinforcing bars or rods, which is part of "merchant" 
quality steel hot-rolled carbon bars and rods. Id. 

15 Preliminary determination at 31-44. 

16 Id. at 21 n. 76. 

17 Certain Hot-Rolled Lead and Bismuth Products from Brazil, France, Germany, 
and the United Kingdom, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-314 through 317, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-
552 through 555 (Final), USITC Pub. 2512 (June 1992) at 22. 
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For purposes of this investigation, we find there are four like 

products: free-machining semifinished steel products; other special quality 

semifinished carbon and alloy steel products; free-machining hot-rolled bars 

and cut-length rods; and other special quality carbon and alloy hot-rolled 

bars and cut-length rods. 18 In making this determination we note three 

principal like product issues: (1) whether free-machining steels are a 

separate like product from other special quality steels; (2) whether there 

should be separate like products for semifinished and finished special quality 

steels (for both free machining and other special quality steels); and (3) 

whether the like product should be limited to only those special quality steel 

products produced by the limited group of domestic produce~s referred to in 

this investigation by petitioners as the "Class 1 domestic producers" of 

special quality products. 

1. Free-machining steel products are a 
separate like product from other special 
quality steel products 

As acknowledged by many of the parties in this final investigation, the 

logical result of our determinations in the Lead and Bismuth investigations is 

a finding of separate like products for free-machining special quality 

18 Many possible like product issues were not contested by the parties in 
this final investigation. None of the parties assert the like product should 
include "merchant" quality carbon steel bars and rods. No party argues that 
the like product should not include both alloy and carbon special quality 
semifinished and hot-rolled steel products. No party contests the 
Commission's preliminary determination excluding forged bars from any like 
product. None of the parties have argued that the Commission incorrectly 
excluded coiled rods from the like product of special quality bars. No party 
contends that silica-manganese and high-nickel alloy steels should not 
continue to be included within both the semifinished and hot-rolled special 
quality bar like product categories. Finally, the parties do not contest the 
inclusion of carbon ingots within the semifinished like product. 
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products. 19 This conclusion is based on our finding in Lead and Bismuth that 

there are major differences between free-machi~ing hot-rolled bars and other 

special quality hot-rolled bars.20 The scope of the subject imports in the 

instant investigation excludes one category of free-machining steels, hot-

rolled lead and bismuth steels. However, it includes the other major 

categories of free-machining steels, non-leaded resulphurized grades 1100 and 

non-leaded resulphurized and rephosphorized grades 1200, and any alloy free-

machining steels. 21 As set forth in the Lead and Bismuth determination, there 

are major differences between non-leaded free-machining steels and other 

special quality steels that compel a finding of separate like products even if 

lead and bismuth steels are not included in the scope of the products subject 

to investigation. The reasoning of Lead and Bismuth indicates that a separate 

like product for free-machining steels is appropriate in this investigation. 

No information or argument in this investigation alters that reasoning. Such 

a like product includes all free-machining hot-rolled steels, including 

domestic free-machining lead and bismuth steels. 

19 None of the parties in this final investigation has raised any opposition 
to the creation of a separate like product for free-machining steels as 
contemplated by the Commission's determination in the Lead and Bismuth 
investigations. 

20 Lead and Bismuth, USITC Pub. 2611, at 11-28. 

21 For a discussion of free-machining steels and grades 1100 and 1200, see the 
Report at 1-7 - I-8. 
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2. Semifinished steels of both free machining products 
and other special quality products are separate like products 
from finished steel products in both these categories 

We reaffirm our preliminary determination that there are separate like 

products of semifinished steels and hot-rolled bars and cut-length rods. 22 

The facts we relied on in the preliminary determination generally continue to 

be valid in this final investigation; i.e., there are relatively significant 

processing costs of transforming a special quality semifinished product into a 

hot-rolled bar or rod; 23 many essential characteristics of the special quality 

semifinished steel are distinct from those of hot-rolled special quality 

bars; 24 there is a significant independent market for special quality 

22 In analyzing whether a semifinished product should be included in the same 
like product with the finished products under investigation, the Commission 
typically examines five factors, including: 1) the necessity for, and costs 
of, further processing; 2) the degree of interchangeability of articles at 
different stages of production; 3) whether the article at an earlier stage of 
production is dedicated to use in the finished article; 4) whether there are 
significant independent uses or markets for the finished and unfinished 
articles; and 5) whether the article at an earlier stage of production 
embodies or imparts to the finished article an essential characteristic or 
function. See, ~. Stainless Steel Flanges from India and Taiwan, Inv. No. 
731-TA-639-640 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2600 (February 1993) at 9. 

23 The Vice-President of sales of domestic producer Copperweld Steel Company, 
Arthur R. Latanzi, pointed out the necessity for further processing for 
semifinished product in order to· create bars:· 

[B]illets sold for rolling have a rough finish only and are not produced 
to the same size and straightness tolerances. Moreover, they are not 
sold for end-use applications, but instead are an intermediate product, 
intended to be reheated and rerolled into smaller cross-section 
products. 

Petitioners' Prehearing Br., exhibit P-1 at 2, , 6. 

24 Petitioners' counsel stated: 
[T]rue semifinished "[is] a product with a rough surface and lacking 
dimensional tolerances which is sold to other steel mills for rerolling, 
as contrasted with the finished, smooth-surfaced, dimensional-tolerant 
products which are sold directly in large cross-sections to the forging, 
cold-forming, and other machining industries. 

Hearing Tr. 53. 
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semifinished steel products; 25 and a significant quantity of semifinished 

special quality steel is used in the manufacture of products that are not 

included or specifically excluded from the scope of this investigation. 26 We 

note that there has been a reduction in size of the independent market (i.e. 

non-captive) for special quality semifinished since the preliminary 

determination from fifteen percent of domestic production to six percent. 27 

Although reduced to six percent, we note that such a market represents a very 

large amount of absolute tonnage of a significant value.28 29 

Evidence developed in the final investigation provides further support 

for our preliminary conclusion that we are reaffirming here. 30 This evidence 

25 Petitioners' incorrectly as.sert that "at no point in the proc;!uction process 
of special quality products are products taken out of the production process 
and inventoried as semifinished products." The fact that six percent of 
semifinished production, constituting a large volume of total tonnage, is sold 
in the U.S. merchant market and was reported as such by three domestic 
producers suggests such an inventory process. 

26 Preliminary determination at 12-14. 

27 Report I-53·. This difference was primarily a result of the fact that many 
producers of semifinished billets for rod indicated in questionnaire and 
supplemental questionnaire responses in the final investigation that they did 
not produce special quality semifinished steels. Report I-12. In addition, 
certain U.S. producers reported production of semifinished steels for internal 
consumption which were omitted from their responses to the Commission's 
preliminary questionnaires. Id. I-32 n.77. 

28 Report I-47, table 8. 

29 Commissioner Brunsdale and Commissioner Crawford do not believe that the 
absolute dollar amount of the independent market is relevant to the like 
product determination. They believe that the significance of the independent 
market must be judged relative to the industry as a whole. Otherwise, the 
Commission's like product standards will be different for large and small 
industries. 

30 Petitioners correctly note that the terminology employed by various 
domestic producers to describe special quality semifinished products has been 
less than exact. Petitioners' Prehearing Br. at 28. However, in this final 
investigation both Commerce and the Commission adopted petitioners' narrower 

(continued ... ) 
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established that industry standard tolerances for hot-rolled bars are 

considerably more exacting than those for special quality semifinished 

products. 31 We also note that a substantial majority of Brazilian imports of 

semifinished billets subject to investigation were purchased by Raritan for 

use in making wire rods. 32 There is significant value added to the 

semifinished product in producing finished wire rods, including costs for 

reheating, rolling and coiling the billets.33 

Finally, we note that while the Lead and Bismuth investigations did not 

involve semifinished products (only bars and rods), the analysis of publicly 

available facts and the reasoning of Lead and Bismuth also support a finding 

of separate like products for free-machining semifinished steel products and 

other special quality semifinished steel. No information or argument in this 

special quality investigation alters that reasoning. In addition, the record 

30( ... continued) 
definition of special quality semifinished products, i.e., "a product with a 
rough surface and lacking dimensional tolerances which is sold to other steel 
mills for rerolling." Hearing Tr. at 53. Thus, the Commission in the final 
investigation treated forging billets sold to domestic forgers in excess of 4 
inches in diameter with bar tolerances and surface finish as "bars." In those 
limited instances where bars were mischaracterized as special quality 
semifinished product, Commission staff corrected producer questionnaire 
responses which mislabeled bars as semifinished products. Report I-12. 

31 An affidavit from respondent Co-Steel Raritan's (a large domestic producer 
of other special quality semifinished products and rods) metallurgist, which 
was not contradicted by petitioners, states that the semifinished billets 
supplied by Acominas could not be classified as bar according to ASTM Standard 
Specifications ASTM-A-29 ("Steel Bars. Carbon and Alloy, Hot-rolled and Cold
Finished"). Applying these standards, the semifinished Acominas billets 
supplied to Raritan are consistently out of square, often are not within 
length requirements for bars, are too irregularly shaped to meet bar cross
section tolerances, and do not meet bar straightness requirements. Raritan 
Prehearing Br. exhibit 1, Randall Affidavit 1 8 at 3. 

32 Raritan Preconference Br. at 3-7, 10. 

33 Id. at 11. 
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in this investigation indicates substantial differences between free-machining 

semifinished steel and other special quality semifinished steel in terms of 

physical characteristics (distinct metallurgy and mechanical properties); end 

use (for further re-rolling into free-machining bars for machining); lack of 

interchangeability with other spec~al quality semifinished steel given a 

particular metallurgy; customer perceptions of separate and distinct products; 

and production processes. 34 None of the parties has argued in this 

investigation that free-machining semifinished and other special quality 

semifinished steels should not be different like products. 

3. The like products are not limited 
to those special quality products made 
by so-called Class 1 domestic producers 

The final like product issue that arose during the Com.mission's 

investigation was based on petitioners' new argument that the like product 

(and the domestic industry) should be limited to only a group of domestic 

producers referred to by petitioners as "Class 1 producers. 1135 Class 1 

producers were defined by petitioners as those producers (primarily non-

minimills) who produce higher quality special quality steels in sizes larger 

than 3.13 inches in diameter that consistently meet exacting standards. 36 

According to petitioners, the special quality products of so-called Class 2 

and Class 3 minimills "differ i~ size, quality, price, processing and 

manufacturing from special quality pro~ucts subject to investigation and also 

produced by Class 1 producers. 11 37 

34 See also Report I-7 - I-8; D-3 - D-4. 

35 Petitioners' Prehearing Br. at 32-41. 

36 Id. 

37 Id. at 41. 
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Counsel for petitioners·admitted that petitioners' so-called "classes" 

are not referenced in Commerce's scope, not mentioned in the petition, not 

part of any published industry standards, not the basis for any marketing of 

special quality products even by so-called Class 1 producers, and are not a 

term of art. 38 Petitioners admitted that so-called Class 2 and Class 3 

producers manufacture special quality bars and that there is an "overlap of 

competition" between the three classes. 39 Moreover, the record indicates that 

at least one so-called Class 1 producer purchased special quality bars from 

so-called Class 2 and Class 3 producers. 40 

The Commission finds that it would be improper to define the like 

product in the manner suggested by petitioners. Commerce's scope encompasses 

all special quality bar and cut-length rod products in sizes both above and 

below the size limits asserted to characterize the products of so-called Class 

1 producers. 41 It is undisputed that special quality bar.s in a similar wide 

r~ge of sizes are produced by a number of domestic special quality producers, 

including so-called Class 2 and Class 3 producers. 42 By seeking to eliminate 

special quality products below 3.13 inches from the like product, petitioners' 

argument would have the Commission find a like product that did not encompass 

all of the domestically produced products "like" those subject to 

3S Hearing Tr. 90-93. None of the industry specialists who testified at the 
hearing nor those who provided evidence by way of affidavits in the briefs, 
indicated that the so-called "classes" of special quality producers are 
ref erred to as such or otherwise used in any way in the special quality 
industry. 

39.Hearing Tr. 86, 94. 

40 Questionnaire response. 

41 Villares Posthearing Br. at 3-7, exhibit 1. 

42 Id. 
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investigation, i.e., omitting special quality bars below 3.13 inches in 

diameter. Petitioners cite no authority, and none is evident, for us to omit 

a domestic product "like" the articles within the scope. 43 

D. Like Product Summary44 

Based on the foregoing and the Commission's determination in the 

preliminary investigation referenced herein, we find four like products: (1) 

free-machining semifinished steels (including lead and bismuth); (2) other 

special quality carbon and alloy semifinished steels; (3) free-machining 

(including lead and bismuth) hot-rolled bars and cut-length rods; and (4) 

other special quality carbon and alloy hot-rolled bars and cut-length rods. 45 

43 Petitioners' arguments regarding the alleged inability of so-called Class 2 
and 3 producers to qualify with large purchasers is contradicted by the 
record. Hearing Tr. 160, 166-68, 172-73; Villares Posthearing Br. at 4-5, 
exhibits 3-4; purchaser questionnaires; Raritan Posthearing Br., exhibit 7 at 
5 , n. Nor is there any meaningful distinction between the manufacturing 
processes of the different classes as six of the so-called Class 2 producers 
have either ladle refining and/or vacuum degassing, and six have either ingot 
casting capability and/or large bloom continuous casting capability. 
Petitioners' Posthearing Br. at 24, table 4; Petitioners Prehearing Br. at 32. 
Contrary to petitioners' claims, the record suggests that many so-called Class 
2 producers have careful scrap management programs, have high re~uction ratios 
for higher quality, billet and bloom cast, have extensive billet and bloom 
testing, finishing and inspection capability, and produce a wide variety of 
alloy and carbon steels to industry approved specifications. Compare 
Petitioners' Prehearing Br. exhibit P-5 with Raritan's Posthearing Br., 
exhibit 7 at 4; see also Hearing Tr. at 193. 

44 Petitioners argue that coiled hot-rolled special quality bars should be 
excluded from the like product. As in the preliminary investigations, 
petitioners provide no evidence to support such an exclusion. See Preliminary 
determination at 16 n. 52. In this final investigation, we adopt our 
reasoning to include coiled bars and cut-length bars as set forth in the 
preliminary determination at 16-17 in this final investigation. No new 
evidence has been developed by any party which alters the Conimission's 
preliminary determinations on this issue. 

45 The like products numbered 2 and 4 above include high nickel alloy steels 
and silicon manganese steels. Like products 1 and 2 include semifinished 
steels consisting of billets, blooms and ingots that possess a rough surface 
and do not meet the dimensional tolerances for special quality bar products. 

(continued ... ) 
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II. DOMESTIC INDUSTRIES AND RELATED PARTIES 

as: 

Section 771(4)(A) of the Tariff Act ot 1930 defines domestic industry 

... the domestic producers as a whole of a like product, or 
those producers whose collective output of the like product 
constitutes a major proportion of the total domestic production of 
that product. 46 

In defining the domestic industry, the Commission may exclude those 

domestic producers from the domestic industry who are "related parties." The 

statute defines related parties as producers who are "related to the exporters 

or importers, or are themselves importers of the allegedly ... dumped 

merchandise. 1147 In this investigation, Raritan is a substantial domestic 

producer of semifinished other special quality steels who also purchased 

subject imports of semifinished steels from an importer of record. Raritan's 

large purchases of semifinished imports from Brazil throughout the period of 

investigation constituted the dominant share of the importer's imports. 

Accordingly, it appears that the relationship between Raritan and the importer 

of record is so close that Raritan is "related to ... importers, or are 

themselves importers" for the purposes of the related party provision. 48 

45( ... continued) 
Not included within the four like products are merchant quality semifinished 
and hot-rolled bars and rods, special quality coiled rods, special quality 
large forged bars, stainless steels, and tool steels. 

4619 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A). 

47 The Commission applies a two part test, first determining whether the 
domestic producer meets the legal definition of a "related party" as set forth 
in the statute. If the producer does meet the definition the Commission must 
the:n determine whether "appropriate circumstances" ~xist to exclude the 
producer from the domestic industry. 

48 The leading Commission decision on this issue involving closely analogous 
facts is Certain Carbon Steel Butt-Weld Pipe Fittings from China and Thailand, 

(continued ... ) 
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Having found that Raritan is a "related party," we next examine whether 

"appropriate circumstances" exist for us to exclude it from the domestic 

industry producing other special quality semifinished steels.49 Raritan 

produces the considerable majority of the semifinished other special quality 

steels it consumes to make wire rod in its own electric furnaces and rolling 

mills. Raritan's 1992 purchases of special quality semifinished steel 

produced by Acominas were only a relatively small percentage of Raritan's 

domestic special quality semifinished production. 5° Furthermore, the 

48( ... continued) 
731-TA-520 and 521 (Final), USITC Pub. 2528 (June 1992) at 9-13 (holding as a 
"related party" a domestic producer who was the principal domestic purchaser 
of subject imports and who controlled the purchases of three importers who 
were the importers of record for the subject imports, even though it had no 
formal corporate affiliation with importers). 

49 We traditionally have examined at le~st three factors in deciding whether a 
related party is being "shielded" from the effects of subject imports and 
determining that appropriate circumstances exist to exclude that party. Those 
factors include: 

(1) the percentage of domestic production attributable to the 
importing producer; 

(2) the reasons the U.S. producer has decided to import the 
product subject to investigation, i.e., whether the firm benefits 
from the LTFV sales or subsidies or whether the firm must import 
in order to enable it to continue production and compete in the 
U.S. market, and 

(3) the position of the related producers vis-a-vis the rest of 
the industry, i.e., whether inclusion or exclusion of the related 
party will skew the data for the rest of the industry. 

In addition, we have considered other factors, such as the ratio of import 
shipments to U.S. production for each producer and the length of time that the 
producer has been engaged in domestic production. See Torrington Co. v. 
United States, 790 F. Supp. 1161 (CIT 1992)(affirming Commission's application 
of the related party provision). 

so Commissioner Rohr notes that the Commission obtained and could include in 
its database the domestic production related activities of Raritan in the 
semifinished other special quality products category that do not reflect in 

(continued ... ) 
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principal reason for Raritan's purchases of the semifinished steel was because 

it could neither produce nor obtain domestically a distinct type of special 

quality semifinished billets that would be an adequate substitute for the 

Brazilian steel it was purchasing. 51 52 Accordingly, we find that there are 

not appropriate circumstances to exclude Raritan from the definition of the 

domestic industry producing other special quality semifinished steel products. 

III. CONDITION OF THE DOMESTIC INDUSTRIES 

A. Legal Standard and Conditions of Competition 

In determining whether the domestic industries are materially injured by 

reason of the LTFV imports, the statute directs that we consider "all relevant 

economic factors which have a bearing on the state of the industry in the 

United States. "53 These include output, sales, inventories, capacity 

utilization, market share, employment, wages, productivity, profits, cash 

flow, return on investment, ability to raise capital and research and 

development. 54 55 No single factor is determinative, and we consider all 

50( ... continued) 
any way its import operations. He notes that Raritan was unable to provide 
any financial data for its semifinished products operations and so such 
information is not included in its database and the question of whether that 
might have reflected or not reflected the imports is moot. It is this factor, 
which directly reflects the degree to which data might or might not be skewed, 
on which he has principally relied in this investigation. 

51 See discussion of this issue in §IV(B) infra. 

52 Chairman Newquist's decision that appropriate circumstances do not exist is 
based upon the other factors enumerated in footnote 49, including the fact 
that the magnitude of the benefits to Raritan because of the LTFV imports do 
not warrant exclusion. Sandvik AB v. United States, 721 F. Supp. 1322 (Ct. 
Int'l Trade 1989), aff'd, 904 F.2d 46 (Fed. Cir. 1990); Empire Plow Co. v. 
United States, 675 F. Supp. 1348 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1987) .. 

5319 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii). 

54 Id. 
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relevant factors "within the context of the business cycle and conditions of 

competition that are distinctive to the affected industry. 11 S6 

We have consistently held that there is no statutory basis to exclude 

captive production and shipments from our analysis of the condition of the 

domestic industry in determining whether there is material injury to a 

domes tic industry by reason of the subject imports. s7 The statute directs us 

to consider the condition of "the domestic producers as a whole of a like 

SS( ••• continued) 
SS Commissioner Rohr deeply regrets that his colleagues have abandoned the 
listing of the factors the Commission actually considers in its evaluation of 
the condition of the industry for a mere recitation of the statute, which by 
its own terms was never meant· to be exclusive. For example, over the years 
the Commission has recognized that there is no direct indicator called output 
but rather such measurable "things" such as production and shipments. 
"Profits" standing alone are usually meaningless unless evaluated in the 
context of net sales, cost of goods sold, and other expenses. That is why the 
Commission traditionally recognized that it was evaluating the "financial 
performance" of the industry not merely its profits or just return on 
investment. The traditional listing of the factors used by the Commission 
included within its coverage everything that the statutory list includes and 
more that the Commission in its experience over the last 15 years has found to 
be relevant. Its statement reflected the way in which these indicators of the 
industries condition were actually evaluated. To return to a rote recitation 
of the words of the statute as though they were a talismanic charm is to 
decrease the transparency of Commission decision-making and does the public a 
major disservice. He hopes that in the future his colleagues will return to 
explaining to the public what it is they actually do. 

S6 19 U.S.C. § 1677(c)(iii). 

s7 See~. Flat-Rolled Steel Investigations, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-319-354 
(Preliminary), Inv. Nos. 731-Ta-537-620 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2549 (August 
1992) at 27-28. Petitioners argue that the Commission should assess the 
condition of the domestic industry as well as causation of the semifinished 
domestic industries by excluding "captive" production of special quality 
semifinished steel, i.e., the special quality semifinished steel products that 
are consumed by domestic producers to make special quality bars. Petitioners' 
Prehearing Br. at 10-11. Petitioners state that the "impact of imports should 
be measured against trade sales of domestic product and apparent consumption 
of product should be based upon trade sales of domestic and imported product." 
Id. at 10. Petitioners provide no citations to any statute or legislative 
history, Commission determinations, or other legal authority for their 
positions. 
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product" in the United States. 58 However, we have noted in captive production 

cases that imports under investigation may no~ affect open-market and captive 

production the same way. 59 We view the issue of captive consumption as a 

condition of competition relevant for assessing the condition of the domestic 

industries and for assessing causation issues. 60 

The Commission has identified at least 22 U.S. producers of free-

machining and other special quality semifinished products. Free-machining and 

other special quality bars are manufactured by at least 20 U.S. producers.61 

Special quality steel semifinished products that fall under the scope of this 

investigation can be, and are, used to produce products other than special 

58 19 U.S.C .. § 1677(C)(iii); See~. Calabrian Corporation v. United 
States, Slip. Op. 92-69 (CIT 1992) at 18. We reject petitioners' argument 
that the Commission should limit its definition of the domestic industry 
producing the like products to only data for part of the domestic industry 
(Class 1 producers) because these producers constitute a "major proportion" 
(in excess of 80 percent) of domestic production of special quality steels. 
Petitioners rely on one portion of the language of definition of "industry" in 
19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A) seeking to include only those producers "whose 
collective output of the like product constitutes a major proportion of the 
total domestic production of that product." This same argument has been 
rejected by the Court 9f International Trade on several occasions. Copperweld 
Corp. v. United States, 682 F.Supp. 552, 569 (CIT 1988); National Association 
of Mirror Manufacturers v. United States, 696 F.Supp. 642, 647-48 (CIT 1988). 

59 See ~. Polyethylene Terephthalate Film, Sheet, And Strip .from Japan, the 
Republic of Korea, and Taiwan, Invs. Nos. 731-TA-458-60 (Preliminary), USITC 
Pub. 2292 (June 1990). In addition, Commissioners Nuzum and Watson in the 
preliminary determinations in the Flat-Rolled Carbon Steel investigations 
stated that they view captive consumption as a condition of competition, 
noting that "[c]learly imports do not compete with captive shipments in the 
same way and to the same extent that they compete with merchant shipments." 
Id., USITC Pub. 2549 at 189-90. 

60 Petitioners appear to have mislabeled the captive consumption issue as one 
involving the composition or size of the database of the domestic industries. 
As noted above, the Commission has no authority to limit the composition of 
the domestic industry except pursuant to a related parties analysis. 

61 Report I-26. 
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quality steel hot-rolled ha.rs, specifically wire rods. 62 Special quality 

steel products are produced by both traditional integrated producers and non-

traditional (minimill) producers. 63 

The number of producers of special quality bars has changed in recent 

years as facilities with electric arc furnaces and continuous casting 

capabilities have increased. 64 Special quality steels produced in these 

facilities were initially considered inappropriate for many uses. However, 

acceptance of continuous-cast billets for production of special quality bars 

is rapidly growing. 65 Many traditional integrated producers of special 

quality steel have adopted the production techniques of the non-traditional 

(minimill) suppliers in an effort to retain their competitive position. 66 

-

Within the past five years, many purchasers of special quality bars have 

lowered their reduction ratio67 requirements allowing them to purchase a 

particular size bar that has been rolled from a smaller billet. This change 

has effectively increased the number of bar producers able to meet purchasers' 

62 Id. I-26. The term "special quality" is not used by the wire rod industry. 
Preliminary Report, D-13. 

63 Id. I-16 - I-18. Petitioners have urged us to assess the condition of only 
one portion of the domestic producers: those so-called Class 1 producers 
producing special quality steel. For the reasons set forth in the discussion 
above regarding like product, we decline to do so. In the final analysis, our 
evaluation and judgment must relate to the domestic industry as a whole, not 
its individual components. Copperweld Corporation v. United States, 682 
F.Supp. 552, 569 (CIT 1988); ~also United Engineering & Forging v. United 
States, 779 F.Supp. 1375 (CIT 199l)("The focus of the ITC ... is on whether 
or not the domestic industry as a whole is experiencing material injury."). 

64 See Economics Memorandum at 8-9. 

65 Report I-16 - I-18. 

66 Id. I-94. 

67 See discussion of reduction ratios addressed infra in §IV(D). 
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requirements and, therefore, has increased competition for sales to 

purchasers. 68 

While there are some U.S. producers that purchase free-machining and 

other special quality semifinished products for rerolling, the great majority 

of semifinished products is produced by U.S. producers for internal 

consumption. 69 These semifinished products are further processed to make hot

rolled bar and wire rod. Such products are destined for use in free

machining and other special quality bars and in wire rods. 70 

Both domestic and subject free-machining and other special quality bars 

are used in the automobile, heavy equipment, and farm machinery industries. 71 

While large quantities of these steel products are sold directly to large 

manufacturers to be further processed for use in final products, significant 

quantities are also sold to independent forgers, cold finishers, steel 

distributors, and other customers. 72 Demand for these products depends 

largely on the level of overall economic activity. 73 Producers and importers 

have indicated that demand for these products has generally declined since 

1989 as a result of the recession and the declining U.S. market share of the 

major domestic auto producers. 74 In general, weak demand in the domestic U.S. 

automotive and construction sectors prior to and during 1991 contributed to 

68 Report I-33. 

69 Id. I-41. 

70 Id. 

71 Id. I-19. 

72 Id. 

73 Id. I-37. 

74 Id. I-77. 
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declines in apparent U.S. conswnption of such products from the previous 

year.75 Demand for these end use products incr€ased in 1992, resulting in 

increased sales of free-machining and other special quality hot-rolled bars. 

These conditions establish a framework within which the four U,S. 

industries discussed below were operating during the period of investigation. 

B. Condition of the Four Domestic Industries76 77 

1. Domestic industry producing free-machining 
semifinished products 

Apparent U.S. conswnption of free-machining semifinished products rose 

4.5 percent between 1990 and 1992, first declining from 1.03 million short 

tons in 1990 to 804,444 tons in 1991 (21.9 percent), and then increasing by 

33.8 percent to 1.08 million ~ons in 1992. 78 U.S. producers'-market share of 

total apparent consumption by quantity fell from 93.4 percent in 1990 to 93.1 

percent in 1991 and to 91.3 percent in 1992. U.S. producers' market share by 

75 Id. I-37. 

76 We have reviewed petitioners' arguments and the numerous tables and data 
compilations concerning the condition of the domestic industry at pages 100-
119 of their prehearing brief, and at pages 6-10 of their posthearing. brief. 
However, we have been unable to place any reliance on these data or tables 
because petitioners insisted on using their own database, not our database 
which consists of all information on the record. The conclusions drawn by 
petitioners from the assessment of their numbers and tables do not in many 
instances reflect the data from the four like products set forth in the staff 
report. Nor do petitioners provide any analysis of the conditions of the four 
different domestic industries discussed herein. 

77 Commissioner Rohr notes that the Commission has always based its decision 
on what it has decided is the appropriate database based upon the specific 
statutory parameters set by its like product and domestic industry decision. 
Parties frequently make arguments based on data which is incomplete or based 
on different parameters, and naturally the Commission will place less weight 
or ignore arguments based on data other than that which it finds appropriate 
to the particular investigation. There is nothing in this investigation which 
is different from any other investigation in this regard. 

78 Id. I-41. 
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value rose from 91.5 percent in 1990 to 92.0 percent in 1991, falling to 90.2 

percent in 1992.79 

The capacity of the domestic industry producing free-machining 

semifinished products decreased from 1.84 million tons in 1990 to 1.81 million 

tons in 1991, and rose to 1.88 million tons in 1992. 8° Capacity utilization 

fell from 52.3 percent in 1990 to 41.6 percent in 1991, rising to 50.7 percent 

in 1992. 81 U.S. shipments by quantity declined by 22.1 percent between 1990 

and 1991, but increased by 31.3 percent in 1992, resulting in a 2.2 percent 

increase over the period. U.S. shipments by value declined 0.9 percent over 

the period, falling 21.8 percent between 1990 and 1991 and rising 26.7 percent 

in 1992. 82 Productivity declined from 1990 through 1992. 83 The average number 

of production and related workers, hours worked, and total compensation paid 

fell between 1990 and 1991, before rising in 1992. 84 Wages fell between 1990 

and 1991 and rose in 1992. The average hourly wage for production and related 

workers producing free-machining semifinished products rose steadily between 

1990 and 1992. 85 

79 Id. I-41. 

80 Id. I-45, table 7. 

81 Id. I-42. 

82 Id. I-47, table 8. 

83 Id. I-50, table 11. 

84 Id. 

85 Id. 
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Overall profitability in the free-machining semifinished product 

industry, as measured by operating income for trade sales, 86 was positive in 

1990, turned negative in 1991, and worsened in 1992, while net sales declined 

between 1990 and 1991 and rose in 1992. 87 Gross profit declined steadily, and 

there were significant losses in 1992. 88 Operating income as a percentage of 

net sales was positive in 1990, negative in 1991, and improved, but remained 

negative in 1992. 89 Capital expenditures by producers declined between 1990 

and 1991, and fell further in 1992. 90 Research and development expenses 

increased between 1990 and 1991, before declining in 1992. 91 92 

2. Domestic industry producing other 
special quality semifinished products 

Apparent U.S. consumption of other special quality semifinished products 

fell slightly from 6.23 million tons in 1990 to 5.96 million tons in 1991, and 

rose to 6.21 ml..lli"on tons i"n 1992. 93 U S producer ' rk t h f t t 1 . . . s ma e s are o o a 

apparent consumption by quantity fell from 94.4 percent in 1990 to 91.9 

percent in 1991, then rose to 92.9 percent in 1992. U.S. producers' market 

86 The only information on profitability obtained by the Commission was based 
on trade sales, as financial data regarding captively consumed semifinished 
products generally were not reported by the domestic producers of semifinished 
products. Report I-57. 

87 Id. I-57. 

88 Id. 

89 Id. 

90 Id. I-65, table 25. 

91 Id. I-66, table 27. 

92 Based on the factors noted above, Chairman Newquist and Commissioner Rohr 
conclude that the domestic free-machining semifinished industry is currently 
experiencing material injury. 

93 Id. I-41. 
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share by value fell from 95.0 percent in 1990 to 93.5 percent in 1991 and 

remained constant in 1992.94 

The capacity of the domestic industry producing other special quality 

semifinished products rose from 7.5 million tons in 1990 to 7.8 million tons 

in 1992. 95 Capacity utilization fell from 78.2 percent in 1990 to 70.0 

percent in 1991, rising to 72.1 percent in 1992. 96 U.S. shipments by quantity 

declined 7.0 percent between 1990 and 1991, but increased 5.4 percent in 1992, 

resulting in a 2.0 percent decline over the period. U.S. shipments by value 

declined 6.2 percent between 1990 and 1991 and 6.6 percent in 1992.97 

Productivity fell between 1990 and 1991, before rising in 1992. 98 The average 

number of production and related workers, and hours worked fell between 1990 

and 1991, and fell further in.1992. 99 Wages and total compensation paid fell 

between 1990 and 1991, before rising in 1992. The average hourly wage for 

production and related workers rose steadily between 1990 and 1992. 100 

Overall profitability in the other special quality semifinished 

industry, as measured by operating losses for trade sales, worsened between 

1990 and 1991 and improved in 1992, while net sales declined throughout the 

period. 101 Operating losses as a percentage of net sales increased between 

94 Id. I-41. 

95 Id. I-43, table 7. 

96 Id. I-42. 

97 Id. I-47, table 8. 

98 Id. I-50, table 11. 

99 Id. 

100 Id. 

101 Id. I-61. 
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1990 and 1991, before decreasing in 1992. 102 Capital expenditures by producers 

declined between 1990 and 1991, falling further in 1992. 103 Research and 

development expenses increased between 1990 and 1991, before declining in 

1992. 104 105 

3. Domestic industry producing 
free-machining bars and cut-length rods 

Apparent U.S. consumption of free-machining bars fell 0.3 percent 

between 1990 and 1992, declining from 910,501 tons in 1990 to 741,903 tons in 

1991 (18.5 percent), before rising 22.3 percent to 907,674 tons in 1992. 106 

U.S. producers' market share of total apparent consumption by quantity fell 

from 85.3 percent in 1990 to 81.0 percent in 1991, before rising to 84.5 

percent in 1992. U.S. producers' market share by value fell from 86.2 percent 

in 1990 to 81.8 percent in 1991, rising to 84.8 percent in 1992. 107 

The capacity of the domestic industry producing free-machining bars fell 

from 1.29 millon tons in 1990 to 1.26 million tons in 1992. 108 Capacity 

utilization fell from 60.7 percent in 1990 to 47.5 percent in 1991, before 

rising to 63.2 percent in 1992.109 U.S. shipments by quantity declined by 22.6 

102 Id. I-61, table 20. 

103 Id. I-65, table 25. 

104 Id. I-66, table 27. 

105 Based on the factors noted above, Chairman Newquist and Commissioner Rohr 
conclude that the domestic industry semifinished other special quality 
industry is currently experiencing material injury. 

106 Id. I-41. 

107 Id. I-40, table 5. 

108 Id. I-45, table 7. 

109 Id. 
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percent between 1990 and 199~, but rose by 27.6 percent in 1992, resulting in 

a 1.2 percent decline over the period. U.S. shipments by value declined 22.6 

percent between 1990 and 1991, but rose 23.6 percent in 1992, resulting in a 

4.3 percent decline over the period. 110 Productivity in the free-machining bar 

industry fell between 1990 and 1991, before rising in 1992.111 The average 

nwnber of production and related workers, hours worked, wages ·and total 

compensation paid, and average hourly wage for production and related workers 

fell between 1990 and 1991, before rising in 1992.112 

Overall profitability in the free-machining bar industry, as measured by 

operating losses, improved by 8.8 percent between 1990 and 1991, then declined 

13.3 percent in 1992. Net sales declined 22.9 percent between 1990 and 1991, 

and then increased by 24.7 percent between 1991and1992.113 Operating losses 

as a percentage of net sales worsened from 7.6 percent in 1990 to 8.9 percent 

1991, before improving to 8.2 percent in 1992. 114 Capital expenditures 

declined between 1990 and 1991, falling further in 1992. 115 Research and 

development expenses remained constant between 1990 and 1991, before declining 

in 1992. 116 117 

110 Id. I-46, table 9. 

111 Id. I-50, table 11. 

112 Id. 

113 Id. I-53. 

114 Id. 

115 Id. 65, table 25. 

116 Id. 66, table 27. 

117 Based on the factors noted above, Chairman Newquist and Commissioner Rohr 
conclude that the domestic free-machinizing bar and cut-length rods industry 
is currently experiencing material injury. 
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4. Domestic industry producing other special quality 
bars and cut-length rods 

Apparent U.S. consumption of other special quality bars fell 1.9 percent 

over the period, decreasing from 4.38 million tons in 1990 by 4.6 percent to 

4.18 million tons in 1991, and then rising 2.8 percent to 4.30 million tons in 

1992. 118 U.S. producers' market share of total apparent consumption by 

quantity fell from 96.9 percent in 1990 to 95.6 percent in 1991, rising to 

95.8 percent in 1992. U.S. producers' market share by value fell from 96.9 

percent in 1990 to 95.8 percent in 1991 to 95.7 percent in 1992. 119 

The capacity of the domestic industry producing other special quality 

bars rose from 5. 6 million tons in 1990 to 5. 7 million tons in 1992. 120 

Capacity utilization fell from 76.5 percent in 1990 to 70.4 percent in 1991, 

rising to 73.2 percent in 1992. 121 U.S. shipments by quantity declined 5.9 

percent between 1990 and 1991, but rose by 3.0 percent in 1992, resulting in a 

3.0 percent decline over the period. U.S. shipments by value declined 7.8 

percent between 1990 and 1991 and 0.3 percent in 1992. 122 Productivity in the 

other special quality bar industry rose 8.8 percent over the period of 

investigation. 123 The average number of production and related workers, hours 

worked, and total compensation paid for the other special quality bar industry 

118 Id. I-41. 

119 Id. I-40, table 5. 

120 Id. I-45, table 7. 

121 Id. 

122 Id. I-46, table 9. 

123 Id. 
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fell between 1990 and 1991, falling further in 1992.124 Total wages and the 

average hourly wage for production and related workers fell between 1990 and 

1991, before rising in 1992. 125 

Overall profitability in the other special quality bar industry, as 

measured by operating income, fell from $95.5 million in 1990 to $19.7 million 

in 1991, rising to $59.7 million in 1992. Net sales declined from 3.08 

million tons in 1990 to 2.88 million tons in 1991, before rising to 2.92 

million tons in 1992. 126 Operating income as a percentage of net sales 

declined from 6.4 percent in 1990 to 1.4 percent in 1991, rising to 4.4 

percent in 1992. 127 Capital expenditures declined between 1990 and 1991, 

falling furthe.r in 1992. 128 Research and development expenses increased 

between 1990 and 1991, before declining in 1992.129 130 

IV. NO MATERIAL INJURY BY REASON OF LTFV AND SUBSIDIZED IMPORTS 

In determining whether the domestic industry is materially injured by 

reason of the imports under investigation, the statute directs us ·to consider: 

124 Id. 

125 Id. 

126 Id. 

127 Id. 

128 Id. 

129 Id. 

(I) the volume of imports of the merchandise which is the subject 
of the investigation; 

(II) the effect of imports of that merchandise on prices in the 
United States for like products; and 

I-50, table 11. 

I-56, table 14. 

65, table 25. 

66, table 27. 

130 Based on the factors noted above, Chairman Newquist and Commissioner Rohr 
conclude that the domestic hot-rolled other special quality bar and cut
length rods industry is currently experiencing material injury. 
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(III) the impact of imports of such merchandise on domestic 
producers of like products, but only in the context of production 
operations within the United States. 131 

In making this determination, we consider "such other economic factors 

as are relevant to the determination . 

causes. 133 134 135 136 

131 19 U.S. C. § 1677 (7)(B)(i). 

132J..9 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B)(ii). 

n132 However, we do not weigh 

133see, ~. Citrosuco Paulista, S.A. v. United States, 704 F. Supp. 1075, 
1101 (CIT 1988). 

134 Chairman Newquist, Commissioner Rohr, and Commissioner Nuzum have noted 
that the Commission need not determine that imports are "the principal, a 
substantial or a significant cause of material injury." S. Rep. No. 249, 96th 
Cong., 1st Sess. 57 and 74 (1979). Rather, a finding that imports are a cause 
of material injury is sufficient. E..:....g_,_, Metallverken Nederland, B.V. v. 
United States, 728 F. Supp. 730, 741 (CIT 1989); Citrosuco at 1101. 

135 Vice-Chairman Watson's views on the proper standard of causation are set 
out in Ferrosilicon from Russia arid Venezuela, Inv. Nos. 303-TA-23(Final) and 
731-TA-568 and 570 (Final), USITC Pub. 2650 (June 1993) at 312 n.128. 

136 Commissioner Brunsdale and Commissioner Crawford note that the statute 
requires that the Commission determine whether a domestic industry is 
"materially injured by reason of" the allegedly LTFV and subsidized imports. 
Many, if not most, domestic industries are subject to injury from more than 
one economic factor. Of these factors, there may be more than one that 
independently is causing material injury to the domestic industry. It is 
assumed in the legislative history that the "ITC will consider information 
which indicates that harm is caused by factors other than the less-than-fair
value imports." S. Rep. No. 249 at 58, 75. However, the legislative history 
makes it clear that the Commission is not to weigh or prioritize the factors 
that are independently causing material injury. Id. at 57, 74; R.R. Rep. No. 
317 at 47. The Commission is not to determine if the allegedly LTFV and 
subsidized imports are "the principal, a substantial or a significant cause of 
material injury." S. Rep. No. 249 at 57, 74. Rather, it is to determine 
whether any injury "by reason of" the allegedly LTFV and subsidized imports is 
material. That is, the Commission must determine if the subject imports are 
causing material injury to the domestic industry. "When determining the 
effect of imports on the domestic industry, the Commission must consider all 
relevant factors that can demonstrate if unfairly traded imports are 
materially injuring the domestic industry." S. Rep. No. 71, lOOth Cong., 1st 
Sess. 116 (1987)(emphasis supplied). 
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In determining whether there is material injury by reason of the LTFV 

imports, the statute directs us to consider "whether the volume of imports of 

the merchandise, or any increase in that volume, either in absolute terms or 

relative to production or consumption in the United States, is significant. 11 137 

With respect to price, the statute directs us "to consider whether ... there 

has been significant price underselling by the imported merchandise. 11 138 The 

statute also requires us to consider whether "the effect of imports . 

otherwise depresses prices to a significant degree or prevents price 

increases, which otherwise would have occurred to a significant degree. "139set 

forth below is our analysis of causation issues regarding each of the four 

domestic industries. 

A. Free-machining semifinished products 

We find that LTFV subject imports of free-machining semifinished 

products were not significant and had no significant volume effect on the 

domestic industry throughout the period of investigation. 140 Imports of 

subject steel products from Brazil remained low over the period of 

investigation, both absolutely and relative to consumption. 141 The subject 

13719 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(i). 

138 19 U.S.C. § 1677(C)(ii)(I). 

139 19 U.S.C. § 1677(C)(ii)(II). 

140 Data regarding the import share of apparent domestic consumption of free
machining semifinished products are confidential. 

141 Petitioners argue that Commission data significantly understate import 
penetration, and that these data should be calculated using official import 
statistics. The Commission declines to use these data due to their misleading 
nature: Official U.S. imports from Brazil include nonsubject imports of lead 
and bismuth steel, and consequently, Brazilian imports' share of U.S. 
consumption is overstated; official statistics do not reflect Commerce's 
classification of all Villares product as bars, and as a result, semifinished 

(continued ... ) 
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import share of apparent domestic consumption of free-machining semifinished 

products rose between 1990 and 1991, but declined significantly in 1992 to a 

level considerably below that at the beginning of the period of 

investigation. 142 

We also find no significant adverse price effects by the subject 

imports. 143 The limited evidence in the record indicates that the subject 

imports are relatively good substitutes for the domestic like products. 144 

However, these imports competed directly only with those domestic semifinished 

products in the non-captive market, which constituted only a small fraction of 

the production of the domestic industry. 145 146 Only three U.S. producers of 

free-machining semifinished steels reported open market sales of these 

141( ... continued) 
imports from Brazil are overstated and bar imports are understated; finally, 
the HTS breakdown does not allow separate compilation of these statistics for 
free-machining and other special quality steel semifinished products. July 
24, 1993 Memorandum to the Record in Inv. No. 731-TA-572 (Final) from 
Stephanie Kaplan, investigator. We note that despite these qualifications, 
import penetration of Brazilian semifinished products and bars throughout the 
period is not substantially different from their share of the quantity of U.S. 
consumption calculated from data reported in the Commission's questionnaires. 

142 The preliminary bond requirements were imposed by Commerce on January 11, 
1993, following the Commission's affirmative preliminary determination. 
Report 1-3. The time period of the most recent data used in this 
investigation is through the end of 1992. Accordingly, while we are cognizant 
of the possibility of distortions of data resulting from the filing of a 
petition, we do not believe that such distortions exist in the data used for 
this investigation. 

143 No pricing data were collected for free-machining semifinished products. 

144 Economics Memorandum at 19. 

145 Report 1-47, table 8. 

146 Chairman Newquist, Commission Rohr, and Commis.sioner Nuzum emphasize that 
by stating that the imports "compete directly" with only a segment of the 
imports they are not drawing any conclusion that such imports might or might 
not have effects on that portion of market with which it does not "compete 
directly." 
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products, while seven domestic producers consumed all of their production of 

free-machining steels. No domestic producer identified any particular adverse 

price effects specifically caused by imports of semifinished free-machining 

steels. 147 Nor did any domestic producer provide any evidence of lost sales or 

lost revenues from the subject imports. 148 In light of the conditions of 

competition in this industry, we find that the volume of subject imports of 

free-machining semifinished steel is too small to have had any significant 

price suppressing or depressing effects. 149 

Based on the foregoing, the very small level of free-machining 

semifinished·imports, particularly in the last year of the period of 

investigation. and the absence of persuasive evidence that the subject imports 

caused significant price depression or suppression of domestic prices, we 

determine that the domestic industry producing free-machining semifinished 

steel products is not materially injured by reason of the LTFV imports. 150 

147 In this regard, we have carefully reviewed all producer questionnaire 
responses, as well as the evidence presented by petitioners. See~. 

Petitioners' Post-Conference Br., proprietary exhibits 2-3; Petitioners' 
Prehearing Br., tables 5-8 at 78-79, 81-82. 

148 Id. 

149While the unit values of domestic free-machining semifinished products, as 
well as the subject imports, declined during the period of investigation, the 
unit values of Brazilian semifinished imports were higher than comparable unit 
values for domestic semifinished imports. We have placed no reliance on such 
unit values given the difficulty expressed by petitioners and other domestic 
producers in calculating values for captively consumed special quality 
semifinished steel and the substantial difference in Brazilian unit values 
between landed, duty-paid imports and U.S. importers' U.S. shipments of 
imports. 

15° Commissioner Brunsdale and Commissioner Crawford note that the dumping 
margin in this case is 19.67 percent. Even if they make the assumption most 
favorable to petitioner and find that no subject imports would be sold in the 
U.S. market at fairly traded prices, they would not find material injury by 
reason of dumped imports. Domestic producers would not have been able to 

(continued ... ) 
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B. Other special quality semifinished products151 

We find that the LTFV subject imports of_other special quality 

semifinished products were not significant and had no significant volume 

effect on the domestic industry throughout the period of investigation. The 

subject imports' share of apparent domestic consumption of other special 

quality semifinished products by value and volume rose slightly over the 

period of investigation. However, the import penetration level, even in 1992, 

was not significant. 

Substantially all of the subject imports of other special quality 

semifinished products are imported for Raritan and produced by the Brazilian 

producer Acominas. 152 We find that the specific rimmed and low residual 

steels, made by basic oxygen furnaces (BOF) and ingot casting, produced by 

Acominas, and purchased by Raritan, were not available from domestic sources 

during the period of the investigation. Stringent product specifications from 

150( ... continued) 
increase their prices even if subject imports had been fairly traded and sold 
at prices 19.67 percent higher. Purchasers could have turned to fairly traded 
imports to avoid the price increase. Moreover, with the significant excess 
capacity in the domestic industry, some producers could have expanded their 
production to satisfy demand of purchasers seeking to avoid the price 
increase. The significant excess capacity in the domestic market and the 
presence of fairly traded imports make it very unlikely that this extremely 
small volume of subject imports had any adverse effect on domestic prices. 

151 Petitioners claim that the Commission's data improperly treat Acominas' 
products as semifinished, not bars. Commerce determined that Acominas' 
products, while having some bar characteristics, did not meet bar tolerances 
and otherwise were semifinished products. Based on the information obtained 
in this investigation, we have also treated such products as semifinished. 
Report I-11 - I-12. 

·152 Chairman Newquist' s negative determination of material injury by reason of 
LTFV imports of other special quality semifinished products from Brazil is 
based primarily upon the absence of significant volume and price effects of 
the subject imports. Chairman Newquist also notes that the unavailability of 
special quality semifinished products required by Raritan has been 
exceptionally well-documented in this investigation. 
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Raritan's customers in the tire cord and cold-heading industries support 

Raritan's assertion that its customers demand.and specify rimmed steel and low 

residual steel made by BOF and ingot casting. 153 Raritan also presented 

evidence of five successful short supply requests to Commerce during the 

period of the VRAs in 1988 and 1989 . 154 At present, Raritan continues to be 

unable to find domestic sources for the rimmed and low residual, BOF steel 

produced by Acominas to satisfy their customers' requirements.155 

We consider it significant that representatives from petitioners 

admitted they had not produced rimmed steel or BOF steel for sale and had not 

offered such steel for sale to Raritan. 156 The record indicates that Raritan 

officials stated that Timken and Republic sales officials never offered to 

provide Raritan with the BOF and rimmed steels of the type produced by 

153 See invoices and specifications attached to Exhibit 7 to Raritan' s 
Posthearing Brief. Petitioners' witnesses admitted at the hearing that 
domestic steel producers such as Raritan and petitioners "must meet the users' 
requests whatever they may be ... [i]n other words, we sell basically on a 
fitness for use basis ." Hearing Tr. at 67-69. In light of this testimony 
and Raritan's customers' specifications referenced above, we find it curious 
that petitioners' metallurgists would assert in their posthearing submission 
that Raritan's product specifications "appear overly restrictive. " 
Petitioners' Posthearing Br., Answers to Questions, Exhibit 6 at l; see also 
Raritan Prehearing Br. exhibits 1 and 2; Raritan Posthearing Br. exhibits 6. 

154 Id. at 7-10, exhibit 5. Exhibit 5 contains a comprehensive chronolqgy of 
the requests to and decisions of Commerce relating to the short supply 
requests. In particular, we note that Commerce indicated that it regularly 
performed a survey of domestic producers of hot-rolled carbon steel at each 
request to determine if any produced the special quality semifinished product 
sought by Raritan. At no time did Commerce determine that there was any such 
domestic production available for Raritan's needs. "Moreover, Commerce 
specifically rejected some of the same arguments now raised by petitioners' 
metallurgists when granting Raritan's short supply requests. 

155 Report I-35 - I-37. We note that other confidential information regarding 
the effects of this investigation support the unavailability of any domestic 
sources for the Acominas billets purchased by Raritan. Report I-36. 

156 Hearing Tr. at 57. 
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Acominas even though (1) Timken provides Raritan with other types of steel and 

(2) Raritan met with Timken and Republic officials to review all of Raritan's 

semi finished needs. 157 

Because substantially all of the· subject imports were products for which 

there was no domestic product that could be substituted, we find that such 

imports had no adverse price effects on the domestic industry producing 

special quality semifinished steel. The subject imports were not close 

substitutes for the domestic like products. Thus, the rimmed and low residual 

BOF special quality semifinished imports from Acominas had no significant 

impact on the price of any other types of special quality semifinished steels, 

such as alloy steels or carbon steels made by electric arc furnaces and 

continuous casting processes. 158 159 

157 Hearing Tr. 125; see also Raritan Posthearing Br., exhibit 6. In assessing 
the credibility of the competing affidavits of Raritan and the petitioners on 
this issue, we note that Raritan -- not Timken or Republic -- has been dealing 
with Raritan's customers' requirements for particular steel in rods 
applications on a daily basis since the late 1970s. By contrast, there is no 
evidence that the Timken and Republic metallurgists have experience in rimmed 
steel substitutes in rods applications. Their joint affidavit only references 
knowledge of such substitutes in flat-rolled products. Accordingly, the broad 
assertion by petitioners' metallurgists that "[t]here is no reason to assume 
that substitute products are not equally feasible in wire rods applications" 
has not been awarded much weight. 

158 The only pricing data for other special quality semifinished steel involved 
product 1. It showed substantial margins of underselling by the subject 
imports. Report I-90. However, the domestic products covered by this pricing 
comparison include all types of semifinished carbon special quality products 
with the exception of free-machining semifinished products. The vast majority 
of these subject imports captured by this pricing comparison were the Acominas 
billets purchased by Raritan. Given our finding that there was no comparable 
domestic production of these steels, this pricing series has no probative 
value for assessing any p·rice suppressing or depre~sing effects of the subject 
imports. 

159 Commissioner Rohr concurs with his colleagues, but notes that he 
base his conclusion solely on the substitutability of the products. 
that the record as a whole contains no evidence of such effects. 
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Because of the lack of substitutability, subject imports did not have a 

significant depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices. In addition, 

there is no evidence of a price depressing effect by such imports as domestic 

weighted-average prices for domestic semifinished other special quality 

products remained exceptionally stable during January 1990-December 1992, 

fluctuating very slightly. 160 At the same time, prices of the subject imports 

generally increased over the period of investigation. No lost sales 

allegations were made about other special quality semifinished products. 

Based on the foregoing, we find that the domestic industry producing 

semifinished other special quality products is not materially injured by 

reason of the LTFV imports . 161 

C. Free-machining bars 

We find that LTFV subject imports of free-machining bars and cut-length 

rods were not significant and had no significant volume effect on the domestic 

industry throughout the period of investigation. The subject imports were 

minuscule in terms of volume, value, and market share throughout the period of 

investigation. 

We also find no significant adverse price effects by the subject 

imports. 162 The limited evidence in the record indicates that the subject 

160 Id. I-89. 

161 Commissioner Brunsdale and Commissioner Crawford note that the dumping 
margin in th1s case is 19.67 percent. While there is little substitutability 
between subject imports and the domestic like product in this case, even if 
they assumed that no subject imports would be sold in the U.S. market at 
fairly traded prices, they would not find material injury by reason of dumped 
imports. Because the domestic industry does not produce products that can be 
substituted for substantially all of the subject imports, they would not have 
been able to increase their prices even if subject imports had been fairly 
traded and sold at prices 19.67 percent higher. 

162 No pricing data were collected for free-machining bars. 
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imports are relatively good substitutes for the domestic like products.163 

However, no domestic producer provided any evidence of lost sales or lost 

revenues from the subject imports. 164 Nor is there any persuasive evidence 

that specifically links the subject imports to any significant price 

depressing or suppressing effects on the domestic free-machining bar and cut-

length rod industry. 165 In light of the conditions of competition in this 

industry, we find that the volume of subject imports of free-machining 

semifinished steel is too small to have any significant price suppressing or 

depressing effects. 

In sum, we find that given the minuscule level of subject imports, and 

the absence of any information in the record suggesting that such a minuscule 

volume has any adverse price effects, the domestic industry producing free-

machining bars and cut-length rods is not materially injured by reason of the 

LTFV imports . 166 

163 Economics Memorandum at 19. 

164 One U.S. producer mentioned a lost sale allegation on free-machining grade 
1100, but provided no specific data regarding the purchaser, the shipment 
size, the date of the alleged lost sale, or to whom the sale was lost. 
Questionnaire response. We have carefully reviewed the domestic producer 
questionnaire responses as well as evidence submitted by petitioners which 
contains information relating to price effects of other special quality 
subject imports, but found nothing regarding subject imports of free-machining 
bars and cut-length rods. See Petitioners' Postconference Br., proprietary 
exhibits 2-3; Petitioners' Prehearing Br. tables 5-8, at 77-78, 81-82. 

165 Id. 

166 Commissioner Brunsdale and Commissioner Crawford note that the dumping 
margin in this case is 27 percent. They also note that there is excess 
domestic capacity in the free-machining bar market and a substantial quantity 
of fairly traded imports. Domestic producers would not have been able to 
increase their prices even if subject imports had been fairly traded and sold 
at prices 27 percent higher. Purchasers could have turned to fairly traded 
imports to avoid the price increase. Moreover, with the significant excess 
capacity in the domestic industry, some producers could have expanded their 

(continued ... ) 
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D. Other special quality bars 

We find that LTFV imports of other special quality bars were not 

significant and had no significant volume effect on the domestic industry 

throughout the period of investigation. The volume and value of subject 

imports of other special quality bars as a percentage of apparent domestic 

consumption were low throughout the period of investigation. The absolute 

volume of the subject imports declined over the period of the investigation. 

Domestic producers retained over 95 percent of market share over the period of 

investigation. 167 Although subject imports increased between 1990 and 1991, 

they declined in 1992 to approximately the same level as the beginning of the 

investigation. 

-
Prices of domestically-produced other special quality bars, as reported 

by purchasers, fluctuated within relatively narrow ranges during 1990-92.168 

Several products showed moderate price declines, while others were more 

stable. Similarly, average prices reported for Brazilian products fluctuated 

within small ranges or had slightly declining trends. 169 Prices for the one 

166( ... continued) 
production to satisfy demand of purchasers seeking to avoid the price 
increase. Given these facts and the analysis above, they find that the 
minuscule quantity of subject imports from Brazil did not adversely affect 
domestic prices. 

1~ Report I-41. 

168 Id. I-88 - I-89, tables 43-47. In this final investigation we have relied 
primarily on price data collected from purchasers. The Commission did not 
obtain complete pricing data from a full range of domestic producers and only 
obtained importers' data from a small number of importers. By contrast, the 
purchasers' questionnaire pricing data were much more complete. 

169 Id. 
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domestic product for which no Brazilian imports were reported also declined 

significantly in the last quarter of 1992. 170 _ 

The record indicates that imports of other spe~ial quality bars and cut-

length rods are relatively good substitutes for domestic other special quality 

bars. 171 Purchasers, producers, and importers generally regard the domestic 

and subject imports of other special quality bar products from Brazil as 

similar in quality and substitutable. 1n 

As we noted in the preliminary determination, the parties indicate that 

domestic hot-rolled special quality bars typically sell at a 5 to 8 percent 

price premium over subject imports, reflecting in part shorter lead times. 173 

Petitioners acknowledged the existence of this price premium: 

[d]omestic producers were expected to come within approximately 1% up to 
8% (e.g., "striking distance") of the lowest price quote. This premium 
over the lowest-priced competitor is tolerated as a matter of 
convenience: there is no need to deal with exchange rates, foreign 
languages, ... longer delivery schedules, and different ways of 
arranging business transactions.174 · 

Another U.S. purchaser indicated that its "price objective was to go to Brazil 

any time their price was at least ten percent lower than the prevailing 

domestic price ... 175 

The pricing data provided by purchasers of other special quality bars 

indicate that prices for Brazilian other special quality products were lower 

170 Id. I-89, table 48. 

171 Economics Memorandum at 17. 

1n Id. I-85. 

173 Preliminary determination at 34. 

174 Petitioners' Posthearing Br. at 59 n.10. 

175 Id. at 59. 
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in 35 out of 45 pricing comparisons. 176 However, the margins of underselling 

generally were small, with 34 out of 35 comparisons below 10 percent, and many 

below 5 percent. 177 If the 1 to 8 percent price premium for domestic other 

special quality bars is factored into the pricing analysis, then the 

relatively small margins of underselling by the Brazilians become even less 

significant. 178 179 180 

In assessing whether these pricing data demonstrate that prices of 

domestic other special quality bars were depressed or suppressed by the 

subject imports, we note that petitioners admitted that there were a number of 

domestic "minimills" offering other special quality bar products at 

"discounted prices in their attempts to lure business away fr-om" the 

integrated U.S. producers. 181 Several U.S. purchasers confirmed that new 

domestic entrants and existing participants that expanded their production 

lines were aggressively pricing other special quality bars to undercut 

consistently prices of both domestic tradi_tional mills and the Brazilian 

176 Report I-91. 
essentially all 
importers. 

The subject imports undersold the domestic product in 
price comparisons based on data reported by U.S. producers and 

177 Id. I-88 - I-89, tables 43-47. 

178 Petitioners argue that the Brazilian producers have further reduced prices 
by offering generous credit or roll and hold terms. Petitioners' Prehearing 
Br. at 61-62. Ye place little weight on these factors for the reasons set 
forth in the Economics Memorandum at 20-21. 

1?9 Chairman Newquist does not concur in this observation. 

18° Commissioner Nuzum notes that the fact that domestic producers may be able 
to obtain some price premium compared with importers does not negate the 
possibility of adverse price effects by the imports. 

181 Petitioners' Prehearing Br. at 40. 
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subject imports, particularly in the latter portion of the period of 

investigation. 182 

The emergence of new domestic entrants and the expansion of existing 

domestic producers into the special quality bar market, most of whom primarily 

produce special quality bars by continuous casting methods, were facilitated 

by the changes in reduction ratio specifications by a number of large U.S. 

purchasers.183 The changes in reduction ratio specification have allowed more 

and more continuous cast producers to become approved suppliers in the 

finished special quality bar market. 184 These developments are reflected in 

changes in the relative shares of non-traditional and reconstituted mills in 

the special quality bar market from 1990 to 1992.185 

Large U.S. purchasers reported that a number of domestic producers have 

recently made continuous casting improvements which have substantially 

increased the number of domestic producers capable of being qualified in the 

182 Hearing Tr. at 160-172; Villares' Prehearing Br. at 34-40. 

183 Hearing Tr. at 163-65, 175. Prior to 1990, most large U.S. purchasers of 
bars required and specified a relatively high "reduction ratio" of 10:1 in 
order to achieve the internal quality characteristics of the finished product. 
Thus, to achieve such a ratio, the surface area of the semifinished product 
would have to be ten times larger than the surface area of the finished bars. 
As a practical matter, this meant that only those producers of special quality 
bars with ingot casting or very large bloom casters could produce many sizes 
of special quality bars. Domestic producers with continuous casters which 
could only produce a semifinished billet of six inches in diameter or less 
could not compete in the considerable majority of other special quality bar 
sales. However, beginning around 1990, a number of large domestic purchasers 
changed their reduction ratio specifications to accept the use of special 
quality bars rolled from smaller blooms and billets produced by the continuous 
cast methods. Id. Report I-46; Purchaser questionnaires and submissions; 
Villares Prehearing Br. at 25; Petition, exhibit 9, Timken Sales Report June 
29, 1989, at 2, ~~ 3-4. 

184 Villares Prehearing Br. at 25. 

185 Id. at 29, exhibit 3. 
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other special quality bar market. 186 For example, petitioner Timken recently 

commenced production of special quality steel~ with a continuous caster. 

These new entrants to the market have become increasingly competitive, to the 

point of underselling the subject Brazilian imports. 187 Acceptance of lower-

cost domestically produced continuous cast product has resulted in substantial 

declines in purchases of Brazilian imports in 1992, with domestic producers 

garnering the business.188 

The record supports several of petitioners' allegations of lost sales 

and revenues of other special quality bars during the 1990-91 period. 189 

However, no such allegations for 1992 were confirmed by the Commission. Large 

U.S. purchasers cited in allegations of lost sales and revenues covering the 

-
latter portion of the period of investigation confirmed that Brazilian imports 

increasingly have become less competitive with domestic producers.190 

Accordingly, while the record does contain some evidence of lost sales and 

revenues, considering the absence of volume and price effects attributable to 

the subject imports, these lost sales and revenues do not appear to 

186 See generally, Hearing Tr. 158-174. 

187 Hearing Tr. at 158-62 (Norris Cylinder, since the last quarter of 1990, 
reported that non-Brazilian suppliers sold special quality products at a lower 
price than the Brazilians), 162-67 (Eaton Corporation, in 1992 and 1993, 
replaced most of the contract tonnage previously purchased from Brazil with 
lower priced domestic pro~ucts). 

188 Id. I-94. 

189 Petitioners' Prehearing Br. at 80-82; Report I-92, I-94 - I-96. 

190 Id. I-92, I-94 - I-96. 
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demonstrate more than a de minimis price suppressing or depressing effect on 

the domestic industry as a whole.191 

In sum, based on the foregoing, and in particular the small and 

declining volume of other special quality bar imports, the lack of any 

significant price depressing or suppressing effects of imports on the domestic 

industry, and the existence of aggressive competition within the domestic 

industry, we find that the domestic industry producing other special quality 

hot-rolled bars and cut-length rods is not materially injured by reason of the 

LTFV imports. 192 

V. NO THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY 

We further determine that there is no threat of material injury to the 

relevant U.S. industries by reason of LTFV imports of special quality 

semifinished products and special quality bars and cut-length rods from 

Brazil. Section 771(7)(F) of the Act directs the Commission to consider 

whether a U.S. industry is threatened with material injury by reason of the 

subject imports "on the basis of evidence that the threat of material injury 

191 Commissioner Brunsdale and Commissioner Crawford do not rely on anecdotal 
evidence that competition from imports ca~sed domestic·producers to lose 
particular sales or forced them to reduce their prices on other sales in 
reaching their determinations. 

192 Commissioner Brunsdale and Commissioner Crawford note that the dumping 
margin in this case is 27 percent. Even if they assumed that no subject 
imports would be sold in the U.S. market at fairly traded prices, they would 
not find material- injury by reason of dumped imports. Domestic producers 
would not have been able to increase their prices even if subject imports had 
been fairly traded and.sold at prices 27 percent higher. Purchasers could 
have turned to fairly traded imports to avoid the price increase. Moreover, 
with the significant excess capacity in the domestic industry, some producers 
could have expanded their production to satisfy demand of purchasers seeking 
to avoid the price increase. Domestic producers' excess capacity and the 
presence of fairly traded imports make it very unlikely that this extremely 
small volume of subject imports had any adverse effect on domestic prices. 
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is real and that actual injury is imminent. 11193 Under the statute, 194 we are 

required to consider a number of criteria addressed below with respect to each 

of the four domestic industries. While an analysis of the statutory threat 

factors necessarily involves projection of future events, 11 [s]uch a 

determination may not be made on the basis of mere conjecture or 

supposition. 11195 In addition, we must consider whether dumping findings or 

antidumping remedies in markets of foreign countries against the same class of 

merchandise suggest a threat of material injury to the domestic industry.196 

While we analyze threat of material injury with respect to each of the 

four domestic industries, the data regarding Brazilian production capacity, 

production, and capacity utilization are available only for subject special 

quality semifinished (combining non-lead and bismuth free-machining and other 

special) and subject special quality bar (combining non-lead and bismuth free-

machining and other special quality) breakouts. The absence of such data 

breakouts has no impact on our analysis. 

A. Free-machining semifinished products 

Brazilian productive capacity for all special quality semifinished 

products increased by a small amount during 1990-91 and rose by a slightly 

larger, but still small percentage between 1991and1992. 197 This increase was 

193 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(ii). 

194 See 19 U.S. C. § 1677 (7) (F)(iii). 

19519 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(ii). See also S. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st 
Sess. 88-89 (1979); Metallverken Nederland B.V. v. United States, 744 F. Supp. 
281, 287 (CIT 1990). 

196 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(iii)(I). This antidumping investigation does not 
involve subsidies or agricultural products. 

197 Report I-69. 
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due to one Brazilian producer that does not produce free-machining 

semifinished steels. The percentage of total Brazilian special quality 

semifinished production exported to the United States and the percentage of 

all Brazilian exports shipped to the United States were small during the 

period of investigation. 198 Accordingly, we do not find that the scale of 

Brazilian operations is sufficiently large that this increase in capacity is 

"likely to result in a significant increase in imports of the merchandise to 

the United States." 

Market penetration of subject imports corresponding to the like product 

did not "rapidly increase" between 1990 and 1992. Imports of free-machining 

semif inished products from Brazil decreased over the period of 

investigation. 199 No evidence·presented by petitioners suggests-that this 

small level of imports is likely to increase to injurious levels in the 

immediate future. 

We find no probability that imports of free-machining semifinished 

products from Brazil will enter the United States in the immediate future at 

prices that will have a suppressing or depressing effect on U.S. prices. This 

conclusion is based on our finding in the causation analysis above that the 

subject imports have no present effect on prices. No credible evidence has 

been presented which indicates that imports will have an adverse price effect 

in the immediate future. 

The record does not suggest any substantial increase in inventories of 

the subject imports in the United States. Inventories of imports from Brazil 

198 Report I-69, table 28. 

199 Id. I- 78, table 35. 
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of free-machining semifinished steel were not a factor throughout the period 

of investigation. 200 

Brazilian producers of special quality semifinished had unused capacity 

which increased somewhat during the period of investigation. 201 However, 

consumption of special quality semifinished products grew steadily in the 

Brazilian home market.2°2 Projections for 1993 and 1994.are for capacity 

utilization rates of special quality semifinished products to increase with 

increased Brazilian demand for automobiles. 203 There is no evidence suggesting 

that this excess capacity will suddenly be used to produce large quantities of 

special quality semifinished products which will be diverted for sale in the 

United States. 204 While Brazilian capacity utilization rates decreased from 

1991 to 1992, the percentage of Brazilian production shipped to the United 

States decreased for special quality semifinished products. 205 

We have identified no other adverse trends that would suggest a threat 

of material injury by the subject imports. Petitioners speculate that there 

are "ambitious plans" by the year 2000 to expand Brazil's manufacturing 

capacity for special quality products . 206 These arguments present no evidence 

that actual injury is.imminent. Rather, they involve speculations about 

200 Id. I- 74, table 31. 

201 Id. I-68 - I-69, table 28. 

202 Id. I-69, table 28. 

203 Id. ; Villares' Posthearing Br. at 15. 

204 These last two sentences also apply to the other three domestic industries 
discussed below. 

205 Id. I-68 - I-69, tables 28-29 .. 

206 Petitioners' Prehearing Br. at 126. 
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alleged increases in production over six years into the future. 207 Similarly, 

we find that petitioners' arguments concerning Brazilian economic and monetary 

policy to be nothing more than conjecture and speculation.208 Many of the 

monetary and economic policies which petitioners claim will result in massive 

increases in exports have been in place for much of the period of 

investigation.209 

With respect to the issue of product shifting, we reject petitioners' 

argument that the recent EC dumping order which imposed a duty between 1.7 and 

15 percent on special quality semifinished alloy steel will cause Brazilian 

producers to shift their production to special quality products, including 

free-machining semifinished steels, that do not have such duties.210 These 

duties are limited; they apply only to special quality alloy-steel products 

and not to special quality carbon steel semifinished products and special 

quality carbon and alloy steel bars from Brazil. Moreover, we note that the 

preliminary EC order, which was issued on March 30, 1992, did not result in 

207 we also reject petitioners' argument that the expiration of the VRA 
agreement and the privatization of the Brazilian steel industry will lead to 
gains in capacity and export levels. Petitioners' Prehearing Br. at 126-27. 
With respect to the VRA expiration, we note that the total quantity and value 
of Brazil's combined exports to the United States of special quality products 
declined following the expiration of the VRAs. We also find that petitioners' 
arguments about the privatization of Brazilian mills is speculative. 
Petitioners have presented no substantial evidence that privatized Brazilian 
mills will be able to maintain, let alone increase capacity. Accordingly, 
this argument does not constitute "evidence that the threat of material injury 
is real and that actual injury is imminent." This note and the foregoing 
paragraph also apply to the discussions of the other three domestic industries 
addressed below. 

208 Petitioners' Prehearing Br. at 122-24. 

209 The foregoing paragraph applies to the other three domestic industries 
discussed below. 

210 Petitioners' Prehearing Br. at 128-29. 
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increases of Brazilian shipments of other special quality semifinished 

products to the United States. Instead, Brazili~n export~ to the U.S, of 

special quality semifinished products declined between 1991 and 1992. 211 

Petitioners' further argument that the Commission's decision in the Lead 

and Bismuth investigations would result in a shifting of production by 

Brazilian producers from making free-machining lead and bismuth steels to non-

lead and bismuth free-machining steels is also speculative. The Lead and 

Bismuth investigation did not involve semifinished products. Imports of free-

machining hot-rolled bars from Brazil remained minuscule in 1992, even 

following the imposition of preliminary bond requirements in September 1992 in 

the Lead and Bismuth investigations. The theoretical possibility exists of 

shifting production from lead and bismuth free-machining bars to non-lead or 

other special quality bars. However, given the small amount of Brazilian 

subject imports of free-machining bars involved in this investigation, such a 

possibility does not constitute evidence that the threat of material injury is 

real and that actual injury is imminent.212 

Finally, we do not find that imports from Brazil of special quality 

products have and will continue to have a negative effect on the development 

and production efforts of the domestic industries. We note that the free-

machining special quality semifinished and bar industries are relatively 

mature. Research and development expenses for all products remained stable at 

a relatively low percentage of net sales during the period of investigation. 213 

211 The foregoing paragraph also applies to the other three domestic industries 
discussed below. 

212 The foregoing paragraph also applies to the other three domestic industries 
discussed below. 

213 Report I-66, table 27. 
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While capital expenditures declined in 1992 in all four domestic industries, 

they remained at significant levels. 214 In addition, capital expenditures for 

environmental purposes increased during the period of investigation. 215 

Statements by petitioners concerning the negative impact of Brazilian 

imports216 must be examined in light of all of the evidence in this 

investigation indicating the lack of a sufficient impact on the domestic 

industry by the subject imports to warrant an affirmative finding of material 

injury by reason of the subject imports.217 

Ye find no other demonstrable trends or evidence in the record that 

would support a finding of threat of material injury by reason of the LTFV 

imports. 

B. Other special quality semifinished products 

Brazilian productive capacity for all special quality semifinished 

products increased by a small amourit during 1990-91, and rose by a slightly 

larger but still small percentage between 1991 and 1992. As noted above with 

respect to free-machining semifinished, the percentage of Brazilian production 

of other special quality semifinished products exported to the United States 

and the percentage of Brazilian exports shipped to the United States was small 

throughout the period of investigation.218 

214 Id. I-65, table 25. 

215 Id. I-65, table 26. 

216 Petitioners' Prehearing Sr. at 129-131. 

217 The discussion in the foregoing paragraph applies to the three domestic 
industries addressed below. 

218 Report I-69. 
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Market penetration of subject imports corresponding to the like product 

did not increase rapidly between 1990 and 1992. There was only a slight and 

minuscule increase in import penetration of other special quality semifinished 

products. 219 This increase is not significant in light of the conditions of 

competition affecting this product and industry discussed above. No evidence 

presented by petitioners suggests that these small levels of imports are 

likely to increase to injurious levels in the immediate future. 

We find no probability that imports of other special quality 

semifinished products from Brazil will enter the United States in the 

immediate future at prices that will have a suppressing or depressing effect 

on U.S. prices. This conclusion is based on our finding in the causation 

analysis above that the subject imports have no present effect on prices. No 

credible evidence has been presented which indicates that imports will have an 

adverse price effect in the immediate future. 

The record does not suggest any substantial increase in inventories of 

the subject imports in the United States. Inventories of imports from Brazil 

of other special quality semifinished products declined to a minuscule amount 

in 1991 and 1992. 220 

Brazilian producers of special quality semifinished had unused capacity 

which increased somewhat during the period of investigation.221 However, 

consumption of special quality semifinished products grew steadily in the 

Brazilian home market. 222 While Brazilian capacity utilization rates decreased 

219 Id. I-81, table 36. 

220 Id. I-74, table 31. 

221 Id. I-68 - I-69, table 28. 

222 Id. I-69, table 28. 
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from 1991 to 1992, the percentage of Brazilian production shipped to the 

United States decreased for special quality semifinished. 223 

We find no other demonstrable trends or evidence in the record that 

would support a finding of threat of material injury by reason of the LTFV 

imports with respect to the domestic industry of other special quality 

semifinished products. 

C. Free-machining bars and cut-length rods 

There was only a slight and minuscule increase in import penetration of 

free-machining bars and cut-length rods. 224 This increase is not significant 

in light of the conditions of competition affecting this product and industry 

discussed above. No evidence presented by petitioners suggests that this 

minuscule increase in the level of imports is likely to increase to injurious 

levels in the immediate future. Moreover, the percentage of Brazilian special 

quality bar production shipped to the United States was small and declined 

throughout the period of investigation.225 

We find no probability that imports of free-machining bars and cut

length rods from Brazil will enter the United States in the immediate future 

at prices that will have a suppressing or depressing effect on U.S. prices. 

This conclusion is based on our finding in the causation analysis above that 

the subject imports have no present effect on prices. No credible evidence 

has been presented which indicates that imports will have an adverse price 

effect in the immediate future. 

223 Id. 

224 Id. I-81, table 36. 

225 Id. I-69, table 29. 
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The record does not suggest any substantial increase in inventories of 

the subject imports in the United States. Inventories of imports from Brazil 

of free-machining bars were not a factor throughout the period of 

investigation. 226 

Brazilian producers of special quality bar had unused capacity which 

increased somewhat during the period of investigation. 227 This increase in 

capacity was due to one Brazilian producer that does not produce free

machining steels. As Brazilian capacity utilization rates increased from 1991 

to 1992, the percentage of Brazilian production shipped to the United States 

decreased for special quality bar products.228 

We find no other demonstrable trends or evidence in the record with 

respect to the domestic industry producing free-machining bars and cut-length 

rods that would support a threat of material injury by reason of the LTFV 

imports. 

D. Other special quality bars and cut-length rods 

Market penetration of subject imports corresponding to the like product 

did not "rapidly increase" between 1990 and 1992. 229 Production capacity for 

special quality bars rose minimally during 1990-92. 230 Questionnaire responses 

indicate that the source of the increase in production capacity was primarily 

from one Brazilian producer that is operating at close to full capacity. 231 We 

226 Id. I-74, table 32. 

227 Id. I-69, table 29. 

228 Id. 

229 Id. I-81, table 36. 

230 Id. I-69, table 29. 

231 Villares Posthearing Br. at 14; Questionnaire responses. 
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do not find that the scale of Brazilian operations is sufficiently large that 

this increase in capacity is likely to result _in a significant increase in 

imports of the merchandise to the United States. In addition, the percentage 

of Brazilian production of special quality bars exported to the United States 

was small and declined throughout the period of investigation.232 

The record does not suggest any substantial increase in inventories of 

the subject imports in the United States. Inventories in the United States of 

imports from Brazil of other special quality bars rose slightly between 1991 

and 1992, but to a level that represented only a minuscule percentage of 

apparent U.S. domestic consumption.233 

We find no probability that imports of other special quality bars and 

cut-length rods from Brazil will enter the United States in the immediate 

future at prices that will have a suppressing or depressing effect on U.S. 

prices. This conclusion is based on our finding in the causation analysis 

above that the subject imports have no present effect on prices. No credible 

evidence has been presented that indicates that imports will have an adverse 

price effect in the immediate future. 

Brazilian producers of special quality bar had unused capacity which 

increased somewhat during the period of investigation.234 As Brazilian 

capacity utilization rates increased from 1991 to 1992, however, the 

percentage of Brazilian production shipped to the United States decreased for 

special quality bar products.235 

232 Report I-69, table 29. 

233 Id. I-74, table 32. 

234 Id. I-69, table 29. 

235 Id. 
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Ye find no other demonstrable trends or evidence in the record which 

would support a finding of threat of material injury by reason of the LTFV 

imports to the domestic industry producing other special quality bars and cut

length rods. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, we determine that the domestic industries 

producing free-machining semifinished products, other special quality carbon 

and alloy semifinished products, free-machining bars and cut-length rods, and 

other special quality carbon and alloy bars and cut-length rods, are neither 

materially injured nor threatened with material injury by reason of LTFV 

imports of these products from Brazil. 
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I-1 

INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATION 
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INTRODUCTION -

On January 11, 1993, the U.S. Department of Commerce (Commerce) 
published in the Federal Register its preliminary determination that imports 
of certain special quality carbon and alloy hot-rolled steel bars and 
semifinished products1 from Brazil are being sold in the United States at less 
than fair value (LTFV) (58 F.R. 3533). Accordingly, effective January 11, 
1993, the Commission instituted final antidumping investigation No. 731-TA-
572 (Final) under the applicable provisions of the Tariff Act of 1930 to 
determine whether an industry in the United States is materially injured, or 
is threatened with material injury, or the establishment of an industry in the 
United States is materially retarded, by reason of imports of such merchandise 
into the United States. 

Notice of the institution of this investigation, and of the public 
hearing to be held in connection therewith, was given by posting copies of the 
notice in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, 
Washington, DC, and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register on 
February 3, 1993 (58 F.R. 6976). 2 The hearing in this investigation was held 
in Washington, DC, on June 2, 1993. 3 Commerce published its-final LTFV 
determination on June 3, 1993 (58 F.R. 31496). The Commission voted on this 
investigation on July 2, 1993, and transmitted its determination to Commerce 
on July 9, 1993. 

Background 

This investigation results from a petition filed by Republic Engineered 
Steels, Inc., Massillon, OH, and The Timken Company, Canton, OH, on June 9, 

1 For purposes of this investigation, the subject imports are certain 
carbon and alloy (other than stainless, high speed, silico-manganese, and tool 
steel) hot-rolled steel bars, which have a uniform solid cross-section along 
their whole length and are in the shape of circles, segments of circles, 
ovals, rectangles, or other convex polygons. The subject bars are of special 
bar quality engineered steel that is described in Society of Automotive 
Engineers (SAE) standards J403, J404, J411, Jl081, Jl249, Jl268, and 
modifications thereof. Also included are certain alloy ingots and 
semifinished products of carbon and alloy steel (other than stainless steel, 
high-speed steel, silico-manganese steel, tool steel, and high-nickel alloy 
steel), of circular or rectangular (including square) cross-section with a 
width measuring less than four times thickness, of special bar quality 
engineered steel. Excluded from the scope of the investigation are imports of 
semifinished products or hot-rolled bars which contain by weight 0.03 percent 
or more of lead or 0.05 percent or more of bismuth; semifinished or hot
rolled products of merchant quality steels (American Iron and Steel Institute 
(AISI) grades M 1000 through M 1044); hot-rolled bars and rods in irregularly 
wound coils; reinforcing bars and rods; wire; and flat-rolled products. See 
the tariff treatment section, below, for classifications and rates of duty. 

2 Copies of the Commission's institution notice and Commerce's final 
determination are presented in appendix A. 

3 A list of witnesses who appeared at the hearing is presented in 
appendix B. 
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1992. The petition alleges that imports of certain special quality carbon and 
alloy semifinished and hot-rolled steel products from Brazil, covered by 
subheadings/statistical reporting numbers 7207.11.00, 7207.12.0010, 
7207.19.0030, 7207.20.0025, 7207.20.0075, 7214.30.00, 7214.40.00, 7214.50.00, 
7214.60.00, 7224.10.0075, 7224.90.0045, 7224.90.0065, and 7228.30.80 of the 
Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (HTS), are being sold in the 
United States at LTFV, and that an industry in the United States is materially 
injured and threatened with material injury by reason of such imports. 

Previous and Related Investigations 

Certain special quality carbon and alloy steel products have been 
included in a number of investigations conducted by the Commission since 1921. 
A list of those investigations is presented in table 1. 

General Steel Products Investigations 

The 1982 countervailing duty and antidumping investigations resulted in 
negative preliminary determinations with respect to hot-rolled carbon steel 
bars; the petitions with respect to hot-rolled alloy steel bars were withdrawn 
and the investigations were terminated. In 1984, the Commission unanimously 
determined in a section 201 investigation that imports of carbon and alloy 
steel bar and wire rod products were not a substantial cause of serious 
injury, or threat thereof, to those domestic industries. The 1984 
investigations of carbon steel wire rod resulted in an affirmative 
determination in the countervailing duty investigation concerning Spain, and 
affirmative determinations in the antidumping investigations involving 
Argentina, Brazil, Spain, and Trinidad and Tobago. 4 

Investigations of Special Quality Carbon Steel Products 

In its recent investigations of certain hot-rolled lead and bismuth 
carbon steel products, the Commission unanimously determined that the domestic 
industry producing this product was materially injured by reason of imports of 
the subject hot-rolled lead and bismuth carbon steel products from Brazil, 
France, Germany, and the United Kingdom that had been found by the Department 
of Commerce to be subsidized by the Governments in these countries and to be 
sold in the United States at LTFV. 5 As a result of these determinations, 
antidumping and countervailing duties of the amounts shown in the following 
tabulation (in percent) were imposed. 

4 In addition, Commerce conducted several countervailing duty 
investigations of countries that were not signatories to the General Agreement 
on Tariffs and Trade Code on Subsidies and Countervailing Duties from 1986 to 
1988. These investigations resulted in affirmative countervailing duty 
determinations regarding carbon steel wire rod from Malaysia, New Zealand, 
Saudi Arabia, and Zimbabwe. 

5 Certain Hot-Rolled Lead and Bismuth Carbon Steel Products from Brazil, 
France, Germany, and the United Kingdom, USITC Publication 2611, Mar. 1993. 
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Table 1 
Special quality carbon and alloy steel products: Previous and related investigations since 1921 

Item 

Steel billets and bars . . . . . . 
Hot-rolled carbon steel wire rods: 

Belgium ... 
France 
Luxembourg 
West Germany 

Carbon steel bars and shapes: 
Canada 

Steel bars, reinforcing bars, and shapes: 
Australia . . . . . . . . . 

Carbon steel wire rods and wire . 
Carbon steel wire rods and round wire 
Carbon steel bars and shapes: 

The United Kingdom ....... . 
Certain steel products (Hot-rolled carbon steel 

bar, and hot-rolled alloy steel bar): 
Belgium, Brazil, France, Italy, Luxembourg, 
United Kingdom, West Germany 

Carbon and certain alloy steel products (Hot
rolled carbon steel bars) . . . . . 

Carbon steel wire rod: 
Brazil, Belgium, France, Venezuela 

Venezuela ........ . 
Brazil, Trinidad and Tobago 

Argentina, Mexico, Poland, Spain 

Spain .......•..• 
Poland ........•. 
Argentina, Spain . . . • . 
German Democratic Republic 
Poland, Portugal, Venezuela 

Stainless and alloy tool steel 
(Alloy tool steel only) . . . 

Steel Industry Annual Reports . . . . • . 
Lead and bismuth carbon steel products: 

Brazil, France, Germany, United Kingdom 

Special quality hot-rolled and semifinished 
carbon and alloy steel products: 

Brazil ........••...... 
Lead and bismuth carbon steel products: 

Brazil, France, Germany, United Kingdom 

Source: Various Coamission reports. 

Investigation Date of Report 
number issue No. 

N.A. 1921 C-7 

AD-27 1963 TC 93 
AD-30 1963 TC 99 
AD-28 1963 TC 94 
AD-29 1963 TC 95 

AD-39 1964 TC 135 

AD-62 1970 TC 314 
TEA-W-100 1971 TC 418 
TEA-W-181 1973 re 566 

AD-INQ-8, 9 1978 USITC 855 

701-TA-86-144 (P) 1982 US ITC 1221 

TA-201-51 1984 US ITC 1553 

701-TA-148-150 (P) 1982 US ITC 1230 
731-TA-88 (P) 
731-TA-88 (F) 1983 USITC 1338 
731-TA-113-114 (P) 1982 USITC 1316 
731-TA-113-114 (F) 1983 USITC 1444 
701-TA-209 (P) 1984 USITC 1476 
731-TA-157-160 (P) 
701-TA-209 (F) 1984 US ITC 1544 
731-TA-159 (F) 1984 USITC 1574 
731-TA-157, 160 (F) 1984 USITC 1598 
731-TA-205 (P) 1984 USITC 1607 
701-TA-243-244 (P) 1985 USITC 1701 
731-TA-256-258 (P) 
TA-201-5 1976 USITC 756 
TA-203-2 1977 USITC 805 
TA-203-3 1977 USITC 838 
TA-203-5 1979 USITC 968 
TA-201-48 1983 USITC 1377 
TA-203-16 1987 USITC 1975 
332-209 and 332-289 Various 

701-TA-314-317 (P) 1992 USITC 2512 
731-TA-552-555 (P) 

731-TA-572 (P) 1992 USITC 2537 

701-TA-314-317 (F) 1993 USITC 2611 
731-TA-552-555 CF) 



Country/company 

Brazil: 
ACESITA ................... . 
Mannesmann ................ . 
All others ................ . 

France ...................... . 
Germany: 

Saarstahl A.G ............. . 
Thyssen ................... . 

United Kingdom: 
Allied Steel and Wire ..... . 
Glynwed International ..... . 
United Engineering Steels .. 
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Antidumping. 
duties 

148.12 
148.12 
148.12 

75.08 

85.05 
85.05 

25.82 
25.82 
25.82 

Countervailing 
duties 

19.19 
0.82 
0.82 

23.14 

17 .28 
None 

20.33 
None 
12.69 

In the Lead and Bismuth bar and rod investigations, the Commission 
determined that the appropriate like product was free-machining bars and rods. 
Although the Commission found minor differences between lead and bismuth bars 
and rods and other types of free-machining steels, major differences were 
found to exist between free-machining and other special quality steels. These 
differences spanned physical characteristics, end uses, channels of 
distribution, producer and consumer perceptions, certain manufacturing 
processes, and prices. 

THE PRODUCT 

Description6 

The special quality carbon and alloy steel products covered by this 
investigation are semifinished and hot-rolled products that may be subjected 
to direct hardening, carburizing, induction hardening, and/or nitriding; and 
are used in applications requiring critical levels of hardness and/or 
hardenability, strength, toughness, fatigue resistance, high-temperature creep 
and fracture resistance, wear resistance, machinability, and formability. 
Such products are commonly referred to as engineered or special bar quality 
(SBQ) steels. The subject imports are defined as follows: 

Special quality carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled bars.-
Products of carbon and alloy steel (other than stainless steel, high
speed steel, silico-manganese steel, and tool steel) of special bar 
quality engineered steel, described in Society of Automotive Engineers 
(SAE) standards J403, J404, J411, Jl081, Jl249, Jl268, and modifications 
thereof, not containing by weight 0.03 percent or more of lead or 0.05 
percent or more of bismuth. These products have a uniform solid cross 
section along their length in shapes that include circles or segments of 
circles, ovals, rectangles (including squares), triangles, or other 

6 See appendix C for a glossary of selected steel industry terminology. 
See the section of this report entitled 11 Like Product Considerations," for a 
discussion of how the Commission has defined the product for analysis in 
recent cases. 
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convex polygons. Such products are classified under the following 
subheadings of the HTS: 7214.30.00, 7214.40.00, 7214.50.00, 7214.60.00, 
and 7228.30.80. For the purposes of this investigation, such products 
include cut-length rod. These products do not include products of 
merchant quality steels (AISI grades M 1000 through M 1044); products in 
irregularly wound coils; flat-rolled products; wire; or reinforcing bars 
and rods. 

Special quality carbon and certain alloy steel semifinished products.-
Products of carbon and alloy steel (other than stainless steel, high
speed steel, silico-manganese steel, tool steel, and high-nickel alloy 
steel) of special bar quality engineered steel, described in SAE 
standards J403, J404, J411, Jl081, Jl249, Jl268, and modifications 
thereof, not containing by weight 0.03 percent or more of lead or 0.05 
percent or more of bismuth, of circular or rectangular (including 
square) cross section. Such products are classified under the following 
HTS subheadings: 7207.11.00, 7207.12.00, 7207.19.00, 7207.20.00, 
7224.10.00, and 7224.90.00. These products do not include semifinished 
products of merchant quality steels (AISI grades M 100~ through M 1044). 

In contrast to merchant quality steel, special quality steel is 
typically produced to customer order and characterized by tighter surface and 
chemical tolerances. It is produced with minimal segregation and porosity, 
tighter grain size tolerances, and restrictive limits on incidental chemical 
element content. A tight range for chemical composition is prescribed for 
carbon, manganese, phosphorus, and sulfur. Standards on surface 
irregularities, including seams, are stricter than for merchant quality. 

Free-Machining Steels7 

Free-machining steels are a subset of the larger category of special 
quality steels, 8 in which base grades of steel have been resulfurized and/or 
rephosphorized, and may have had additions of lead, bismuth, selenium, or 
tellurium. 9 All steel, irrespective of grade or content, is machinable to 

7 The Commission•s recent decision in Certain Hot-Rolled Lead and Bismuth 
Carbon Steel Products from Brazil, France, Germany, and the United Kingdom, 
invs. Nos. 701-TA-314-317 (Final) and 731-TA-552-555 (Final), USITC 
Publication 2611, Mar. 1993, contains an extensive analysis and discussion 
concerning free-machining steels which is relevant to this investigation at 
pp. 10-28. 

8 See appendix D for producer comments on manufacturing differences between 
free-machining and other special quality steels and appendix E for producer 
comments on differences in terms of physical characteristics and uses. 

9 In the Commission•s questionnaires in this investigation, 11 free-machining 
carbon and certain alloy steel products" were defined as follows: 

Special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products containing by 
weight one or more of the following elements in the specified 
proportions: 
- 0.03 percent or more of lead 
- more than 0.05 percent of bismuth 

(continued ... ) 
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some degree, and the machinability of the base steel is largely dictated by 
the engineering requirements of the end product. 10 These requirements, which 
are properties of the base grade of the steel, include strength, ductility, 
and fatigue resistance. 

Free-machining steels possess a significantly higher level of 
machinability compared with non-free-machining grades. 11 Non-free-machining 
steels may be subjected to machining operations to produce a variety of parts 
when the amount of metal to be removed by machining does not justify the extra 
cost of free-machining steels. 12 The effect of certain free-machining 
additives on steel properties may also preclude the use of these steels in 
certain applications for which optimum strength or toughness is a prime 
consideration. 13 

Free-machining bars can provide substantial savings by increasing the 
production rate in high-speed machining operations. 14 Over a period of many 
years, steel producers have conducted intensive research programs to develop 
steels with improved machinability. This has been particularly true for free
machining steels that are uti~ized extensively for the production of a wide 
variety of parts on automatic screw machines operating at high production 
rates. 15 

Lead and bismuth free-machining steels possess a higher level of 
machinability than other free-machining steels. Lead and bismuth are 
insoluble and form inclusions in the steel, attaching themselves as tails to 
manganese sulfides. These inclusions aid chip formation and improve the 
lubricity or machinability of the steel. However, these steels pose problems 
in terms of manufacture and rolling, and their production is subject to 
environmental and health restrictions. 

Merchant Quality vs. Special Quality16 

Merchant quality steels are characterized by wide physical and chemical 
tolerances and are produced to grade only. Such steels are not produced to 
any specified silicon content, grain size, or other requirement that would 
influence the type of steel, and they may contain pronounced chemical 

9 ( ... continued) 
- 0.08 percent or more of sulfur 
- more than 0.05 percent of selenium 
- more than 0.01 percent of tellurium. 

io Debanshu Bhattacharya, 11Machinability of Steel, n Journal of Metals, Mar. 
1987, p. 33. 

11 Lead and Bismuth, p. 11. 
12 Ibid., pp. 13-16. 
13 Ibid., p. 17. 
14 Ibid. , p. 16. 
15 Ibid. , pp. 15 -16. 
16 The following discussion is based on American Iron and Steel Institute 

(AISI), Steel Products Manual: Alloy, Carbon and High Strength Low Alloy 
Steels: Semifinished for Forging; Hot Rolled Bars, Cold Finished Bars, Hot 
Rolled Deformed and Plain Concrete Reinforcing Bars, pp. 87-88. 
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segregation; internal porosity, surface seams, and other surface 
irregularities may also be present. Bars of this quality are usually rolled 
from unconditioned billets. Merchant quality steels are used for structural 
and similar applications involving moderate cold bending, moderate hot 
forming, punching, and welding, as used in the production of noncritical 
parts. This quality is not suitable for applications 'that involve forging, 
heat treatment, cold drawing, or other operations for which internal soundness 
or relative freedom from detrimental surface imperfections is of prime 
importance. 

In contrast to merchant quality, special quality steels are typically 
produced to customer order and characterized by tighter surface and chemical 
tolerances. Such steels are produced with minimal segregation and porosity, 
tighter grain size tolerances, and restrictive limits on incidental chemical 
element content. A tight range for chemical composition is prescribed for 
carbon, manganese, phosphorus, and sulfur. Standards on surface 
irregularities, including seams, are stricter than for merchant quality. 
Special quality steel bars are rolled from billets that have been inspected 
and conditioned, as necessary, to minimize surface imperfections. Both 
merchant and special quality steel products can be produced from rimmed, 
capped, or killed steels.17 

17 Rimmed steels are cast into ingots without deoxidation by silicon or 
aluminum. As solidification proceeds, oxygen and carbon dissolved in the 
molten metal continue .to combine, producing a characteristic effervescent 
action in the ingot during.solidification. Chemical.composition and 
mechanical properties vary widely throughout rimmed steel ingots, with the 
region near the surface being lower in carbon, sulfur, and phosphorus than the 
average composition of the ingot. Capped steels are somewhat similar to 
rimmed steels, except that the rimming action is stopped at a specified point 
during the solidification process. A capped steel ingot has the low-carbon 
rim typical of a rimmed steel ingot, but the uniformity of ~omposition and 
mechanical properties in the center that might be expected from a killed steel 
ingot. Killed steels are produced by adding deoxidizing elements such as 
silicon and aluminum to the ladle before pouring. Chemical composition and 
mechanical properties of killed steels are relatively uniform throughout the 
ingot. 
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Carbon 18 vs . Alloy Steel 

Both carbon and alloy special quality products are characterized by 
common manufacturing methods and uses. Both carbon and alloy special quality 
steels require similarly high levels of cleanliness, soundness, and surface 
quality. Both can be heat-treated and have equally rigorous internal 
chemistry requirements. A number of U.S. steel producers manufacture both 
carbon and alloy special quality semifinished products and hot-rolled bars and 
rods using the same workers, processes, and equipment. 

Semifinished Products vs. Bars 

Semifinished steel products have traditionally been considered to have 
been subjected to no more than primary hot-rolling and to be greater than 4 
inches in cross-section. Hot-rolled bars are usually defined as finished 
steel products that have been subjected to additional hot-rolling subsequent 
to primary hot-rolling and that meet more stringent tolerance and surface 
quality requirements. During its preliminary investigation, -Commerce 
addressed considerable attention to the classification of certain Brazilian 
special quality products that meet the traditional criteria for semifinished 
steel but also exhibit the tighter tolerances and more refined surface quality 
associated with hot-rolled bars.19 

Commerce's decision in this matter was based on a related determination 
regarding whether the products under investigauion should be considered more 
than one class or kind. In its August 12, 1992, decision memorandum, Commerce 
examined diverse criteria to resolve the class or kind issue. These criteria 
included general physical characteristics of the merchandise, ultimate end use 
of the merchandise, expectations of the ultimate purchaser, channels of trade 
in which the product is sold, and the manner in which the product is 
advertised and displayed. Based on this examination, and the determination 
that semifinished products and hot-rolled bars have different physical 
characteristics, ultimate uses, purchaser expectations, ehannels of trade, and 

18 In this investigation, the term "carbon steel 11 refers to steel that does 
not contain the elements listed below in excess of the quantity, by weight, 
respectively indicated: 

1. 65 percent of manganese, or 
0.25 percent of phosphorus, or 
0.35 percent of sulphur, or 
0.60 percent of silicon, or 
0.60 percent of copper, or 
0.30 percent of aluminum, or 
0.20 percent of chromium, or 
0.30 percent of cobalt, or 
0.35 percent of lead, or 
0.50 percent of nickel, or 
0.30 percent of tungsten, or 
0.10 percent of any other metallic element. 

19 Imports of these products come into the United States under HTS 
provisions for semifinished products. 
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methods of advertising, Commerce concluded that the two products should be 
considered as two distinct classes or kinds of merchandise. 

In its September 24, 1992, memorandum for the file, Commerce 
specifically addressed the issue of whether products produced by The Villares 
Group, which includes both Villares Industrieas de Base SA (Vibasa) and A9os 
Anhanguera (Villares) SA, should be considered as semifinished products or 
hot-rolled bars. Based on the five criteria previously examined for the class 
or kind determination, Commerce concluded that products that have been hot
rolled only on a primary rolling mill but meet the physical description and 
other characteristics of hot-rolled bars are considered to be hot-rolled bars 
for purposes of this investigation. According to Commerce: 

Although Villares' material is produced only on a primary rolling 
mill, the numerous passes (24-34) to which each ingot is subjected 
produces a product which has a smooth surface and meets AISI 
tolerances and ASTM specifications for finished bar. Thus, 
Villares' products have the physical characteristics of what we 
consider for the purposes of this investigation to be hot-rolled 
bar and rods, 20 and not semi finished products. Villares sells 
these products to end users or service centers, neither of whom 
(nor the customers of service centers) normally have the 
capability to further hot-roll those products and generally have 
facilities only to further work bar products. Thus, the channels 
of trade and ultimate use of Villares' products reflect those of 
hot-rolled bars and rods. Furthermore, as it is known that all of 
Villares' production meets ASTM and AISI specifications for bar, 
the customer expectations of Villares' products suggest that 
customers expect a product which meets tighter, relatively 
exacting tolerances, i.e., hot-rolled bars and rods. 

This determination affects all products produced by The Villares Group 
and some limited production by A9o Minas Gerais SA (A9ominas). Commerce's 
determination is reflected in Brazilian production and shipment data presented 
throughout this report. As a result, data on imports of subject product from 
Brazil and related market shares differ significantly from data collected in 
the Commission's preliminary investigation. 

Petitioners assert that as a result of this determination, products 
exported by A9ominas and classified as semifinished products are actually 
finished bars.21 Petitioners also argued this claim before Commerce, which 
considered the issue at Comment 2 of their final determination: 

20 Throughout its memoranda and Federal Register notices, Commerce refers 
to these products as 11hot-rolled bars and rods. 11 Due to the Commission•s 
finding in its preliminary investigation that hot-rolled cut-length and coiled 
bars and hot-rolled cut-length rods comprise one like product, these products 
combined are referred to throughout this report as 11 hot-rolled bars." 

21 Transcript of the public hearing (TR), testimony of Eugene L. Stewart, 
Stewart & Stewart, pp. 113-114. 
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Petitioners are incorrect in stating that the Department's verification 
report indicated that A9ominas' exports to the U.S. were actually 
finished bars and not semifinished products. The report did state that 
the Department analyzed A9ominas' ability to meet certain bar tolerances 
and that some of A9ominas' exports met certain bar specifications. 
While some of A9ominas' exports met certain bar specifications, based on 
information gathered at verification, it is unknown whether the exports 
met all bar specifications. Meeting certain bar specifications (i.e., 
bar tolerances) does not mean that the respondents' products or any of 
its exports to the U.S. should be classified as finished bars and 
rods. 22 

Commerce further elaborated this point later in its determination: 

The Department agrees with A9ominas in its claim that it primarily 
produces semifinished products. We analyzed A9ominas' ability to 
produce products conforming to certain bar specifications at 
verification. While some of the products were found to meet specific 
bar specifications, the Department was unable to examine-A9ominas' 
ability to meet all of the criteria. The Department did note in its 
verification report that A9ominas did have the ability to produce 
semifinished steel products to specific bar tolerances and is supplying 
them to the market. However, we did not state that A9ominas is 
"primarily" a bar producer or that the semifinished billets exported to 
the U.S. and under investigation should be included in the finished bars 
and rods category. 23 

Respondents A9ominas and Co-Steel Raritan also refute petitioners' 
classification of A9ominas' product as finished bars. A9ominas' billets sold 
to Co-Steel Raritan reportedly have surface roughness, spot defects, and seams 
in the material that are unacceptable for finished bars.24 These billets 
reportedly regularly fail to meet the cross-section and length tolerances and 
straightness requirements of ASTM and SAE bar specifications.25 

Petitioners assert that although the Commission applied Commerce's 
determination on the classification of product as bar or semifinished, the 
Commission did not apply this definition to domestic shipments.26 Definitions 
in the Commission's questionnaires were based on Commerce's preliminary 
determination, discussed above, and applied to all data collected by the 
Commission. 

Petitioners also assert that various importers, ***, have misclassified 
imports of bars as semifinished products. 27 Commission staff have reexamined 

22 58 F .R. 31498. 
23 58 F:R. 31499. 
24 Posthearing brief of Baker & McKenzie for A9ominas, p. 2. 
25 Prehearing brief of Jeffrey W. Carr for Co-Steel Raritan, Affidavit of 

Robert L. Randall, Exhibit 1, p. 3. 
26 Prehearing brief of Stewart & Stewart for petitioners, p. 5. 
27 Ibid., p. 30. 
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the questionnaire responses of these *** importers. Petitioners are incorrect 
in stating that***· 

* * * * * * * 

Bars vs. Rods 

Bars and rods are solid hot-rolled products produced by rolling heated 
billets into cut lengths or coils of a smaller predetermined cross-section. 
Although most bars and rods are rolled from strand-cast billets, some bars, 
including those subject to this investigation, are hot-rolled from billets 
which were processed from ingots or strand-cast blooms. In general practice, 
bars are rolled on a bar mill and rods are rolled on a rod mill; these two 
types of hot-rolling mills differ somewhat in their engineering requirements, 
such as the number of stands and their speed of operation. Chemistry, size 
tolerances, and end use typically define most differences between bars and 
rods. 

With respect to chemistry and form differences, most carbon steel rod is 
produced in the 1000 and 1500 series carbon steels, and very little, if any, 
is produced in the 1100 or 1200 series,28 which, along with the 1000 and 1500 
series, are common bar grades. 29 While rods are typically produced in coils 
of one continuous length, bars may be produced in either coils or cut lengths. 
Most rods produced in the United States are designated "wire rods," intended 
for cold-drawing into wire for the production of wire products. 30 Most rods 
are also of circular cross-section. Bars may be further hot-worked (e.g., 
forged), or cold-finished (including cold-drawn) depending upon their end use. 
Bars are hot-rolled to a number of shapes, including rounds, squares, round
cornered squares, hexagons, square-edge and round-edge flats, and angles. 31 

Bar tolerances are· tighter and more exacting than those for rods. The 
specifications written for the two products reflect these differences and are 
based mainly on different end uses. Hot-rolled wire rods generally are 
produced in nominal fractional diameters, and are not comparable to hot
rolled bars in accuracy of cross-section or surface finish because of the 
methods of manufacture and intended end use.32 

28 In 1991, only 3.9 percent of U.S. coiled rod shipments reported by U.S. 
producers responding to the Commission's questionnaires in the preliminary 
investigation were in the 1100 and 1200 (free-machining) series. Data on 
coiled rods were not collected in the Commission•s questionnaires in the final 
investigation. 

29 American and Iron Steel Institute (AISI), Steel Products Manual: Wire 
and Rods, Carbon Steel, Mar. 1984. 

30 According to one estimate m1de by a steel industry executive, 
approximately 95 percent of the U.S. rod production is 11 wire rod, 11 with 
another 3 to 4 percent designated for cold-heading applications and structural 
applications requiring large diameter wires welded at the intersection. 

31 AISI, Steel Products Manual: Bars, pp. 91-94. 
32 AISI, Steel Products Manual: Wire, p. 35. 
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Industry usage of size distinction is in transition, creating an overlap 
between the definitions of bar and rod. In general, forms that exceed 3/4 
inch (19 millimeters (mm)) in diameter are "bars," those under 1/2 inch (12.7 
mm) in diameter are "rods," and those between 1/2 and 3/4 inch may be either, 
depending upon the mill, the customer, and the end use. This overlap is 
reflected in the HTS, where both bars and rods may be between 14 mm (0.55 
inch) and 19 mm (0.74 inch) in diameter. 33 Standardized nomenclature for 
tariff purposes, set largely at the international level, differs in many 
respects from industry usage. The HTS sets the minimum diameter for bars at 
14 mm, even though U.S. steel industry specifications include sizes down to 
7.94 mm (5/16 inch). In addition, the HTS sets no maximum diameter for bars. 
The AISI uses the following guidelines for bars: rounds may be up to 10 
inches in diameter; squares may be up to 8 inches in cross-section; hexagons 
may be up to 4 inches in cross-section; and flats may be up to 1.5 inches 
thick and 6 inches wide.34 

Cut-Lengths vs. Coils 

After steel is hot-rolled, it can be cut to convenient shipping lengths 
or coiled. Special quality coiled products up to approximately 2 inches in 
diameter are produced on a bar or rod mill equipped with reels to coil the 
final product. Special quality cut-length products are produced on a mill 
equipped with facilities to produce the cut lengths, such as shears, hot saws, 
or abrasive saws, as well as notch turnover hot beds to ensure product 
straightness off the rolling mill. Many U.S. mills produce both cut-length 
and coiled special quality steel bars on the same equipment using the same 
production workers. There is virtually no metallurgical difference between 
cut-length and coiled products. The choice between these two products is 
based on the purchaser's manufacturing equipment. Coiled products are 
generally not used for hot forging or direct machining operations. Both cut
length and coiled products are used by cold finishers, and service centers 
market both cut-length and coiled special quality bars. 

33 Under the predecessor Tariff Schedules of the United States (TSUS), bars 
and wire rods were separate products covered by different provisions. Steel 
bars were defined as having cross-sections in the shape of circles, ovals, 
triangles, rectangles, hexagons, or octagons. Imports were reported under 
separate categories based on configuration and whether or not they were cold
formed. Wire rods were defined as coiled hot-rolled products, approximately 
round in cross-section, and not under 0.20 inch nor over 0.74 inch in 
diameter; imports were reported under separate categories based on carbon 
content and further processing. 

Under the HTS, hot-rolled bars and rods are classified together with a 
distinction between 11hot-rolled bars and rods in irregularly wound coils" and 
11 other bars and rods 11 (including hot-rolled bars and rods cut to length). A 
size distinction continues to be maintained, however, with a separate 
statistical reporting number for coiled product less than 14 mm (0.74 inch) in 
diameter. 

34 AISI, Steel Products Manual: Bars, pp. 91-94. 
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Manufacturing Process 

Special quality carbon and alloy steel products require more 
sophisticated manufacturing tools, machinery, equipment, and skills than those 
required for merchant quality products, because the requirements for chemistry 
control, rigorous product analysis, surface quality, and critical engineered 
characteristics are much more restrictive. The manufacturing process leading 
to the production of certain special quality carbon and alloy steel products 
is described below and consists of three different stages: (1) melting, (2) 
casting, and (3) hot-rolling. 

Melting Stage 

Steel is produced by either an integrated or nonintegrated process (see 
figure 1). The nonintegrated process produces molten steel by melting scrap 
in an electric arc furnace (EAF). In contrast, the integrated process 
typically smelts iron ore and coke in a blast furnace to produce molten iron, 
which is subsequently poured into a steelmaking furnace, generally a basic 
oxygen furnace (BOF), together with scrap metal. The hot metal is processed 
into steel when oxygen is blown into the metal bath. Lime is added to serve 
as a fluxing agent; it combines with impurities to form a floating layer of 
slag, which is later removed. The increasing use of oxygen blowing and iron 
ore-based products, such as direct-reduced iron and iron carbide, in EAFs is 
beginning to blur the distinction between the integrated and nonintegrated 
processes . 35 

Figure 1 
Simplified steelmaking flowchart ,,,,.,,,'llMI procea 
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Source: U.S. International Trade Commission, Steel Industry Annual Report, 
USITC Publication 2436, Sept. 1991, p. 2-2. 

35 U.S. International Trade Commission, Steel Industry Annual Report, USITC 
Publication 2436, Sept. 1991, p. 2-2. 
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Alloy steels are produced by additions of a[loying agents (including 
chromium, nickel, and molybdenum) to liquid steel to impart specific 
properties to finished steel products. Molten steel is poured or tapped from 
the furnace into a ladle, an open-topped, refractory-lined vessel, typically 
with an off-center bottom opening equipped with a nozzle. Meanwhile, the 
primary steelmaking vessel (EAF or BOF) may be charged with new materials to 
begin another refining cycle . 

. Whether the integrated or nonintegrated process is used, it is 
increasingly common for molten steel to pass through a ladle metallurgy 
station, where its chemistry is refined to embody the steel with properties 
required for specific applications. 36 At the ladle metallurgy or secondary 
steelmaking station, the chemical content and temperature are adjusted for 
optimum casting. 

Casting Stage 

Once molten steel with the correct properties has been pro~uced, it is 
cast into a form that can enter the rolling process (see figure 2 for a 
presentation of steel processes and products). In the ingot-based process, 
the ladle is moved by an overhead crane to a pouring platform where the steel 
is poured or "teemed" into ingot molds, either through the top of each mold 
or, in the preferred method for special quality steel production, through a 
pipe system that fills each mold from the bottom (bottom casting). As the 
steel begins to solidify, the mold is stripped from the ingot and the ingot is 
then transferred to a soaking pit, a specialized heating furnace that 
equalizes the temperature within the ingot. Following removal from the 
soaking pit, the ingots are hot-rolled on a primary breakdown mill to bloom or 
billet sizes and then transferred to a bar or rod mill for hot-rolling. 

In the strand (or "continuous") casting method, the ladle is transferred 
from the ladle metallurgy station to the caster. The molten steel is poured 
at a controlled rate into a tundish, which in turn controls the rate of flow 
into the strand caster. The turtdish may have a special design or 
electromagnetic stirring for the purpose of ensuring homogeneity of the steel. 
The strand caster is designed to produce blooms or billets in desired cross
sectional dimensions. 37 For certain special quality steels, billet casting 
has generally not been utilized because it did not yield quality comparable to 
ingot or bloom casting; 38 however, certain mills have been able to 

36 Ladle metallurgy stations differ in their sophistication and ability to 
refine the steel. Steels used to produce most merchant.quality products and 
concrete reinforcing bar usually are not processed in a ladle metallurgy 
station. 

37 Although blooms are larger than billets, there is disagreement on the 
cross-sectional demarcation between the two shapes. Blooms were defined in 
the TSUS as measuring at least 36 square inches in cross-sectional dimension; 
billets were defined as measuring from at least 3 square inches up to 36 
square inches. These distinctions were not carried over into the HTS. 

38 Transcript of the public conference (preliminary TR), testimony of 
George T. Matthews, General Manager, Metallurgical Quality Assurance-Steel, 
The Timken Company, p. 84. 
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Steel products and processes 
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successfully cast special quality steel billets. 39 Although initial 
acceptance of continuously cast special quality product was slow, it has 
rapidly increased over the past 5 years. Some consumers now reportedly prefer 
continuously cast special quality products. 40 

Hot-Rolling Stage 

After being cast, ingots or blooms are transferred to a hot-rolling mill 
where they are reduced in cross-sectional dimension. There are additional 
losses in weight at each processing stage of the ingot or bloom associated 
with the production of special quality steels. 

Blooms and billets are usually channeled through a reheat furnace prior 
to rolling. This step increases the malleability of the steel, reducing 
energy consumption and wear on the rolling mill. The semifinished steel shape 
is successively reduced in size as it passes through several stands. Most 
modern rolling mills are in-line, although cross-country mills41 are still in 
use. At the final stage, the bar may be channeled to a coiLer, or it may be 
cooled in a water or oil bath and cut. Rods are rolled in a similar manner, 
although there are usually one or more additional stands in the rolling mill 
(or one or more additional passes made through a cross-country mill) to reduce 
the finished diameter. Most rod mills roll multiple strands; rods are almost 
always coiled. 

Special quality steel products are usually subjected to some form of 
heat treatment to impart certain valued properties. This treatment consists 
of some form of annealing, normalizing, or quenching and tempering, or a 
combination of these processes. Annealing processes remove stresses, alter 
mechanical properties to "soften" the steel, refine grain structure, and 
produce a definite microstructure. Normalizing produces a more uniform 
structure and removes irregularities caused by high or low rolling or forging 
temperatures. Quenching hardens and tempering toughens the steel. 42 

39 USITC staff fieldwork, and USITC staff interview with industry 
executives, July 7, 1992. 

40 Preliminary TR, testimony of Ed Baker, Vice President, Ferrostaal Metals 
Corp., p. 142, and USITC staff fieldwork. 

41 A cross-country mill is a multi-stand rolling mill in which mill stands 
are not placed continuously in line. The steel product being rolled generally 
changes direction in each roll pass and relies on a transfer mechanism to be 
aligned with successive mill stands. As additional reductions are imparted, 
the steel travels in a direction perpendicular to the primary rolling vectors. 
Unlike a continuous rolling mill, the piece being worked may pass more than 
once through each mill stand. 

42 United States Steel (USS), 11 Chapter 51: Machinability of Carbon, Alloy, 
and Stainless Steels," The Making, Shaping and Treating of Steel, edited by 
Harold E. McGannon, 10th ed., 1985, pp. 1275-1294. 
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Uses 

Special quality steel is preferable for applications requ1r1ng critical 
and stringent levels of elasticity, strength, toughness, fatigue resistance, 
high-temperature creep and fracture resistance, corrosion resistance, wear 
resistance, machinability, and/or formability. Applications are found 
throughout the automotive, aerospace, railway, oil, coal and gas extraction, 
power generation, defense, chemical, agricultural, construction, and general 
manufacturing industries. Cars, trucks, tractors, and off-highway vehicles 
account for more than half of the engineered steel market. 43 Current 
applications include crankshafts, connecting rods, suspension forgings, 
fasteners, bearings, aircraft undercarriage components, springs, high-strength 
pipeline fittings, gas containers, mining chains, and hand tools.44 

Cold-finishing companies, which include some steelmakers, perform value
added work on hot-rolled bars and rods; cold-finishing includes cold-drawing 
(improving mechanical properties, such as increasing tensile strength, yield 
strength, torsional strength, hardness, and wear resistance), straightening, 
or surface treatments, such as turning, grinding, and polishing. These 
companies in turn supply companies whose raw material specifications require 
tight tolerances and superior surface quality for steel bar products. 

Questionnaire Responses 

Through its questionnaires, the Commission sought data regarding the 
ultimate end-use customers of special quality carbon and alloy steel hot
rolled bars, whether U.S.-produced or imported from Brazil. U.S. producers 
accounting for 63.3 percent of total reported U.S. production in 1992 of 
special quality carbon and alloy steel hot-rolled bars provided information on 
total U.S. shipments of the subject products by end-use customer. The data 
are presented in table 2. U.S. importers of the subject product from Brazil 
reported that they were unable to identify end-use customers because sales 
were generally made to service centers, cold-finishers, or forgers (see 
section of the report entitled "Channels of Distribution"). 

Imported and Domestic Product Comparison 

According to testimony by Republic Engineered Steels, Inc., a producer 
of special quality steel products, its customers view the domestic and 
Brazilian product as being interchangeable in terms of quality. 45 However, 
according to domestic users, there may be some differences between the 
domestic and imported products in the area of customer service. There are 
significantly longer lead times associated with purchasing from a foreign 

43 David J. Naylor, 11 The Future for Engineering Steels, " Advanced Materials 
Technology International, London, Sterling Publications Ltd., 1989, p. 31, and 
petition, at p. 5. 

44 Robert A. Garvey, President, North Star Steel, 11 SBQ - A Major 
Opportunity for US Minimills," Metal Bulletin Monthly, June 1992, p. 31. 

45 Preliminary TR, testimony of Paul J. Guilfoyle, General Manager, Sales
Steel, The Timken Company, pp. 34, 39, 109. 
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Table 2 
Special quality carbon and alloy steel hot-rolled bars: Shares of shipments 
of U.S.-produced product, by end uses and by products, 1992 

* * * * * * * 

source, and several references have been made to the Brazilians being 
"unreliable" suppliers. 46147 Petitioners disagree with the characterization of 
the Brazilians as unreliable suppliers. 48 According to one domestic purchaser 
of both domestic and Brazilian special quality steel products, the ingot 
casting method used by Brazilian producers is more cost effective in making 
larger cross-sections. This company purchases smaller cross-sections, more 
economically produced on a continuous caster, from domestic suppliers. 49 

Substitute Products 

The unique characteristics of special quality steel products, including 
temperature creep and fracture resistance, wear resistance, machinability, and 
formability, make them especially suited for forging into critical components 
or machining. According to petitioners, no other products compete in these 
markets. 50 Information from firms responding to the Commission's 
questionnaires indicates that although there are generally no economically 
practical substitutes for the subject special quality steel products, 
occasionally aluminum, graphite composites, or powdered metal may be used for 
certain applications.51 

U.S. Tariff Treatment 

Imports of special bar quality steel products subject to this 
investigation, and the column 1-general (most-favored-nation) rates of duty 
(in percent ad valorem) applicable to imports from Brazil, are provided for in 
the following HTS subheadings (statistical reporting numbers): 

Semifinished products of 
iron or nonalloy steel .... 

HTS provision 

7207.11.0000 
7207.12.0010 
7207.19.0030 
7207.20.0025 
7207.20.0075 

46 Ibid., p. 108 and USITC staff fieldwork. 
47 Evidence on the record also indicates that *** 

Rate of duty 

4.2 

48 Prehearing brief of Stewart & Stewart for petitioners, p. 6. 
49 *** 
so Preliminary TR, testimony of Mr. Guilfoyle, p. 42. 
51 See preliminary questionnaire responses of *** 



Ingots and semif inished 
products of other alloy 
steel .................... . 

Hot-rolled bars and rods, 
other than in irregularly 
wound coils, of nonalloy 
steel .................... . 

Hot-rolled bars and rods, 
other than in irregularly 
wound coils, of other 
alloy steel .............. . 
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HTS provision 

7224.10.0075 
7224.90.0045 
7224.90.0065 

7214.30.0000 
7214.40.0010 
7214.40.0030 
7214.40.0050 
7214.50.0010 
7214.50.0030 
7214.50.0050 
7214.60.0010 
7214.60.0030 
7214.60.0050 

7228.30.8005 
7228.30.8050 

Voluntary Restraint Agreements 

Rate of duty 

5.1 

4.7 

6.0 

Between October 1, 1984, and March 31, 1992, imports of bars, rods, and 
bar-size shapes from Brazil, including the products subject to this 
investigation, were subject to quantitative limitations under the Voluntary 
Restraint Agreements (VRAs) negotiated with 19 foreign governments and the 
European Community (EC).52 The VRA program was, in part, an outgrowth of 
earlier trade measures during the period 1969-84, although these arrangements 
principally covered flat-rolled products, pipes and tubes, and wire rods. The 
immediate cause of the VRA program was a determination by the President, on 
September 18, 1984, that taking "escape clause" action was not in the national 
economic interest; this decision followed an investigation conducted by the 
Commission in which imports of certain steel products, not including bars, 
were found to be a substantial cause of serious injury, or threat thereof, to 
certain domestic industries (inv. No. TA-201-51). 53 The President directed 
the United States Trade Representative (USTR) to negotiate VRAs to cover a 
five-year period, October 1, 1984, through September 30, 1989, with countries 

52 The restraint limits discussed in this section are more accurately 
defined as export limits because the countries under agreement controlled 
their shipments of exports in lieu of U.S. import quotas. 

53 Affirmative decisions were rendered in the case of semifinished steel, 
plates, sheets and strip, wire and wire products, and structural shapes and 
units. Negative determinations were rendered in the case of wire rods, 
railway type products, bars, and pipes and tubes. 
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whose exports to the United States had increased significantly in previous 
years. Although the structure of the arrangements varied from one country to 
another, each involved an agreement by the foreign government to limit exports 
of the pertinent steel products to the United States. In order to bring the 
agreements into effect, U.S. producers withdrew pending unfair trade petitions 
and the U.S. Government suspended antidurnping and countervailing duties that 
were in effect on steel products covered by the VRAs. The trade measures were 
expected to return the share of imports in the U.S. market to a level of 
approximately 18.5 percent, excluding semifinished steel (subsequent · 
Administration statements indicated such imports were limited to about 1.7 
million tons per year). In this manner, export restraints were to allow the 
U.S. steel industry to restructure in response to the structural crisis, 
improve capacity utilization rates, and become competitive with foreign 
producers. 

On July 25, 1989, the President announced a Steel Trade Liberalization 
Program, under which the VRAs were extended for 2-1/2 years, terminating on 
March 31, 1992. The President directed the USTR to negotiate VRAs at an 
overall restraint level of 18.4 percent (the 1988 VRA import penetration 
ceiling). The President authorized up to an additional 1-percent import 
penetration annually that would be available to countries that entered into 
bilateral consensus agreements, to provide incentives for countries to 
eliminate trade-distorting practices and to respond to concerns of steel 
consumers for adequate supplies of raw materials.54 

On December 12, 1989, the USTR announced that negotiations had been 
completed with the EC and 16 other countries, 55 including Brazil, that 
previously had VRAs. As a result of the negotiations, overall restraint 
levels were raised. Product coverage under the VRAs remained essentially 
unchanged, although the agreements were modified to include those specialty 
steel products (e.g., stainless and alloy tool steels) that were previously 
subject to relief under section 203 of the Trade Act of 1974. 

The categories for hot-rolled bars and semifinished products subject to 
the VRAs were broader than for those products subject to this investigation. 
Moreover, the VRA categories, where product coverage is specified, are broader 
than the products described earlier in the HTS or do not cover products 
subject to the investigation. In all but one case, the category limits had 
not been binding for several years. Nonetheless, Brazil's restraint limits 
for and exports of hot-finished bars and semifinished steel for the relevant 
periods are shown in the following tabulation, based on export certificate 
data and final consultations conducted by Commerce's Office of Agreements 
Compliance (in metric ·tons): 

54 Negotiations for bilateral agreements were conducted in order to 
restrict trade-distorting practices, particularly subsidies to the steel 
industry. See USTR Press Release of Dec. 12, 1989. 

55 Portugal and Spain joined the EC prior to these negotiations. The VRA 
with South Africa was not renewed, as most steel imports were under embargo. 
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1988 Jan. -Sept. 1989 Oct. 1989-Dec. 1990 
Item {12 months} {9 months} { 15 months 2 1 

Exports Adjusted Exports Adjusted Exports Adjusted 
to U.S. ceiling to U.S. ceiling to U.S. ceiling 

Bars ... 31,517 33,932 21,045 23,044 94,158 149,218 
Semis .. 559,023 559,023 444,055 476,280 960,965 1,010,966 

Final period data (Jan. 1991-Mar. 1992) are not available. 

Based on the above data, the extent to which Brazil filled its VRA 
subcategory limits on hot-finished bars and semifinished steel is shown in the 
following tabulation (in percent): 

1988 Jan. -Sept. 1989 Oct. 1989-Dec. 1990 
Item {12 months) {9 months} {15 months} 1 

Bars ... 92.88 91.33 63.10 
Semis .. 100.00 93.23 95.05 

1 Final period data (Jan. 1991-Mar. 1992) ·are not available. 

Bilateral Consensus Agreements/Multilateral Consensus Agreement 

When the VRAs were extended in 1989, the United States sought to address 
the causes of unfair trade and to eliminate subsidization and overcapacity in 
the steel industry. The bilateral agreements attempted to.include commitments 
by countries to prohibit export and production subsidies specifically for 
steel products, to reduce tariffs and nontariff barriers to steel trade, and 
to incorporate a binding arbitration mechanism; the bilateral consensus 
agreements were to be multilateralized within the General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade (GATT) through incorporation in the Uruguay Round of multilateral 
GATT negotiations. 56 As envisioned, negotiations on the new Multilateral 
Steel Agreement (MSA) were to be completed by December 1990. On March 31, 
1992, negotiations on a MSA were suspended without agreement, although 
considerable progress had been made. Multilateral discussions resumed 
December 9, 1992; discussions continue, however, no detailed time schedule for 
formal negotiations has been established. 

Like Product Considerations 

Petitioners argue that, on the basis of the factors the Commission 
considers in analyzing like-product issues (physical characteristics and uses, 
interchangeability among products, channels of distribution, producer and 
customer perceptions of the articles, the use of common production facilities 
and employees, and where appropriate, price), cut-length bars and rods and 

56 Press Release of USTR, Dec. 12, 1989, and accompanying Steel Trade 
Liberalization Program (Fact Sheet). 
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semifinished products comprise a single like proguct, but that free-machining 
steel and other special quality steel comprise separate like products. 57 

Based on these same like-product factors, all respondents argue that the 
Commission should find separate like products of semifinished products and 
bars. 58 On the issue of whether these like-product categories should be 
subdivided into free-machining and other special quality steels, Co-Steel 
Raritan takes no position;59 Ac;:ominas does not object to a division; 60 and 
Villares, ACESITA, and Mannesmann continue to state that there are not 
sufficient differences between the two categories to merit separate like 
products. However, given that the Commission exhaustively examined this issue 
in Lead and Bismuth and the record contains no new evidence to dispute this 
determination, and because they feel the issue is not outcome determinative, 
Villares, ACESITA and Mannesmann do not contest separate like products of 
free-machining and other special quality.61 

· In its preliminary decision, all of the Commissioners determined that 
semifinished products and hot-rolled products (including cut-length and coiled 
bars and cut-length rods) comprised different like products. Five of the 
Commissioners also determined that within each of these categories, there was 
only one like product, comprising all special quality carbon and certain alloy 
steel products. Commissioner Rohr found that free-machining steels were a 
separate like product. In March 1993, in the Lead and Bismuth final 
investigations, the Commission determined that there were major differences 
between free-machining steels and other types of special quality steels, and 
thus found a domestic industry that produced free-machining bars and rods.62 

THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF 
SALES AT LESS THAN FAIR VALUE 

Commerce based its LTFV margins on best information available (BIA), as 
supplied in the petition. As BIA for Ac;:ominas, Commerce used the average 
margin alleged in the petition for semifinished products. For Villares, an 
average of several margins from sales occurring in the same month was used 
with respect to bars. The following tabulation provides the final average 
dumping margins found (in percent ad valorem): 

57 Prehearing brief of Stewart & Stewart for petitioners, pp. 60-61. 
58 Prehearing brief of Jeffrey W. Carr for Co-Steel Raritan, pp. 4-5; 

prehearing brief of Baker & McKenzie for Ac;:ominas, pp. 2,6; and prehearing 
brief of Willkie, Farr & Gallagher for Villares, ACESITA, and Mannesmann, 
pp. 6-8. 

59 Prehearing brief of Jeffrey W. Carr for Co-Steel Raritan, pp. 4-5. 
60 Prehearing brief of Baker & McKenzie for Ac;:ominas, pp. 2, 6. 
61 Prehearing brief of Willkie, Farr & Gallagher for Villares, ACESITA, and 

Mannesmann, pp. 7-8. 
62 Lead and Bismuth, pp. 27-28. 
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Weighted-average 
margin percentage 

A~o Minas Gerais S.A ............. 19.67 
All others ....................... 19. 67 

Finished bars and rods: 
Industrias Villares S.A. and 

its related companies .......... 27.00 
All others ....................... 27. 00 

THE U.S. MARKET 

This report is structured to provide data and information on the two 
product categories of semifinished products and hot-rolled bars, and on three 
subproduct categories,63 as follows: 

I. Free-machining carbon and certain alloy steel products.--Nonalloy 
(carbon) and certain alloy steel products containing by weight one 
or more of the following elements in the specified proportions: 

- 0.03 percent or more of lead 
- more than 0.05 percent of bismuth 
- 0.08 percent or more of sulfur 
- more than 0.05 percent of selenium 
- more than 0.01 percent of tellurium 

Imports of free-machining steel products are presented in terms of 
subject imports (i.e., non-lead and bismuth free-machining 
products from Brazil) and nonsubject imports (i.e., lead and 
bismuth products from Brazil and all imports from other 
countries). 

II. Other special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products.-
These products are the special quality steel products described 
below, other than the free-machining steel products described 
above. All imports of other special quality steel products from 
Brazil are subject to this investigation. 

III. All special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products.-
Hot-rolled carbon and alloy steel products manufactured of a type 
of steel that is dependent upon chemical composition, quality, and 
customer•s specification. Special quality products are used when 
the application, method of fabrication, or subsequent processing 
treatment requires quality characteristics not available in 
merchant quality products. Imports of all special quality steel 
products are presented in terms of subject imports (i.e., non
lead and bismuth special quality products from Brazil) and 
nonsubject imports (i.e., lead and bismuth products from Brazil 
and all imports from other countries). 

63 Summary data on these six categories are presented in appendix F. 
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U.S. Producers 

The petition in this investigation identified seven firms as producing 
the subject special quality carbon and alloy steel products. The Commission 
sent questionnaires to each of the seven producers, as well as approximately 
20 other producers of special quality carbon and alloy steel products. The 
Commission received responses from 16 firms, who are believed to have 
accounted for over 90 percent of U.S. production of special quality carbon and 
alloy steel products in 1992. 64 Questionnaires were received from an 
additional two producers who produced special quality carbon and alloy 
semifinished steel for use in products other than bar, primarily wire rod. 
These producers accounted for *** percent of reported semifinished production 
in 1992. 

Table 3 presents the major producers of special quality carbon and alloy 
steel semifinished products and hot-rolled bars, the locations of their 
plants, their positions on the petition, and their shares of 1992 total 
production of special quality carbon and alloy steel semifinished products and 
bars. Firms in support of the petition accounted for*** p~rcent of reported 
U.S. production of special quality carbon and certain alloy steel semifinished 
products in 1992, those opposed accounted for *** percent, and those that did 
not wish to take a position on the petition accounted for *** percent. Firms 
in support of the petition accounted for *** percent of U.S. production of 
special quality carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled bars in 1992, those 
opposed accounted for *** percent, and those that did not wish to take a 
position on the petition accounted for *** percent. The firms that produce 
special quality carbon and alloy steel products in the United States are 
described below. 

Company Profiles 

Special quality steel semif inished and hot-rolled bar producers 

Atlantic Steel.--Atlantic Steel, which*** the petition, produces 
special quality carbon and alloy steel semifinished products and hot-rolled 
bars at its facility in Atlanta, GA, and accounted for *** and *** percent, 
respectively, of reported U.S. production of such products in 1992. Atlantic 
produces merchant bars, rods, and wire. 

Auburn Steel.--Auburn Steel, which*** the petition, produces special 
quality carbon and alloy steel semifinished products and hot-rolled bars at 
its facility in Auburn, NY, and accounted for *** and *** percent, 
respectively, of reported U.S. production of such products in 1992. Auburn 
produces special quality products in its establishment producing rebar, 
merchant bars, and structurals. Auburn is ***· 

Bethlehem Steel, Bar, Rod & Wire Division.--Bethlehem, which*** the 
petition, produced special quality carbon and alloy steel semifinished 

64 Questionnaires were not received in the final investigation from***· 
Commission staff estimates that these mills account for less than 10 percent 
of U.S. production of special quality steels. 
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Table 3 
Special quality carbon and alloy steel products: U.S. producers, location of 
producing facility, position on petition, and share of reported production of 
semifinished products and hot-rolled bars in 1992 

Position 

Firm Location 
on Share of U.S. Eroduction 
Eetition1 Semifinished Bars 

--------Percent-------

Atlantic Steel ......... Atlanta, GA 
Auburn Steel ........... Auburn, NY 
Bethlehem Steel 

Bar, Rod & Wire Div .. Johnstown, PA 
Lackawanna, NY 

Border Steel ........... El Paso, TX 
Calumet Steel .......... Chicago Hts, IL 
Chaparral Steel ........ Midlothian, TX 
Charter Steel .......... Saukville, WI 
Copperweld Steel Co .... Warren, OH 
Co-Steel Raritan ....... Perth Amboy, NJ 
Inland Steel Bar ....... E. Chicago, IN 
Laclede Steel. ......... Alton, IL 
MacSteel (Quanex) ...... Jackson, MI 

Ft. Smith, AR 
North Star Steel4 ...... St. Paul, MN 

Monroe, MI 
Wilton, IA 
Beaumont, TX 

Nucor .................. Norfolk, NE 
Darlingt~n, SC 
_Plymouth, UT 

Republic Engineered 
Steels ............... Canton, OH 

Sheffield Steel ........ Joliet, IL 
Timken Co .............. Canton, OH 
USS/Kobe Steel. ........ Lorain, OH 

Total .............. 

*** *** 
*** *** 

*** *** 

*** (2) 

*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 

0 *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 

*** *** 

*** *** 

s *** 
*** *** 

s *** 
*** *** 

100.0 

S=supports, N=does not wish to take a position, and O=opposes. 
2 Border stopped production in 1989. 
3 Does not produce. 

*** 
*** 

*** 

(2) 

*** 
*** 

(3) 

*** 
(3) 

***, 
*** 
*** 

*** 

*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** ---

100.0 

4 North Star produces special quality semifinished products and hot-rolled 
bars at its Minnesota, Michigan, and Iowa facilities. The Texas facility 
produces special quality semifinished products for use in wire rods. 

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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products at its facility in Johnstown, PA, and special quality carbon and 
alloy steel hot-rolled bar products at its facility in Lackawanna, NY. 
Bethlehem•s Bar, Rod & Wire Division accounted for*** and*** percent, 
respectively, of reported U.S. production of special quality carbon and alloy 
steel semifinished products and hot-rolled bars in 1992. Bethlehem's 
operations producing semifinished and special quality carbon and alloy steel 
bar and rod products accounted for*** percent of Bethlehem•s establishment 
net sales in 1992. Bethlehem was a petitioner in the recent Lead and Bismuth 
investigations. 

On January 29, 1992, Bethlehem announced its decision to exit the bar, 
rod, and wire industry, offering its Bar, Rod, & Wire Division for sale. 
Unable to complete a transaction £or the entire division, Bethlehem announced, 
on May 15, 1992, that it was initiating 11 an orderly phasing down" of the 
division, exiting the business 11 as quickly as possible. 1165 That phasing down 
was completed in September 1992. As of April 1993, Bethlehem had terminated a 
previously announced letter of intent for the sale of the entire division to 
!spat Mexicana S.A. de CV (a member of the !spat Group, with international 
headquarters in Indonesia) due to the inability of the United.Steelworkers and 
I spat to come to an agreement.. Bethlehem is currently marketing the assets of 
the division and considering proposals from qualified buyers to acquire all or 
portions of the division's facilities. 66 

Border Steel.--Border Steel, which*** the petition, produced special 
quality carbon and alloy hot-rolled steel bars in its El Paso, TX, facility 
until 1989, when it exited the bar business. During the period of 
investigation, Border made some limited sales of such bars £rom inventory. 
Border is ***· 

Calumet Steel.--Calumet Steel, which*** the petition, produces special 
quality carbon and alloy semifinished products and hot-rolled bars at its 
facility in Chicago Heights, IL, and accounted for *** and*** percent, 
respectively, of reported U.S. production of such products in 1992. Calumet's 
operations producing special quality steel products accounted for *** percent 
of its establishment's total net sales in 1992, with the remainder accounted 
for by rebar, merchant bars, and structurals. 

Chaparral Steel.--Chaparral Steel, which*** the petition, produces 
special quality carbon and alloy semifinished products and hot-rolled bars at 
its facility in Midlothian, TX, and accounted for *** and *** percent, 
respectively, of reported U.S. production of such products in 1992. Chaparral 
produces special quality steel products in its establishment producing rebar, 
merchant bars, and structurals. Special quality products accounted for *** 
percent of Chaparral•s total net sales in 1992. Chaparral is ***· 

Copperweld Steel Co.--Copperweld, which*** the petition, produces 
special quality carbon and alloy steel semifinished products and hot-rolled 
bars at its facility in Warren, OH, and accounted for *** and *** percent, 
respectively, of reported U.S. production of those products in 1992. 
Copperweld is *** 

65 Bethlehem Steel Corp. , Press Release, May 15, 1992. 
66 Bethlehem Steel Corp., Press Release, Apr. 1, 1993. 
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Inland Steel, including Inland Steel Bar Co.--Inland, which*** the 
petition, produces special quality carbon and alroy steel semifinished 
products and hot-rolled bars at its facility. in East Chicago, IN, and 
accounted for*** and*** percent, respectively, of reported U.S. production 
of such special quality products in 1992. Inland•s operations producing 
special quality carbon and alloy steel products accounted for *** percent of 
its establishment•s total net sales in 1992, with the remainder accounted for 
almost entirely by rod and flat-rolled products, with a portion going to 
structurals. Inland was a petitioner in the recent Lead and Bismuth 
investigations. 

Laclede Stee1.--Laclede Steel, which*** the petition, produces special 
quality carbon and alloy steel semifinished products and hot-rolled bars at 
its facility in Alton, IL, and accounted for *** and *** percent, 
respectively, of reported U.S. production of such products in 1992. Laclede•s 
operations producing special quality steel products accounted for *** percent 
of its establishment•s total net sales in 1992. Laclede produces special 
quality products in its establishment producing wire rod, hot-rolled strip and 
plate, chain, and pipe and tube. *** 

MacStee1.--MacSteel, which*** the petition, produces special quality 
carbon and alloy steel semifinished products and hot-rolled bars at its 
facilities in Jackson, MI, and Ft. Smith, AR, and accounted for*** and*** 
percent, respectively, of reported U.S. production of such products in 1992. 
MacSteel•s operations producing special quality steel products accounted for 
***percent of its establishment's total net sales in 1992. MacSteel is 100-
percent owned by the Quanex Corp. of Houston, TX. 

North Star Stee1.--North Star Steel, which*** the petition, produces 
special quality carbon and alloy steel semifinished products and hot-rolled 
bars at its facilities in St. Paul, MN; Monroe, MI; and Wilton, IA; and 
produces special quality carbon and alloy steel semifinished products for 
production of wire rod at its facilities in Beaumont, TX. North Star 
accounted for *** and*** percent, respectively, of reported U.S. production 
of special quality semifinished products and bars in 1992. North Star•s 
operations producing special quality steel products accounted for *** percent 
of its establishments• 67 total net sales in 1992, with the remainder accounted 
for by merchant bars, structurals, wire rod, and rebar. North Star is a***· 

Nucor.--Nucor, which*** the petition, produces special quality carbon 
and alloy steel semifinished products and hot-rolled bars at its Norfolk, NE; 
Darlington, SC; and Plymouth, UT, facilities, and accounted for*** and*** 
percent, respectively, of reported U.S. production of such products in 1992. 
Nucor•s operations producing special quality products also produce wire rod, 
structurals, and flat-rolled products. 

Republic Engineered Steels, Inc.--Republic, a petitioner in this 
investigation, produces special quality carbon and alloy steel semifinished 
and hot-rolled bars at its facility in Canton, OH, and accounted for *** and 
***percent, respectively, of reported U.S. production of such special quality 
steel products in 1992. Republic•s operations producing special quality 
carbon and alloy steel products accounted for *** percent of its 

67 Includes sales of Minnesota, Michigan, and Iowa facilities only. 
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establishment's total net sales in 1992, with the remainder accounted for by 
cold-finished, stainless steel, and tool steel products. Republic is not 
owned by any other company. 

Sheffield Steel.--Sheffield, which*** the petition, produces special 
quality carbon and alloy steel hot-rolled bars at its facility in Joliet, IL, 
and accounted for *** percent of reported U.S. production of such products in 
1992. Sheffield•s special quality sales accounted for*** percent of its 
establishment's total net sales in 1992. Sheffield is ***· 

The Timken Company.--Timken, a petitioner in this investigation, 
produces special quality carbon and alloy steel semifinished products and hot
rolled bars at its facility in Canton, OH, and accounted for *** and *** 
percent, respectively, of reported U.S. production of such products in 1992. 
Timken•s operations producing special quality products accounted for *** 
percent of its establishment's total net sales in 1992, with the remainder 
accounted for by wire rod, specialty products, and pipe and tube. Timken is 
not owned by any other company. 

USS/Kobe Steel Co.--USS/Kobe, which*** the petition, p~oduces special 
quality carbon and alloy steel semifinished products and hot-rolled bars at 
its facility in Lorain, OH, and accounted for *** and *** percent, 
respectively, of reported U.S. production of such special quality steel 
products in 1992. USS/Kobe•s operations producing special quality 
semifinished and hot-rolled bar products accounted for *** percent of its 
establishment•s total net sales in 1992. 

Ot;her special quality steel sem.ifin.ished producers 

Questionnaires were also received from certain producers who manufacture 
semifinished products that fall under the scope of this investigation, _but 
which are used to produce downstream products that are not subject to the 
investigation, primarily wire rod. Such producers include: 

Charter Steel.--Charter Steel produces special quality carbon and alloy 
steel semifinished products for use in wire rod at its facility in Saukville, 
WI, and accounted for*** percent of reported U.S. production of semifinished 
products in 1992. Charter produces special quality steel products in its 
establishment producing wire rod and wire. 

Co-Steel Raritan.--Co-Steel Raritan, which opposes the petition, 
produces special quality carbon and alloy steel semifinished products at its 
facility in Perth Amboy, NJ,. and accounted for*** percent of reported U.S. 
production of semifinished products in 1992. Co-Steel Raritan•s operations 
producing special quality carbon and alloy steel products accounted for *** 
percent of the firm•s total net sales in 1992, with the remainder accounted 
for by wire rod and merchant quality carbon steel products. Co-Steel Raritan, 
a respondent in this investigation, is lOO~percent owned by Co-Steel, Inc., of 
Whitby, Ontario, Canada. 
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Minimills 

The traditional definition of a minimill distinguishes it from an 
integrated mill by focusing on method of steelmaking, product mix, 
geographical sales base, management philosophy, and cost structure. However, 
major changes in steelmaking technology, particularly trends toward decreasing 
the minimum efficient scale of production and the convergence of integrated 
and nonintegrated production processes, have blurred the distinction between 
integrated mills and minimills. 68 These changes have included the 
installation of EAF and continuous casting facilities by integrated mills, 
increases in average production capacity and geographic marketing area of 
minimills, and minimills• expansion of their product lines into more 
technologically demanding products, such as structurals and flat-rolled 
products, special quality steels, and wire rods. 69 

Size of the Domestic Industry 

Both petitioners and respondents A~ominas and Co-Steel Raritan assert 
that the true size of the domestic industry differs significantly from the 
industry described above. Petitioners argue that purchasers of special 
quality steel bars view the industry as having three levels or classes of 
producers7D and that only so-called Class 1 producers produce the like 
product, as defined by petitioners. 71 Petitioners assert that only so-called 
Class 1 producers utilize certain features72 necessary to make special quality 

68 For further discussion of the blurring of the distinction between 
minimills and traditional mills, see, USITC, Steel Industry Annual Report On 
Competitive Conditions in the Steel Industry and Industry Efforts to Adjust 
and Modernize, USITC Publication 2436, Sept. 1991, pp. 3-38, 3-39. 

69 In Lead and Bismuth, the Commission declined to assess the condition of 
the free-machining steel producing industry by contrasting larger, allegedly 
less efficient, integrated producers with so-called minimills that allegedly 
have a much lower and more· efficient cost structure. In ·their decision, the 
Commissioners stated that their evaluation and judgment must relate to the 
domestic industry as a whole, not its individual components. Lead and 
Bismuth, p. 33. 

70 Petitioners classify domestic producers as follows: 
Class 1: Bethlehem Steel, Copperweld Steel, Inland Steel, MacSteel, 

North Star Steel, Raritan River Steel, Republic Engineered Steel, The 
Timken Company, and USS/Kobe; 

Class 2: Chaparral Steel, Charter Steel, Green River Steel, Kentucky 
Electric Steel, ~oppel Steel, Laclede Steel, and Atlantic Steel; 

Class 3: Auburn Steel, Calumet Steel, Nucor, Border Steel, and 
Sheffield Steel. 

71 Pre-hearing brief of Stewart & Stewart for petitioners, pp. 32-33. 
72 These features are: a complex scrap management program, ladle refining, 

vacuum degassing, large continuous cast cross-section, ingot production 
capability, large blooms and billets, high reduction ratios for high quality, 
billet and bloom casting, extensive billet and bloom testing, extensive 
finishing and inspection capability, processes designed around strict 
compliance with industry SBQ standards, processes readily capable of meeting 
restricted SBQ standards, a wide variety of alloy and carbon steels, and a 

(continued ... ) 
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steels. According to petitioners, so-called Class 2 and Class 3 producers, 
alternatively referred to by petitioners as "minimills, 11 do not utilize these 
processes. 73 

Petitioners assert that 11 Class 2 11 and 11 Class 3n mills are niche special 
quality producers, 74 who are incapable of consistently producing the entire 
size and grade ranges produced by the Brazilian respondents. 75 According to 
petitioners, 11 Class 2 11 and 11 Class 3n mills are involved only to an "extremely 
minor peripheral degree" in competing against the subject imports in the 
domestic special quality market. 76 Consequently, petitioners assert that the 
domestic industry should be redefined to include only 11 Class 1 11 producers of 
special quality steels and that the Commission's definition of the domestic 
industry is overly broad.77 

Petitioners acknowledge that there is no reference in Commerce's scope 
to these distinctions. 78 Petitioners acknowledge that there are no ASTM or 
other published industry standards defining classes of special quality 
steels. 79 Instead, petitioners assert that this classification is a 

72 ( ... continued) 
wide variety of qualities. Petitioners' pre-hearing brief, exhibit P-5. 

A tabulation of the more quantifiable of these features, compiled by 
Commission staff, is presented in appendix G. 

73 TR, testimony of Mr. Stewart and Charles West, President and Executive 
Vice President of Steel, The Timken Company, p. 48. 

74 Post-hearing submission of Stewart & Stewart for petitioners, Responses 
to Questions Posed by the Commissioners and Commission Staff, p. 8. 

75 TR, testimony of Russell W. Maier, President and CEO, Republic 
Engineered Steels, pp. 25-26. 

76 Post-hearing submission of Stewart & Stewart for petitioners, Responses 
to Questions Posed by the Commissioners and Commission Staff, p. 6. 

77 TR, testimony of Mr. Stewart, p. 87. 
Based on a classification criteria of product size, petitioners argue 

that shipments of mills that do not produce a full range of product over 3.13 
inches should be excluded from the domestic industry. (Prehearing brief of 
Stewart & Stewart for petitioners, p. 34.) However, they make no argument 
that shipments of "Class l" mills' product that is below this size should be 
similarly excluded. Data on shipments by size were not collected in the 
Commission's questionnaires. However, producers were asked to report 
separately for coiled and cut bars in the preliminary investigation. Given 
technological confines which limit coiled bar production to under 2-1/2 
inches, coiled bar shipments can be taken as a conservative estimate of "Class 
l" mills' shipments of bar under 3.13 inches. 

According to the Commission's preliminary questionnaires, coiled bar 
shipments accounted for *** and*** percent, respectively, of total free
machining and other special quality bar shipments reported by "Class l" mills. 
Total reported shipments by "Class l" mills in the final investigation were 
significantly higher, largely due to *** reporting of previously omitted 
captive consumption. Based on total U.S. shipment data from the final 
questionnaires, coiled bar shipments accounted for *** and*** percent, 
respectively, of total free-machining and other special quality bar shipments 
reported by "Class l" mills. 

78 TR, testimony of Mr. Stewart, p. 90. 
79 Ibid., p. 90. 
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reflection of petitioners• investigation and represents a summation of 
knowledge that exists in the market place. 80 

Counsel for respondents counter that petitioners• definition of so
called Class 1 mills is not used by purchasers of special quality bars.81 
Respondents assert that various mills classified as 11 Class 2" and 11 Class 3, 11 

including Green River, Chaparral, Laclede, and Koppel, do compete with 
Brazilian producers. 82 According to Norris Cylinder, at least one "Class 2 11 

mill, Green River, is capable of supplying the full range of sizes required by 
Norris, including products with cross-sections in excess of 6 inches. 83 
Respondents assert that the decrease in reduction ratio requirements84 has 
broadened the field of mills able to supply purchasers• needs.85 Lower cost 
structures have allowed these newer, continuous cast producers to offer lower 
prices, in one case ranging from 15 to 30 percent below prices of one domestic 
supplier, leading to a change in suppliers. 86 One purchaser has reportedly 
replaced most of its Brazilian purchases with a 11 Class 211 producer. 87 
Respondent Co-Steel Raritan notes that it has been classified as a 11 Class 1 11 

bar producer even though it produces no bar products. 88 

Respondents Villares, ACESITA, and Mannesmann assert that technological 
advances and changes in specification have allowed numerous continuous cast 
mills to become newly approved suppliers. 89 Until recently, high reduction 
ratio requirements mandated that most special quality bar sizes could only be 
produced from ingots. However, technology advances in raw steelmaking and 
forging have allowed purchasers to reexamine their requirements. 90 As a 
result, continuous cast material has become more acceptable91 and allowed more 
special quality producers to qualify as suppliers. 92 Several purchasers, 
including Caterpillar, ***, report that they have lowered their reduction 
ratio requirements.93 

Respondents also deny petitioners• assertion that imports from Brazil 
are limited to sizes over 3.13 inches. Invoices from***, provided by 
respondents, indicate that bars under 3 inches did enter the United States 

so Ibid. , p. 93. 
81 TR, testimony of Glen Sulpizio, Principal Buyer, Eaton Corp., pp. 166, 

182. 
82TR, testimony of Mr. Baker, p. 172. 
83 TR, testimony of Len Luscomb, Buyer, Norris Cylinder Co., p. 161. 
84 Reduction ratio is the change in surface area between the semifinished 

product and the finished bar. 
85 TR, testimony of Mr. Sulpizio, pp. 162-165. 
86 Ibid., p. 165. 
87 Ibid., p. 166. 
88 TR, testimony of Ed M. Calanog, President, Co-Steel Raritan, p. 120. 
89 Prehearing brief of Willkie, Farr & Gallagher for Villares, ACESITA, and 

Mannesmann, p. 25. 
90 Prehearing brief of Willkie, Farr & Gallagher for Villares, ACESITA, and 

Mannesmann, p. 26. 
91 Ibid., p. 27. 
92 Ibid., p. 28. 
93 Prehearing brief of Powell, Goldstein, Frazier & Murphy for Caterpillar, 

p. 3; and*** 
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during the period of investigation. 94 Commission staff notes that based on 
these invoices alone, it appears as if bars under 3 inches accounted for a 
relatively small portion of total imports from Brazil. 

Counsel for respondents Co-Steel Raritan and A~ominas assert that the 
Commission has substantially undercounted the number of domestic producers of 
special quality semifinished products. 95 According to respondents, the broad 
scope definition of special quality implies the inclusion of semifinished used 
in various end products not included in the scope of the petition.96 
Respondents assert that the domestic industry should include producers of 
semifinished products for use in wire rod, tube rounds, rails, and some 
structurals, in addition to semifinished products destined for bar 
production. 97 According to respondents• calculations, U.S. production of 
other special quality semifinished products is over 16,000 tons.98 

The Commission staff has examined the respondents• calculation of the 
size of this particular domestic industry. Staff notes that producer 
questionnaires were sent in this investigation to all mills identified by 
respondents as wire rod producers. Supplementary questionnaires specifically 
requesting data on semifinished products meeting special quality definitions 
but used to make wire rod were also sent to the largest rod producers. 
Negative responses to the Commission's questionnaires were received from*** 
and several mills not listed by respondents. Positive responses were received 
from***· No response was received from***· Staff additionally notes that 
the calculation of semifinished billets destined for structurals production,99 
which is included in respondents• calculation, includes grades which are not 
special quality steels. 

U.S. Importers 

Information ident_ifying importers of special quality carbon and alloy 
steel products was provided by counsel for the petitioner and was verified 
against files provided by the U.S. Customs Service. The Commission sent 
questionnaires to *** firms believed to be importers of the subject product 
from Brazil, which include all the known major importers of special quality 
carbon and alloy steel products. The *** responding importers100 are believed 
to account for approximately *** percent of total imports of the subject 

94 Post-hearing brief, Willkie, Farr & Gallagher for Villares, ACESITA, and 
Mannesmann, Exhibit 1. 

95 Prehearing brief of Baker & McKenzie for A~ominas, pp. 15-16; and 
prehearing brief of Jeffrey W. Carr for Co-Steel Raritan, p. 6. 

96 TR, testimony of Jeffrey W. Carr, p. 13. 
97 TR, testimony of Robert L. Randall, Manager, Product Metallurgy, p. 127. 
98 Prehearing brief of Jeffrey W. Carr for Co-Steel Raritan, Affidavit of 

Robert L. Randall, Exhibit 1, p. 5. 
99 Which include steel grades A36, A6, and A572. TR, testimony of Mr. 

Randall, p. 155. 
100 The Commission did not receive information in the final investigation 

from the following firms that have been identified as U.S. importers of the 
subject products from Brazil: *** Information received from *** in the 
preliminary investigation is incorporated in this report. 
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special quality carbon and alloy steel products from Brazil. Major importers 
and their 1992 imports (in short tons) and share of reported imports (in 
percent) of the subject products from Brazil are presented below: 

Semif inished Hot-rolled bars 
Quantity Share of Quantity Share of 

Firm (in tons) imports (in tons) imports 

* * * * * * * 

U.S. Producers• Imports 

***U.S. producers, *** and Co-Steel Raritan, reported purchasing 
subject special quality carbon and alloy steel products from U.S. importers. 
*** 

Co-Steel Raritan•s Purchases 

Purchases by Co-Steel Raritan (Raritan) of subject special quality 
semifinished products are substantial, accounting for *** and *** percent, 
respectively, of importers' shipments of subject free-machining and other 
special quality101 semifinished products in 1992. Raritan purchases such 
products from Ferrostaal, which imports them from A9ominas, and***, which 
imports them from***· Raritan•s purchases accounted for *** and*** percent, 
respectively, of A9ominas 1 and ***'s exports of subject semifinished products 
to the United States in 1992. 102 

Raritan asserts that purchases of subject semifinished products are due 
to ***. 103 Rimmed steels accounted for*** percent of Raritan 1 s purchases from 
A9ominas in 1992; the remainder reportedly consisted of low-residual steels. 104 

Raritan asserts that these products are not available from domestic mills, 
many of which have shut down BOF ingot cast facilities in favor of more 
efficient continuous casters or EAFs. 105 As a result, Raritan has been forced 
to supply these needs with foreign steel; recently, Brazil has been a major 
source. 

During the VRA period, Raritan 1 s access to Brazilian billets was 
restricted, and short supply requests were made. 106 Short supply requests were 

101 Other special quality semifinished products purchased by Co-Steel 
. Raritan include the rimmed steel products discussed below, in "Respondents' 

data." 
102 Raritan purchased other. special quality semifinished products from 

A9ominas and non-lead and bismuth free-machining semifinished from***· 
103 *** 
104 This represented a decline from previous years; rimmed steels accounted 

for *** and *** percent, respectively, of such purchases in 1990 and 1991. 
Posthearing brief of Jeffrey W. Carr for Co-Steel Raritan, Exhibit 1. 

105 Prehearing brief of Jeffrey W. Carr for Co-Steel Raritan, Affidavit of 
Ed M. Calanog, Exhibit 2, p. 2. 

106 Prehearing brief of Jeffrey W. Carr for Co-Steel Raritan, p. 11. 
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considered py Commerce in public proceedings tha~ included notice and requests 
for comment in the Federal Register and written questionnaires to potential 
U.S. suppliers. 107 In considering these requests, Commerce and Raritan 
conducted an exhaustive search for U.S. sources of this product. 108 Based on 
the determination that no such domestic product existed, Commerce authorized 
Raritan to import additional materials from Brazil, approving Raritan•s short 
supply petitions in the full amount requested for five consecutive quarters. 109 

According to counsel for Raritan, Commerce did not consider Timken to be 
a potential supplier of these billets. 110 Republic (formerly LTV), claimed it 
was capable of supplying all of Raritan•s requirements; Republic reportedly 
later tried to alter Raritan•s specifications, claiming they were overly 
stringent. 111 Republic was consequently found incapable of supplying Raritan 
with billets of the requested specifications.112 

Raritan has identified four producers with BOFs and ingot teeming 
facilities, both necessary to make steel that meets Raritan•s requirements: 
***. 113 According to Raritan, these mills are currently unable to meet its 
requirements. 114 

* * * * * * * 
Raritan asserts that although petitioners produce a rimmed steel 

substitute, so does Raritan; if the substitute was suitable for these 
applications, Raritan would supply it. 115 Raritan has reportedly discussed 
production of rimmed steel with petitioner Timken, and concluded it is not 

3. 
107 Posthearing brief of Jeffrey W. Carr for Co-Steel Raritan, Exhibit 4, p. 

108rR, testimony of Mr. Calanog, p. 123. 
1 ~ Ibid., p. 124. 
110 Posthearing brief of Jeffrey W. Carr for Co-Steel Raritan, Exhibit 5, 

p.l. 
111 Posthearing brief of Jeffrey W. Carr for Co-Steel Raritan, p. 11. 

Raritan's response to LTV's claims stated: 
Our residual limits reflect the metallurgical judgement of our customers 
and Raritan's engineers. Since Raritan produces electric furnace 
billets, it has developed these residual limits not only through 
theoretical technical considerations, but also through years of actual 
monitoring of quality performance in customers' processing. Elevated 
residual levels are manifestly inferior for difficult rod applications 
because of the negative effects on hardness, ductility, and/or heat 
treatment response. Posthearing brief of Jeffrey W. Carr for Co-Steel 
Raritan, Exhibit 5, Document No. 137-13, Letter from Charles Owen 
Verrill, Jr., Wiley, Rein & Fielding, on behalf of Raritan River Steel, 
to Mary Beth Double, Office of Agreements Compliance, Department of 
Commerce, June 22, 1988. 

112 Posthearing brief of Jeffrey W. Carr for Co-Steel Raritan, Exhibit 5, 
p. 1. 

113 Posthearing brief of Jeffrey W. Carr for Co-Steel Raritan, Affidavit of 
Robert L. Randall, Exhibit 7, p. 3. 

114 Ibid. 
115 Ibid. 
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within Timken• s production capabilities. 116 Raritan reportedly purchased a 
test shipment of steel for a major tire cord customer, ***, from Timken, but 
found that the fatigue life of the product was inadequate due to high 
residuals. 117 

Respondent A~ominas asserts that since the semifinished billets 
purchased by Raritan from Acominas are not available in the United States, 
there is no competition with the U.S. industry, no sales taken away from 
petitioners in the U.S. market, and, consequently, no material injury. 118 
Respondents assert that an affirmative determination, blocking special quality 
semifinished steel products from Brazil, will result in no benefit to the 
petitioners. 119 

* * * * * * * 
Petitioners counter that both are capable of producing a functional 

equivalent to rimmed and low-residual steel. 120 According to petitioners, 
Raritan•s product specifications appear overly restrictive in light of the 
destined applications121 and there are no technical reasons why substitute 
steels are not viable for Rarj,.tan•s use. Petitioners assert that rimmed steel 
substitutes are acceptable for use in flat products and there are no reasons 
such substitutes could not be used in wire rod. 122 Petitioners assert that 
neither firm has been requested to quote on the products Raritan currently 
purchases from Brazil. 123 Petitioners do not currently make the products in 
question but are certain that they, along with other U.S. producers, would be 
able to make the specified steel products if requested.124 Petitioners assert 
that Raritan should be classified as a related party on the basis of its · 
imports . 125 

Apparent U.S. Consumption 

The· demand for special quality carbon and alloy steel products, as 
intermediate products, depends largely on the level of overall economic 
activity. in general, weak demand in the automotive and construction sectors 
during 1991 contributed to declines in apparent U.S. consumption of special 
quality carbon and alloy steel products. 

116 TR, testimony of Mr. Randall, p. 143. 
117 Posthearing brief of Jeffrey W. Carr for Co-Steel Raritan, Affidavit of 

Robert L. Randall, Exhibit 7, p. 2. 
118 Prehearing brief of Baker & McKenzie for Acominas, p. 1. 
119 Prehearirtg brief of Jeffrey W. Carr for Co-Steel Raritan, p. 15. 
120 Posthearing submission of Stewart & Stewart for petitioners, Responses 

to Questions Posed by Commissioners and Commission Staff, p. 35. 
121 Ibid., Affidavit of Barry M. Glasgal and George T. Matthews, Exhibit 6, 

p. 1. 
122 Ibid., p. 3. 
123 TR, testimony of Mr. Stewart, p. 106. 
124 Ibid. 
125 Prehearing. brief of Stewart & Stewart for petitioners, p. 9. 
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Market Trends 

An examination of ·economic conditions in the end-use markets for special 
quality steel shows that growth in these markets has slowed since 1988. 
Information received in this and other investigations indicates that the major 
markets for special quality steel products are transportation equipment, 
especially motor veh.icles and equipment and aircraft and parts; industrial 
machinery and equipment, especially engines and turbines, construction and 
related machinery, and general indus.trial machinery; and electrical equipment. 

The following tabulation displays end product shipments in these 
markets 126 as measured by the percent change in U.S. shipments from the 
previous year, during 1989-91:127 

Industry 1989 1990 1991 1988-91 

Transportation 
equipment ........... 2.9 (1) 1.4 4.4 

Motor vehicles and 
equipment ........... 1.4 (5.3) (0.8) (4. 7) 

Aircraft and parts .... 4.6 13.4 11.8 32.7 
Industrial machinery .... 8.3 3.5 1. 9 13.1 

Engines and turbines .. 2.2 (2.1) 3.0 2.9 
Construction 

machinery.· .......... 6.0 4.8 (10.3) (0.4) 
General industrial 

machinery ........... 9.1 6.6 10.0 27.9 
Electrical equipment .... 4.7 (2.6) 28.7 31.2 

1 Less than 0.05 percent. 

Motor vehicles and equipment and construction machinery suffered an 
overall drop in shipments from 1988 and 1991. Significantly, in the motor 
vehicles and equipment industry, the major ~onsumer of special quality steel, 
shipments fell 5.3 percent between 1989 to 1990 and an additional 0.8 percent 
between 1990 and 1991. Certain major industries experienced significant 
growth between 1988 and 1991. Aircraft and parts, general industrial 
machinery, and the broader sector of electrical equipment all grew more than 
25 percent during this period. The broader markets of transportation 
equipment and industrial machinery, as well as the engines and turbines 
industry, also exp~rienced positive growth between 1988 and 1991. 

Factual data gath~red during this investigation on apparent U.S. 
consumption of free-machining carbon and alloy steel products and other 
special quality carbon and alloy products are presented in tables 4 and 5. 
The data are derived from responses to the Commission•s questionnaires and are 
composed of the sum of U.S. shipments (domestic shipments, company transfers, 
and internal consumption) of U.S.-produced products, plus imports. 

126 Based on the closest SIC equivalent. 
127u.s. Department of Commerce, Annual Survey of Manufactures and Aerospace 

Industries Association of America, Aerospace Facts and Figures 91-92, 1992. 
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Table 4 
Special quality carbon and certain alloy steel semifinished products: U.S. 
shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipments of imports, and apparent U.S. 
consumption, by products', 1990-92 

Item 

Free-machining: 
Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments .. 

Apparent consumption ..... 
Other special quality: 

Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments .. 
. . Apparent consumption ..... 

All special quality: 
Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments .. 

Apparent consumption ..... 

Free-machining: 
Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments .. 

Apparent consumption ..... 
Other special quality: 

Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments .. 

Apparent consumption ..... 
All special quality: 

Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments .. 

Apparent consumption~···· 

Free-machining: 
Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments .. 

Other special quality: 
Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. sh~pments .. 

All special quality: 
Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments .. 

Free-machining: 
Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments .. 

Other special quality: 
Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers 1 U.S. shipments .. 

All special quality: 
Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments .. 

1990 

961,977 
68,276. 

1,030,253 

5,883,299 
349.148 

6,232,44.7 

6,845;276 
417,424 

7.262.700 

321,745 
29,803 

351,548 

2,115,232 
110,843 

2,226,075 

2,436,977 
1401646 

215771623 
Share of 

93.4 
6.6 

94.4 
5.6 

94.3 
5.7 

1991 

Quantity (short tons) 

748,911 
55,533 

804,444 

. 5,472,149 
483;952 

5,956,101 

6,221,060 
539,485 

6,760,545 

Value (1,000 dollars) 

251,649 
21.980 

273,629 

1,984,377 
137,621 

2,121,998 

2,236,026 
. 1591601 

213951627 

1992 

982,986 
93,526 

1,076,512 

5,767,659 
438,284 

6,205,943 

6,750,645 
531,810 

7.282,455 

318,901 
34,654 

353,555 

1;853,680 
128,620 

1,982,300 

2,172,581 
1631274 

213351855 
the quantity of U.S. consumption 

teercent~ 

93.1 
6.9 

91.9" 
8.1 

92.0 
8.0 

91.3 
8.7 

92.9 
. 7 .1 

92.7 
7.3 

Share of the value of U.S. 
(percent) 

consumption 

91.5 92.0 90.2 
8.5 8.0 9.8 

95.0 93.5 93.5 
5.0 6.5 6.5 

94.5 93.3 93.0 
5.5 6.7 7.0 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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Table 5 
Special quality carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled bars: U.S. 
shipments of domestic product, U.S. ·shipments of imports, and apparent U.S. 
consumption, by products, 1990-92 

Item 

Free-machining: 
Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments .. 

Apparent consumption ..... 
Other special quality: 

Producers • U. S . shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments .. 

Apparent consumption ..... 
All special quality: 

Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
. Importers • U. S . ship111ents .. 

Apparent consumption ..... 

Free-machining: 
Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments .. 

Apparent consumption ..... 
Other special quality: 

Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments .. 

Apparent consumption ..... 
All special quality: 

Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments .. 

Apparent consumption ..... 

Free-machining: 
Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments .. 

Other special quality: 
Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments .. 

All special quality: 
Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments .. 

Free-machining: 
Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments .. 

Other special quality: 
Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments .. 

All special quality: 
Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments .. 

1990 

776,432 
134,069 
910,501 

4,244, 728 
135,879 

4,380,607 

5,021,160 
269,948 

5.291,108 

390,990 
62 747 

453,737 

2,070,735 
65.236 

2,135,971 

2,461,725 
1271983 

2,5891708 
Share of 

85.3 
14.7 

96.9 
3.1 

94.9 
5.1 

. 1991 

Quantity (short tons) 

601,006 
140,897 
741,903 

3,995,727 
183,275 

4,179,002 

4,596,733 
324,172 

4.920,905 

Value (1.000 dollars) 

302,745 
67 489 

370,234 

1,908,613 
84.657 

1,993,270 

2,211,358 
1521146 

2,363,504 

1992 

767,130 
140,544 
907,674 

4,115,784 
181.126 

4,296,910 

4,882,914 
321,670 

5,204,584 

374,265 
66 898 

441,163 

1,902,030 
84.540 

1,986,570 

2,276,295 
151,438 

2,427,733 
the quantity of U.S. consumption 

{J;!ercentl 

81.0 84.5 
19.0 15.5 

95.6 95.8 
4~4 4.2 

93.4 93.8 
6.6 6.2 

Share of the value of U.S. consumption 
(percentl 

86.2 81.8 84.8 
13.8 18.2. 15.2 

96.9 95.8 95.7 
3.1 4.2 4.3 

95.l 93.6 93.8 
4.9 6.4 6.2 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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Trends in Apparent Consumption 

Apparent consumption of free-machining carbon and alloy steel 
semifinished products rose by 4.5 percent in quantity during 1990-92, first 
decreasing from 1.0 million tons in 1990 to 804,444 tons in 1991 (21.9 
percent), and then increasing by 33.8 percent to 1.1 million tons during 1992. 
Apparent consumption of other special quality semifinished products fell by 
0.4 percent between 1990 and 1992, decreasing from 6.2 million tons in 1990 to 
6.0 million tons in 1991 (4.4 percent), and then increasing by 4.2 percent to 
6.2 million tons during 1992. Apparent consumption of free-machinLng carbon 
and alloy steel hot-rolled bars fell by 0.3 percent in quantity during 1990-
92, decreasing from 910,501 tons in 1990 to 741,903 tons in 1991 (18.5 
percent), and then increasing by 22.3 percent to 907,674 tons during 1992. 
Apparent consumption of other special quality carbon and alloy steel hot
rolled bars fell by 1.9 percent between 1990 and 1992, decreasing from 4.4 
million tons in 1990 to 4.2 million tons in 1991 (4.6 percent), and then 
increasing by 2.8 percent to 4.3 million tons during 1992. 

U.S. Producers• Share of Apparent Consumption 

The U.S. producers• share of total apparent consumption of free
machining carbon and alloy steel semifinished products (based on quantity) 
decreased from 93.4 percent in 1990 to 93.1 percent in 1991 and to 91.3 
percent in 1992, falling 2.1 percentage points over that period. U.S. 
producers• share of total apparent consumption of other special quality carbon 
and alloy steel semifinished products decreased from 94.4 percent in 1990 to 
91.9 percent in 1991 and increased to 92.9 percent in 1992, falling 1.5 
percentage points over the period. The U.S. producers• share of total 
apparent consumption of free-machining carbon and alloy steel hot-rolled bars 
decreased from 85.3 percent in 1990 to 81.0 percent in 1991 and increased to 
84.5 percent in 1992, fal~ing 0.8 percentage point over the period. U.S. 
producers• share of total apparent consumption of other special quality carbon 
and alloy steel hot-rolled bars decreased from 96.9 percent in 1990 to 95.6 
percent in 1991 and increased to 95.8 percent in 1992, falling 1.1 percentage 
points over the period. 

Channels of Distribution 

Table 6 presents the shares of shipments of special quality carbon and 
alloy steel bars by channels of distribution for both U.S. producers and U.S. 
importers of bars from Brazil. Free-machining domestic steels are 
characterized by the large percentage that is distributed through cold
finishers, *** percent, as opposed to *** percent for other special quality 
steels. The bulk of domestic production of special quality semifinished 
products (***) is consumed internally to produce finished products, including 
both the cut-length bars subject to this investigation and finished products 
not subject to the investigation, such as coiled wire rods. In addition, 
limited amounts of special quality carbon and alloy steel semifinished 
products are sold by both U.S. producers and importers directly to processors 
for rerolling or forging applications. 
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Table 6 
Special quality carbon and alloy steel hot-roiled bars: Shares of shipments 
of product, by channels of distribution, 1992 

* * * * * * * 

CONSIDERATION OF ALLEGED MATERIAL INJURY TO AN 
INDUSTRY IN THE UNITED STATES 

The information in this section of the report was compiled from responses to 
questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission. The producers that 
provided questionnaire responses are believed to account for approximately 90 
percent of U.S. shipments of total special quality carbon and alloy steel products 
in 1992. As mentioned previously, this report is structured to provide data and 
information on the two product categories of semifinished products and hot-rolled 
bars, and on three subproduct categories, as follows: (1) free-machining carbon 
and certain alloy steel products; (2) other special quality carbon and certain 
alloy steel products; and (3) all special quality carbon and certain alloy steel 
products. 

U.S. Production, Capacity, and Capacity Utilization 

Data on reported U.S. production, average-of-period capacity, and capacity 
utilization in connection with operations of special quality carbon and alloy 
steel products are presented in table 7. Production of free-machining carbon and 
alloy steel semifinished products decreased by 21.7 percent from 1990 to 1991, and 
then increased by 26.2 percent in 1992. ·Production of other special quality 
carbon and alloy steel semifinished products fell by 7.8 percent from 1990 to 
1991, and then increased by 4.4 percent in 1992. Production of free-machining 
carbon and alloy steel hot-rolled bars fell by 22.6 percent between 1990 and 1991, 
and then increased by 31.1 percent in 1992. Production of other special quality 
carbon and alloy steel hot-rolled bars fell 7.1 percent from 1990 to 1991, and 
then increased by 4.9 percent in 1992. 

Average U.S. capacity to produce free-machining carbon and alloy steel 
semifinished products decreased by 1.7 percent from 1990 to 1991, then increased 
by 3.6 percent in 1992. Average U.S. capacity to produce other special quality 
carbon and alloy steel semifinished products rose 4.0 percent during 1990-92. 
Average U.S. capacity to produce free-machining carbon and alloy steel hot-rolled 
bars fell by 2.6 percent from 1990 to 1992. Average U.S. capacity to produce 
other special quality carbon and alloy steel hot-rolled bars increased by 1.9 
percent during 1990-92. Changes in capacity in all categories reflect changes in 
capacity allocation among products for many reporting companies over the period, 
not actual changes in equipment. 

Utilization of capacity to produce free-machining carbon and alloy steel 
semifinished products decreased from 52.3 percent in 1990 to 41.6 percent in 1991, 
and then increased to 50.7 percent in 1992. Utilization of capacity to produce 
other special carbon and alloy steel semifinished products fell from 78.2 percent 
in 1990 to 70.0 percent in 1991, and then rose to 72.l percent in 1992. 
Utilization of capacity to produce free-machining carbon and alloy steel hot
rolled bars declined from 60.7 .percent in 1990 to 47.5 percent in 1991, and then 
increased to 63.2 percent in 1992. Utilization of capacity to produce other 
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Table 7 
Special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products: U;S. capacity, 
production, and capacity utilization, by products, 1990-92 

Item 

Semifinished products: 
Free-machining ...........•• 
Other special quality .•..•• 

Total ...•................ 
Hot-rolled bars:· 

1990 1991 1992 

Average-of-period capacity (short tons) 

1,843,811 
7.510.209 
9. 354,020 ·. 

1,811,879 1,877,244 
7.719,261 7,813,153 
9~531,140 9,690,397 

Free-machining .........•... 1,290,499 1,275,423 1,257,006 
Other special quality .. ~ ... .:.5.1.., :..60~4.-.L.:5~1=-=0;...._ ___ --=5...a.,.=.6::..59::...a..:, 3;.:2~0::..._ ___ --=5::...a,~7-=l.=.0.i.., 5::.;3:.::.9 

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-6..._, """89:;,.:5...,.-.;:;00..-· .:;..9 ____ o..;:;6.._~ ~93:;...4.:..i•...:.7...:.4.:..3 ____ -.;:;6...a. • .:;..96=-7"-''-=5...:.4.:.5 

Semifinished products: 
Free-machining ........•.... 
Other special quality •..... 

Total .................. · •. 
Hot-rolled bars: 

963,715. 
5,911.856 
6,875,571 

Production (short tons) 

754, 352_ 
5,451,651 
6,206,003 

.952,091 
. 5' 691. 666 

6;643,757 

Free-machining............. 782,992 606,143 794.,750 
Other special quality. . . . . . .....4 ..... 2-.8 .... 8 ... ; ... 5 .... 6 .... 4.._ ___ ...o..;:;3..._, .-...9=82__._., l...,.7._4.__ _ _,_ __ 4 .... -=1-.7..-8.1.., 5,_1~0 

Total ....•......... ; ..•.. .:.5 •• 0=-7~1~·-=5..-.5..-6 _________ 4~,-=5~8..-8.1..,::..31~7~·--------~4...a.·~97~3~·-=2=-=6=0 

Semifinished products: 
Free -machining .......•••.•• 
Other special quality ...•.. 

Average .................. . 
Hot-rolled bars: 

Free-machining .........•... 
Other special quality ..... . 

Average ......•..•....••.. 

Capacity utilization (percent) 

52.3 
78.2 
73.1 

60.7 
76.5 
73.6 

41.6 
70.0 
64.6 

47.5 
70.4 
66.2 

50.7 
72.1 
67.9 

63.2 
73.2 
71.4 

Note.--Capacity utilization is calculated using data of firms providing both 
capacity and production information. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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special quality carbon and alloy steel hot-rolled bars fell from 76.5 percent 
in 1990 to·70.4 percent in 1991, and then rose to 73.2 percent in 1992. 

U.S. Producers• U.S. Shipments 

Data on U.S. producers' total shipments of special quality carbon and 
alloy steel products are presented in tables 8 and 9. Semifinished special 
quality steel products were generally consumed internally in the production of 
hot-rolled carbon and alloy steel bars or nonsubject finished products. U.S. 
shipments of free-machining carbon and alloy steel hot-rolled bars decreased 
by 22.6 percent from 1990 to 1991, and then increased by 27.6 percent from 
1991 to 1992. U.S. shipments of other special quality carbon and alloy steel 
hot-rolled bars fell by 5.9 percent from 1990 to 1991, and then rose by 3.0 
percent from 1991 to 1992: 

U.S. Producers• Exports 

Information on U.S. producers' exports of special qualit~ carbon and 
alloy steel products is based'on questionnaire responses of*** firms; 128 

exports accounted for approximately*** percent of total shipments of U.S.
produced special quality carbon and alloy bars in 1992. There were no exports 
of free-machining semifinished products during the period of investigation. 
U.S. producers exported other special quality semifinished products only in 
'1991, when *** reported exports of ***· Exports of special quality bar 
products were also low. 

U.S. Producers• Inventories 

U.S. producers• inventories of free-maehining carbon and alloy steel 
semifinished products remained relatively low during 1990-92,.increasing from 
1990 to 1991 and then decreasing significantly during 1992 (table 10). 
Inventories of other special quality carbon and alloy steel semifinished 
products were also relatively low, declining between 1990 and 1991, and 
falling even lower in 1992. U.S. producers' inventories of free-machining 
carbon and alloy steel hot-rolled bars increased significantly from 1990 to 
1992, by 47.4 percent, although inventories as a percentage of shipments rose 
only *** percentage points over the period. Inventories of other special 
quality carbon and alloy steel hot-rolled bars increased 13.1 percent over the 
period, with inventories as a percentage of shipments rising *** percentage 
points. 

U.S. Producers• Employment and Wages 

The average number of production and related workers producing all 
special quality carbon and certain alloy steel semifinished products for the 
producers that provided employment data decreased from 4,597 in 1990 to 4,140 
in 1991, or by 9.9 percent, and increased to 4,220 in 1992, or by 1.9 percent 
(table 11). The average hourly wage for production and related workers 

128 *** f .. · .. 
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Table 8 
Special quality carbon and certain alloy steel semifinished products: 
Shipments by U.S. pr.ociucers, by .products and by types, 1990-92 

Item. 

Free-machining: 
Company transfers~ ........ . 
Do~estic shipments ........ . 

Subtotal ................ . 
Exports .... ~ .............. . 

Total ......•............. 
Other special quality: 

Company transfers .......... . 
Domestic shipments ........ . 
· Subtotal. ...... > ...... .' .. 
Exports .................... . 

Total .................... . 
All special quality: 

Company transfers ......... . 
Domestic shipments ........ . 

Subtotal ....... : ........ . 
Exp()rts .............. · ... ~ .. 

·Total ....................... . 

Free-machining: 
.C.ompany transfers ......... . 
Domestic shipments ........ . 

Subtotal ..... ; .......... . 
Exports ................... . 

Total ................... . 
Other special quality: 

Company transfers ......... . 
Domestic shipments ........ . 

Subtotal ................ . 
Exports ................... . 

Total .. : ........... , .... . 
All special quality: 

Company transfer~ ......... . 
Dome.st.ic s.hipments ........ . 

Subtotal ......... · ....... . 
Exports .............. ." .... . 

Total ................... ·. 

Table continued on next page. 

1990 

*** 
*** 

961,977 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

5,883,299 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

6,845,276 
*** 
*** 

·*** 
. *** 

321,745 
·*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

2,115,232 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

2,436,977 
*** 
*** 

1991 

Quantity (short tons) 

*** 
*** 

748,911 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

5 ,472 ,149 
*** 
*** 

*** 
**.* 

6,221,060 
*** 
*** 

Value (l,000 dollars) 

*** 
*** 

251,649 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

1,984,377 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

2,236,026 
*** 
*** 

1992 

*** 
*** 

982,986 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

5,767,659 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

6,750,645 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

318,901 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

1,853,680 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

2,172,581 
*** 
*** 
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Table 8--Continued 
Special quality carbon and certain alloy steel semifinished products: 
Shipments by U~S. producers, by pt9ducts and by types, 1990-92 

Item 1990 1991 1992 

Unit value (per short ton) 
Free-machining: 

Company transfers ......... . *** *** *** 
Domestic shipments ........ . *** *** *** 

Average ................. . $334.46 $336.02 $324.42 
Exports ................... . *** *** *** 

Average ................. . *** *** *** 
Other special quality: 

Company transfers ......... . *** *** *** 
Domestic shipments ........ . . *** *** *** 

Average ................. . 359~53 362.63 321.39 
Exports ................... . *** **"/( *** 

Average ................. . *** *** - *** 
All special quality: 

Company transfers ......... . *** *'k* *** 
*** *** *** Domestic shipments .......... ~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Average ................. . 356.01 359.43 321.83 
Exports ................... . *** *** 

Average ................. . *** *** 

Note: Company transfers include internal consumption. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 

*** 
*** 

' 
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Table 9 
Special quality carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled bars: Shipments by 
U.S. producers, by pr.oducts and by types, 1990-92 

Item 

Free-machining: 
Company transfers ......... . 
Domestic shipments ........ . 

Subtotal ................ . 
Exports ................... . 

Total ................... . 
Other special quality: 

Company transfers ......... . 
Domestic shipments ........ . 

Subtotal ................ . 
Exports ................... . 

Total ................... . 
All special quality: 

Company transfers ......... . 
Domestic shipments ........ . 

Subtotal ................ . 
Exports ................... . 

Total ................... , 

Free-machining: 
Company transfers ........•. 
Domestic shipments ........ · . 

Subtotal ................ . 
Exports ................... , 

Total ......... ; ......... . 
Other special quality: 

Company transfers ......... . 
Domestic shipments ........ . 

Subtotal ................ . 
Exports ................... . 

Total ................... . 
All special quality: 

Company transfers ......... . 
Domestic shipments ........ . 

Subtotal ........ ; ....... . 
Exports ................... . 

Total ................... . 

Table continued on next page. 

1990 

*** 
*** 776,432 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

4,244,728 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

5,021,160 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

390,990 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 2,070,735 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

2,461,725 

*** *** 

1991 

Quantity (short tons) 

*** 
*** 

601,006 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

3,995,727 

*** *** 

*** 
*** 

4,596,733 
*** 
*** 

Value n.ooo dollars) 

*** 
*** 

302,745 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

1,908,613 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

2,211,358 
*** 
*** 

1992 

*** 
*** 

767,130 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

4,115,784 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

4,882,914 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

374,265 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

1,902,030 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 2,276,295 
*** 
*** 

·· .. =. 
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Table 9--Continued 
Special 'quality carbon and certain alloy steel hqt-rolled bars: Shipments by 
U.S. producers, by products and by types, 1990-92 

Item 1990 1991 1992 

·unit value (per short ton) 
Free-machining: 

Company transfers ......... . *** *** *** 
Domestic shipments ......... . *** *** *** 

Average ............ · ..... . $503.57 $503.73 $487.88 
Exports ................... . *** *** *** 

Average ................. . *** *** *** 
Other special quality: 

Company transfers ......... . *** *** *** 
Domestic shipments ........ . *** *** *** 

Average ................. . 487.84 477 .66 462.13 
Exports ................... . *** *** *** 

Average ................. . *** *** *** All special quality: · 
Company transfers ......... . *** *** *** 
Domestic shipments ........ . *** *** *** 

Average ................. . 490.27 481. 07 466.18 
Exports ................. ; .. *** *** *** 

Average ................. . *** *** *** 

Note: Company transfers include internal consumption. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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Table 10 
Special quality carbon and certain·alloy steel products: End-of-period 
inventor.ies of U.S. producers, by products, 1990•92 

Item 

Semifinished products: 
Free-machining.· ........... . 
Other special quality ..... ." 

Total ................... . 
Hot-.rolled bars: 

Free-machining ............ . 
Other special quality ..... . 

Total ............ ~ ...... . 

Semifinished products: 
Free-~chining ............ : 
Other special quality ...... 

Average .................. 
Hot-rolled bars: 

Fre·e -machining ............. 
Other special quality ...... 

Average .................. 

Semifinished products: 
Free-machining ............. 
Other special quality ...... 

Average .................. 
Hot-rolled bars: 

Free-machining ............. 
Other special quality ...... 

Average .................. 

Semifinished products: 
Free-machining ............. 
Other special quality ...... 

Average .................. 
Hot-rolled bars: 

Free-machining ... ·: . ........ 
Other special quality ...... 

Average .................. 

1990 

*** 
*** 

222,365 

50,113 
299,775 
349,888 

1991 

Quantity (short tons) 

*** 
*** 

182,851 

49,829 
319.764 
369,593 

Ratio to :eroduction <:eercent) 

***• *** 
*** *** 
3.2 2.9 

6.4 8.2 
7.0 8.0 
6.9 8.1 

Ratio to U.S. shi:ements (Bercentl 

*** *** 
*** *** 
3.2 2.9 

6.5 8.3 
7.1 8.0 
7.0 8.0 

Ratio to total shi:ements (:eercentl 

*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 

1992 

*** 
*** 

73,575 

73,881 
338.955 
412,836 

*** 
*** 
1.1 

9.3 
8·. l 
8.3 

*** 
*** 
1.1 

9.6 
8.2 
8.5 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

Note.--Ratios are calculated using data of firms supplying both numerator and 
denominator information. · 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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Table 11 
Average number of U.S.- production and related workers producihg special 
quality carbon and certain-alloy ste~l products, hours worke4, .!/ wages and 
total compensation paid to such employees, and hourly wages, productivi.ty, 
and unit production costs·, Y by products, 1990-92 1J 

Item 

Semifinished products: 
. Free-machining ............. 
Other special quality ...... 

Total .................... 
Hot-rolled bars: 

Free-machining ............. 
Other special quality ...... 

Total ................•... 

Semifinished products: 
Free~machining ............. 
Other special quality ...... 

Total .................... 
Hot-rolled bars: 

Free-machining ............. 
Other special quality ...... 

Total ...............•....... 

Semifinished products: 
Free-machining ...... · ...... . 
Other special quality ..... . 

-1990 1991 
NUmber of production and related 

workers (PRWs) 

876 743 
31721 31397 
4,597 4,140 

1,178 1,055 
41060 3.810 
51238 4.865 

Hours worked bl: PRWs (11 000 hoursl 

1,619 1,294 
7 816 6 903 
9,435 8,197 

2,385 1,926 
8 568 7 739 

101953 9.665 

Wages paid to PRWs (1 1000 dollarsl 

25,340 
127.526 

21,686 
1181822 

1992 

892 
31328 
4,220 

1,059 
31652 
41711 

1,671 
6 732 
8,403 

2,051 
7 497 
91548 

28,042 
130.335 

Total ................... . 
Hot-rolled bars:· 

158,377 

Free-machining ... ; . . . . . . . . . 38, 502 30, 221 .36, 63 7 
Other special quality ... : .. _1 ..... 4=-l.._1 o_9_8_. ________ 1.:.1.:..7.._1 6-3-8......._ ______ 1::2.:.l..._1 =-15=-0 

152,866 140,508 

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _1.._79.._1._.6._.o .... o _____ --=-14 .... 7._.1 ..... 8.-.5.-..9 ______ 1 .... 5._.7_.1 .... 7--...87 

Semifinished products: 
Free-machining .......•..... 
Other special quality ..... . 

Total ............•....... 
Hot-rolled bars: 

38,964 
1771106 
216,070 

Free-machining............. 57, 676 

Total compensation paid to PRWs 
'1 1000 dollarsl 

35,475 42,889 
1751841 184.840 
211,316 227,729 

48,322. 55,681 
175.150 173.194 Other special quality ...... _1_9_7.._.0_0_8 _______ _._ ....... ...--....._ ______________ ....._....._.. 
223.472 228.875 Total .•.............. · ...... _,2_5 .... 4.._1 6 .... 8 .... 4..._ _______________________________ ....... __ 

See footnotes at end of table. 

::.; 

'· ·. 

: .: 
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Table 11--Continued _ 
Average number of U·.S. production and related workers producing special 
quality carbon and certain alloy steel products, hours worked, · 11 wages and 
total compensation paid to such employees, and hourly wages, productivity, 
and unit production costs, 'l:.f by products, 1990-92 JI 

Item 

Semifini~hed products: 
Free-machining ............ . 
Other special quality ..... . 

Average ............. · .... . 
Hot-rolled bars: · 

Free-machining ............ . 
Other special quality ..... . 

Average ................. . 

-1990 

$15.65 
16.32 
16.20 

16.14 
16.47 
16.40 

Hourlywages paid.to PRWs 

$16.76 
l7 .21 
17.14 

15.69 
15.20 

. 15.30 

1992 

$16.78 
19.36 
18.85 

17.86 
16.16 
16.53 

Hourly total compensation paid to PRWs 
Semifinished products: 

Free-machining ............ . 
Other special quality ..... . 

Average ................•. 
Hot-rolled bars: 

Free-machining ............ . 
Other special quality ..... . 

Average ................. . 

Semifinished products: 
Free-machining ............ . 
Other special quality ..... . 

Average ................. . 
Hot-rolled bars: 

Free-machining ............ . 
Other special quality ..... . 

Average ............. ~ ... . 

Semifinished products: 
Free -machining .......... · .. . 
Other special quality ..... . 

Average ................. . 
Hot-rolled bars: 

Free-machining ............. . 
Other special quality ..... . 

Average ................. . 

$24.07 $27 .41-
22.66 25.47 
22.90 25.78 

24.18 25.09 
2·2.99 22.63 
23.25 23.12 

Productivity (short tons per hour) 

0.488 
.503 
.501 

.308 

.417 

.393 

0.472 
.496 
.493 

.289 

.421 

.394 

Unit labor costs (per short ton) 

$49.30 
45.04 
45.75. 

78.49 
55.12 
59·.10 

·. $58.09 
. 51. 31 

52.33 

86.90 
53.78 
58.61 

11 Includes hours work~d plus hours of paid leav~ time. 
'l:.f On the basis of total compensation paid. 

$25.67 
27.46 
27.10 

27.15 
23.10 
23.97 

0.466 
.518 
.508 

.354 

.454 

.432 

$55.06 
53.03 
53.40 

76.61 
50.92 
55.44 

JI Firms providing employment data accounted for 65 (semifinished) and 83 
(bars) percent of reported total U.S. shipments (based on quantity) in 1992. 

Note.--Ratios are calculated usipg data of firms supplying both numerator and 
denominator information. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires.of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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producing all special quality carbon and alloy steel semifinished products 
increased from $16.20 in 1990 to $17.14 in 1991 and to $18.85 in 1992. 

The average number of production and related workers producing all 
special quality· carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled bars for the 
producers that provided employment data decreased from 5,238 in 1990 to 4,865 
in 1991, or by 7.1 percent, and decreased further to 4,711in1992, or by 3.2 
percent. The average hourly w~ge for production and related workers producing 
all special quality carbon and alloy steel hot-rolled bars decreased from 
$16.40 in 1990 to $15.30 in 1991 and then rose to $16.53 in 1992. 

Most firms reported that production and related workers producing 
special quality carbon and alloy steel semifinished products and hot-rolled 
bars were represented by the United Steelworkers of America, and those workers 
accounted for*** percent of total reported production and related workers.129 
The following firms reported some form of labor reductions:130 

* 

Date(.s) of 
reductions 

* 

No. of Duration of Reason for 
workers reductions reductions 

* * * * * 

Financial Experience of U.S. Producers 

Thirteen firms, 131 accounting for about*** percent of reported U.S. domestic 
shipments of the subject special quality carbon and certain alloy steel bars in 
1992, provided income-and-loss data on their operations related to special 
quality carbon and certain alloy steel products and on their overall 
establishment operations. 

Only*** producers--***--reported company transfers of free-machining and 
other special quality carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled bars, which are 
used mostly in the production of cold-finishe4 bars. All dther producers did not 
report company transfers because they did not treat those hot-rolled bars used 
for further processing as company transfers and could not compute the 
profitability of such transfers on a reliable basis. Hence, the Commission 
requested *** to provide income-and-loss data separately on its trade sales. The 
majority of ***'s net sales were company transfers, and therefore its data were 
not used. ***'s data are shown in appendix H. Thus, the financial data for hot
rolled bars presented_ in this section are for trade sales only .132 

129 Production and related workers at *** are not represented by a union. 
130 *** 
131 ***. 
132 The producer questionnaire data of Inland and Timken were verified in 

the recent Lead and Bismuth investigations, which covered the period from 1989 
to Sept. 30, 1992. The financial, capacity, shipment, and production data 
were similar to the data in this investigation. · The verification results and 
the difficulties in determining profitability for transfers were noted in the 
staff report of investigations Nos. 701-TA-314-317 (Final) and 731-TA-552-555 
(Final), p. I-74. 
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Many of the companies produce semifinished products that are entirely 
consumed internally in the production of downstream products. The proportion of 
trade sales to total production of semifinished products is very small (6 percent 
based on shipment quantity). The companies without any trade sales could not 
compute the profitability of semifinished products on a reliable basis, and those 
companies with trade sales, except for ***, did not estimate profitability on the 
total production of semifinished products. Therefore, the financial data for 
semifinished products are presented for trade sales only. 

Operations on Free-Machining Bars 

Seven firms, 133 accounting for*** percent of reported domestic shipments of 
free-machining carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled bars in 1992, supplied 
income-and-loss data. These data are presented in table 12. 

Net trade sales value fell by 22 percent from 1990 to 1991 and then 
increased by 22 percent from 1991 to 1992. During the same periods, net trade 
sales in short tons declined by 23 percent and rose by 25 percent. The 
industry reported aggregate operating losses in each year. The operating loss 
margins increased from 7.6 percent of total net sales in 1990 to 8.9 percent 
of total net sales in 1991, and then declined to 8.2 percent of total net 
sales in 1992. Average net sales value per short ton rose by 0.8 percent from 
1990 to 1991 and then declined by 2.0 percent in 1992. During the same 
periods, the average cost of goods sold per short ton rose by 0.8 percent and 
declined by 0.8 percent, respectively. 

Selected income-and-loss data and value per short ton, by firms, are 
presented in table 13. The trends of aggregate data represent the trends of 
three firms--***--because their sales accounted for *** percent of total net 
sales in 1992. *** 

* * * * * * * 

Operations on Other Special Quality Bars 

Twelve firms, 134 accounting for*** percent of reported domestic 
shipments of other special quality carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled 
bars in 1992, supplied income-and-loss data. These data are presented in 
table 14. 

Net trade sales in value fell by 9 percent from 1990 to 1992. Net trade 
sales in short tons declined by 6 percent from 1990 to 1991 and then rose by 1 
percent from 1991 to 1992. Aggregate operating income declined from $95.5 
million, or 6.4 percent of total net sales, in 1990, to $19 .. 7 million, or 1.4 
percent of total net sales, in 1991, and then rose to $59.7 million, or 4.4 
percent of total net sales, in 1992. Average net sales value per short ton 
declined by 4 percent from 1990 to 1992. Average cost of goods sold per short 

133 *** 
134 *** 
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Table 12 
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing 
free-machining carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled bars, fiscal years 
1990-92 11 

Item 

Net sales ................... . 

Net sales ................... . 
Cost of goods sold .......... . 
Gross (loss) ................ . 
Selling, general, and 

administrative expenses ... . 
Operating (loss) ............ . 
Startup or shutdown expense .. 
Interest expense ............ . 
Other income or (expense), 

net ........................ . 
Net (loss) before income 

taxes ..................... . 
Depreciation and amortiza-

tion ...................... . 
Cash flow y ................ . 

Net sales ................... . 
Cost of goods sold .......... . 
Gross (loss) ................ . 
Selling, general, and 

administrative expenses ... . 
Operating (loss) ............ . 

Cost of goods sold .......... . 
Gross (loss) ................ . 
Selling, general, and 

administrative expenses ... . 
Operating (loss) ............ . 
Net (loss) before income 

taxes ..................... . 

Operating losses ............ . 
Net losses .................. . 
Data ........................ . 

1990 

633,051 

322,302 
324,144 

(l,842) 

22.540 
(24,382) 

*** 
*** 

*** 
(26,661) 

8 692 
(17,969) 

$509 
512 

(3) 

36 
(39) 

100.6 
(0.6) 

7.0 
(7.6) 

(8.3) 

4 
4 
7 

1991 

Quantity (short tons) 

488,111 

Value (1.000 dollars) 

250,373 
252,088 

(1,715) 

20,518 
(22,233) 

***-
*** 

*** 
(27,961) 

8 472 
(19 .489) 

Value (per short ton) 

$513 
516 

(4) 

42 
(46) 

Ratio to net sales (percent) 

100.7 
(0.7) 

8.2 
(8.9) 

(11. 2) 

Number of firms reporting 

4 
5 
7 

11 ***· y Cash flow is defined as net income or loss plus depreciation and 
amortization. 

1992 

608,674 

306,184 
311.357 

(5,173) 

20,018 
(25,191) 

*** 
*** 
.*** 

(33,984) 

13 366 
(20,618) 

$503 
512 

(8) 

33 
(41) 

101.7 
(1. 7) 

6.5 
(8.2) 

(11.1) 

4 
4 
7 

Note.--Because of rounding, values per short ton may not add to the totals 
shown. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 
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Table 13 
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing 
free-machining carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled bars, by firms, fiscal 
years 1990-92 

Item 1990 1991 1992 

Value (11000 dollars2 
Net sales: 

* * * * * * * 
Total .................... 322,302 250,373 306,184 

Operating income or (loss): 

* * * * * * * 
Total .................... (24,382) (22,233) (25,191) 

Net income or (loss) before 
income taxes: 

* * * * * * * 
Total .................... (26.6612 (27 ! 9612 (33,9842 

Value teer short ton2 
Net sales: 

* * * * * * * 
Average .................. 509 513 503 

Operating income or (loss): 

* * * * * * * 
Average ........ · .......... (392 (46) (412 

Ratio to net sales (:eercent2 
Operating income or (loss): 

* * * * * * * 
Average .................. (7 .6) (8.9) (8.2) 

Net income or (loss) before 
income taxes: 

* * * * * * * 
Average .................. (8.3) (11. 2) (11.1) 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 
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Table 14 
Income-and-loss experience of U:S. producers on their operations producing 
other special quality carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled bars, fiscal 
years 1990-92 11 

Item 1990 1991 1992 

Quantity (short tons) 

Net sales ................... . 3,078.131 2.884.639 2.919.762 

Value (l,000 dollars) 

Net sales .................... 1,495,634 1,365,660 1,383,658 
1. 280. 816 

102,842 
Cost of goods sold ........... 1,320,773 1,228,695 
Gross profit................. 174,861 136,965 

83 140 
Selling, general, and 

administrative expenses.... 79 371 77 226 
19,702 Operating income............. 95,490 59,739 

*** . Startup or shutdown expense.. *** *** 
*** Interest expense............. *** *** 
*** Other expense, net ........... ·~----·--*-*-*------------------------------------**--*--

Net income or (loss) before 
income taxes .............. . 

Depreciation and amortiza-
tion ...................... . 

Cash flow y ... ·.· ........... . 

Net sales ................... . 
Cost of goods sold .......... . 
Gross profit ................ . 
Selling, general, and 

administrative expenses ... . 
Operating income ............ . 

Cost of goods sold .......... . 
Gross profit ................ . 
Selling, general, and 

administrative expenses ... . 
Operating income ............ . 
Net income or (loss) before 

income taxes .............. . 

Qperating losses ............ . 
Net losses .................. . 
Data ........................ . 

11 ***· 

56,520 

58.294 
114 814 

$486 
429 

57 

26 
31 

Value 

(28,644) 

68.106 
39 462 

(per short ton) 

$480 
444 

36 

29 
7 

Ratio to net sales (percent) 

88.3 
11. 7 

5.3 
6.4 

3.8 

2 
2 

11 

92.6 
7 .4 

6.0 
1.4 

(2.1) 

Number of firms reporting 

4 
5 

12 

Y Cash flow is defined as net income or loss plus depreciation and 
amortization. 

23,731 

67,337 
91 068 

$468 
421 

47 

26 
20 

90.0 
10.0 

5.7 
4.4 

1. 7 

4 
5 

12 

Note.--Because of rounding, values per short ton may not add to the totals 
shown. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 
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ton rose by 3 percent from 1990 to 1991 and declined by 5 percent from 1991 to 
1992. 

Selected income-and-loss data and value per short ton,: by firms, are 
presented in table 15. *** 

* * * * * * * 

Operations on All Special Quality Bars 

Twelve firms, 135 accounting for*** percent of reported domestic 
shipments of all special quality carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled 
bars in 1992, supplied 'income-and-loss data. These data represent the 
combination of data on operations on free-machining and other special quality 
hot-rolled bars discussed earlier and are presented in tables 16 and 17. 

The weighted-average fixed and variable costs per short ton computed on 
the basis of the data provided by nine firms were about $146_and $328, 
respectively, in 1992. 

Operations on Free-Machining Semifinished Products 

Three firms, 136 accounting for*** percent of the quantity of reported 
domestic (noncaptive) ·shipments and *** percent of the quantity of total 
shipments (including company transfers and exports) of free-machining carbon 
and certain alloy steel semifinished products in 1992, supplied income-and
loss data. As mention.ed before, most of the companies could not; provide data 
on company transfers because they do not accumulate cost data at the 
semifinished stage of the product, and they could not reliably value such 
transfers at market price because they had no trade sales of free-machining 
carbon and certain alloy steel semifinished products. Hence, data presented 
in table 18 reflect trade sales only for this product. 

Net trade sales in short tons fell by *** percent from 1990 to 19gl and 
then rose by ***-percent from 1991 to 1992. During ~he same period, net trade 
sales value fell by *** percent and then rose by *** percent. The firms 
sustained an aggregate operating loss of***, or*** percent of total net 
sales, in 1991, compared with an operating income of ***, or *** percent of 
total net sales, in 1990. Such losses amounted to ***, or *** percent of 
total net sales, in 1992. Average net sales value per short ton. declined by 
about *** percent from 1990 to 1991 and then dropped by*** percent in 1992. 
During the same periods, average cost of goods sold per short ton rose by *** 
percent and then declined by *** perce~t. 

Selected income-and-loss data and value per short ton, by firms, are 
presented in table 19. *** 

135 *** 
136 *** 
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Table 15 
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing 
other special quality carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled bars, by firms, 
fiscal years 1990-92 

Item 1990 1991 1992 

Value !11000 dollarsl 
Net sales: 

* * * * * * * 
Total .................... 1,495,634 1,383,658 1,365,660 

Operating income or (loss): 

* * * * * * * 
Total .................... 95,490 19,7~2 59,739 

Net income or (loss) before 
income taxes: 

* * * * * * * 
Total ..................... 56.1520 (281644l 231731 

Value teer short tonl 
Net sales: 

* * * * * * * 
Average .................. 486 480 468 

Operating income or (loss): 

* * * * * * * 
Average .................... 31 7 20 

Ratio to net sales {:eercentl 
Operating income or (loss): 

* * * * * * * 
Average ................... 6.4 1.4 4.4 

Net income or (loss) before 
income taxes:. 

* *" * * * * * 
Average .................. 3.8 (2.1) 1. 7 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 
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Table 16 
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing all 
special quality carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled bars, fiscal years 
1990-92 11 

Item 

Net sales .......... · ......... . 

Net sales ................... . 
Cost of goods sold .......... . 
Gross profit ................ . 
Selling, general, and 

administrative expenses ... . 
Operating income or (loss) .. . 
Startup or shutdown expense .. 
Interest expense ............ . 
Other expense, net .......... . 
Net income or (loss) before 

income taxes .............. . 
Depreciation and amortiza-

tion ...................... . 
Cash flow y ................ . 

Net sales ................... . 
Cost of goods sold .......... . 
Gross profit ................ . 
Selling, general, and 

administrative expenses ... . 
Operating income or (loss) .. . 

Cost of goods sold .......... . 
Gross profit~····· .......... . 
Selling, general, and 

administrative expenses ... . 
Operating income or (loss) .. . 
Net income or (loss) before 

income taxes .............. . 

Operating losses ............. . 
Net losses .................. . 
Data ........................ . 

1990 

3,711.182 

1,817,936 
1,644,917 

173,019 

101. 911 
71,108 

*** 
*** 
*** 

29,859 

66,986 
96 845 

$490 
443 

47 

27 
19 

1991 

Quantity (short tons) 

3,372,750 

Value {1,000 dollars) 

1,634,031 
1,532,904 

101,127 

103.658 
(2,531) 

*** 
*** 
*** 

(56,605) 

76,578 
19 973 

Value (per short ton) 

$484 
454 

30 

31 
(1) 

Ratio to net sales (percent) 

90.5 
9.5 

5.6 
3.9 

1.6 

3 
3 

11 

93.8 
6.2 

6.3 
(0.2) 

(3.5) 

Number of firms reporting 

4 
5 

12 

1992 

3.528,436 

1,671,844 
1,540,052 

131, 792 

97.244 
34,548 

*** 
*** 
*** 

(10,253) 

80,703 
70 450 

$474 
436 

37 

28 
10 

92.1 
7.9 

5.8 
2.1 

(0.6) 

5 
6 

12 

11 ***· y Cash flow is defined as net income or loss plus depreciation and 
amortization. 

Note.--Because of rounding, values per short ton may not add to the totals 
shown. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 
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Table 17 
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing all 
special quality carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled bars, by firms, 
fiscal years 1990-92 

Item 

Net sales: 

* * 
Total ................... . 

Operating income or (loss): 

* * 
Total ................... . 

Net income or (loss) before 
income taxes: 

* * 
Total ................... . 

Net sales: 

* * 
Average ................. . 

Operating income or (loss): 

* * 
Average ................. . 

Operating income or (loss): 

* * 
Average ................. . 

Net income or (loss) before 
income taxes: 

* * 
Average ................. . 

1990 1991 1992 

Value (l,000 dollars) 

* * * * * 
1,817,936 1,634,031 1,671,844 

* * * * * 
71,108 (2,531) 34,548 

* * * * * 
29.859 (56,605) (10,253) 

Value (per short ton) 

* * * * * 
490 484 474 

* * * * * 
19 (1) 10 

Ratio to net sales (percent) 

* * * * * 
3.9 (0.2) ·2.1 

* * * * * 
1.6 (3.5) (0.6) 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 

Table 18 
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing 
free-machining carbon and certain alloy steel semifinished products, fiscal 
years 1990-92 

* * * * * * * 

..... 
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Table 19 
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing 
free-machining carbon and certain alloy steel semifinished products, by firms, 
fiscal, years 1990-92 

* * * * * * * 

Operations on Other Special Quality Semifinished Products 

Four firms, 137 accoun·ting for.*** percent of the quantity of reported 
domestic (noncaptive) shipments and *** percent of the quantity of total 
shipments (including company transfers and exports) of other special quality 
carbon and certain alloy steel semifinished products in 1992, supplied income
and-loss data. As mentioned before, most of the companies could not provide 
data on company transfers because they do not accumulate cost data at the 
semifinished stage of the product, and they could not reliably value such 
transfers at market price because they had no trade sales of other.special 
quality carbon and certain alloy steel semifinished products. Hence, data 
presented in table 20 reflect·trade sales only for this product. 

Table 20 
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing 
other special quality carbon and certain alloy steel semifinished products, 
fiscal years 1990-92 

* * * * * * * 

Ne.t trade sales in short tons and in dollar value fell by *** percent 
from i990 to 1992. Aggregate operating losses increased from***· or*** 
percent of net sales, in 1990, to *** million, or *** percent of net sales, in 
1991, and then declined to *** million, or *** percent of net sales, in 1992. 
Average net sales value per short ton remained stable at *** during 1990-92. 
Average cost of goods sold per short ton rose by *** percent from 1990 to 1991 
and then declined by ***percent from 1991 to 1992. 

Selected income-~nd-loss data and value per short ton, by firms, are 
presented in table 21. *** 

Table 21 
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing 
other special quality carbon.and cert~in alloy steel semifinished products, by 
firms, fiscal years 1990-92 

* * * * * * * 

137 *** 
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Operations on All Special Quality Semifinished Products 

These data represent' the combination of data on operations on free
machining and other special quality semifinished products discussed earlier 
and are presented in tables 22 and 23. 

Table 22 
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing all 
special quality carbon and certain alloy steel semifinished products, fiscal 
years 1990-92 

* * * * * * * 

Table 23 
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing all 
special quality carbon and certain alloy steel semifinished_products, by firms, 
fiscal years 1990-92 

* * * * * * * 

The weighted-average fixed and variable costs per short ton computed on 
the basis of the data provided by *** firms were about *** and ***• 
respectively, in 1992. 

Investment in Productive Facilities 

The value of property, plant, and equipment and total assets, along with 
the return on book value of fixed assets and the return on total assets, are 
presented in table 24. 

Capital Expenditures 

Capital expenditures reported by U.S. producers are shown in table 25. 
*** incurred *** capital expenditures for both free-machining and other 
special quality semifinished products in 1990, and for free-~chining bars 
during 1990-92. *** incurred*** capital expenditures for other special 
quality bars during 1990-92. 

Capital Expenditures and Expenses for Environmental Purposes 

Capital expenditures and expenses included in operations for 
environmental purposes138by U.S. firms are presented in table 26. 

138 These data were collected at the request of the petitioners. 
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Table 24 
Value of assets and return on assets of U.S. producers• operations producing 
subject special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products, ~y products, 
fiscal years 1990-92 

Item 

All products: 
Fixed assets: 

Original cost ........... . 
Book value .............. . 

Total assets !./ ........... . 
Free-machining semifinished: 

Fixed assets: 
Original cost ........... . 
Book value .............. . 

Total assets ']J .. ......... . 
Other semifinished: 

Fixed assets: 
Original cos_t ........... . 
Book value ....... : ...... . 

Total assets 'lJ . .......... . 
All semifinished: 

Fixed assets: 
Original cost ........... . 
Book value .............. . 

Total assets ']J .........•.. 
Free-machining bars: 

Fixed assets: 
Original cost ............ . 
Book value .............. ; 

Total assets ']J ..........•. 
Other bars: 

Fixed assets: 
Original cost ........... . 
Book value .............. . 

Total assets 'lJ . ........... · 
All bars: 

Fixed assets: 
Original cost ........... . 
Book value~ ............. . 

Total assets 'lJ . .......... . 

All products: . 
Operating return !±f . •.•••.• 
Net return .2f ............. . 

·Free-machining semifinished: 
Operating return!±/ .... ~ ... 
Net return .21 . .. ; .........• 

Other semif inished: 
Operating return!±/ ....... . 
Net return .2f .... , ........ . 

All semifinished: 
Operating return !±f . ...••.• 
Net return .2/ ............. . 

See footnotes at end of table. 

1990 

6, 724, 773 
3,047,875 

. 4;789,569 

***. 

*** ·*** 

*** 
·***· 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

371,570 
16~,017 
241,051 

1,005,834 
411~503 
677,085 

1,383,404 
576,520 
918.136 

7 .4 
2.6 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

1991 

Value (l,000 dollars) 

6,989,206 
3,085,164 
4,610,915 

.*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

382,213 
161_,237 
225,084 

1,128,860 
461,443 
694,827 

1,511,073 
622,680 
919,911 

Return on book value of 
fixed assets (percent) 3/ 

(8.7) 
(14.2) 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

199.2 

7,030,575 
2,968,947 
4,909,896 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

437,391 
212,050 
339,899 

1,162,623 
493,109 
773'108 

1,600,014 
705,159 

1.113.007 

(4.7) 
(9.5) 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
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Table 24--Continued 
Value of assets and return on assets of U.S. producers• operations producing 
subject special quality carbon and certain alloy steel products, by products, 
fiscal years. 1990-92 

Item 1990 1991 1992 
Return on book value of 

fixed assets (percent) 3/ 
Free-machining bars: 

Operating return !±/ . ....... . (15.0) (14.0) (12.1) 
Net return 21 . ............. · (16.4) (17.6) (16.2) 

Other bars: 
Operating return!±/ ...•.•.. 11. 7 (3.5) 4.2 
Net return 21 . ............. . 5.0 (11. 0) (0.6) 

All bars: 
Operating return f±/ ....... . 4.1 (6.2) (0.7) 
Net return 21 ........... , .. (1.1) (12.7) (5.3) 

Return on total assets (percent) 3/ 
All products: 

Operating return f±/ ....... . 4.7 (5.8) (2.8) 
Net return 21 . ............ . 1.6 (9.5) (5.7) 

Free-machining semifinished: 
Operating return f±/ . .•••••. *** *** *** 
Net return 21 ............. . *** *** *** 

Other semifinished: 
Operating return!±/ .... ; .. . *** *** *** 
Net return 21 . ............ . *** *** *** All semifinished: 
Operating return f±/ ....... . *** *** *** 
Net return 21 . ............ . *** *** *** 

Free-machining bars: 
Operating return!±/ ....... . (10.3) (10.1) (7.5) 
Net return 21 ............. . (11. 2) (12.6) 0.0.1> 

Other bars: 
Operating return f±/ ....... . 7.1 (2.3) 2.7 
Net return 21 ............. . 3.0 (7.3) (0.4) 

All bars: 
Operating return!±/ ....... . 2.5 (4.2) (0.4) 
Net return 21 ............. . (0.7) (8.6) (3.3) 

1/ Defined as book value of fixed assets plus current and noncurrent assets. 
'l:./ Total establishment assets are apportioned, by firm; to product groups on 

the basis of the ratio of the respective book values of fixed assets. 
lf Computed using data from only those firms supplying both asset and 

income-and-loss information, and as such, may not be derivable from data 
presented. 

!±/ Defined as operating income or loss divided by asset value. 
21 Defined as net income or loss divided by asset value. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 
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Table 25 
Capital expenditures by U.S. producers of subject special quality carbon and 
certain alloy steel products, by products, fiscal years 1990-92 

(In thousands of dollars) 

Item 1990 1991 

All products ................. 355,887 388,456 
Semifinished products: 

Free-machining ............. *** *** 
Other special quality ...... *** *** 

Total .................... *** 10,669 
Bars: 

Free-machining ............. *** *** 
Other special quality ...... *** *** 

Total .................... 94,950 68,241 

1992 

190,215 

*** 
*** 

6,349 

*** 
*** 

52,697 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 

Table 26 
Capital expenditures and expenses included in operations for environmental 
purposes by U.S. producers of subject special quality carbon and certain alloy 
steel products, by products, fiscal years 1990-92 

{In thousands of dollarsl 

Item 1990 1991 1992 

All products: 
Capital expenditures ....... 25,288 27,876 22' 811 
Expensed in operations ..... 114,516 119, 944 123,189 

Semifinished products: 
Free-machining: 

Capital expenditures ..... *** *** *** 
Expensed in operations ... *** *** *** 

Other special quality: 
Capital expenditures ..... *** *** *** 
Expensed in operations ... *** *** *** 

Total: 
Capital expenditures ..... *** *** *** 
Expensed in operations ... *** *** *** 

Bars: 
Free-machining: 

Capital expenditures ..... *** *** *** 
Expensed in operations ... *** *** *** 

Other special quality: 
Capital expenditures ..... *** *** *** 
Expensed in operations ... *** *** *** 

Total: 
Capital expenditures ..... *** *** *** 
Expensed in operations ... *** *** *** 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 
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Research and Development Expenses 

Research and development expenses reported by U.S. producers are 
presented in table 27. Only*** reported research and development expenses 
for both categories of semifinished products. *** accounted for *** research 
and development expenses for free-machining and other special quality bars 
during 1990-92. 

Impact of Imports on Capital and Investment 

Appendix I contains U.S. producers• description and explanation of the 
actual and potential negative effects of imports of certain special quality 
carbon and alloy steel hot-rolled bars and semifinished products from Brazil 
on their existing development and production efforts, growth, investment, and 
ability to raise capital. 

Table 27 
Research and development expenses of U.S. producers of subject special quality 
carbon and certain alloy steel products, by products, fiscal years 1990-92 

* * * * * * * 

CONSIDERATION OF THE QUESTION OF THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY 
TO AN INDUSTRY IN THE UNITED STATES 

Section 771(7)(F)(i) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 
1677(7)(F)(i)) provides that--

In determining whether an industry in the United States is 
threatened with material injury by reason of imports (or sales for 
importation) of the merchandise, the ·Commission shall consider, 
among other relevant economic factors 139_ -

(I) If a subsidy is involved, such information as may 
be presented to it by the administering authority as 
to the nature of the subsidy (particularly as to 
whether the subsidy is an export subsidy inconsistent 
with the Agreement), 

(II) any inerease in production capacity or existing 
unused capacity in the exporting country likely to 
result in a significant increase in imports of the 
merchandise to the United States, 

139 Section 771(7)(F)(ii) of the Act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(ii)) provides 
that "Any determination by the Commission under this title that an industry in 
the United States is threatened with material injury shall be made on the 
basis of evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that actual 
injury is imminent. Such a determination may not be made on the basis of mere 
conjecture or supposition." 
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(III) any rapid increase in United States market 
penetration and the likelihood that the penetration 
will increase to an injurious level, 

(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise 
will enter the United States at prices that will have 
a depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices 
of the merchandise, 

(V) any substantial increase in inventories of the 
merchandise in the United States, 

(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for 
producing the merchandise in the exporting country, 

(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that 
indicate the probability that the importation (or sale 
for importation) of the merchandise (whether or not it 
is actually being imported at the time) will be the 
cause of actual injury, 

(VIII) the potential for product-shifting if 
production facilities owned or controlled by the 
foreign manufacturers, which can be used to produce 
products subject to investigation(s) under section 701 
or 731 or to final orders under section 706 or 736, 
are also used to produce the merchandise under 
investigation, 

(IX) in any investigation under this title which 
involves imports of both a raw agricultural product 
(within the meaning of paragraph (4)(E)(iv)) and any 
product processed from such raw agricultural product, 
the likelihood that there will be increased imports, 
by reason of product shifting, if there is an 
affirmative determination by the Commission under 
section 705(b)(l) or 735(b)(l) with respect to either 
the raw agricultural product or the processed 
agricultural product (but not both), and 

(X) the actual and potential negative effects on the 
existing development and production efforts of the 
domestic industry, including efforts to develop a 
derivative or more advanced version of the like 
product. 140 

140 Section 771(7)(F)(iii) of the Act (19 U.S. C. § 1677 (7)(F)(iii)) further 
provides that, in antidumping investigations, "· .. the Commission shall · 
consider whether dumping in the markets of foreign countries (as evidenced by 
dumping findings or antidumping remedies in other GATT member markets against 
the same class or kind of merchandise manufactured or exported by the same 
party as under investigation) suggests a threat of material injury to the 
domestic industry." 
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The available information on the volume, U.S. market penetration, and 
pricing of imports of the subject merchandise (items (III) and (IV) above) is 
presented in the section entitled "Consideration of the Causal Relationship 
Between Imports of the Subject Products and the Alleged Material Injury;" and 
information on the effects of imports of the subject merchandise on U.S. 
producers• existing development and production efforts (item (X)) is presented 
in appendix I. Items (I) and (IX) above are not applicable in this 
investigation. Available information on U.S. inventories of the subject 
products (item (V)); foreign producers• operations, including the potential 
for 11 product-shifting 11 (items (II), (VI), and (VIII) above); any other threat 
indicators, if applicable (item (VII) above); and any dumping in third-country 
markets, follows. 

Ability of Foreign Producers to Generate Exports 
and the Availability of 

Export Markets Other Than the United States 

There are nine known ma~ufacturers of special quality carbon and alloy 
steel products in Brazil: Acos Anhanguera SA (Villares); Aco Minas Gerais SA 
(Acominas); Villares Industria de Base SA (Vibasa); Cia Acos Especiais Itabira 
(ACESITA); Acos Finos Piratini SA (Piratini); Mannesmann SA; Siderurgica J.L. 
Aliperti SA (Aliperti); Siderurgica Mendes Junior SA (Mendes Junior); and 
ApareQida. Data were received in this investigation by the five major 
exporters of such products who were represented by counsel: Villares, Vibasa, 
Acominas, ACESITA, and Mannesmann. 

Respondents• Data 141 

Information on capacity, production, inventories, and shipments of 
subject special quality carbon and alloy steel products for the major 
Brazilian manufacturers/exporters was provided by counsel and is presented in 
tables 28 and 29. Semifinished product capacity of the Brazilian producers, 
representing a significant portion of production of subject special quality 

141 The classification of certain subject imports from Brazil was the topic 
of considerable attention at Commerce. The products under examination meet 
traditional criteria for semifinished products, principally having been 
subjected only to primary rolling and having a cross-sectional dimension over 
4 inches, and enter the United States under HTS numbers designating 
semifinished products, but meet finished bar standards. Respondents argue 
that these products should be considered semifinished. 

Commerce•s Sept. 24, 1992, memorandum concludes that products which have 
been hot-rolled only on a primary rolling mill but meet the physical 
description and other characteristics of hot-rolled bars are considered to be 
hot-rolled bars for the purposes of this investigation. This determination 
affects all products produced by The Villares Group (Vibasa and Villares) and 
some limited production by Acominas. Commerce•s determination is reflected in 
Brazilian production and shipment data included throughout this report. A 
more detailed discussion of the criteria upon which Commerce based its 
determination is included earlier in the section of this report entitled 
11 Semifinished Products vs. Bars." 
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Table 28 
Subject special quality carbon and certain alloy steel semifinished products: 
Brazilian capacity, production, inventories, capacity utilization, and 
shipments, 1990-92 and 1993-94 (projected) 

* * * * * * * 

Table 29 
Subject special quality carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled bars: 
Brazilian capacity, production, inventories, capacity utiiization, and 
shipments, 1990-92 and 1993-94 (projected) 

* * * * * * * 

carbon and alloy steel products in Brazil, rose by *** percent during 1990-
91, and rose by*** percent between 1991 and 1992. Capacity of the Brazilian 
producers to produce hot-rolled bars rose by *** percent during 1990-91, and 
rose by*** percent between 1991 and 1992. For both products, increases in 
capacity were due to increased efficiency in ***'s operations. 

Exports to the United States by the Brazilian manufacturers accounted 
for*** percent of total shipments of _subject special quality carbon and alloy 
steel semifinished products in 1990; this share increased to *** percent in 
1991, and then decreased to *** percent in 1992. The Brazilian firms reported 
operating at *** percent of subject semifinished product capacity during 1990, 
decreasing to *** percent in 1991, and then declining to *** percent during 
1992. Exports to the United States by the Brazilian manufacturers accounted 
for *** percent of total shipments of subject -special· quality carbon and alloy 
steel hot-rolled bars in. 1990; this share decreased to *** percent in 1991, 
and then decreased to *** percent in 1992. The Brazilian firms reported 
operating at *** percent of subject hot-rolled bar capacity during 1990, 
decreasing to *** percent in 1991, and the_n rising to *** percent during 1992. 

Acominas asserts that certain of its rimmed and capped steels supplied 
to Co-Steel Raritan may not be special quality steels under the definitions 
provided in the questionnaire. Rimmed and capped steels accounted for 
approximately *** percent of A9ominas 1 production and*** percent of exports 
of semifinished products to the United States in 1992. In the same year, 
these products accounted for *** and ***percent, respectively, of total 
reported Brazilian semifinished prod\lction and· exports to the United States. 

·Acominas Justifies the exclusion of such steels from the investigation bas~d 
on the following arguments: 142 

• These are low-carbon and low-manganese steels (1006 to 1010) 
without any alloying element and with no requirements as to 
residual elements; 

• Acominas guarantees these products only against gross defects, so 
the product only undergoes visual inspection at the finishing 

142 Prehearing brief of Baker & McKenzie for Acominas, p. 13. 



line. No guarantee is given as to absence of small defects, such 
as seams, which may be present at any depth. Seams are frequently 
found in this material; 

• AQominas provides no guarantee as regards grain-size, segregation, 
or any metallographic features; 

• The product is destined for "general application[s],n as stated in 
the purchase orders received by AQominas; and 

• The product is not reprocessed by AQominas• customer before 
rolling into wire rod. 

Table 30 presents information on Brazil•s capacity, production, 
inventories, and shipments of special quality carbon and alloy steel 
semifinished products, excluding rimmed and capped semifinished products. 
Production capacity and capacity utilization data are *** 

Table 30 
Subject special quality carbon and certain alloy steel semifinished products: 
Alternative scenario for Brazilian capacity, production, inventories, capacity 
utilization, and shipments, 1990-92 and 1993-94 (projected) 

* * * * * * * 

The issue of whether some of the special quality semifinished products 
made by AQominas might be outside the scope of the investigation was not 
considered by Commerce•s product specialist during verification at AQominas• 
facility or in Commerce• s scope determination. 143 According to Co-Steel 
Raritan, the purchaser of these steels, the broad definition of special 
quality steel makes classification of these steels inconclusive.144 

Additional Information Regarding the Brazilian Industry 

Additional information on manufacturers/exporters of special quality 
carbon and alloy steel products in Brazil is presented below.145 

Respondent:s represent:ed by counsel 

Cia AQos Especiais It:abira.--ACESITA was established in 1944. The 
company•s production is both ingot and continuously cast. Annual capacity is 
unknown. The company•s capital equipment includes.one blast furnace, one 
electric pig iron furnace, two BOFs, three EAFs, one slabbing mill, one 
blooming mill, three bar mills, one hot-strip mill, two cold-reduction mills, 
and one temper/skin pass mill. ACESITA•s product line is comprised of foundry 
pig iron; carbon steel ingots, slabs, blooms, billets, round and square bars, 

143 TR, testimony of B. Thomas Peele III, Baker & McKenzie, p. 152. 
144 TR, testimony of Mr. Calanog, p. 153. 
145 Metal Bulletin Books, Iron and Steel Works of the World, 10th edition, 

1991, pp. 28-50. 
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flats, bright bars, hot- and cold-rolled uncoated sheet and coil; stainless 
steel ingots, slabs, blooms, billets, round and square bars, and flats; alloy 
steel ingots, slabs, blooms, billets, round and square bars, flats, hot- and 
cold.- rolled hoop and strip; hot- and cold-rolled sheet and coil, and 
electrical sheet and coil; free-cutting steel; high speed steel; leaded steel; 
and iron, steel, and nonferrous castings. ACESITA accounted for *** and*** 
percent, respectively, of reported Brazilian production and exports to the 
United States of special quality semifinished products in 1992. ACESITA 
accounted for *** and*** percent, respectively, of reported Brazilian 
production and exports to the United States of special quality bars in the 
same year. Sales of special quality products accounted for*** percent of 
total establishment sales in the most recent fiscal year. 

A~ Minas Gerais SA.--A~ominas, formerly a subsidiary of Siderbras, was 
established in 1966. The company has 6,140 workers and office employees. 
A~ominas• production is ingot cast, and the company has an annual capacity of 
1,860,000 metric tons of pig iron, 2,000,000 metric tons of raw steel, and 
1,700,000 metric tons of finished steel. The company•s capital equipment 
includes coke ovens, a sinter plant, one blast furnace, twn. basic oxygen 
converters, one vacuum degassing unit, one slabbing/blooming rolling mill and 
one blooming/billet rolling mill. A~ominas• product line is composed of 
carbon steel slabs, primary and medium blooms, and billets. A~ominas 

accounted for *** and*** percent, respectively, of reported Brazilian 
production and exports to the United States of special quality semifinished 
products in 1992. A~ominas accounted for *** and*** percent, respectively, 
of reported Brazilian production and exports to the United States of special 
quality bars in the same year. Sales of special quality products accounted 
for *** percent of total establishment sales in the most recent fiscal year. 

A9os Anhangu.era (Villares) SA.--Villares, part of the Villares group, 
was established in 1966 and currently has 1,924 employees. Villares• 
production is ingot cast, and the company has an annual capacity of 370,000 
metric tons of raw steel and 292,300 metric tons of finished steel. The 
company•s capital equipment includes three EAFs, one vacuum degasser, one 
blooming mill, one billet mill, and two bar mills, and four bar straightening 
and three peeling machines. Villares• product line is comprised of carbon 
steel ingots, billets, round and square bars, flats, and bright bars; alloy 
steel ingots, billets, round and square bars, bright bars; and bearing steel. 
Villares accounted for *** and*** percent, respectively, of reported 
Brazilian production and exports to the United States of special quality bars 
in 1992. Sales of special quality products accounted for *** percent of total 
establishment sales in the most recent fiscal year. 

Mannesmarm. SA.--Mannesmann, which is largely owned by Mannesmann AG, 
Germany, was established in 1952 and currently has 7,651 employees. 
Mannesmann•s production is both ingot and continuously cast, and the company 
has an annual capacity of 7,000 metric tons of pig iron and one million metric 
tons of raw steel. The company's capital equipment includes two blast 
furnaces, three electric pig iron furnaces, one basic oxygen converter, one 
EAF, one continuous caster, one blooming and billet mill, one bar mill, four 
seamless tube and pipe mills, and other pipe mills. Mannesmann•s product line 
is composed of pig iron; carbon steel ingots, billets, round and square bars, 
flats, hexagons, seamless tubes and pipes, oil country tubular goods (OCTG), 

:··'· 
i·.· .. 
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cold drawn tubes and pipes, and forged tubes and pipes; and alloy steel 
ingots, billets, round and square bars, flats, hexagons, seamless tubes and 
pipes, OCTG, and forged tubes. Mannesmann accounted for*** and*** percent, 
respectively, of reported Brazilian production and exports to the United 
States of special quality semifinished products in 1992. Mannesmann accounted 
for *** and*** percent, respectively, of reported Brazilian production and 
exports to the United States of special quality bars in the same year. Sales 
of special quality products accounted for *** percent of total sales in the 
most recent fiscal year. 

Villares Industrias de Base SA.--Vibasa, part of the Villares group, was 
established in 1975 and currently has 2,025 employees. Vibasa•s production is 
ingot cast, and the company has an annual capacity of 36,000 metric tons of 
pig iron, 400,000 metric tons of raw steel, and 310,000 metric tons of 
finished steel. The company•s capital equipment includes three EAFs, a vacuum 
degassing system, one blooming mill, one billet mill, one bar mill, a heavy 
foundry/forge, and centrifugal casting machines for tubes. Vibasa•s product 
line is comprised of foundry pig iron; carbon steel ingots, bl~oms, billets, 
wire rod, round and square bars, flats, hexagons, and centrifugally cast 
tubes; alloy steel ingots, blooms, billets, wire rod, round and square bars, 
flats, and hexagons; bearing steel; free-cutting steel; leaded steel; and 
spring steel. Vibasa accounted for *** and*** percent, respectively, of 
reported Brazilian production and exports to the United States of special 
quality bars in the same year. Sales of special quality products accounted 
for *** percent of total establishment sales in the most recent fiscal year. 

Ot:b.er Brazilian manufac~ers/exporters 

Siderilrgica J.L. Aliperti SA.--Aliperti was established in 1924; its 
subsidiaries include SA Agro Industrial Eldorado (reforestation and charcoal 
production) and Eldorado Com~rcio de Ferro e A~o Ltda (iron.and steel · 
trading). The company has 1,800 employees. Aliperti•s output is continuously 
cast into billets, and the company has an annual capacity of 270,000 metric 
tons of pig iron, 400,000 metric tons of raw steel, and 320,000 metric tons 
finished steel. The company's capital equipment includes two blast furnaces, 
one energy optimizing furnace, one refining plant, one four-strand billet 
caster, and four rolling mills (billet, medium section, light section, and 
bar). Aliperti•s product line includes carbon steel billets, reinforcing 
bars, round bars, square bars, flats, light angles, medium angles, and medium 
channels. 

Siderilrgica Hendes J6n.ior SA.--Mendes Junior was ~stablished in 1984 and 
currently has 7,600 employees: Mendes Junior's production is continuously 
cast, and the company has an annual capacity of 600,000 metric tons of raw 
steel and 1,100,000 metric tons of finished steel. The company•s capital 
equipment includes one EAF, one continuous billet caster, and a bar and rod 
mill. Mendes Junior•s product line is comprised of carbon steel wire rod, 
reinforcing bars, round and square bars, bright wire, black annealed wire, 
plain and barbed galvanized wire, and nails and staples. 

Aeos Finos Piratini SA.--Piratini, formerly a subsidiary of Siderbras, 
was established in 1961 and currently has 2,400 employees. The company•s 
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production is currently ingot cast, but plans are·underway to install a 
continuous caster. Annual capacity is unknown. The company's capital 
equipment includes a direct-reduction plant, one EAF, on~ billet mill, one bar 
mill, and one wire rod mill. Piratini 1 s product line is comprised of carbon 
steel billets, wire rod, round and square bars, and flats; stainless steel 
billets, wire rod, round and square bars, and flats; and alloy steel billets, 
wire rod, round·and square· bars, and flats. 

EC Dumping Duty Order 

In February 1990 the ·commission of the European Communities received a 
complaint lodged by the European Confederation of Iron and Steel Industries 
(Eurofer) on behalf of the majority of producers of certain semifinished 
products of alloy steel. The complaint contained evidence of dumping and of 
material irijury caused by imports of certain semifinished products of special 
engineered alloy steel, of rectangular (including square) cross-section, hot
rolled or obtained by continuous casting, originating in Brazil and Turkey. 
The investigation covered the period April l, 1989, to March 31, 1990. On 
March 30, 1992, 146 the EC issued its preliminary decision which established 
weighted-average margins of dumping and price undercutting margins, and 
determined that the dumped imports caused material injury to the Community 
industry. The EC determined that the prices of the Brazilian exporters should 
be increased by their price undercutting marg~n 9r their dumping margin, 
whichever is the lower. Oh J~e 30, 1992, t~e EC affirmed its preliminary 
decision and established definitive antidumping duties on imports of certain 
semifinished products of alloy steel from Brazil. The margins and definitive 
duties imposed (in percent) are as follows:147 

Dum:eing Undercutting Definitive 
Firm margin margin duty 

Vibasa ......... 7 ~4 22.0 4.9 
Anhanguera ..... 15.0 26.0 15.0 
Acesita ........ 37.9 15.0 8.5 
Piratini. ...... 1. 7 9.0 1.7 
All other ...... (1) <1> 15.0 

Not applicable. 

-
Petitioners assert that the imposition of these duties has eliminated 

the large EC market as a potential outlet for unfairly traded exports from 
Brazil, which will reportedly lead to increased emphasis on the U.S. market as 
a target for Brazilian exports.148 These duties apply only to special quality 
alloy steel semifinished products; special quality carbon steel semifinished 
products and special quality carbon and alloy steel bars from Brazil are not 
affected by the EC determination. 

146 Due to the complexity of the proceeding, the investigation exceeded the 
normal period of one year. 

147 Commission (Provisional) Decision No. 891/92/ECSC and Commission 
(Definitive) Decision No. 1775/92/ECSC are presented in appendix J. 

148 Prehearing brief of Stewart & Stewart for petitioners, p. 2. 
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U.S. Importers• Inventories 

U.S. importers• inventories of special quality carbon and alloy steel 
products are shown in tables 31 and 32. Inventories of Brazilian semifinished 
products as a percentage of imports fell dramatically from 1990 to 1991, then 
remained essentially constant in 1992. Inventories of hot-rolled bars from 
Brazil as a percentage of imports rose steadily from 1990 to 1992. 

Table 31 
Special quality carbon and certain alloy steel semifinished products: 
End-of-period inventories of U.S. importers, by products and by sources, 
1990-92 

* * * * * * * 

Table 32 
Special quality carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled ba~s: End-of-period 
inventories of U.S. importers, by products and by sources, 1990-92 

* * * * * * * 

CONSIDERATION OF THE CAUSAL llELA.TIONSHIP BETWEEN IMPORTS OF THE 
SUBJECT PRODUCTS AND THE ALLEGED MATERIAL INJURY 

Imports 

U.S. imports of non-lead and bismuth free-machining and other special 
quality carbon and alloy steel semifinished products and cut-length hot
rolled bars from Brazil (i.e., "subject" imports), based on responses to the 
Commission•s questionnaires, are presented in tables 33 and 34.149 

Imports of the subject Brazilian free-machining semifinished products 
fell *** percent over the period, increasing from *** tons in 1990 to *** tons 
in 1991, or by *** percent, and then de.creasing *** percent to *** ton.s in 
1992. Imports of other special quality semifinished products subject to 
investigation increased from *** tons in 1990 to *** tons in 1991, or by *** 
percent, and then rose *** percent to *** tons in 1992. Imports of the 
subject free-machining hot-rolled bars from Brazil decreased from *** tons in 
1990 to *** tons in 1991, or by *** percent, and then increased *** percent to 
*** tons in 1992. Imports of other special quality hot-rolled bars subject to 
investigation increased from *** tons in 1990 to *** tons in 1991, or by *** 
percent, and then decreased*** percent to *** tons in 1992. 

149 Imports from Brazil of lead and bismuth products and coiled bars, as 
well as imports from countries not under investigation, are included in the 
category nother sources." Imports of lead and bismuth bars from Brazil, 
France, Germany, and the United Kingdom, which were subject imports in Lead 
and Bismuth, are shown separately in the summary tables presented in 
appendix F. 
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Table 33 
Special quality carbon and certain alloy steel semifinished products: U.S. 
imports, by products and by sources, ·1990-92 

Item 

Free-machining: 
Brazil (subject) .......... . 
Other sources ............. . 

Total ................... . 
Other special quality: 

Brazil .................... . 
Other sources ............. . 

Total ................ · ... . 
All special quality: 

Brazil (subject) .......... . 
Other sources ............. . 

Total .................... . 

Free-machining: 
Brazil (subject) ........... 
Other sources ..... : ........ 

Average ............. ; .... 
Other special quality: 

Brazil ..................... 
Other sources .............. 

Average .................. 
All special quality: 

Brazil (subject) ........... 
Other sources .............. 

Average .................. 

1990 

*** 
*** 

68,276 

*** 
*** 

351,265 

*** 
**tr 

419,541 

1991 

Quantity (short tons) 

*** 
*** 

55,533 

*** 
*** 

481,889 

*** 
*** 

537,422 

1992 

*** 
*** 

93,526 

*** 
*** 

438,284 

*** 
*** 

531, 810 

Landed, duty-paid value (1,000 dollars) 

*** 
*** 

26,477 

*** 
*** 

107,757 

*** 
*** 

134,234. 

Unit value 

*** 
*** 

$387.79 

*** 
*** 

306.77 

*** 
*** 

319.95 

*** 
*** 

19,493 

*** 
*** 

135,225 

*** 
*** 

154.718 

(per short 

*** 
*** 

$351.02 

*** 
*** 

280.61 

*** 
*** 

287.89 

ton) 

*** 
*** 

126,135 

*** 
*** 

158,476 

*** 
*** 

$345.80 

*** 
*** 

287.79 

*** 
*** 

297.99 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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Table 34 
Special quality carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled bars: U.S. 
imports, by products and by sources.,. 1990-92 

Item 

Free-machining: 
Brazil (subject) .......... . 
Other sources ............. . 

Total ................... . 
Other special quality: 

Brazil (subject) ........•.. 
Other sources ............. . 

Total ................... . 
All special quality: 

Brazil (subject) .......... . 
Other sources ............. . 

Total ................. ~ .. · 

1990 

*** 
*** 133,855 

*** 
*** 

139,720 

*** 
*** 

273.575 

1991 

Quantity (short tons) 

*** 
*** 

140,825 

*** 
*** 186,315 

*** 
*** 

327.140 

1992 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

181,757 

*** 
*** 

322.716 

Landed, duty-paid value (1,000 dollars) 
Free-machining: 

Brazil (subject) .......... . 
Other sources ............. . 

Total ................... . 
Other special quality: 

Brazil (subject) .......... . 
Other sources ............. . 

Total ................... . 
All special quality: 

Brazil (subject) ..... ·.~ ... . 
Other sources ............. . 

Total ...............•.... 

Free-machining: 
Brazil (subject) .......... . 
Other sources ..........•... 

Average ......... · ........ . 
Other special quality: 

Brazil (subject) .......... . 
Other sources ..........•... 

Average .............. ~ .. . 
All special quality: 

Brazil (subject) .......... . 
Other sources ............. . 

Average .................. . 

*** 
*** 

62,237. 

*** 
*** 64,496 

*** 
*** 

126.733 

*** 
*** $464.96 

*** 
*** 

461. 61 

*** 
*** 463.25 

*** 
*** 

65,977 

*** 
*** 

82,248 

*** 
*** 148,225 

Unit value (per short 

*** 
*** $468.50 

*** 
*** 

441.45 

*** 
*** 453.09 

ton) 

*** 
*** 

66,742 

*** 
*** 

82,542 

*** 
*** 

149.284 

*** 
*** 

$473.49 

*** 
*** 

454.13 

*** 
*** 462.59 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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Market Penetration of Imports 

Shares o.f ap~:r:ent. U.S. consumption accounted for by imports of subject 
special quality carbon and alloy steel products are presented in tables 35 and 
36. Imports of subject free-machining semifinished products as a percentage_ 
of apparent u:s. 'consumption (by'quantity) rose from*** percent in 1990 to 
*** percent in 1991, before falling to *** percent in 1992. Imports of 
subject other special quality semifl.riished products as a percentage of 
apparent U.S. cons.umptio.n, rose from *** percent in 1990 to *** percent in 
1991, increasing to ***percent in 1992. Imports of subject free-maehining 
bars*** percent of apparent U.S. consumption in 1990 .. and 1991, before rising 
to*** percent in 1992. Imports of subject other special·quality bars*** 
percent in 1990 an<.l; .. 1992, and *** percent. in 1991. 

Market penetration of subject imports over the period was low compared 
to penetration of nonsubject imports. Imports of nonsubject free-machining 
semifinished products as a percentage of apparent U.S. consumption· (by 
quantity) decreased.from*** percent in 1990 to*** percent in, 1991, before 
rising to.*** percent in 1992.. Imports of nonsubject. other special quality 
semifinished products as a percentage of apparent U.S. consumption rose from 
*** percent in 1990 to *** percent in 1991, then fell to *** percent in 1992. 
Imports of nonsubject free-machining bars increased from *** percent in 1990 
to ***percent in 1991, before falling 't'o.*** percent in 1992. Imports of 
non.Subject .other s~.ial · qUa.lity bars increased· from *** percent in 1990 to 
*** percent in 1991:; and to ~** percent in 1992, 

Prices 

Market Characteristics 

The special quality carbon and alloy steel hot-rolled bars·and semi
finished products subject to this investigation are used in the automobile, 
heavy equipment, and farm machinery industries and other major sectors of the 
U.S. economy. Whil~ large quantities of bar products and most semifinished 
products that enterthe .. riia:i:ket are sold directly to large manufacturers to be 
further processed for use in final products, significant quantities of bar 
products are also SAld to independent forgers, cold finishers, steel 
distributors, and othei- cl.asses of customers. Producers and importers have 
indicated that demalid for these products has generally declined in recent 
yea:i:s as a result of a.: slower ecorioiny" arid de~lining purchases by the major 
domestic auto producers. 

Domestic producers and importers of these steel products may quote 
prices on either an f.o.b .. or a delivered basis or both depending upon the 
particular supplier•.s policy. *** generally sell on· an f.o.b. plant basis, . 
whereas*** quote delivered prices.150 ***, a major importer of these products 
from Brazil, quotes prices on both an f.o~b. and a delivered basis. Among· the 

1~0. A number of U·. S. producers also practice freight equalization. Under 
this policy, purchasers pay freight costs equal to the costs of shipping from 
the purchaser•s nearest supplier and the producer absorbs any residual freight 
costs. 
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Table 35 
Special quality carbon and certain alloy steel semifinished products: U.S. 
shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipments of imports, and apparent U.S. 
consumption, by products, '1990-92 

Item 

Free-machining: 
Producers• U. S . shipments. ; 
Importers• U.S. shipments: 

Brazil (subject) ........ . 
Other sources ........... . 

Total.· ................ . 
Apparent consump-

tion .............. . 
Other special quality: 

Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments: 

Brazil ...........•....... 
Other sources ........... . 

Total ................. . 
Apparent consump-

tion ........•...... 
All special quality: 

Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments: 

Brazil (subject) ....•.... 
Other sources ........... . 

Total ................. . 
Apparent consump-

tion .............. . 

Free-machining: 
Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. ship~ents: 

Brazil (subj ec·t) ........ . 
Other sources ......•..... 

Total ........... , •..... 
Apparent cons~-

tion .............. . 
Other special quality: 

Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments: 

Brazil ....•... · .......... . 
Other sources ........... . 

Total ................. . 
Apparent consump-

tion .............. . 

Table continued on next page. 

1990 

961,977 

*** 
*** 68,276 

1,030,253 

5,883,299 

*** 
*** 349.148 

6,232,447 

6,845,276 

*** *** 
417.424 

7.262.700 

321,745 

*** 
*** 29.803 

351,548 

2,115,232 

*** 
*** 110.843 

2,226,075 

1991 

Quantity (short tons) 

748,911' 

*** 
*** 55.533 

804,444 

5,472,149 

*** 
*** 483.952 

5,956,101 

6,221,060 

*** 
*** 539.485 

6,760,545 

Value Cl.000 dollars) 

251,649 

*** 
*** 21.980. 

273,629 

1, 984, 377 

*** 
*** 

137,621 

2,121,998 

1992 

982,986 

*** 
*** 93.526 

1,076,512 

5,767,659 

*** 
*** '438.284 

6,205,943 

6,750,645 

*** 
*** 531.810 

7.282.455 

318,901 

*** 
*** 34.654 

353,555 

1,853,680 

*** 
*** 128,620 

1,982,300 
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Table 35--Continued 
Special quality carbon and ~ertain alloy steel semifinisheci' products: U.S. 
shipments of domestic product, U.S .. shipments· of i01por~s, and apparent U. s. 
consumption, by products,· 1990-92 · 

Item 1990 1991 1992 

Value ci.ooo dollars> 
All special quality: 

Pr9ducers• U.S. shipments .. 2,436,977 
Importers 1 U.S. shipments: .. 

2,236;.026 2,172,581 

Brazil (subject). , . . . . . . . *** · *** *** 
Other sources .... ~ . . . . . . . ----**-*----------*-**---------***-

. Total ............ · ....... · ___...l=-4~0:..r.·..::.6..:.46;.-...· --------1::.:5:.::9;..r.·. •..::.6.::.01:.;.· ____ _,_l::.:6:.:3::..i.·-=2~74 
Apparent consump-

tion; ........... · .. ·. 

Free-machining: 
Producers 1 U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments: 

Brazil (subject) ... , .... . 
Other sources ........... . 

Total .................•. 
Other special quality: 

Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments: 

Brazil ................... :. 
Other sources ......... · .. . 

Total ................. . 
All special quality: 

Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments: 

Brazil (subject) ........• 
Other sources ........... . 

Total ................. . 

Free-machining: 
Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments: 

Brazil (subject) ........ . 
Other sources ........ : .. . 

Total ................ ~. 
Other special quality: 

Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments: 

Brazil .................. . 
Other sources ........... . 

Total ................. . 

215771623 ·213951627 213351855 
Share of the quantity of U.S. cons\Jmption 

(percent) 

93.4 93.l 91.3 

*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 
6.6 6.9 8.7 

94.4 91.9 92.9 

*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 
5.6 8.1 7.1 

94 .. 3 92.0 92.7 

*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 
5.7 8.0 7.3 

Share of the value of U.S. consumption 
(percent) 

91.5 

*** 
*** 

'8 .5 

95;0 

*** 
***· 

92.0 

*** 
*** 

' 8.0 

93.5 

*** 
*** 
"6 .5 

90.2 

*** 
*** 
9.8 

93.5 

*** 
*** 
6.5 

i.. 

' 
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T~ble 35--Continued 
. Special quality carbon and certain alloy steel semifiniShed products: U.S. 
shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipments of imports, and apparent U.S. 
consumption, by products, 1990-92 

Item 1990 - 1991 1992 
Share of the value of U.S. consuaption 

(percent) 
All special quality: 

Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments: 

94.5 93.3 93.0 

Brazil (subject) ........ . *** *** 
Other sources . ~ ......... . *** *** Total ..... • •........... 5.5 6.7 

Note. --Because of rounding,- shares may not add to the totals shown. 

Source: Compiled from data· .$Ubmitted in response to questiOnnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 

*** 
*** 7.0 

j. 
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Table 36 
Special ·quality carbon and c·ertain alloy steel hot-rolled bars: U.S. 
shipments of domestic product~ U.S. shipments of imports, and apparent U.S. 
consumption, by products, 1990-92 
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Table 36--Continued 
Special quality carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled bars: U.S. 
shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipments of imports, and apparent U.S. 
consumption, by products, 1990-92 

Item 

All special quality: 
Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments: 

Brazil (subject) ........ . 
Other sources ........... . 

Total ................. . 
Apparent consump-

tion .............. . 

Free-machining: 
Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments: 

Brazil (subject) ........ . 
Other sources ........... . 

Total ................. . 
Other special quality: 

Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments: 

Brazil (subject) ........ . 
Other sources ........... . 

Total ........... • ..... . 
All special quality: 

Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments: 

Brazil (subject) ........ . 
Other sources ..... ~ ..... . 

Total ................. . 

Free-machining: 
Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments: 

Brazil (subject) ........ . 
Other sources ........... . 

Total ................. . 
Other special quality: 

Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
Importers• U.S. shipments: 

Brazil (subject) ........ . 
Other sources ........... . 

Total ................. . 

1990 

2,461,725 

*** 
*** 

127,983 

2.589', 708 
Share of 

85.3 

*** 
*** 14.7 

96.9 

*** 
*** 
3.1 

94.9 

*** 
*** 
5.1 

1991 1992 

Value (l,000 dollars) 

the 

2,211,358 

*** 
*** 

152.146 

2,363,504 
quantity of _U.S. 

(percent) -

81.0 

*** 
*** 

19.0 

95.6 

*** 
*** 
4.4 

93.4 

*** 
*** 
6.6 

2,276,295 

*** 
*** 

151,438 

2.427.733 
consumption 

84.5 

*** 
*** 

15.5 

95.8 

*** 
*** 
4.2 

93.8 

*** 
*** 
6.2 

Share of the value of U.S. consumption 

86.2 

*** 
*** 

13.8 

96.9 

*** 
*** 
3.1 

(percent) 

81.8 

*** 
*** 

18.2 

95.8 

*** 
*** 
4.2 

84.8 

*** 
*** 

15.2 

95.7 

*** 
*** 
4.3 

:.· 
i ·. 

(" 
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Table 36--Continued 
Special quality carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled bars: U.S. 
shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipments of imports, and apparent U.S. 
consumption, by products, 1990-92 

Item 1990. 1991 1992 
Share of the value of U.S . . consumption 

(:eercentl 
All special quality: 

Producers• U.S. shipments .. 95.1 93.6 93.8 
Importers• U.S. shipments: 

Brazil (subject) ......... *** *** 
Other sources ............ *** *** 

Total .................. 4.9 6.4 

Note.--Because of rounding, shares may not add to the totals shown. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 

*** 
*** 
6.2 
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other importers of Brazilian products, *** reported that they quote f .o.b. 
prices, while *** reported that they quote delivered prices. 

Most of the.major integrated domestic producers publish price lists, but 
*** do not. Policies on discounting from list prices vary by company. 
Virtually all producers reported that final transaction prices are negotiated 
from the price list, although departures from the price schedule are made by 
some producers only to meet prevailing prices or competitive price quotes 
while others use the list as a known benchmark from which to start 
negotiations. *** ***stated in the preliminary investigation that ***.151 
In contrast to the domestic producers, none of the importers of the Brazilian 
products use price lists, preferring to make all sales on negotiated prices 
based on market conditions. 

Parties to the investigation and purchasers agree that it is common for 
many purchasers to qualify domestic and foreign sources of special quality 
products based on the ability of the producers to meet certain standards 
relating to product quality, ability to produce specific grades and sizes, 
acceptable reduction ratios, and ability to meet prescribed delivery 
requirements .152 A qualified producer may then enter into negotiations with a 
prospective purchaser to determine other issues relating to specific product 
specifications, prices, terms of sale, delivery schedules, and other areas of 
concern to the buyer. Petitioners claim that once a source has met the 
qualification procedures for a particular buyer, the primary consideration 
during these negotiations is price. 153 While purchasers generally agree that 
price is important to their final purchasing decisions, they also noted that 
other factors are important and may outweigh the absolute price level. 154 
Petitioners similarly observed that, 

and 

In fact, one purchaser stated that "his price objective was to go to 
Brazil any time their price was at least ten percent lower than the 
prevailing domestic price." 155 

The creation of a price baseline does not always mean that all 
competitors must meet the lowest price. Domestic producers were 
expected to come within approximately 1% up to 8% (e.g., "striking 
distance") of the lowest price quote. This premium over the lowest
priced competitor is tolerated as a matter of convenience: nThere is no 
need to deal with exchange rates, foreign languages, ... longer 

151 Conversation with ***. 
152 See, e.g., discussion of qualification procedures in petitioners' pre

hearing brief, pp. 55-57. 
153 Petitioners• post-hearing brief, pp. 56-57. 
154 *** Virtually all purchasers stated that quality and availability 

were, with price, the most important factors; and the supplier•s product 
range, technical support, delivery, and credit terms were important to varying 
degrees. 

155 Petitioners• post-hearing brief, p. 59. 

·~·-· 

!·.: 
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delivery schedules, and different ways of arranging business 
transactions. 11156 

Special quality carbon and alloy steel hot-rolled bars and semifinished 
products are commonly sold on both a contract and a spot basis by domestic 
producers and importers of Brazilian products. In general, the larger U.S. 
producers reported that the majority of their sales were on a contract basis, 
and many purchasers also indicated that contracts were their most frequent 
vehicle in buying special quality bars. Smaller producers and most importers 
reported that most sales are on a spot basis. Contract periods reportedly 
range in length from 3 months to 3 years, although most are in the range of 6 
months to 1 year. Under the contract terms, price and quantities are commonly 
fixed for the agreed upon period and, in some cases, the contract allows for a 
premium to be charged for sub-minimum shipments. 157 

* * * * * * * 
Special quality carbon and alloy steel hot-rolled bars and semifinished 

products are sold throughout the continental United States, altpough some of 
the individual suppliers indicated that the preponderance of their sales are 
in particular regions. *** sell mainly in the east and the midwest, whereas 
***'s sales are primarily in the Great Lakes area. *** stated that its sales 
of the Brazilian products are concentrated in the Gulf Coast, midwest, and 
West Coast regions. ***, another importer, sells mainly in the Gulf region, 
and ***'s sales are primarily in the eastern half of the United States. The 
majority of shipments of these products are made by truck or truck/rail 
combination. The largest share of shipments.are within a 500-mile radius of 
the producer's plant or the importer's point of shipment within the United 
States. 158 

Transportation costs account for a relatively small share of the total 
delivered prices of these steel products when shipping distances are 500 miles 
or less, but these costs can increase significantly for shipments beyond a 
500-mile radius. Producers and importers reported that these costs range from 
1 to 5 percent of the delivered price for shipments of less than 500 miles. 
However, *** reported that shipping costs average *** of the delivered price, 
respectively, for distances of more than 500 miles, and*** reported that its 
costs for these longer-distance shipments averaged *** percent of the 
delivered price. 

Evidence obtained in the investigation indicates that producers, 
importers, and purchasers generally regard the domestic and imported special 
quality carbon and alloy hot-rolled steel bars and semifinished products from 
Brazil as essentially equivalent in quality. However, lead times for delivery 
of the domestic products to steel customers are significantly shorter than 
those for the Brazilian products. Domestic lead times ranged from as little 
as one· day for high-volume items to as much as 3 months for more specialized 

156 lbid., fn. 10, p. 59. 
157 ***. 
158 Individual producers and importers deviated from this pattern somewhat. 

For example, *** 
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products. In contrast, lead times for delivery of imports from Brazil ranged 
from 3 to 5 months. 159 

Purchasers were also requested to provide the names of domestic and 
foreign producers that they consider to be price leaders in the market for 
specialty steel products. Thirty-one suppliers were named by purchasers, 
including domestic producers, domestic distributors, Brazilian producers, and 
a number of other foreign suppliers. The most frequently named supplier, 
specified as the price leader in 11 questionnaires, was Timken. MacSteel, 
North Star, Inland, and Copperweld were each named by 7 purchasers, Green 
River by 6, and Republic by 4. Ferrostaal, a supplier of Brazilian material, 
was named by 3 purchasers, as were Koppel and Nucor.160 

Questionnaire Price Data 

Because of the very wide range of products covered by this investigation 
and difficulty in collecting adequate price data in the preliminary 
investigation, the petitioners and respondents were consulted extensively in 
selecting products for the purpose of obtaining prices on items that are 
commonly sold by both producers and importers. The seven selected products 
shown below include several selected by each. 161 For each of these products, 
producers and importers were asked to provide f .o.b. and delivered prices for 
their largest sales in each quarter, as well as total quantities and values 
shipped, in all quarters during January 1990-December 1992. 162 Customers were 
asked to provide similar data for their purchases of the same products. 

PRODUCT 1: Carbon steel semifinished billets for reroiling, SAE Series 
1000, square, 4 11 -6 11 in cross-section. 

PRODUCT 2: Hot-rolled carbon bar, SAE Series 1000, round-cornered 
squares, 3 11 to 8 11 in cross-section, not heat-treated. 

PRODUCT 3: Hot-rolled carbon bar, SAE Series 1500, round-cornered 
squares, 311 to 8 11 in cross-section, not heat-treated. 

PRODUCT 4: Hot-rolled alloy bar, SAE Series 4100, round-cornered 
squares, 3 11 to 8" in cross-section, not heat-treated. 

159 However, evidence on the record also indicates that ***. 
160 A number noted that they considered no particu~ar firm to be a price 

leader, several noted that ·all foreign suppliers were price leaders, and 
several purchasers did not respond to the question. 

161 In the preliminary investigation, petitioners and respondents also 
participated in the selection of products for which price data were collected. 
Nevertheless, producers• and importers• responses to the questionnaires 
provided inadequate data for thorough analysis. 

162 Producers and importers were requested to further separate their 
responses by type of customer -- hot-rolled producer, forger, or cold 
finisher. Only one response provided prices at this level of disaggregation 
and, since sales are reportedly not distinguished by type of customer, the 
data below are aggregated across all customer types. 
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PRODUCT 5: Hot-rolled alloy bar, SAE Series 4100, rounds, 3n to Sn in 
diameter, not heat-treated. 

PRODUCT 6: Hot-rolled alloy bar, SAE Series SOB 00 (which includes 
types 30 through 40), rounds or squares, 1-7/8 11 to 4n in 
diameter or cross-section, not heat-treated. 

PRODUCT 7: Hot-rolled alloy bar, SAE Series lSB 00 (which includes 
types 28 through 35), rounds or squares, 2-3/8" to 5-1/2 11 

in diameter or cross-section, not heat-treated. 

Eight producers, representing 66.0 percent of total reported U.S. 
production of semifinished products under investigation and 71.9 percent of 
total reported U.S. production of bars in 1992, provided price information on 
one or more of the selected products. For each of the product categories, at 
least three producers provided price information, although not necessarily for 
all quarters. Only***· Purchaser questionnaires were sent to 75 firms 
identified as buyers of special quality bar products, of which 43 provided 
some data and 20 provided usable pricing data. 163. These 43 purchasers 
accounted for approximately 15 percent of open market shipments of U.S.
produced hot-rolled special quality bars164 and 74 percent of U.S. imports of 
hot-rolled special quality bars from Brazil in 1992. 

Quarterly average prices of domestic and imported products 1-7 are 
shown in tables 37 through 42 for data provided by producers and importers, 
and in tables 43 through 48 for data provided by purchasers.165 In the case of 
product 1, all sales were reported by producers and importers on an f .o.b. 
basis. In the cases of products 2-7, price data were reported by producers 
and importers for both f .o.b. and delivered sales, the most complete being for 
delivered; accordingly, data shown for those products are based on either 
actual delivered prices or on f .o.b. prices adjusted to a delivered basis 
using data supplied in the questionnaires. All purchaser data are on a 
delivered basis. 

Table 37 
Weighted-average net f.o.b. prices of product 1 reported by U.S. producers and 
importers, margins of underselling (overselling), and total shipments, by 
quarters, January 1990-December 1992 

* * * * * * * 

163 Four additional purchasers provided pricing data that were in a form 
that could not be aggregated with other data or that were for products other 
than those requested. Among these four were ***· 

164 A number of purchasers did not provide data regarding their total 
purchases of special quality bars but did provide data regarding prices paid 
for such products. Therefore, the share of shipments accounted for by 
responding purchasers actually exceeds 15 percent by an unknown amount. 

165 When possible, weighted-average prices were computed for the reported 
sales. However, in many of the quarters the prices represent sales by only 
one producer, importer, or purchaser. 
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Table 38 
Weighted-average net f .o.b. prices of product 2 reported by U.S. producers and 
importers, margins of underselling (overselling), and total shipments, by 
quarters, January 1990-December 1992 

* * * * * * * 

Table 39 
Weighted-average net delivered prices of product 3 reported by U.S. producers 
and importers, margins of underselling (overselling), and total shipments, by 
quarters, January 1990-December 1992 

* * * * * * * 

Table 40 
Weighted-average net delivered prices of product 4 reported by U.S. producers 
and importers, margins of underselling (overselling), and tota~ shipments, by 
quarters, January 1990-December 1992 

* * * * * * * 

Table 41 
Weighted-average net delivered prices of product 5 reported by U.S. producers 
and importers, margins of underselling (overselling), and total shipments, by 
quarters, January 1990-December 1992 

* * * * * * * 

Table 42 
Weighted-average net delivered prices of products 6 and 7 reported by U.S. 
producers, and total shipments, by quarters, January 1990-December 1992 

* * * * * * * 

Table 43 
Weighted-average net delivered prices of product 2 reported by purchasers, 
margins of underselling (overselling), and total purchases, by quarters, 
January 1990-December 1992 

* * * * * * * 

Table 44 
Weighted-average net delivered prices of product 3 reported by purchasers, 
margins of underselling (overselling), and total purchases, by quarters, 
January 1990-December 1992 

* * * * * * * 
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Table 45 
Weighted-average net delivered prices of product 4 reported by purchasers, 
margins of underselling (overselling), and total purchases, by quarters, 
January 1990-December 1992 

* * * * * * * 

Table 46 
Weighted-average net delivered prices of product 5 reported by purchasers, 
margins of underselling (overselling), and total purchases, by quarters, 
January 1990-December 1992 

* * * * * * * 

Table 47 
Weighted-average net delivered prices of product 6 reported by purchasers, 
margins of underselling (overselling), and total purchases, by quarters, 
January 1990-December 1992 

* * * * * * * 

Table 48 
Weighted-average net· delivered prices of product 7 reported by purchasers, 
and total purchases, by quarters, January 1990-December 1992 

* * * * * * * 

Price trends for U.S.-produced products as reported by producers 

Four U.S. producers provided f.o.b. price data on sales of product 1, 
semifinished billets for rerolling. The data show that weighted-average 
prices of product 1 remained exceptionally stable during January 1990-December 
1992, fluctuating very slightly between ***. 166 

Weighted-average delivered prices reported for products 2, 3, 4, and 6 
were similar in both absolute value and in price movements. Prices for all 
these products ranged between *** per hundredweight167 and, while fluctuations 
occurred within· that range, all declined slightly over the period January 
1990-December 1992.168 Weighted-average delivered prices for products 5 and 7 
were initially higher, ***• respectively in early 1990, than most other 

166 Prices reported by ***per hundred pounds. 
167 A single exception occurred in the price of product 4 during the first 

quarter of 1990. This price, *** per hundredweight, was the result of an 
unusually high price reported by one producer. 

168 The single exception to this pattern is an *** 
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products and declined more markedly to approximately *** per hundredweight by 
the end of 1992. 169 

Price Crends for Brazilian produces as reporced by imporCers 

*** importers of Brazilian products subject to this investigation 
provided price data sufficiently complete for analysis. *** 

Reported prices of product 
hundredweight in 1990 and 1991. 
hundredweight in early 1992 but 
during the final three quarters 

1 from Brazil fluctuated between *** per 
These prices increased markedly to *** per 

settled back to near *** per hundredweight 
of 1992. 

Delivered price data for products 2 and 3 were not sufficiently complete 
to determine a reliable trend over the period for which data were collected. 
*** of product 2 at *** per hundredweight in early 1990, *** in early 1991, 
and at *** per hundredweight in late 1992. Similarly, although *** reported 
prices for product 3, these sales *** and most observations therefore 
represent sales of only one importer. Prices reported for product 3 
fluctuated between *** per hundredweight during the period for which data were 
collected. 

Weighted-average prices for imports of products 4 and 5 were relatively 
complete. In general, prices of both products declined over the period for 
which data were collected, product 4 by *** percent and product 5 by *** 
percent. 

Price comparisons based on producer and imporCer daca 

Comparisons of pric.es between U.S. -produced and imported B:razilian 
special quality products were possible in 41 instances during ~he period 1990-
92. In all but one of. these instances, prices for the Brazilian products were 
lower than those for the U.S.-produced products. The margins of underselling 
ranged from *** percent to *** percent. 

Margins of underselling for product l, semifinished billets, ranged 
between *** percent and *** pe.rcent. Margins were generally lower in 1992 
than in previous years. 170 Margins of underselling for products 2 and 3 
fluctuated noticeably, reflecting the sporadic nature of sales of the 
Brazilian products. These margins ranged:between ***percent and*** percent, 
with one instance of the Brazilian product 3 price at *** percent higher than 
the comparable U.S. product. 

Margins of underselling for product 4 were generally lower than those 
for the other products for which price data were collected. With the 

169 An unusually high price was also reported for product 4 in early 1990 
but is believed to be unrepresentative of prices for that product generally. 
Similarly, product 6 showed a notable decline in late 1992, but prior to that 
period had remained relatively stable. 

170 As noted above, ***. 
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exception of a *** in January-March 1990, these margins ranged from *** 
percent to *** percent, trending upward over the period for which data were 
collected. Margins for product 5 ranged between *** percent and *** percent, 
with no clear pattern. 

Price trends based on data provided by purchasers 

All 43 purchasers providing price information in response to the 
Commission•s questionnaire reported buying special quality bar products from 
U.S. producers, and 8 reported also purchasing bar products imported from 
Brazil. 171 The weighted-average prices based on purchasers• data are similar 
to those based on producers• and importers• data. Prices of most U.S.
produced products fluctuated within relatively narrow ranges during 1990-92. 
Several products, particularly 4 and 5, showed moderately declining prices 
while others were considerably more stable. Similarly, average prices 
reported for Brazilian products fluctuated within generally stable or slightly 
declining trends. 172 

Price comparisons based on data prov.i.dedby purchasers 

Comparisons of prices between U.S.-produced and imported Brazilian 
special quality products based on purchaser data were possible in 45 instances 
during the period 1990-92. In 35 of these instances, prices for the Brazilian 
products were lower than those for the U.S.-produced products. The margins of 
underselling ranged from*** percent to ***percent. In 10 instances, prices 
for the Brazilian products exceeded the average price for comparable U.S.
produced products by margins ranging from *** percent to *** percent. 

Exchange Rates 

Quarterly data reported by the International Monetary Fund indicate that 
during January 1990-December 1992 the nominal value of the Brazilian cruzeiro 
steadily decreased, ending the period at only 0.3. percent of its initial value 

171 Several purchasers identifying themselves as forgers reported buying 
semifinished products rather than, or in addition to, bar products. Staff 
contacted these purchasers and confirmed that these products were used in 
forging without undergoing additional rolling, thereby meeting the Commerce 
tlefinition of bar, rather than semifinished products. Where prices for such 
products were reported under product 1 (series 1000 semifinished products), 
staff reclassified the product as product 2 (series 1000 bar products), 
whether the source of product was domestic or Brazilian. 

In addition, *** statements that the domestic and Brazilian products are 
not similar, these prices are shown in appendix K, rather than in the tables 
in this section of the report. 

172 While weighted-average prices of U.S. products generally represent a 
significant number of reporting firms, most prices for Brazilian products are 
based on data provided by a small number of purchasers in any particular 
calendar quarter. 
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States and Brazil, the real value of the Brazilian currency showed a net 
depreciation of 36.8 percent relative to the dollar between January-March 1990 
and October-December 1992. 

Lost Sales and Lost Revenues 

The Commission received lost sales and lost revenue allegations from 
four U.S. producers in the final investigation: ***. 174 T.Jith the exception of 
those made by***, the allegations made in the final investigation largely 
replicated those made in the preliminary investigation. 17'.5 The following 
discussion relates the information obtained by the staff in both the final and 
preliminary investigations. 

In their questionnaire responses, domestic producers provided lost sales 
allegations relating to imports from Brazil that involved over *** short tons 
of special quality carbon and alloy steel hot-rolled bars and semifinished 
products valued at over***· They also provided lost revenue allegations 
valued at over*** on sales of over*** short tons. The staff-contacted 
purchasers at the companies named in the largest of the allegations. 

*** alleged the loss to Brazil of both sales and revenues in their 
business with *** during 1990-92. The lost sales totaled approximately *** 
tons valued at ***· Alleged lost revenues totaled*** on sales of *** tons 
valued at ***. 176 

***, buyer of this product for*** reported that his firm purchases 
approximately *** tons of steel each year, of which approximately *** tons are 
special quality bar. He stated that *** is interested in long-term_ buying 
relationships with its suppliers and *** during a period of tight domestic 
supply. In the same regard, *** has qualified a number of domestic bar 
producers, including***· ~**noted that once a producer has been accepted as 
qualified on the basis of its product quality, ability to supply, and other 
such criteria, *** tries to select the supplier of each specific item on the 
basis of long-term cost-effectiveness. This approach means that *** does not 
purchase special quality bar in the spot market and may not be paying the · 
lowest price at any particular time, but that longer-term considerations are 
expected to offset any temporary price issues. 

174 In response to the questions regarding whether the respondent had either 
reduced prices or rolled back announced price increases to avoid losing sales 
to imports from Brazil, or whether the respondent had lost sales to Brazil, 
seven U.S. producers specifically answered in the negative. *** 

175 The Commission requested U.S. producers to provide examples of lost 
sales and lost revenues for 1990-92. The information on lost sales and lost 
revenues provided by***· 

176 In. addition to the specific competition referred to in purchaser• s 
questionnaires, *** provided affidavits regarding developments relating to 
their major accounts (see petitioner•s submission dated Jan. 12, 1993). Many 
of the customers referred to in the affidavits are also those for whom 
information is provided in the questionnaires, although the calculation of 
tonnage and revenues involved is somewhat different. 
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Table 49 
Exchange rates: 1 Indexes of nominal and real exchange rates of the Brazilian 
cruzeiro and indexes of producer prices in the United States and Brazil,2 by 
quarters, January 1990-December 1992 

U.S. Brazilian Nominal Real 
producer producer exchange exchange 

Period price index price index rate index rate index3 

1990: 
January-March ....... 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
April-June ........... 99.8 193.7 48.1 . 93.4 
July-September ...... 101.6 260.6 35.4 90.8 
October-December .... 104.7 389.8 20.3 75.6 

1991: 
January-March ....... 102.5 634.3 11. 7 72.6 
April-June ........... 101.5 822.3 9.2. 74.5 
July-September ...... 101.4 1,155.4 6.7 76.4 
October-December .... 101.5 2,118.3 3.3 69.2 

1992: 
January-March ....... 101.3 4,096.3 1. 7 68.2 
April-June ........... 102.3 7,089.3 0.9 65.7 
July~September ...... 102.8 13,396.3 0.5 69 .. 1 
October-December .... 102.9 23,530.5 0.3 63.2 

1 Exchange rates expressed in U.S. dollars per Brazilian .cruzeiro. 
2 Producer price indexes--intended to measure final product prices--are 

based on period-average quarterly indexes presented in li~e 63 of the 
International Financial Statistics. 

3 The real exchange rate is derived from the nominal rate adjusted.for 
relative movements in producer prices in the United State·s and Brazil. 

Note.--January-March 1990 == 100. The real exchange rates, calculated from 
precise figures, cannot in all instances be derived accurately from previously 
rounded nominal exchange rate and price indexes. 

Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics, 
April 1993 
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While *** did not address the specific purchases referred to in the 
allegations, he noted that price is always an issue in negotiations to one 
degree or another. He stated that when he negotiates his purchases, ***· He 
emphasized, however, that ***· But, *** stated, despite ***, most firms can 
easily determine who their competition is by simply paying attention to the 
source of steel in the buyer•s warehouse at any time. 

*** stated that *** in 1992-93, and that *** had garnered an increasing 
portion of ***'s bar business based on their ability to supply specific, but 
limited, size ranges. Similarly, he believes that recent continuous casting 
developments by *** have made them considerably more competitive in the market 
place and that their improved cost-effectiveness has helped them sell to ***· 
*** is not the most cost-effective producer at the current time. *** noted 
that after the *** 

Finally, *** observed that in recent months the supply of special 
quality bar in the U.S. market has become very tight. He attributes the 
situation to antidumping petitions, the closure of the Bethlehem mill, and the 
inability of other suppliers to meet the market needs. He ~tated that *** 
Because of this situation, *** 

*** provided a large number of lost revenue and lost sales allegations 
relating to ***· The lost sales allegations, which involved transactions 
during 1989-91, were valued at ***, and the lost revenue allegations were 
valued at ***. 177 ***, the spokesman for***, denied the general nature of the 
allegations, saying that ***has been increasing its purchases of domestic 
special quality steel products and reducing purchases of imported Brazilian 
products because of their higher prices relative to comparable domestic 
products. He said that *** has reduced purchases of Brazilian products from 
about *** percent of total purchases of special quality steel two years ago to 
about *** percent a year ago. He said that purchases of these imports have 
continued to decline in the past year and now account for only about *** 
percent of ***'s purchases of special quality steel products. 178 

On further inquiry by the Commission, *** 

* * * * * * * 
*** alleged that it lost revenues of *** on sales of three categories of 

products to *** during 1989 and 1990 as a result of competition from imports 
from Brazil. *** stated that it was forced to reduce the delivered value of 
its quotations on sales of *** tons of steel products from*** to ***· *** 
acknowledged that the ailegations were generally true. He said that during 
1989 and 1990 *** had threatened to increase its purchases of low-priced 
imports from Brazil unless domestic producers reduced their prices on the 
specified products. However, *** believed that the actual percentage 
reductions in prices and lost revenues were smaller than the alleged amounts. 

*** further stated that *** has always bought most of its special 
quality steel products from domestic producers and has purchased only small 

177 *** 
178 *** 
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amounts of imports from Braz.il. He said that prtces of the import~ f:rom 
Brazil are lower than those of domestic products and that in many ~ases the 
quality of these imports is superior to the domestic product. However, he 
said that his company purchases mostly from domestic producers because their 
shorter delivery lead times make it easier for *** to manage its inventories. 

***.also alleged that.it lost revenues of*** on total sales of*** 
short tons of three separate products included within the *** series during 
1992 to *** due to import competition from Bra~il. *** .;i.lso alleged that it 
lost a sale of *** short tons of another product in the *** series valued at 
*** to *** in *** as a result of this competttion. ***, the spokesman for 
***, denied the lost revenue allegation .. He said that ***had not purchased 
the products described in the allegation from any s~>Urce .during 199.2. *** 
could not confirm or deny the lost sales. allegati.on, although he believed that 
the volume described in the allegation was too large. 

*** said tha,t *** has . largely dis.continued purchases of imports from 
Brazil during 1991 and 19_92. He said that most of those imports had 
previously gone 'to ***· 

*** alleged that it lost revenues of *** on sales of *** short tons of 
products in the *** series between 1990 and 1992 to *** as a result of 
competition from imports from Brazil. *** further alleged that it lost sales 
of *** short tons of three other categories of products in the *** series 
valued at *** during 1991 as a result of this import competition. *** of *** 
denied the lost revenue and lost sales allegations. He said that his company 
does purchase imports from Brazil, but that the largest share of his purchases 
are from domestic producers. *** further stated that *** largest supplier of 
special quality steel products because of its close proximity to the *** 
facility. The ***· 

*** alleged that it lost revenues of *** on sales of two separate 
categories of semifinished products to *** in *** due to competition from 
Brazilian products. ***, the spokesman for ***, denied the allegation. He 
said that all of ***'s purchases for 1991 had been negotiated in***, and that 
no additional negotiation for sales occurred in September 1991. 

*** said that his company buys primarily from domestic sources. He said 
that his company bought approximately *** tons of domestic special quality 
steel products and about *** tons of imported Brazilian products in 1991. 
However, ***has not purchased any Brazilian products in 1992 and is not 
planning to purchase any of these imports in 1993. 

*** further stated that prices of imports from Brazil were far lower 
than domestic prices in the early 1980s, but that the differential has 
narrowed significantly since that time. He believes that Brazil•s prices are 
lower for carbon steel products, but are often higher for alloy steel 
products. 

*** provided three separate lost revenue allegations and three separate 
lost sales allegations, all relating to a single product in the *** series 
that it sold to *** during 1989-91. The lost revenue allegations were valued 
at***, and the lost sales allegations were valued at***· ***, who is 
responsible for purchases at ***, denied all of the allegations. He said that 
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his comp~py did not reduce its purchases of the domestic products during the 
periods when the lost sales and lost revenues allegedly occurred. *** said 
that while *** seeks the lowest-priced quotes that it can obtain from its 
qualified suppliers, it does not use separate quotes of competing suppliers to 
bid down prices. 179 

*** also stated that all of its suppliers must undergo a rigorous 
qualification process before they are accepted as approved suppliers. 
Normally this process takes as much as one year for individual plants. 
Because of the lengthy qualification process that is required for approving 
Ilew suppliers, his company prefers to continue providing business for its 
established suppliers instead of undergoing the complex process required to 
obtain new sources of supply. *** indicated that some Brazilian plants and 
some dQmestic plants have not been qualified thus far. 

*** said that *** divides its purchases between domestic sources and 
Brazil a~d ***· He said that its imports from*** have increased recently 
relative to those from Brazil because of lower prices. 

179 ***" 
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Federal ltegilter I Vol. 5S, No. 21 I Wednesday. February 3, 1993 I Notices 

Pnveatlptian No. 731-T'"72 (FIMl)J 

Certain Specief Quality Carbon md 
Alloy Hot·AoUed Steel Ban Md 
Semlftnlahed Products From Brall 

Commission should contact the Offic:a 
of the SecretaJy at 202-205-2000. 

IUPPLEllENrAAY INFORMATION: 

Background 

Thia investigation is being instituted 
as a result of an affirmative preliminary 
determination by the Department of 
Commerce that imports of certain 
special quality carbon and alloy bot
rolled bars and semifinished producta 
&om Brazil are being sold in tbe United 
States at less than fair value within tbe 
meaniug of section 733 of tbe Act (19 
U.S.C. 1673b). 1be investigation was 
requested iD a petition filed on June 9, 
1992. by Republic Engineered Steels, 
Inc., Massillon. OH. and the Timken 
Company, Canton. OH. AGENCY: United States Intemational 

Trade Commission. 
AC110N: Institution and scheduling of a =~ inJ: lnveltigaticm ud 
fin~) antidumping investigation. 
--------. -.----.- Parsons wishing to participate in tbe 
SUllllARY: The Comnuss1on hereby gives investigation as partias must file 80 
notice of the institution of final entiy of appearance with tbe Seavtuy 
uitidumping investigation No. 731-TA- to the Commission as provided in 
572 (Final) under section 735(b) of the · § 201.u of the Co~ssion's rules not 
Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1673d(b)) later than twenty-one (21) days after 
(the Act) to determine whether an publication of this notice in the Federal 
Indus~ in. ~e Unit~ States is . · a.p.ter. The Secretary will prepare 8 
matenally 1n1ured, or is threatened with . public service list containing the nam• 
material injury, or the establishment of and adchesses of all penom. or their 
an in~ustry in tbe United States is representatives, wbo are parties to this 
!Datenally retard~. by reas~ of . investigation upon the expiration of the 
imports from Brazal of certam speaal period for filing entries of appearance. 
quality carbon and alloy hot-rolled steel r :-:6 .....11 ..., __ 1 ___ of . 
bus and semifinished products, ....-.~·..,_.. . B....-. 
provided for in subheadings 7207 11 DD Proprietary lnformatioll (BPQ Under u 
7207 12 00 7207 19 DD 7207 20 oo' • ' Adminwatin Prolactive Order (APO) 

' ' ' . . ' . . ' d BPI Senice List 7214.30.00, 7214.40.00, 7214.50.00, . ea . 
7214.60.00, 7224.10.00, 7224.90.00, and Pursuant to §207.7(a) of the 
7228.30.80 of tbe Harmonized Tariff Commission's rules, the Secretary will 
SC:hedule of tbe United States.1 make BPI gathered in this &nal 

For further information conceming investigation available to authorized 
the conduct of this investigation, applicants under th• APO issued. In tbe 
hearing procedures. and ruin of general investiption. provided that the 
application, consult the Commission'• application is made not later tban 
Rules of Practice and Procedwe. part twenty-one (21) days after the 
201, subparts A through E (19 aR part publication of this notice in the fedenl 
201), and part 207, subparts A and C (19 Repaer. A separate service list will be 
aR part 207). maintained by the Secretary for thoae 
EFFECTIVE DATE: January tt. 1993. parties authorized to receive BPI under 
FOR FURTHER INFOAMAT10N CONTACT: the APO. 
Stephanie Kaplan (202-205-3199) or Stafl'ltaport . 
Jim McClure (202-205-3191), Office of The prahaaring naff report in thia 
Investigations, U.S. International Trade investigation will be placed in tba 
Commission, 500 E Street SW ... 
Washington. DC 20436. Hearing- nonpublic record on May 19, 1993, and 
impaired persons can obtain a public version will be issued 
information oftbis matter by contacting thereafter, pursuant to§ 207.21 oftba 
the Commission's TDD tarmi.Dal on 202- Commission's rules. 
205-1810. Penons with mobility . Hearing 
impairments wbo will need special 1be Commi•ion will hold a hearin& 
assistance in gaining access to tbe .. , : in connection with tbia investigation 

beginning at 9:30 Lm. on June Z. 1993. 
at the U.S. International Tnde 
Commission Building. Requests to . 
appear at the hearina sbou1d be filed lD 

'far a - dilcallad d.atplica ftl IM pniducla 
~ID dala Un-dp•tm - IM Dliplnm•l ol 
C--"aMlialftlpnl~......._ 
csa FR JS», Jui. n. ttt3J. 
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F..m.l ...... I Val. 18, No. 21·1 WednNday, Pebrumy 3, 1913 I Notlcel 

wdtlDg with the Sec:lllllJ"to tbe . r.-1: }lmulrJ 21.1113. 
Cmnmt.tcm cm arblinMa)'20, 1913. ~ PalL...._ 
A DGDpulJ wbo ba t8ltlmaay that may Acfl"6 Sia1...,. 
aid the CommtMloa'• deliberatkml lila)' an Doc. ts-1111PliedM-13;1:45 mtJ 
nqueat~to~alhmt . 1a1mcam__. .. 
....... at the 1-rbig. All pmtlel and 
DODputill dellziDa to appllf at the 

. heuillgandmabinl~ 
lhould attend. prebelima cadnDce 

. to be held at 1:30 LIL cm May 28. 1913, 
at theU.S. JntamatlaDll Trade 
Omnni"'cm Building Onl teltlmony 
and wrltt8D matmtall to be IUbmltted at 

the publ1c heuiDg .. ···-br Sf zo1.e(bK2), Z01.13(f), 1Dd 201.23(b) 
of the Com•i"'cm'1 IUI& Pmtlel ... 
ltlODgly mcamqecl to mbmlt u 11rly 
ill the ill'flltiptioa u paaib1e ay 
requ8ltl to prel8Dt • partiall of their 
hearing teltimany in cmnenz. 
WrillaS..hnt,.._ 

Eich put)' ii 8DCCl1llapd to IUbmlt. 
pnthelriDg brief to the CommtMlcm. 
Preheutng briefs mmt CDDfarm with the 
proviaiam of s 207.22 of the 
Commt.taa'I ruJea; the d9edltm far 
fWDg ii May 26, 1913. Putiel may also 
Ille written teltimany ill connection 
with their p....atation at the bearing. u 
pnmded ill S 207.23(b) of the 
Qnnmtuh:m'a nal•, md poathearing 
briefs, which mUlt c:aalorm with the 
proYiaiom of S 207.24 of the 
Commiuion'• nalea. 'l'be deadline far 
f1liDg poltheuiDg briefa ii June 10, 
1993: witDeu teltlmcmy mUlt be f11ed 
DO Jatar than tbne (3) days before the 
hearing. Jn addition. IDJ penOD who 
bu Dot entered an appeannce a a put)' 
to the ill'VUtiption may aubmlt a 
writtma statement of Information 
pertinent to the subject of the 
inveatlpUon on or babe June 10, 1993. 
All written IUbmllliona mUlt amlmm 
with the proYiaiODI of§ 201.8 of the 
Qnnmtufon'a rules; aJ.:°bm•••oaa 
that contain BPI must c:anfarm with 
the requirements of SS 201.8, 207.3, ad 
207.7 of the Qnnmlulan'1 na1ea. 

Jn accordance with SS 201.18(c) and 
207.3 of the ru1ea. each document f11ed 
bye party to the iDV81tlpUan mUlt be 
aervec:l OD all other putiel to the 
illvestiption (u ideatlBed by either the 
public or BPI aemce list), ad a 
certiflcata of aenice must be timely 
&led. 'l'be Secretary will DOt accept • 
document far fWDg witbout. cerWicata 
oftenice. 

AlllMrilJ: Tim iDftltlptlOll 11 beiag 
maduc:llld mader autbartlJ or Iba TarUr Act 
. or 1930. tide w. Tim llOliat la publllbed 
pudllallt ID 5207.20 ortbe O•m!lwloa'• 
rm.. 

By order of tbe ('.anmtmcm. 
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DEPARTllENI' OF COMMERCE 

............ ,.,.. Admlnlalndlon 

[MIM11) 

FIMI DetannlnalloM of a.lea at U. 
n.. ,.., v .. ue: Cert.In Allor 8nd 
cnon HDMlolled· a.a, Rocle, 8nd 
............... Procluctaof_... a. 
·au.uar~ St8el From Bmll 

MIEICY: Import Mministration, 
JntanaatimW Trade Administration, 
Department of Commen:e. 
&PliC1IVE DA1E:june 3, 1993. 
PQR PURIMER lllFOMIA'llON CONl'ACT: 
Oleria L. Rusnak. Will Sjobmg or Linda 
L. Pudaa, Office of Apeementl _ 
Compliance; Import Administration, 
Jntanaaticmal Tnde Administration, 
U.S. De~t of Comaum:e. 14th 
Street and Constitution Avenue, NW., 
Wubington, DC 20230: telephone: (202) 
482-3793. 

lllNAL DETERllNA110N: We determined 
that certain alloy and carbon hot-rolled 
bus, rads, and certain semifinished 
products of special quality engineered 

· steel (SBQ) from Brazil are being, or are 
likely to be, sold in the United States at 
leu than fair value, as provided in 
section 735 of the Tariff Act of 1930, u 
amended (the Act). The final margins 
are shown in the .. Continuation of 
Suspension of liquidation" section of 
this notice. . c..e......, 

Since the affirmative preliminary 
detennination of sales at lea than fair 
value OD Januuy 11, 1993, (58 FR 3533, 
January 11, 1993), the following eventl 
have occuned: The postponement of 
Final Antidumping Duty Determination 
WU published OD February 12, 1993 (58 
FR 8254, February 12, 1993). 

Verification of \'illares' Section A, B, 
and C questionnai?e response was 
conducted from March 8 through 12, 
1993 and verification of Section D wu 
conducted from March 17 through 24, 
1993. 

Verification ofACX>MINAS' Section 
A, B. and C questionnaire raspome frU 
conducted from March 15 tbroup 21, 
1993 and verification of Section D wu 
conducted from March 17 throush 22, 
1993. . 

The Sales Verification Report for both 
reapcmdentl WU iuued OD April 14, 
1993. The Coat Verification Report WU 
issued on April 14 for Villares and April 
18 for ACOMINAS. An addendum to the 
ACOMINAS sales verification report 
WU iasued OD April 16 and a 
clarification of the Villares sales 
verification report WU issued OD April 
19. 

Commentl concerning the verification 
reporta and the preliminary 
determination were addressed in the 
case briefs from all interested parties on 
April 19 and 20. Rebuttal briefs were 
received on April 26 and the hearing 
WU held OD April 28, 1993. 

Scape of'ln..tig&tiou 
The products covered in these 

investigations are: 
• Certain hot-finished alloy and 

carbon steel bus and rods of special bar 
quality engineered steel: and 

• C8rtaiD semi.finished steel produt:ts 
of special bar quality engineered steel. 

the term .. hot-finished alloy and 
carbon bus and rods of special bar 
quality engineered steel" covers certain 

·hot-finished carbon and alloy (other 
than stainless steel, high-speed steel, 
silic:o-manpnese steel, and tool steel) 
steel ISln and rods, other than forged, 
which have a uniform solid cross
section along their whole length and are 
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in the aha~ of cin:les, 18pl8Dts of We determined in a decision 
cin:lea, ovals, rec:tansl•, ~. or memorandum of August 12. 1992, that 
other convex polyaona, ad dO not the subject merchandise of th818 
conform to the definltiom for investigations constitut. two distinct 
aemifinlshed steel, flat-rolled products, cluses or kinda: alloy ad carbon hot· 
hot-rolled bm and rods in ~ly rolled bm ad rods of special bar 
wound coila, reinfmcins bm and roa.. quality engineered steel, and 
and whe. The subject b8n and rods are 19mifinisbed products of special bar 
of special bar quality engineered steel quality ensineered steel. 
that are d81Cribed in Society of ID our August 12 decision 
Automotive Eqineen (SAE) memorandum, we noted that there are 
specifications J403, }404, J411, J1081, di 
J1249, J1268, and modifications thereof, stinct differences in physical 
wheth8l' they be domestic or foreip cbaracteriatica between ..mifinished 
specifications, of oth8l' thllD merc&ant products and hot-rolled bars and rods of 
qUality padea M 1000 throush M 1044, special bar quality engineered steel. We 
not containins by weisht 0.03 percent or explained that •mifinished products 
mon of lead or 0.05 J*C8Dl or more of poueu a roush8l' aurfac:e and less exact 
bismuth, u c1Hsi6able und8l' the . dimensional tolerances thllD are 
followins aubheadinp of the specified for bar products, and ant 
Hannon&.ecl Tariff Schedule of the generally produced and sold for further 
United Stat• (HI'S): 7214.30.0000, hot-workiq, wbile hot-rolled ban an~ 
7214.40.0010, 7214.40.0030, rods have amall8J' pains and a much 
7214.40.0050, 7214.50.0010, smoother surface condition with few or 
7214.50.0030, 7214.50.0050, no surface imperfections and have 
7214.60.0010, 7214.60.0030, tolerances that ant aigni6cantly more 
7214.60.0050, 7228.30.8005, and exactins thllD thole for •mifinished 
7228.30.8050. products. We also noted that 

A clari6cation has been made for 19mifiniahed products and hot-rolled 
18mifinished products of llP8Cia1 bar bm and rods of special bar quality 
quality engineered steel The term ensineered steel have diffennt ultimate 
"181Dilinished products of apecial bar Ul8I, in that semi6nished products ant · 
q~ty eqineered steel" coven certain uaually further hot-rolled by steel 
~ insota (other thllD atain1esa steel, c:ompanieli (althoush they ani fmpcl in 
hish-ap8ed stee~ ailico-7- steel, a minority of inatances), wbile hot· 
tool st8el, ~d hilh·nickel oy steel), rolled ban and rods have numerous 
and 18mi6nisbecf producta of Carbon ultimate us., includins machinins 
and alloy (other~ atain1esa steel, fmging, and hot- and cold-formms:we 
hip-speed steel, ailico-~ steel, •-•-ad that th • ...-.+1 f the 
tool steel, and bish·nickel alloy steel) UJ?mw e ----~ o 
steel of circular or nic:tangu1ar ultimate pun:buen of 1emifimshed 
(incl~dins aquue) crou 1ection with a prod~ and h~-ro~ bars and rods of 
width meu · 1 .. thllD four times ~bar cpaaµty ensmeered •l are 
the thic:kneu~ are continuous cast· different. Specifically, conaumers of 
or have been subjected to no more thllD hot-rolled~ and rods~ a . 
primary hot rollins. which pouea a product which. meets relatively.exactiDS 
roush surface and do not meet~ to~ while CODIUJD8ll of . _ 
dimensional tolerances for bar products, ~products~ not requue 
of apecia1 bar quality ensineereCl steel auc:h exactms apacifi_cationa. We · 
that ant descri6ecl in Society of pomted out that l8mifiDlshed products 
Automotive Ensmeen (SAE) and hot-roll8d ban and rods of special · 
apeci6cationa }403, }404, }411, J1081, bar quaJit1 engineered steel have . 
J1249, J1268, and modi6caliona thereof, different chUmela of trade. u moat 
whether they be domestic or foreip Mmifinisbed products ant COnaumed 
apeci6cationa, not contsinins lay Wei&ht intemally by ateelmaken and generally 
0.03 pen:ent or more of lead or o.os ~ot be used by outside customers, 
percent or mme of bismuth, u while hot-rolled ban and rods are 
clHsi6able und8l' the following normally sold to outside customers who 
aubheaclinp of the Harmoniaed Tariff perform various operations on the .. 
Schedule of the United Stat• (HI'S): product. Finally, we explained that 
7207.11.0000, 7207.12.0010, 18mi6nisbed products and hot-rolled 
7207.19.0030, 7207.20.0025, ban and rods of lpecial bar quality · 
7207.20.0075, 7224.10.0075, ensineered steel are advertis8c:I . 
7224.90.0045, and 7224.90.0065. differently, u 1emi&nished products are 

Althoush the HTS aubheadinss are not generally sold to outside customers 
provided for convenience and Customs and therefore ant not genenilly 
purposes. our written description of the advertised, while hot-rolled ban and 
scope of the1e proc:eedinp is rods generally are sold and advertiled to 
dispositive. producen of end-user products. 

Pmiod of laftltigation 
The period of investigation (POU is 

January 1, 1992 throush June 30, 1992. 

U1e ofBelt Information Available 

We have determined, in accordance 
with section 776(c) of the Act, that the 
UM of best information available (BIA) 
is appropriate for sales of certain alloy 
and cubon hot-rolled bars, rods and 
certain aemifinished products from 
Brazil in these investigations. ID 
decidins whether to use BIA, section 
776(c) provides that the Department 
take into account whether the 
respondent was unable to produce 
information requested in a Umely 
ID8DD8l' and in the form required, or 
otherwise aipificantly impeded an 
investigation. ID tbia case, neither 
respondent provided sufficient 
information upon which the Department 
could bue its final determinations. 

Speci6cally, the Department found at 
verification that neither respondent Aco 
Minas Genia S.A. '(AOOMINAS) nor 
reapcmdent Industrias Villares, S.A. 
(Villares) followed the Department's 
model match instructions (see 
Comments 5 and 9, respectively). The 
Department also found at verification· 
that both respondents uled an incorrect 
date of sale methodology for reportins 
U.S. transactions, and that ACX>MINAS 
also used an incorrect date of sale 
methodoloSY for reportins home market 
(HM) transactions (see Comment 8 
ragardins Villares and Comment 6 
ragardins A<X>MINAS). Thus, the 
Department was unable to verify 
whether either company had reported 
the c:onact univ81'118 of sales for the 
period of investigation. Without the 
correct univene of sales. the 
Department is unable to revise the 
prciduct concordance for ACX>MINAS or 
lor Villuea. 

Consequently, we have b'led our 
6nal determination in th.a 
investiptiona on BIA for both 
reapondents. As BIA for ACOMINAS, 
we have uaed the preliminary 
determination rate, 19.67 percent, 
which wu the averase mugiD alleged in 
the petition for semifinished products. 
As noted in the preliminary 
determination, for Villares, we Ul8d an 
averase of 88Veral marsins alleged in the 
petition. However, for the final 
determination for Villares. we used an 
averase of 18Vttral margins from sales 
occurrins in the same month, 27.00 
percent (see Comment 10). 

Verification 

As proVlded in section 776(b) of the 
Act, we conducted verification of 
ACX>MINAS and Villares. 
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Jnt....ted Party Ccnnmenbg Department should determine that there products, u defined by the Department 
Petitioners~ General Commats la but one clua or kind, encompuaing in its August 12, 1992 Decision 

all SBQ ban and rods and 181Difinishid Memorandum 188~ class or kind, 
Comment 1: Petitionen claim that the products. were included in the petition. The fact 

scope definition in the bal Depalfment's Position: Petitioners are that numerous sales of merchandise to 
determination should be 11D1Dded to incorrect in stating that the the U.S. classified under the HTS item 
nftect the distinctiom made by the Department's verification report numben for semifiniabed products 
Department in its September H, 1992 indicated that ACX>MINAS's exports to (which match the Department's 
Decision Memorandum, which the U.S. were actually finished ban and definition of 181Difinished products) 
distinguished finished ban and rods not 19D1i6ni1hed products. The report were included in the petition and listed 
&om 1811lifinished Pmciucta. 'l'b1a will did state that the Department analyzed under separate groupings indicates that 
USU1'8 that Customs oflcials 118 clear u ACX>MINAS' ability to meet certain bar petitioners did intend to include "truly 
to the delineation between the two tolerancas and that some of · semi finished" products in the scope of 
products and that no miscl••&cetion ACX>MINAS' exports met certain bar these investigations. ID addition, a 
oc:cun. speci&cations. While IOID8 of ~· does not have to cite every 

Depaztment's Position: Petitionars an ACX>MINAS' exports met C8ltaiD bar producer or every U.S. 
conect in their 8118Jtion that the scope . ~om. buad on information pm of products within a clus or· 
section of the final determination must gathered at verification, it is unknown kind to be considered sufficient 
clearly delineate between finished ban Whether the exports met all bar l8ll8fdina the entire class or kind. 
and rods and semi6nished Pl'Oducta. We specifications. Meeting certain bar l'urthennon, it is "undisputed that 
have clarified the product definition for spec:Uicationa (i.e., bar tolerances) d08I petitionen produce semifinished 
semifinished products to read that these. not mean that the nspondents' poducts special quality carbon and alloy stael 
are products: "which an continuous or any of its ~rt.a to the U.S. lliould products" (see Memorandum to Joeeph 
cast or have been subjected to no more · be clUaified u finished bars and rods. A. Spetrini, dated October 26, 1992) u 
than primary hot mUiD9, which poueu Hence. ACX>MINAS does have the defined by the Department, which is a 
a rouBh surface and do not meet the ability to supply ma.W to bar like ~uct to thi •mifinished billet 
dimensional tolerances for bar tolerances anil is supplying such exported to the U.S. by ACX>MINAS. 
products." This moclilc:ation of the products (i.e., exports maetinl certain Tilus. u producers of a like product, 
language in our Decision Memcnndmn &er apecific:ationa) to the marUt (see petitioners an interested parties within 
dated September 24, 1992, ~that Comment 5). 1bere an two separate . ihe meaning of section 771(9)(C) of the 
definition by limiting .. wnifinisbed" c:lw9 or kinda of merchandile subject Act. and do have standing, under 
steel to that which bU been cantinuous to inYeltiption which 118 delineated by section 132(b)(t) of the Act. to include 
cut or subjected to no mare than the criteria stated in our Aqust 12. . wnifinished J>roduds in the petition. 
~hot mlling (lince furthm hot 1992 Decision Memorandum and set Therefon. we have included the 
iolliDg can bring 18111ifinjshed product forth In the ICOpe section of this notice. wnifinished billets exported by 
into bar tolerance mnp). The . ACOMINAS- ACOMINAS In these investigatiom. 
Deputment also clariti81 that products Comment 4: ACX>MINAS Objects to 
which do not meet bartolnances will Comment 3: ACX>MINAS claims that the~'• r8vised model match 
be clusified u HJDifinished products. while the petition wu aimed at finimed m with respect to difference 
Finally, the Department rejects SBQ producta, includins thoee "that in men:baD • (DIFMER) adjustments. 
petitioner's sugestion that the scope sboWd be c:onsidered fiDisbed (i.e •• with Speci&cally. ACX>MINAS complains 
definition include the pbrue '"whiC:h identical physical c:haracteristic and that the Department's "production in 
are produced and sold for nrollin&" the same ena 11181 u finished products) the month" ~ment is substantively 
1'be De~ent has decided not to but labeled MIDifinished.'' the UDIJml')', and that by allowing 
consider end-use u a scope criterion Department lnconectly inftltileted com~ of similar models onfy 
because put experience with end-ue both finished and semllnishecf when there is production of a given 
certification programs has proven them products. ACX>MINAS objects to the model in the same month u bOth the 
to be an admiDiatrative burden both to lnclusiml of':!!.~::?~· U.S. sale and the home market sale of 
tha Department and to U.S. Cultoms. claimins that · products that modeL the Department elevatea 
11iese programs do not 8DIUl8 that appear to be "an accidental by-product" DIFMERa above other adjustments and 
misclassification and/or c:in:umveaticm of tba petltionss' real canat1111 lince causes construd8d value to be elevated 
will not occur. Furtbmmore. the the petition dted neither ACX>MINAS over price-~price comparisona. Man 
limitations on production contained In nor ill major U.S. customer. In addition. eltanlative, ACX>MINAS suggests that 
this clarification to the scope definition ACOMINAS claims that the ~tioners the Department use the dat8 of shipment 
adequately demarcate theguter · bave created an ovalbroed piaduct u the ilate of sale (DOS) for both the 
perameten of what CODltitutea a scope definition and that petitioners do U.S. and bona, market products. 
semifinished product. . not have standing to include According to ACOMINAS, this would 

Comment 2: Petitionen claim that the 181Difinished products. Thus. alleviate concerns about hyperinflation 
Department's verification report ACX>MINAS 18qU81ta that the while preserving the statutory 
addendum establishes that the products Depertmant exclude •mi&nished prefer8nce for the use of home mubt 
exported by ACOMINAS and clauified pniclucts from the scope and dismiss the sale pricas over constructed valw. 
U llCUQifinjshed products wen actually entire investiption with respect to ACOMJNAS also states that the 
finished ban. This findiq. armrding to semjfini•hed products. introduction of this new methodology in 
petitioners, shows that the distinction Depmtment's Position: ACOMJNAS is the middle of the case was unfair 
between finished bars and rods and iDconacl in its claim that .. truly procedurally and caused complications, 
semifinished products is outmoded and semifinished" products wme not iielays and confusion. ~ponaent 
not a viable basis for distinguishing a intended to be within the scope of the claims that the Department should 
separate class or kind of marclwadiae. petition but, rather wen an "accidental remedy this by using the prior, 
Thus, petitioners ugue that the by-product". "Semifinished" steel establlahed methodology. Finally, 
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ACX>MINAS claims that the Department 
violated its own replations andicted 
in a manner contrary to Jaw when it · 
refused to allow ACOMINAS to submit 
third country sales. 

Depaztment's Position: The 
Department issued specific model 
match criteria to be Used in th818 
investigations in October 1992. In 
response to the comments received and 
the objections raised by the interested 
parties, the Department revised th818 
instructions. These final instruction• 
were iuued on November 13, 1992. On 
November 20. 1992, the Department 
responded to two submiaions from 
ACOMINAS, one containing 
clarifications requested on the revised 
methodology and the other granting an 
extension for the submiuion of the 
revised product concordance. 
ACOMINAS did not request any further 
clarifications or indicate to the 
Department that they would not be able 
to adhere to the extended response 
deadlines. Thus, ACOMINAS is 

· inc:onect in its claim of procedural 
unfaimeu. 

Because ACOMINAS failed to follow 
the Department's instructions for 
matchins U.S. products to home market 
products, contrary to atatements 
provided in their questionnaire 
response (188 Comment 5), the 
Department besed its final · 
ciebmnination on BlA, u required by 
section 776(c) of the Act. It is, therefme, 
not D8C8ltSU)' to address the DIFMER 
calculation methodology the · 
Department would have used bad it 
been able to make appropriate price-to
price comparisons. inclUding the 
Department'• "production in the 
month" requirement, or the u-. of third 
country aalea. Third country salea 
would have only been used in the event 
that the home market wu not viable. 

Comment 5: Petitioners claim that 
instead of following the Department'• 
criteria to select its product match-., 
ACOMINAS used its own 28 digit 
intemal produd code. In addition, 
petitioners claim that ACOMINAS is 
"also (or primarily) a bar producer" and 
that all or most of ACOMINAS\Jeported 
sales are of bus, not semifinisbed · 
products, based OD the Department'I 
findinp at verification. Thus, 
petitioners claim that the Department 
should reject the company'• response 
and use BIA in making its final 
determination. 

ACX>MINAS claims that its produd 
concordance was done in accordance 
with the Department'• instructions and 
objects to the fad that it wu not until 
verification that the Department 
indicated to ACX>MINAS that it did not 
agree with its model match 

methodology. ACX>MINAS alao claims 
that the Department's instructiom were 
not clear r8gardiD the "chemistry" 
criterion, stating ~tit wu not.until 
verification that they realized the 
Department "intended a narrower 
definition" of chemistry th8n that which 
it reported. If anytliing, ACOMINAS 
claims that it "oveneported" by 
providing m0nt information than 
requested. Hence, the-Department 
should either use the concordance as 
submitted or-disregard the additional 
information ACOMINAS aubmitted and 
redo the concordance itself. 

ACOMINAS a1so disputea the claim 
that the concordance was "too general" 
with respect to cbaracteristica Other 
than chemistry. ACOMINAS explained 
that it wu providing the Department 
with a broader range of choices than 
those which ACOMINAS deemed most 
similar and claims that the Department 
should merely disregard any matches 
with which it does not agree. 

Finally, ACOMINAS states that 
petitioners' claims that ACOMINAS "is 
a1so (or primarily) a bar producer'' and 
that the verification report addendum 
sup~ their claim that there should 
be one class or kind-are "preposterous." 
The conect conclusions, according to 
ACX>MINAS, are that it primarily 
produces semifinisbed products which 
are properly included in the 
Department'• semifiniabed class or 
kind, u defined in its August 12 and 
September 24, 1992 decision 
memoranda. Furthermore, ACOMINAS 
atates that petitioners are wrong in 
claiming tliat all but 4.52 percent of . 
ACOMINAS' produd met bar 
specifications. Rather, these products 
met one bar specification, w&ich does 
Dot make them a bar. 

Department's Position: The 
Department agrees with petitioners that 
ACOMINAS used its o'Wn intemal 
product code system, rather than the 
bepartment's hierarchy, in seleding its 
product matches; The Department 
instructed ACOMINAS to base its 
comparilODS on the criteria •pacified in 
its questionnaire instructions. 
ACX>MINAS initially atated that it 
matched U.S. and home market 
products based on the model match 
criteria provided by the Department, 
which it extracted from its own 28 digit 
code aystem. However, an analysil of 
the difference in merchandise (DIFMER) 
data indicated that matches were not 
based on model match criteria but rather 
on the entire intemal code system. This 
code aystem was more eXJ>licit reprding 
certain cbaracteristica ancl provided 
insufficient or no input regarding some 
of the Department'• model match 
criteria. Thus, on one band, differences 

were found between products based on 
characteristics the Department did not 
intend to consider in its comparisons. 
On the other hand, ACOMINAS' 
product concordance methodology did 
not find DIFMERs based on all criteria 
that the Department determined most 
important in differentiating producti. 

Because ACX>MINAS did not use our 
hierarcliy of characteristics, the product 
comparisons and ·resulting DIFMERs 
they provided were not the same as 
those which the Department would have 
derived bad we done the matching. 
Furthermore, the Department is not able 
to simply reconstruct the concordance 
using the proper criteria becaua the 
"chemistry" of each product was not 
provided as instructed (e.g., SAE, AJSI, 
or equivalent). 

It ihould alao be noted that the 
Department was not aware that 
ACOMINAS bad not followed its 
instructions regarding the model match 
until verification. The description 
provided by ACX>MINAS in its 
questionnaire response regarding its 
DIFMER adjustments atated that 
"ACOMINAS followed the Department's 
product hierarchy in choosing the most 
similar merchandise." Thus, there was 
no way for the Department to know 
from ACOMINAS' response that its own 
intemal code, rather than the 
Department's hierarchy, would be used 
for matching purposes. Therefore, we 
are rejecting ACOMJNAS' produd . 
concordance for the final determination. 

The Department agrees with 
ACOMINAS in its claim that it 
primarily produces 181Difinished 
products. We analyzed ACOMINAS' 
ability to produce products conforming 
to certain bar specifications at 
verification. While some of the products 
ware found to meet specific bar 
specifications, the Department wu 
unable to examine ACOMINAS' abilil}' 
to meet all of the criteria. The 
Department did note in its verification 
report that ACX>MINAS did have the 
ability to produce semifinished ateel 
products to specific bar tolerances and 
is supplying them to the market. 
However, we did not state that 
ACX>MINAS is "primarily" a bar 
producer or that the semifinisbed billets 

. exported to the U.S. and under · 
investigation ahould be included in.the 
finished ban and rods category. 
Therefore, no changes will be made 
regarding the categorization of the 
ACOMINAS billets exported to the U.S. 
and included in these investiptions. 

Comment 6: Petitioners clalDl that the 
Department should disregard all HM 
transactions with dates of sale (DOS) 
post-elating their shipment dates 
because shipment before sale date is 

:.;:: .... 
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contrary to the Department'• 
queationnaira inatructiODI. Alao, it 
:rasults in improper price-to-price . 
comparisons lince the HM and U.S. 
sales must be made in the aame month 
in h~Oati~ economi•. · 

Petitioners furth8r claim that 
ACX>MJNAS reported the wrang OOS for 
U.S. sales in thOM imtanC89 when the 
DOS was reported u the date on which 
the base price and quantity went agreed 
to. rather than the date the final terms 
were agreed to. They further state that 
the U.S. OOS methodolOBY ii 
inconsistent with the HM reporting 
system. For HM sales, later modification 
dates are reported u the DOS, while for 
U.S. aalea. the initial Jl880tiation dat• 
are reported u DOS. Hence, petitioners 
claim the "entire system ii 
irreconcilable and will not produce 
consistent or comparable values" and 
should. therefore, be rejected in favor of 
BIA. 

ACOMJNAS claims that the unuaual 
situation with home market Customer 
A, with whom ACOMINAS wu 
operating under a long-term 
requirements contract, meant that 
·ACX>MJNAS would racaive and enter 
into its computer system the customer'• 
forecasted monthly requirements, and 
then modify the system to conform with 
what it was able to produce and deliver. 
Thus, sale dates were generated which 
were after shipment since the computer 
system was updated after production 
aad shipmenL Further, ACOMJNAS 
claims that there went only a .. fllw 
isolated transactions," other than thoae 
to customer A, in which the reported 
sale date was after shipment. Therefore, 
except for sales to Customer A, the 
methodology used for 1electing the HM 
dates of sale was effective. 

Furthermore, ACOMINAS stated that 
it does not have a long-term contract 
with U.S. customer 100198, but rather 
that this is a longstanding customer of 
ACOMJNAS. This long-term 
relationship meant that tbe prices of 
extras, terms, etc. were assumed and 
that only the quantity and price ware 
negotiated. Therefore, ACOMINAS 
reported the date on whia.,the base 
price and total quantity were agreed 
upon, rather than the date on which the 
speci&c product mix far a specific 
shipment was detennined. 

Department's Position: We agree with 
petitioners that all HM sales with dates 
of shipment predating date of 181e went 
reported inconectly. For Customer A, 
ACOMJNAS should have reported the 
date of shipment if the final tarma wme 
not known until this point. The 
transactions other than thDl8 to 
Customer A with shipment date before 
sale date were also reported incorrectly. 

A fnnd•!MDtal flaw in Aeot.mL\S' investigations regarding ita imports. 
reporting system caUllld the date of aale Raritan claims that: the petition l8Cbd 
to cbang8 any time a modification wu any allegation of l8les at less-than·fm. 
made to ita mmputer databue, value of the billet imported by Raritan 
including minor conectiona or diapute or of any 1emifinished products, as DOW 
aettlements. to the date the modification defined by the Depertment; 
wu made. Therefore, the reported dates •mifinished products imported as an 
of Ille changed after the 8118Dtial tenu input for coiled wire rod production, an 
W9J8 let. This was cantrary to application which has been excluded 
ACOMINAS' queatioanaira respome, froln the petition, should also be 
and was only discovered at verification. excluded: and, petitionen do not h8ve 

We also 88fH tbat for U.S • ..i.. standing to include the semi&nished 
ACOMINAS incmrectly Npmted the billet imported by Raritan. Therefore, 

· date of the initial contract, rather than Raritan claims that the Department must 
the date the fir.al terms were agreed to. reacind the investigation with 18lp8Ct to 
Thua. ACOMINAS' reporting semi&nished billets used in the 
methodology i1 both tlawad Ind · production of coiled wire rod. 
internally inconsistent. Al an alternative, Raritan argues that 

Bec:auae of the date of sale problema, the Department should implement an 
there ii no way for the Department to end-use certification process to limit 
know if the proper HM ar U.S.181es any dumping order to those products 
universes bave been reported en~ imported for bar applications only. Thia 
whether the reported sales have been would, according to Raritan, address 
compared to sales with a proper date of any concems of the petitioners or the 
sale in the same month. Al a :rasult, the Department regarding misclassi&cation 
Department i1 unable to conduct a cost or circumvention and would place no 
of production test on ACOMINAS' home undue burden on the Department or 
market sales since we do not know what Customs. 
merchandile wu sold during which Petitioners state that it is irrelevant 
months of the POL We also do not have whether or not Raritan's imports are 
the corresponding cost of production d•tined for use in products which are 
data for any producta whieh would have outside the acope, u long u the imports 
been reported had the conect dating · themselves are within the petition's 
procedures been used. Hence, we are scope. Petitioners also refute Raritan'• 
unable to determine whether or Dot claim that the petitionen lack standing 
there W9J8 sufficient aales at or above to include the ACOMINAS billets 
the COit of production in the home imported by Raritan because these 
market to conduct a price-to-price billets constitute a separate class or kind 
col.1lp8rison. of merchandise. According to 

Because ACOMINAS did not follow petitioners. short supply determinations 
the Department's instructions for made during the VRAs (such u that 
matching U.S. products to home market allowing imports of 1emifinished . 
products (see Comment 5) and because products by Raritan) have nothing to do 
of these date of sale problems, the . with constituting a class or kind of 
Department is using BIA. Therefore, we product. Rather, petitioners state that 
are rejecting ACOMINAS' nported there are five criteria examined in 
questionnaira response because 'it is determining class or kind and claim that 
unreliable and we are using the best the product imported by Raritan is not 
information available. unique in any of these:=:· 

Petitioners claim that are 
Raritan producers of both classes of products, 

Comment 1: Al an interested party do have standing to file a petition 
and importer of 1emi&nished billets regarding both classes, and have 
&om Brazil, Raritan supports the presented adequate LTFV allegations u 
Department's determination that there to both classes or kinds of merchandile. 
are two separate claues or kinds of Finally. petitioners state that both 
merchandi1e subject to investigation. bars and semi&nished products were 
However, Raritan claims that since included in the original petition and 
Raritan wu granted a short-supply that the Department determined that 
exception for its imports during the there were sufficient allegations 
period of Steel Voluntary Restraint conceming both, u noted in its June 29, 
Agreements (VRAs), the Department 1992 Memorandum. In addition, 
could "reasonably conclude" that the petitioners claim that the inclusion of 
aemi6nished billet that they import ii a semi&nished products in an 
unique class or kind and different &om investigation covering &nished bars, 
the 1emi&nished products imported for regardless of whether there are 
bar applications. sufficient allegations of L TFV margins 

Raritan also believes that the on semi&nished products, is reasonable 
Department improperly initiated these if done to prevent circumvention of an 

·.".· 
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antidumpin,;i::,ty order. Thus. 
petitionars • t!aat tbe D&putment 
sbould·rejact Rmitm's clabm. 

Thtr Department's P'mition:T!ur 
Department agrees with petiticmars that 
Raritan bu prarided DO nfdanCB ta 
support itlr claim that tbe mmifinishad 
billet ft Imports should be a l8p8l'8t8 
class or kiDCt from tile otharimpomof 
such products and ii, thus, mcorrac:t in 
claiming that tbe Department could 
"l'8UODably conclude" tbat this product 
is~ae. 

Raribl.D is' also incouect In dmmmg 
that petitioners do not baft a right to 
bring a petition including samffiniShed 
products. A petition does nat IDmt to 
cite every importer or fl'lr/ importad 
product wit!1m a c:las or kind to be 
comidend snfficient regarding that 
entirtJ clas or kind. Furthw, the petfticm 
did in faet contain numemas alhipaicms 
concerning sales of aemifinfsbed 
products. 8S DOW defined by the 
Deputment. 'l1l8llr .U.Sations want 
baSed. on products clasSified under HTS 
item numben specifically COV9riDg" 
sern;&nished steel. md CUstoms' 
classification of amrf&nlsh'IJCf steel 
under these ltam numbms ii c:onsiShmf 
with the ~ ... deflniticm. 

In add:itioD, the Depmtmtmt 
detesmined m. Deciaian Memanmdam 
dated August 12, 1992, that '"it is' 
inelmmt tb8I cmtain imparts-of the 
subject lll9l'Cbandise can be ul8Cf in the 
manu!actme of a praduct WU. rod. 
which is outside Oft:i. ~of m 
investigation. Thus, Raritan'• sugested 
altemative of end-ma c:arti&:atioas for 
semifinishad products fmpcidlid only for 
bar appliartiODS' is nor• considai'atian. 
And finally, u praducars af •Jib 
product within tba daa or kind. 
petitian8J'll do hm standing to mcluda 
the 181Dihisb.ecl billets impodetl b:r 
Raritan (see Comment 3). 'ltlenfOl8. an· 
imports of the subject merchandise. 
including those imported by Rarttan. 
remain within the.SCDpe af tbeae 
investigationa.. 

vw.. 
Comment 6:'11nrpetftianen apa tlsat 

vmar. incw1ect11 matched ityame 
market sales, citing th• foBawmg 
reuons: (1) '1Jec:au98 of lack of 
supporting documentation.Olmmetca 
wu not able to verify tlaat aacb uni~ 
of poteDUal match• c:onailted of 
products producec:r rn tbe same monlfl.; .. 
(2) Villar8s admitted Iba= didDGl 
utilize tfle Dapartmeut."1 ~c:fjOP·iD.-
the-month a'IMl 18flUirement:. CIJ 
Villaras" metlaadalogy ill MJactiag llama 
market producrs lbr wflich DIFMERa 
were leu thm ZO pen:anr. oCffle wriahla 
cost Qf manu&cluring wu unYBrifial>la;. 
(4) certain sales Viliual claimed were 

out 9f the ordinary course of trade went 
unilaterally excluded from.the model 
match witb no. mpporting 
dOCUID8Dtation" prorided tG bolster the 
claim; ad. (5). the actual madel match 
W81 conduc:ted infmmally, rathertban 
"on an explicit m.cbodoqy, dependent 
on obiecriw r.:tan.'" 

ViU..wpaadl to·tba leek of 
auppartins GOClm'mtatia;:::J to 
the inalJilityta Wlify the · 
universe of matcbe&by stating tbat .e 
veri.ficatian the Deputment n8wwr ul:ad 
abaat..uardiscullld, the producticm-m-
the-month · mat. 
vw-:::-not takinB thia 

requirement into c:mllideration. because: 
"(1) the Department diOaot mandate 
the produc:ticm in the month 
requirement uatil November 13, 1992.. 
very late la tba inY81tiption and well 
after Villares bad. completed its model 
match methodolon llllcl clecicled the. · 
products aald iD ti8 home market ...... 
the lllOlt limilarto ah. U.S. praduct. 
and (1) VillaNI daes DOI bel:leve that =eis..ucl-tbelllw. · Y~ to •void ba¥iDg to mdo 
complata ill daterminaticm u te the- . 
most · matc:hea, aad to PJ8l8l'V9 
the rec:ord. should the Department 
abandm this. . ent. vmu... 
limply india:r=m produc:&s 
already illdudad ia· the model match 
tab•aatisfied the Department'• 
~dion. in &Ila month nquinmumL" 

V"illara' statea.tbat.the petitioaam 
"milcbancterize'' the DeputmeD.l'a 
verificatiOD nportin terma.af'Villares' 
methodology in. •lectiug J)J'Qductafar 
which the Dlf'MERsW818-1au t.hm 2Q. 
p8rcaL Tbey .... to the«atement ill 
the veri&catiall tha&. '°VW..employed 
its collec:tiYe expa.ttia6 la cledcli111 
whether tbec:cllt di&.pc:ea ....... 
two produm ....... tban 24 
pemmt. No iuppar&iaa documelltatian 
wu offend beC8ule il woald have belllL 
impouible bulcuo." (empha.Us in tha 

ori.B.r!., VUJar.clOKDGt dinclly 
:respCllld ta the petitiomls' claim that 
c:art.ain lllD wem vniletvelly excluded 
from the madel met.cb. tfwy•dt.e tba 
Deputmmt'a r:Jui&ceticm totha 
mficatiaa napan to tlMt.e&ct.tbat. 
documentatiaa w. pnlVid'acl &o support 
the claim. t.bat c:81taia ..i. wen. ou& ol 
the ord:inirry com.al mde. 

Finally .. VilJana.ugua.tfW Ila JDGdel 
match metlmclolngy wu buad 
.. explicitly" hath cm t.be Jlepartma&'• 
criaem and. cm. the Department.'" _ 
raquireman1 tbat. only Dam• mmbt. 
--within tile .... lllGll~ u tbe U.S.. 
l8la be sel8ded. 

Depamnent's Posilion:. Tr. 
Department detarminad that Viirarea 
model malchas. were subjacatva J..can• 

of the Jack of supporting 
documentation. Based on the subjective 
nature ofVilJares• model matching 
methodology, the lack of supporting 
documan!atian relating to Dlf'MER 
adjustments and the fact that the 
Department is unsure as ta whether 
Villares reported the c:omict universe of 
U.S. sales, we ltllft determined that th• 
matdles pravidad 'by Vilhns cannot be 
relied upon. Since, as discussed below, 
this data cannot b& corrected, the 
Department must use the BIA for our 
anal~. 

Each of the petitiamrs' cmnmant• and 
rapoadent's rebuttals will be addressed. 
in .-w detail below. Because of the 
close relationship betwaen petitioners' 
third ud fifth isaus. ther will be 
addressed as one. 
ModelMoteh 

Villaras i•correct when they state the 
Department never asked about the 
prOduction·in-the-month requirement at 
verification. 

llecauss the Department has 
determined to use th1t BIA based· on 
factorli not related to the .. production in 
the month'" requirement. it is DGt 
nec:es~ to adcbau the iuue of PIM. 

It ia cliar from tba Ymi.&caticm. repmt 
that ti. Depertmentcauld not Yelify 
Vill.ares' standards used in their· 
selection af home market pradacts:to 
match with their· U.S. ..i.. As Doted in 
the verification report. VUW.. uied • 
computer tonanow the products into 
separate families of chemistry grades 
Uld then used the "collective expertise" 
of its staff to choose matchea. v~ 
should have also used a verifiable 
methodology to differentiate the 
productl .based on. DIFMERs. "Further. 
Villares wu notilied in advuce of 
verification that the Department would 
verify the buis of their model match 
methodology. In the usence of an 
ofJjactive ltancfard underwhich to verify 
its home market selections, the 
Department must choaar flt betwam 
allowing Yillares to deYise'theirawn 
product concordmce with na oveniglit 
or verification by the Department or f21 
rejectins Villeres model lillltebes imd 
resort to BIA. • 

In Timken Co-. •· UniMI srata. 53& 
F.Sapp. 1321~ 1337 tcrr'1986} 
(7im&nJ, tile Q,mt aflatemetienel 
Trae (tb&CamtJ did nar question 
wheth• dMtmbject mnchandise tile 
rnpaadeal daimed •"similar'' migbl 
u. fad. have bea limilar'Ulder ti. 
statutasy deiaition. instead quest.icming 
whether the selaction wu tba mod 
similar under the Departmeat's modal 
metchiag C!titmia (empbasi& added}.. "By 
failing to collect home. market salea. data 
on [subject merchandise I othm than 

.. ~ .... 
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those characterized by [19Sp9Ddent) u 
similar or identical, the (Department) 
abdicated to [rasponclent) its statutory 
responsibility for determining what 
(subject merchandise) produced by 
respondent WU the most similar to 
models sold in the United States" 
(Timken at 1338). Furthermore, the . 
Court stated that. "(a)dditionally, it is 
hard to imagine that a fmeip 
manufactmer, given the option of 
selecting what constitutes similar 
merchandise, and usumiDg that there 
exists more than one product from 
which a choice can be made, would not. 
make the choice of merchandise most 
advantageous to itself" (Timken at 
1338). In a footnote, the Court states that 
they do not mean to imply (nor does the 
Department in this instance} thet the 
respondent acted in bad faith but 
instead that the rrA erred in Dot 
:requesting complete data whent that 
data wu necessuy. The Court went on 
to say that • • • "by accepting a foreign 
manufactmer's assertion u to what 
constitutes most similar merchandise 
without obtaining the complete data 
needed to determine the 
appropriaten8S8 of those assertions, the 
(Department) m this action violated the 
spirit of the statutory nquimnent that 
it verify the data nlied upon in · 
proceedings mvolving 18VOC8tion of 
antidumping orders" (Timken at 1338). 
While the cummt situation is an 
antidumping duty investigation and not 
a 18VOC8tiOD proceeding, the two 
situations are analogous. . 

In the current mvestigations, the 
Department baa fulfilled the 
iaquil8ment of iaquesting the necessary 
data. In the Department's questionnail8 
in Appendix V, Villares is given the 
option of providing DIFMER data (i.e.,. 
variable cost data) for all products m the 
product concordance in c:aae the 
Department does not •8188 thet the 
selectecl model match is the "most 
similar" to the U.S. product. 
Additionally, smce Villares itself had 
stated m its rebuttal brief that it would 
have been "impossible"~ provide 
documentation supporting its home 
market selections m terms ofDIFMER 
c:alculations, the Department cannot be 
expected to verify data which Villares 
admits is "impossible" to produce. 

While the Department does Dot ugue 
with the fact thet documentation nlated 
to Villues' sales not in the ordinary 
course of trade wu provided at 
verification, it is not necessary to 
addnss this issue since the Department 
bu determined to use BIA for nuons 
explained above. 

Date of Sale 
In addition to the model match issues 

noted by the petitioner m their cue · 
brief, the Department cannot be SUl8 
that it bu the correct universe of U.S. 
sales for comparison purposes. 
Appendix D of the Department's 
questionnail8 states: "date of sale is 
typically the purchase order date, the 
contract date, or whent written _ 
confirmation is given, the order 
confirmation date (i.e., the pomt in the 
transaction wh818 the basic terms of the 
contract, ~cularly price and quantity, 
are 8gl8ed to by the parties mvolved.)" 
Despite the fact thet the Department 
specifically lists the pureh8se order 
(P.O.) data u a potential DOS for 
investigatory purposes, the 
Department's questionnail8 further 
states that sucli a date is considel8d the 
llOS when both price· and quantity an1 
agreed to by the parties mvolved. 
Villares stated on page 10 of its April 
19, 1993, case brief that, '"the date of 
sale methodology l'fH/Uired by the 
Department dictated that Villares utilize 
purchase order dates to determine the 
universe of U.S. sales" (emphasis 
added) •. 

The·Department does not &g199 with 
Villares' chanctarization that 
Commerce "dictated" that Villares 
utilize P.O. date for DOS purposes. The 

·P.O. is the comet DOS when-and only 
when-it is the data at which the 
essential terms were definitely agreed 
upon. At verification, the Department 
fOund that 8118Dtial terms change 
subeequent to the P.O. date. Given thet 
Villar8s admitted to having a two-to
thl8e month production cycle, the 
Department wu unable to verify that 
the P.O. dates submitted by Villares did 
m fact correspond to the actual sale 
dates under the Department's 
methodology. Acccirdingly, the U.S. 
dates of saleJRl8 misntJ>orted. 

Comment 9: Villares ugues that the 
Department issued a scope clarification 
memo on August 8, 1992, three weeks 
before the Department's Section 4 

· questionnail8 response WU due, failed 
to provide adequate notice to Villal8s on 
hoW to develop adjustments for similar 
merchandise and how to define its 
''18placement cost" methodology, 
dsiming thet these actions made it 
"extraordinarily difficult" to p1epa19 an 
"aciequate and timely response." 

Department's Position: The · 
Department's goal m antidumping and 
countervailing duty cases is to use the 
most accurate mformation OD the l8Cord 
m anivmg at 8 determination. In pursuit 
of this goal, the Department must often =additional, or even different 

lion than that originally 

nquested from the parties to the 
mvestigation. Section 353.31(b)(3) of the 
Department's regulations permits a 
recipient of such a iaquest for 
information to, m tum •. nquest a 
deadline extension. Villares availed 
themselves of this option when, on 
August 25, 1992, they requested a 
deadline extension nlated to their 
response to Section A of the 
Department's questionnain. On 
September 3, 1992, Villares submitted 
thi8191pODse without requesting a 
further Cieadlme extension as they did 
in the case of their Sections B and C 
questionnain response. Villares was 
notified OD November 13, 1992, m 

· regard to the Department's PIM 
requiremenL This notification was over 
thl'ee weeks befol8 Villal8s submitted ifs 
next product concordance and no 
deadline extension wu :requested 
nlated to the submission. M0180ver, if 
Villares believed that either DIFMER 
instructions or the Department's 
nplacement cost metliodology 
instructions were unclear, it is Villues 
who must notify the Department and 
:request further clarification. 

Comment JO: Villares alleges that the 
SBQ petition should be 18SCU1ded 
because the dumping allegations for hot· 
rolled SBQ bar U set forth did Dot 
adh818 to the Commerce Department's 
methodology for hyper-iDflrltionary 
economies. Villar8s states thet at the 
time the petition WU &led, 11it WU 
common bowleclge that Brazil's 
economy was experiencing hyper
inflation, as defiDed by the 
DepartmenL" Villares ugues.that 
despite the Department's general 
practice of combining home market 
lales withlll a nm~y period, "in 
antidu;nJ:1' mVestigations mvolving 
hyper- tionary economies the 
Department only compare home market 
sales and U.S. sales withlll the same 
month." 

The petitioners note that the petition 
contains "numerous allegations of 
contemporaneous comparisons showing 
LTFV sales" and that Villares fails to 
provide support for the proposition that 
a few allegations 818 insufficient for 
initiating an antidumping duty 
investigation. 

The Department's Position: The 
petition satisfies the Department's 
initiation standards nlating to a hyper
~flationary economy. 

Section 353.13 of the Department's 
regulations states that a sufficient 
petition must be hued on "mformation 
reasonably available to petitioner 
suppgrting the allegations," In addition 
to the sales on which the initiation wu 
based, the petition also alleged other 
1818 recent, but more dearly 
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limultanaoua ..-(..e. •4..,Petitkmea' 
June 18, 1892 emendmml to tbs . 
petition. lattar.Atbchment 1. P918· 18 .. 
the fint allepticm, FiDl.W.IDUDd, 
uudarG.25% c:ubcm Grrs 7Z14t00030) 
ancl fiat 2 allepticms far Fin•ebect. 
round. o.zs~ to 0.8% cerbcm (HIS 
7214500030)). Here. July 1981 home 
market 18lea uec:mapUecl ID odm ~ 
1991 U.S. .U... andAuguat 1111 home 
muUt .i. ue.c:ampuM. toAupat 
1991 u.s..i.. The final mugiD far 
fiDisbed ban 8Dd roda l&bi-1 GD .U. 
OCIClll'rillg in thtt- manth. 

C..tiauathm ors.., m '••,,, 
Lifluidatim 

Jn accmdanc:e widuec:dma 733. of tlae 
Act. we ma dincti"I tba Cutopw 
SenDto cautinue to llllP8llCl 
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CALENDAR OF PUBUC HEARING 

Those listed below appeared as witnesses at the United States International Trade 
Commission's hearing: · ·· · ,,, · 

Subject: CERTAIN SPECIAL QUAUTY CARBON AND ALLOY 
HOT-ROLLED STBBL BARS ;:AND SBMIFINISHBD 
PRODUCTS FROM BRAZIL 

Inv. No.: 731-TA-572 (Final) ~ . '. 

Date and Time: June 2, 1993 ·• 9:3j}:a.lli. . ' 

Sessions were held in connection with the investigation in the Main Hearing Room 
101 of the United States International Trade Commission, SCXJ:'E·St., S.W., Washington; 
D.C. . . 

OPENING REMARKS 

Petitioner 

Respondent 

In support of Imposition of 
Antidumping Duties: 

Stewart & Stewart 
Washington, D.C. 
On behalf of 

Republic Engineered Steel~, -Incorporated 

Russell W. Maier, President 
and Chief Executive Officer 

Harold V. Kelly, Vice President 
and General Counsel 

F.d Hyde, General Manager, Sales 

John Sears, Controller 

Barry M. Glasgal, General Manager, 
Technical Development 

The Timken Company 

Charles H. West, President 
and Executive Vice President of Steel 

Larry R. Brown, Vice President 
and General Counsel 

' . ' \ i ~· 
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In support of Imposition of . · .·. . 
Antidumpin1 Duties:-cc:mtmued 

Scott A~ Scherff~ nh-ector, i..ePt Services 
and Assistant Secretary 

Paul J.; Gu~oyle,·~,.i )danager, ·Sales-Steel. 

Michael K. Haidet, ~r, 
Market Research and trade Relations 

,, 

James D. Holderbaum, Director, Order Management 
and Business Economics 

' ; I 

George T. ~ew$, Geneml Manager, 
Metallurgical Quality Assurance-Steel 

Eugene L. Stewart) 
James R. Cannon, Jr. )--OF COUNSBL 
Geert De Prt:st) 
Margaret L.JJ. Png) 

In Opposition to the Imposition of 
Antidumpin1 Duties: 

Jeffrey w. Carr, &q. 
Washington, D.C. 
On behalf of 

Co-Steel Raritan 

Ed M. Calanog, P 

Robert L. Randall, Manager, Product Metallurgy 

Jeffrey W. Carr)-OF COUNSEL 

Baker and McKenzie 
Washington, D.C. 
On behalf of 

Aco Minas Gerais S.A. 

Edward Baker, Sales Manager, 
Ferrostaal Metals Corporation 

B. Thomas Peele ID)-OF COUNSBL 

. , ., 

,. 



In Opposition to the Imposition of 
Antidumping Duties:--continued 

Willkie Farr & Gallagher 
Washington, D.C. 
On behalf of 

Acos Villares S.A. 
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Companhia Acos Especiais Itabira (ACESITA) 

Mannesmann, S.A. 

Glen Sulpizio, Principal Buyer, 
Eaton Corporation 

Len Luscomb, Buyer, 
Norris Cylinder Company 

J3d Baker, Vice President, 
Ferrostaal Metals Corporation 

Tom Ernst, President, 
Villares Corporation of America 

Nathan Associates. Economic Consultants 
John Reily, Vice President 
Lance Graef, Vice President 

William H. Barringer) 
Daniel L. Porter).,-OF COUNSEL 
Robert H. J3dwards, Jr.) 
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GLOSSARY AND STEELMAKING ~NOLOGY 

Capped steels. - -Capped· stee·ls 'are somewhat similar to rimmed steels, except 
that the rimming action is stopped at a specified point 'during the 
solidification process.' A capped steel ingot has the low-carbon rim typical 
of a rimmed steel ingot, but the uniformity of composition.and mechanical 
properties in the center that might be expected from a~killed steel.ingot. 
This combination of properties makes capped ·steels particularly well suited 
for applications involving cold forming or cold hea~ing. 

Carbon steel.--Carbon ste~l means all nonalloy steel which is usefully 
malleable and contains 2 percent. or less carbon. In ad4iti.on, any steel 
classified as other alloy steel solely because it.contains 0.4 percent or more 
by weight of lead and/or 0.1 percent or more by weight of bismu'.th, is 
classified as heing of carbon ·steel for purposes ·'of this investigation. 

Certain alloy··steel.-•Alloy steel other than stainless s'teel, high-speed 
steel, silic·o-manganese steel, or tool steel. 

Cold heading.--Cold heading or cold forming is a forging process in which 
force, developed by blows o:f a mechanical hammer or heading tool, is used to 
displace or upset a portion of a blank to. forni a section 'of different contour 
or configuratfon. · Although this ·process has the advantage of being able to 
process pieces more quickly than machining,· increasing work vplume and 
reducing processing costs, it is unable to duplicate the precision and fine 
tolerances produced by machining. 

Creep.--Slow deformation of steel under continued stress. 

Fatigue. - -Failure under repeated s_tress. 

Killed steels. - -Killed steels ar'e produced by adding' deoxidizirig elements such 
as silicon and alumin'um :to the ladle 'before·pouring. Chemical composition and 
mechanical prope·rties of killed· steels ·are rela'tively -uniform throughout the 
ingot. Alloy and carbon steels·containing more than about 0.25 p~rcent carbon 
are almost always fully killed.'' . 

Machinability.--Machinability is that combination bf .properties in a material 
that affects its response to removal by a cutting tool. The machining of a 
steel may be enhanced by additives, such as lead, bismuth, selenium, 
tellurium, sulphur·, phosphorus, or calcium, to the steel at its _liquid phase. 
Or, for certain types of steel, machinabi~ity may be enhanced by ann:ealing. 1 

Machinability depends upon the dynamic reactions which occur in the 
workpiece material (including its chemical and metallurgical compositions), 
the machine ·tool, the tool's geometry, the lubricant employed,· and operating 
conditions. Among other items, tool life, the rate of metal·removal, surface 
finish, ease of chip removal, and the reduction of cutting forces are 
important criteria for evaluating a steel's machinab~lity. 2 

1 See,· United States Steel, The Making, ShaJ?ing, artd T:reating o:I Steel, pp. 
1465-1488. 

2 Debanshu Bhattacharya, "Machiriability of Steel," Journal of Metals, Mar. 
1987, p. 32. 
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Additions of lead, in combination with selen_ium or tellurium, or bismuth 
significantly improve machinability, and these grades are most often used when 
the part that is to be made requires the removal of relatively large amounts 
of metal (greater than 30 percent, for example, according to one estimate).3 
They are most often specified when the_ machine to be utilized is an automatic 
screw machine, lathe, .or drill press. 4 As indicated earlier, there are other 
types of additions, most of which are made at the ladle, ineiuding calcium, 
phosphorus, and sulphur, which also affect the machinability of the steel; 
Calcium is used to minimize the detrimental effect of alumina inclusions on 
some carbide tools; it assists castability and is often used in applications 
calling for casting parts to near net shape. 

Merchant bar guality. 5--This group is designated with the prefix M before the 
1000 series (for example, M1010, a merchant low-carbon bar of the 
nonresulphurized series for forging). Steels in this group are known as 
merchant steels; the bar and rod category includes concrete reinforcing bar. 
They are used for structural and similar applications involving moderate cold 
bending, moderate hot forming, punching, and welding as used in the production 
of noncritical parts. They are characterized by wider physica~ and chemical 
tolerances and are produced to grade only. Merchant quality is produced ~o 
0.50 percent maximum carbon, 0.60 percent maximum manganese, nonresulphurized, 
nonleaded, 0.04·percent maximum phosphorus, and 0.05 percent maximum sulfur 
content, i.e., standard chemical ranges and limits, used for special carbon 
grades, do not apply. Merchant quality bars are not produced to any specified 
silicon content, grain size, or other requirement that would influence the 
type of steel, and they may contain pronounced chemical segregation; internal 
porosity, surface seams, and other surface irregularities may also be present. 

Rimmed steels.--Rimmed steels are cast into ingots without deoxidation by 
silicon or aluminum, i.e., they are not killed. As solidification proceeds, 
oxygen and carbon dissolved in the molten metal continue to combine, producing 
a characteristic effervesce~t action·in the ingot during solidification. 
Chemical ·composition and mechanical properties vary widely throughout rimmed 
steel.ingots, with the region near the surface being lower in carbon, sulfur 
and phosphorus than the average composition of the ingot. The low carbon skin 
generally provides a smoother surface than might be expected on a fully killed 
steel, although high-quality surfaces can routinely be obtained on killed 
steel products. Only low-carbon·steels are made as rimmed steels. 

Special bar quality. 6-- -This group includes bars and rods that are produced to 
customer order and are characterized by tighter surface and chemical 
tolerances than M-quality steels.. Applications include forging, heat 
treating, cold drawing, machining, and many structural uses. The primary 
melting may incorporate separate degassing or refining and may be followed by 
secondary melting (vacuum arc remelting or electroslag remelting); 
deoxification is performed. The steel is produced with internal soundness, 
i.e., relative freedom from segregation and porosity, grain size tolerances, 

3 Staff interview with *** 
4 Ibid. 
5 ASTM Designa.tion A 5 7 5-81, St·andard Specification for Steel Bars, Carbon, 

Merchant Quality, M-Grades. 
6 ASTM Designation A 576-81, Standard Specification for Steel Bars, Carbon, 

Hot-wrought, Special Quality. 
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and limits on the content of incidental chemical elements (e.g., copper, 
nickel, chromium, molybdenum, or others) are restrictive, i.e., not exceeding 
the limits shown on the customer's purchase order. A tight range for chemical 
composition is prescribed for carbon, manganese, phosphorus, and sulfur. 

Steel series.--Carbon, certain alloy, and alloy steels are categorized 
according to their chemical content. The primary elements that are specified 
are carbon, manganese, phosphorus, and sulphur for carbon steels (other 
elements ~uch as copper and silicon are specified in terms of maximum 
allowable levels); and, these elements plus nickel, chromium, and molybdenum 
for alloy steels. Carbon steel grades include the 1000, 1100, 1200, and 1500 
series (see further description below). Alloy steel grades include the 1300, 
4000, 4100, 4300, 4400, 4600, 4700, 4800, 5000, 5100, 5200, 6100, 8100, 8600, 
9200, and 9300 series. 

The primary series for carbon steels, including special bar quality, are 
shown in the following tabulation: 

Grade Comment 

1000 ............. Non-resulphurized carbon steels with a manganese 
content not exceeding 1.00 percent; used for forging 
axles, casings, shafting applications, and cold
heading applications (e.g., production of screws, 
nuts, and bolts). Termed a non-free cutting steel. 
Lead is added to enhance machinability such as in 
production of small fins and threads. 

1100 ............. Resulphurized carbon steels; used in forging 
applications where strength is needed (e.g., 
connecting rods and nuts); termed a free-cutting 
steel. 

1200 ............. Free-cutting resulphurized and rephosphorized carbon 
steels; not load-bearing; includes the bulk of lead 
and bismuth steels for use in such applications as 
valves and hydraulic fittings. 

1500 ............. Carbon steels with a manganese content exceeding 1.00 
percent; lead or bismuth seldom added. Calcium may be 
added to ameliorate effects of alumina inclusions on 
high-speed tool steels. 

Toughness.--A property that denotes an intermediate value between softness and 
brittleness. Tensile tests.show a tough material to have a fairly high 
tensile strength accompanied by moderate values of elongation and reduction of 
area. 
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Q~ESTIONNAIRE CO~RT~ ON HANUFACTUB.ING PROCESSES 

The Co:nmission's questionnaires·i:n this invest~gation requested comments 
regarding the differences and similarities in the manufacturing processes used 
in the production of certain semifinished and hot-rolled products. The 
following comments.were ~eceived: 

A) Special quality FREE-.MACHINING SEMIF'INISHED products vs. OTHER SPECIAL 
QUALITY S~IFINISHED products:' 

*** 

*** 

*** 

*** ,• 

*** 

Comments· 
. . -

"Manufacturing proce~ses and equipment are the same and 
require a subst~~tial· capital .investment for specialized 
pollution control ·equipment and worker protection equipment 
as mandated by the DER, EPA, and OSHA. 

Special testing procedu~es are needed to ensure proper 
quality. Atomic absorJ)tion test is necessary to ·check lead 
concentration of sam:ple cores in certain free-machining 
s~eel~. · 

Specialized equipment for free-machining st~els as a capital 
expense and ongoing operating expenses are generally not 
required for other special bar qual.ity. Yield is higher for 
special bar quality because of lower reject rate." 

"*** is unable to prod~c~ semifinished lead and free
machining. steel billets, because we lac~ necessary 
environmental controls for leaded steels and our caster . .. . . . . . -

cross-section is ~too small to :Produ~e acceptable free
machining steels. *** 

The term 'special quality' in the steel industry applies 
~xclusi~ely to bars. ***·" 

"No difference in manufacturing process, we use the. same 
machinery and people." 

"Same processei;., equipme~t, and labor." 

"The same nla.c~inery, equipment, and skills are required for 
the"manufacture of special quality semifinished free 
machining products vs. semifinished other special quality 
products. Free IJlB,chining products, however, do require more 
care in the selection o~ ~he cas~ing process; i.e., to 
maximize final product yields, free machining products 
require bottoin pour ingot c'asting. or bloom continuous 
cas.ting to optimize surface ,quality. The surface quality of 
other. speci~l quality semifinished products is similarly 
enhanced by bottom"po1:1r ingot casting or bloom continuous 
casting, but are also.better adaptabl~ to the top pour ingot 
casting process than are 'the free machining grades." 
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9 Free~lliarihining leaded steels _require lead· injection and 
speciai extensive testing. All free-~chinirtg steels also 
can have ·1ower yields and require special prad:ic!!S in 
rolling. · · 

There are fundamental differences in the prod~ction of free
machinirtg steels and other SBQ. 'Clean' steelmaking is. used 
to produce other SBQ, such as desulphurizing molten iron for 
non-free-machining steel at dedicated stations prior to 
charging into a furnace in order to minimi~e inclusions .... 
Free-machining steels not only bypass this process, but they 
are treated to mak~ more inclusions through. addition of 
sulfur·at.the capped argon bubbling station or ladle 
metallurgy station and/?r lead at the point of casting. 

In addition, with the-exception of some 1100 grades, *** 
cannot continuously cast.free-machining steels into billets 
on a commercial basis. A_few coinpanies have attempted to 
billet cast non-lead 1215," but have been UIµLbie to sustain 
their presence in the market because of poor-lll&chinability 
and continuous casting or rolling difficulties. In 
addition, produ~ers of continuously cast products change 
tundishes to produce free-machining steel. It is possibie 
to change between grades of non-free machining SBQ without 
changing tundishes. 

Both sulfur and lead additions to free-machining steel have 
a negative effect on the ~urface quality of the billets. As 
a result, extra conditioning is required. In addition, non
leaded free~machining steels are more difficult to roll than 
other SBQ. Leaded free-machining steels are the most 
difficult to roll." 

B) Special quality FREE-MACHINING HOT-ROLLED products vs. OTHER SPECIAL 
QUALITY HOT-ROLLED products: 

*** 

Comments 

"Special testing procedures are needed to ensure proper 
quality. Ato~ic absorption test chec~s lead concentration 
of sample cores in_certa~n free-~chin~ng _steels. 

Manufacturing is si~ilar to (A), e~dep~ capital costs and 
operating expe~es are required through the bar finishing 
mills. A pressurized pulpit, special lead gear, and 
_frequent check ups protect working/en~iro~ental safety. 

Free machining bars often split in rolling, causing them to 
catch in ~he rollers and creating'cobbles'that cause 
significant downtime in the rolling mill to remove faulty 
product art( increase yield loss. · ' 

Yield is higher for other special quality hot-rolled 
products than for free-machining products. Less cobbling ~ .; 
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and splitting, fewer surface defects. Less testing is 
necessary, reject rate is lower. 

Specialized equipment for.free-machining grades as a capital 
expense and ongoing operating expenses is not required for 
other special bar quality. Yield is higher .for special bar 
quality because. of lower reject rate." 

"Free machining requires special control of.air quality 
during the manufacturing process. 11 

"Certain grades of free machining products require 
additional practices, equipment and enviro.nmental 
considerations." 

Lead/bismuth .free~machining products.--"Pb/Bi steels have a 
distinct production process that begins in the melt shop. 
Normally steel is tapped from the ladle into a normal 
tundish. However, for Pb/Bi steels, ***· Unlike other 
additives, lead and bismuth are not added-~hen .the steel is 
tapped from the furnace or at the ladle metallurgy station, 
but***, a practice that requires· a dedicated lead injector. 

* * * * * * 
*** The temperatures at which we soak Pl>/Bi steels are 
higher than for basic steels. Thus, producing leaded steels 
both consumes more energy and causes greater damage to the 
furnace, resulting in increased energy and maintenance 
costs. 

First, we check the lead or bismuth billet carefully for 
surface defects, such as cracking, checking.(surface 
·melting), and tearing (pulling apart of the surface). If 
necessary, we grind the billet, under special environmental 
controls, on dedicated Pb/Bi grinding equipment with an 
abrasive steel wheel to remove the imperfections. We then 
reheat the billet to a specified temperature·and roll it 
into a finished bar product. We use *** to reduce the 
potential for the end of the· bar to split, which happens 
more frequently with Pb/Bi steels than with other SBQ. 
Special protection reduces, but does not eliminate the 
problem. Splitting causes a clog in the rolling mill that 
can cause fatalities, destroy equipment, and ruin the 

1 *** referred the Commission to its comments in Inv. Nos. 701-TA-314-317 
and 731-TA-552-555 (Final), Certain Hot-Rolled Lead and Bismuth Carbon Steel 
Products from Brazil, France, Germany, and the United Kingdom. In this 
investigation, producers were asked to comment on the following categories: 
lead and bismuth free-machining steels, non-lead and bismuth free-machining 
steels, and other special quality steels. ***'s reported comments reflect 
their responses under all three categories. Producers were not asked to 
comment on semifinished products in the earlier investigations. 
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product. Repairing the damage causes considerable down time 
and expense. 

After rolling, the finished bar is inspected yet again to 
make sure there are no imperfections. At this stage, the 
product is so thin that grinding will destroy it. 
Therefore, if we find flaws, we must scrap the product. 

This entire process is subject to heavy environmental 
regulation. Injection, casting, and rolling all require 
special ventilation equipment, such as ventilation hoods and 
pressurized work areas. Workers must wear respirators and 
follow special health maintenance procedures. We dispose of 
many of the dedicated lead production items as hazardous 
waste, including lead-dedicated tundish linings, control 
rods, refractory bricks, and dedicated grinding wheels. 

In addition, the EPA recently announced new, stronger 
regulations for lead exposure that will require additional 
protection, including new baghouses that cost $1 million 
each. ***·" 
Non-lead/bismuth free-machining products.--"Sulfur is added 
to these steels to enhance machinability. First, we sort 
the scrap and charge the furnace with high-sulfur scrap. We 
further increase sulfur levels by adding bulk sulfur when 
tapping the furnace. At the ladle metailurgy station the 
chemical content is analyzed. Sulfur wire is added to bring 
the sulfur levels up to required levels. 

* * * * * * 
Special quality carbon steel products of the llxx and 12xx 
series do notrequire a specialfaed tundish or dedicated 
injector, are much less sensitive to rolling temperature and 
speed, and· less prone to surface defects than lead and 
bismuth semifinished products, making them easier and 
cheaper to produce. ·Most llxx grades can also be produced 

· on a billet caster. ·The period and temperature of the soak 
and rolling speed for the billet are not as carefully 
controlled. FM steels of all grades cause more damage to 
rollers than do basic steels, which increases production 
costs. Because the defect rate is lower, llxx and 12xx base 
grades do not require the same degree of testing and defect 
removal as lead and bismuth steels." 

Other special guality.--"Steel bars of the lOxx series 
(other special quality hot-rolled products) are usually 
continuously cast directly into billets, rather than cast 
into.blooms ·and then rolled into billets. They do not 
require a special tundish or dedicated injector. We sort 
scrap to ensure use of low-sulfur material and follow 
special sulfur minimization practices. The ·defect rate is 
much lower than either leaded or llxx/12xx products, 
removing the need for exhaustive testing. 
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We ·use special equipment t'<> rem.ove naturally occurring 
sulfur from raw iron charged into the basic oxygen furnace. 
We also so;rt scrap for both eiectric .. and BOF processes to 
use only low-sulfur scrap to make. npn-FM steel. 

Bars of the lOxx series ·are alm.~st completely free from 
cracking, tearing, checking, and splitting during rolling 
because they are not as sensitive to temperature variability 
as free-machining grades. They are rolled at lower 
temperatures than FM steels and, therefore, cause less 
damage to the furnace and rollers. They require 
substantially less monitoring and testing than lead and 
bismuth products and other llxx and 12xx steels. They do 
not require the strict environmental controls applicable to 
lead products." 

See comments under (A). 

"Same processes, equipment, and labor." 

"The production process utilizes the same labor force for 
both types of products. However, free machining products 
require inputs not found in other special products including 
sulphur, phosphorous, lead and/or bismuth, and the overall 
chemistry must be controlled.much tighter for free machining 
products. These additional inputs are for the sole purpose 
of greatly enhancing machinability. The production 
equipment are also the same except that the free machining 
products, except resulphurized product, require elaborate 
environmental evacuation systems, collecting int.o very 
expensive containers and shipping to one of only a few 
(distant) approved disposal sites. Further, leaded products 
require special safety equipment be worn by all employees 
involved in the direct production and these employees must 
also be tested frequently for lead poisoning." 

"The same machinery, equipment, and skills are required for 
the manufacture of special quality free machining hot
rolled products vs. other special quality hot-rolled 
products. In order to maximize final product yields in the 
case of free machining steels, more care must be taken in 
the selection of the casting process since these steels 
generally exhibit more surface-related defects. For 
example, bottom pour ingotmaking and continuous casting are 
more suitable for the production of the free machining 
grades than would be top poured ingot casting. By contrast, 
the surface quality of other special quality hot-rolled 
products may be less affected by the top pour ingotmaking 
process. 

Industry recognizes the need to allow for the greater amount 
of surface defects present on the surfaces of hot rolled 
free machining products, carbon or alloy, versus other 
special quality carbon or alloy by specifying a greater 
minimum machining allowance per side in the case of 



resuiphurized steels (one form of free machining steel) than 
recommended for the nonresulphurized steels; (See AISI 
Ste~l Products Manual--alloy, carbon and high strength low 
alloy steels:--1977., Table 5-1)." 

*** . . . . . . See abmments under (A). 

' . ,. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE COMMENTS ON PHYSICAL/METALLURGICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS 

The Commission's questionnaires in this investigation requested comments 
regarding the differences and similarities in the physical/metallurgical 
characteristics of certain semifinished and hot~rolled products. The 
follow~~g comments were received: 

A) Special quality FREE-MACHINING SEMIFINISHED products vs. OTHER SPECIAL 
QUALITY SEMIFINISHED products: 

*** 

*** 

*** 

*** 

*** 

*** ... • ... 

*** 

Comments 

"Free machining semifinished has poorer surface quality than 
other special quality. Free machining semifini,shed used to 
re-roll into free machining bar/rod products. Other special 
quality semifinished,products are re-rolled into bar 
products or are used as stock for forging various items." 

"Free J!lachining steels require additional 'Qractices during 
melting, casting, and rolling. There can be additional 
equipment requirements.to guarantee castability and rolling 
success. Free machining steels are inherently dirty 
(internally) and act very differently when compared to other 
special quality steels. (Uses a~e) machining and cold 
finish applications vs. wide. application range from forgings 
to cold finish." 

"Free-machining grades contain elevated sulfur content and 
may have lead, bismuth or other additions not used in other 
special quality semifinished products. Uses: machining 
applications with little or no cold forming." 

"We use additions of sulfur, calcium, phosphorous only to 
aid machinability. Used for big driveline yokes." 

"No difference in physical characteristics. 1100/1200 
series steels have higher sulfur/phosphorus levels. 
1100/1200 steels are used for machined parts." 

"The physical characteristics of' special quality 
semifinished free machining products may be exactly the same 
as semifinished other special quality products; that is, 
both may be ordered in a variety of ·sizes and surface 
conditions, e.g., hot rolled, ground all over, machine 
scarfed, etc. Both semifinished products are used by other 
steel mills to be rerolled into steel bar or rod products." 

"Free-machining have much higher sulfur contents as well as 
lead or other machining additives such as bismuth. Both are 
used for re-rolling into bars or rods, but the end uses of 
the. bars or rods would be different. The leaded products 
would be used for extensively machined prc:>ducts." 

i.··. 
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B) Special quality FREE-MACHINING HOT-ROLLED ·products .·vs. OTHER SPECIAL 
QUALITY HOT-ROLLED products: 

*** 

*** 

*** 

***, 

Comments 

"Free.-machining steels are much more machinable than other 
steels. Chip formation and lubricity are better,· which 
allows higher speeds and feeds through machining equipment, 
less tool wear, and improved productivity. Free-machining 
steels are used by screw machine shops to produce high 
tolerance, highly machined parts. These steels are a highly 
engineered, specialized product. They have detrimental 
characteristics that make it bad for extruding, cold 
heading, or forging. 

Other special quality is not as ~chinable as free-machining 
steels. .. Chips are larger and tend to clog machinery, speed 
and feed rates are lower, productivity much lower and tool 
wear much higher. Overall quality of the finished part is 
normally lo~er than with free-machining steels. Other 
special quality is used when less machining is possible. 
Bars in the 1100 series may be subject to cold heading and 
occasionally forging." 

"Extra control of heating practices is required for free 
machining products." 

See comments under (A). 

Lead and bismuth products.--"Pb/Bi products are almost 
identical. Both contain lead or bismuth particles that 
typically adhere to sulfide inclusions in the steel, causing 
the sul"fide inclusions to remain round, the best shape for 
machining. At the microscopic level, they are prone to 
"microcracking," the formation of tiny cracks, when 
machined. 

Two physical characteristics cause this phenomenon. First, 
the interface between the lead or bismuth inclusions and the 
steel lattice is extremely weak, and so cracks easily. 
Second, lead and bismuth melt at a much lower temperature 
than steel. The friction heat generated in cutting will 
cause them to melt, further weakening the steel structure 
and making it easier to cut, a phenomenon known as liquid 
metal embrittlement. · 

1 *** referred the Commission to its comments in Inv. Nos. 701-TA-314-317 
and 731-TA-552-555 (Final), Certain Hot-Rolled Lead and Bismuth Carbon Steel 
Products from Brazil, France, Germany, and the United Kingdom. In this 
investigation, producers were asked to comment on the following categories: 
lead and bismuth free-machining steels, non-lead and bismuth free-machining 
steels, and other special quality steels. Their reported comments reflect 
their responses under all three categories. Producers were not asked to 
comment on semifinished products in these earlier investigations. 
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Lead and bismuth steels take les~ time and energy to cut 
because they fracture so much more easily than other steels. 
Moreover, they form smaller cracks, leaving smaller 
fragments behind. These small "chips" save energy because 
of easy disposal and .time because they will not clog the 
machinery. Moreover, the resulting part will have a very 
smooth finish because the fragments are so small. 

Lead and bismuth hot-rolled products are also subject to 
"soft metal lubrication." When the friction heat softens or 
melts the lead or bismuth particles, they act as a lubricant 
at the chip-tool interface, reducing friction and hence, 
energy consumption. 

The high machinability of lead and bismuth steels allows the 
screw machine shop to realize substantial cost savings. 
Moreover, the tight specifications for most parts made with 
the.se products mean that even a small deterioration in 
quality, either in reject rate or surface finish, can make 
the product unusable. Therefore, even a slightly lower 
machinability in a steel product can make a part 
uneconomical to produce. 

The qualities that make Pb/Bi steels machinable also hurt 
other properties. They are not as strong as non-Pb/Bi 
steels. Extensive heat treatment is impossible because it 
can cause Pb/Bi to have low-melting points, and thus, melt 
out of the steel and makes· the steel porous. The weakness 
prevents high stress applications like forging and cold 
heading. 

These physical characteristics make lead and bismuth hot
rolled products uniquely suited for machining. A producer 
using a lead or bismuth steel can make parts substantially 
more quickly, with a between surface finish, and lower 
reject rate than with any other steel. 

Quality is especially important with this product because is 
made into high precision parts. The part purchaser must be 
certain that the finished part will have a smooth finish and 
satisfy tight physical specifications. Reject rate is even 
more important. The producer must scrap any parts rejected 
in the shop, and so loses the entire investment. If the 
purchaser finds too many nonconforming parts, it may cancel 
an entire contract. 

The most common source of rejects is "part growth." Just as 
with any cutting edge, the blade of a machine tool wears the 
more it is used, a process accelerated in hard-to-cut 
materials. As the machine tool cutting surface wears, it 
cuts less sharply and less deeply. Thus, parts made later 
in the cutting blade's life are usually larger than parts 
produced earlier, a phenomenon known as "part growth." Lead 
and bismuth steels have slower part growth than any other 
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carbon steel. Therefore, they have fewer rejects and are 
more likely to meet customer specifications. 

Purchasers of machined parts are aware of these properties, 
and the vast majority of contracts forbid screw machine 
shops from using anything but lead or bismuth steel. *** 
sells its lead and bismuth steel bars almost exclusively to 
cold drawers, which further process the steei (usually by 
drawing) and then sell it to screw machine shops for 
machining into high precision parts." 

Non-lead/bismuth free-machining products.--"These steels 
require both more time and more energy to machine. First, 
they have a stronger molecular structure than those 
discussed above. The inclusions typically present in them 
have a stronger link to the steel lattice, artd so are less 
likely to fracture. Sulfide inclusions in these products 
will be flatter and longer (making the steel harder to 
machine) than in lead and bismuth products. Second, the 
absence of low-melting point elements means that other SBQ 
steels do not undergo liquid metal embrittlement. Finally, 
these products do not have the soft metal lubrication 
qualities of lead and bismuth steels. 

These qualities result in larger cracks, occurring less 
frequently. Therefore, machining will create much larger 
chips, leaving the part surface rough and pitted and 
increasing the likelihood of the machine tool clogging. 

These physical characteristics make other frea-machining 
products much less suitable for extensive machining than 
lead and bismuth steels. First, the energy.consumption 
increase and production rate decrease result in 
substantially higher production costs for machining these 
products. Second, other free-machining.bars' faster part 
growth increases the reject rate and tool costs, adding 
further to production costs and possibly exceeding the 
customer's reliability requirements. Third, the large chips 
characteristic of these steels make the finished part 
rougher, and, thus, less suited for high precision uses. 

There is a significant difference in niachinability between 
these products and lead and bismuth steels. The more 
complex the part, the more necessary lead and bismuth 
become. Some parts involve multiple cuts of different sizes 
and different locations. A flaw in any one makes the part 
useless. In order to ensure reliability, the large majority 
of customer specifications forbids using any product other 
than lead and bismuth steels where machinability is of 
paramount importance. Even in the few cases where customers 
allow a choice, the screw machine will almost always choose 
lead or bismuth steel because o( the much greater 
productivity such products allow them. Complex machined 
parts will seldom, if ever, be made with llxx or 12xx 
steels. 
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However, these products are-used when the purchaser wants 
enhanced machinability and strength, heat treatment, or 
forging (applications normally impossible with Pb/Bi 
steels)." 

Other special quality products.--"These products are the 
most difficult to machine of the three categories. Their 
structure is stronger than those cited above, and they 
contain a much smaller proportion of sulfide inclusions to 
aid in chip breakage. 

Other special quality products are generally used for parts 
where (1) ease of machining is not of primary concern or (2) 
the presence of the inclusions which aid machining would be 
detrimental to the service performance of the finished part. 
Some examples of this category include gears, shafts subject 
to high torque, etc." 

"Used for driveline yokes, hydraulic fittings, transmission 
shafts." See comments under (A). 

See comments under (A). 

"The physical characteristics of free machining products are 
the same as other products. They differ in chemistry only, 
with free machining additives- such as sulphur, lead, 
selenium, and bismuth present in free machining grades. 
Free machining products are used in machining operations 
where rapid removal of stock is desired." 

"The physical and metallurgical characteristic of special 
quality free machining hot rolled products may be exactly 
the same as other special quality hot rolled products; that 
is, both may be ordered in a variety of sizes and surface 
conditions, e.g., hot rolled, cold drawn, turned and 
polished, etc . 

... Both hot rolled products may undergo forging, machining, 
cold finishing, or heat treating for end use in automotive 
gear train, engine or suspension parts, oil country goods, 
off-highway equipment where the superior properties of 
special quality engineered steels are required. Where high 
machining rates are required, free machining products may be 
favored over other special quality products since 
machinability enhancers such as sulfur combine with 
manganese in the steel to produce manganese sulfide 
inclusions which act as chip breakers during machining." 

"Free-machining steels have enhanced machinability because 
inclusions formed allow for greater machining. Free
machining steel is used to make highly machined parts. 
Other SBQ is used when machining is not a primary 
consideration." 
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APPENDIX F 

SUMMARY TABLES ON FREE-MACHINING PRODUCTS, 
OTHER SPECIAL QUALITY PRODUCTS, AND ALL SPECIAL 

QUALITY PRODUCTS, BY PRODUCTS 
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Table F-1 
Free-machining carbon and certain alloy steel semifinished products: Summary data 
concerning the U.S. market; 1990-92 -

(Quantity=short tons, va;J.ue=l,000 dollars, unit values, unit labor costs, and unit COGS 
are per short ton, period changes=percent, except where noted) 

Reported data Period changes 
Item 1990 - 1991 1992 1990-92 1990-91 1991-92 

U.S. consumption quantity: 
Amount .................... . 
Producers• share.!/ ....... . 
Importers• share: .!/ 

Brazil (subject) ........ . 
Other sources ........... . 

Total ................. . 
U.S. consumption value: 

Amount .................... . 
Producers• share.!/ ....... . 
Importers• share: .!/ 

Brazil (subject) ........ . 
Other sources ........... . 

Total ................. . 
U.S. importers• imports from--

Brazil (subject): 
U.S. shipments quantity .. 
U.S. shipments value .... . 
Unit value .............. . 
Ending inventory qty .... . 

Other sources: 
U.S. shipments quantity .. 
U.S. shipments value .... . 
Unit value .............. . 
Ending inventory qty .... . 

All sources: 
U.S. shipments quantity .. 
U.S. shipments value .... . 
Unit value ........... ~ .. . 

U.S. producers•--
Average capacity quantity .. 
Production quantity ....... . 
Capacity utilization.!/ ... . 
U.S. shipments: 

Quantity ................ . 
Value ................... . 
Unit value .............. . 

Export shipments: 
Quantity ................ . 
Exports/shipments.!/ .... . 
Value ................... . 
Unit value .............. . 

See footnotes at end of table. 

1, 030' 253._ 
93.4 

*** 
*** 
6.6 

351,548 
91.5 

*** 
*** 
8.5 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

68,276 
29,803 

$436.51 

1, 843, 811 
963, 715 

52.3 

961,977 
321,745 
$334.46 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

804,444 
93.1 

*** 
*** 
6.9 

273,629 
92.0 

*** 
*** 
8.0 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

55,533 
21,980 

$395.80 

1,811,879 
754,352 

41.6 

748,911 
251,649 
$336.02 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

1,076,512 
91.3· 

*** 
*** 
8.7 

_353' 555 
90.2 

*** 
*** 
9.8 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

93,526 
34,654 

$370.53 

1,877,244 
952,091 

50.7 

982,986 
318,901 
$324.42 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

+4.5 
-2.1 

*** 
*** 

+2.1 

+0.6 
-1. 3 

*** 
*** 

+1.3 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
***• 
*** 
*** 

+37.0 
+16.3 
-15.1 

+1.8 
-1. 2 
-1. 6 

+2.2 
-0.9 
-3.0 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

-21. 9 
-0.3 

*** 
*** 

+0.3 

-22.2 
+0.4 

*** 
*** 

-0.4 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

-18.7 
-26.2 
-9.3 

-1. 7 
-21. 7 
-10.6 

-22.1 
-21.8 
+0.5 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

+33.8 
-1.8 

*** 
*** 

+1.8 

+29.2 
-1.8 

*** 
*** +1.8 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** *** 
*** 
*** 

+68.4 
+57.7 

-6.4 

+3.6 
+26.2 
+9.1 

+31.3 
+26.7 

-3.5 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
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Table F-1--Continued 
Free-machining carbon and certain alloy steel semifinished products: Summary data 
concerning the U.S. market, 1990-92 

(Quantity=short tons, value-1,000 dollars, unit values, unit labor costs, and unit COGS 
are per short ton, period changes-percent, except where noted) 

Reported data Period changes 
Item 1990 1991 1992 1990-92 1990-91 1991-92 

U.S. producers•--Continued 
Ending inventory quantity .. 
Inventory/shipments.!/ .... . 
Production workers ........ . 
Hours worked (l,OOOs) ..... . 
Total comp. ($1,000) ...... . 
Hourly total compensation., 
Product.ivity (tons/hour) .. . 
Unit labor costs .......... . 
Net sales--

Quantity ............... ,. 
Value ................... . 

Cost of goods sold (COGS) .. 
Gross profit (loss) ....... . 
SG&A expenses ............. . 
Operating income (loss) ... . 
Capital expenditures ...... . 
Unit COGS ................. . 
COGS/sales .!/ ............. . 
Op.income (loss)/sales .!/ .. 

*** 
*** 
876 

1,619 
38,964 
$24.07 
0.488 

$49.30 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
743 

1,294 
35,475 
$27.41 
0.472 

$58.09 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 892 

1,671 
42,889 
$25.67 
0.466 

$55.06 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** *** 
*** 
*** *** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

+1.8 
+3.2 

+10.1 
+6.6 
-4.5 

+11. 7 

*** *** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

***. 
*** 

-15.2 
-20.1 
-9.0 

+13.9 
-3.3 

+17.8 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** *** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

11 •Reported data• are in percent and •period changes• are in percentage-point. 
'lJ Not applicable. 

*** 
*** +20.1 

+29.1 
+20.9 

-6.4 
-1.2 
-5.2 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

Note.--Period changes are derived from the unrounded data. Period changes involving 
negative period data are positive if the amount of the negativity decreases and negative 
if the amount of the negativity increases. Because of rounding, figures may not add to 
the totals shown. Ratios are calculated using data of firms supplying both numerator 
and denominator information. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 
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Table F-2 
Other special quality carbon and certain alloy steel semifinished products: Summary 
data concerning the U.S. market, 1990-92 

(Quantity-short tons, value-1,000 dollars, unit values, unit labor costs, and unit COGS 
are per short ton, period changes-percent, except where noted) 

Reported data· · Period changes 
Item 1990 1991 1992 1990-92 1990-91 1991-92 

U.S. consumption quantity: 
Amount ..................... 6,232,447 5,956,101 6,205,943 -0.4 -4.4 +4.2 
Producers' share y ... ." .... 94.4 91. 9 92.9 -1.5 -2.5 +1.1 
Importers• share: y 

Brazil ................... *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Other sources ............ *** *** *** *** *** *** 

Total .................. 5.6 8.1 7.1 +1.5 +2.5 -1.1 
U.S. consumption value: 

Amount ..................... 2,226,075 2,121,998 1,982,300 -11.0 -4.7 -6.6 
Producers• share 1:/ ........ 95.0 93.5 93.5 -1.5 . -1.5 y 
Importers• share: y 

Brazil ................... *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Other sources ............ *** *** *** *** *** *** 

Total .................. 5.0 6.5 6.5 +1.5 +1.5 11 
U.S. importers• imports from--

Brazil: 
U.S. shipments quantity .. *** *** *** *** *** *** 
U.S. shipments value ..... *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Unit value ...... : ........ *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Ending inventory qty ..... *** *** *** *** *** *** 

Other sources: 
U.S. shipments quantity .. *** *** *** *** *** *** 
U.S. shipments value ..... *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Unit value ............... *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Ending inventory qty ..... *** *** *** *** *** *** 

All sources: 
U.S. shipments quantity .. 349,148 483,952 438,284 +25.5 +38.6 -9.4 
U.S. shipments value ..... 110,843 137' 621· 128,620 +16.0 +24.2 -6.5 
Unit value ................ $317.47 $284.37 $293.46 -7.6 -10.4 +3.2 

U.S. producers•--
Average capacity quantity .. 7,510,209 7,719,261 7,813,153 +4.0 +2.8 +1.2 
Production quantity ........ 5,911,856 5,451,651 5,691,666 -3.7 -7.8 +4.4 
Capacity utilization y .... 78.2 70.0 72.1 -6.1 -8.2 +2.1 
U.S. shipments: 

Quantity ............. · .... 5,883,299 5,472,149 5,767,659 -2.0 -7.0 +5.4 
Value .................... 2,115,232 1,984,377 1,853,680 -12.4 -6.2 -6.6 
Unit value ............... $359.53 $362.63 $321.39 -10.6 +0.9 -11.4 

Export shipments: 
Quantity ................. *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Exports/shipments y ..... *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Value .................... *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Unit value ............... *** *** *** *** *** *** 

See footnotes at: end of t:able. 
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Table F-2--Continued 
Other special quality carbon and certain alloy steel semifinished products: Summary 
data concerning the U.S. market, 1990-92 

{Quantity-short tons,·value-1,000dollars, unit values, unit labor costs, and unit COGS 
are per short ton. period changes-percent, except where noted) 

Reported data Period changes 
Item 1990 . 1991 1992 1990'"92 1990-91 1991-92 

U.S. producers•--Continued 
Ending inventory quantity .. *** *** *** *** *** 
Inventory/shipments 1J ..... *** *** *** *** *** 
Production workers ......... 3, 721 3,397 3,328 -10.6 -8.7 
Hours worked (1, OOOs) ...... 7,816 6,903 6,732 -13.9 -11. 7 
Total comp. ($1,000) ....... 177,106 175,841 184,840 +4.4 -0.7 
Hourly total compensation .. $22.66 $25.47 $27.46 +21.2 +12.4 
Productivity (tons/hour) ... 0.503 0.496 0.518 +2.9 -1.3 
Unit labor costs ........... $45.04 . $51.31 $53.03 +17.7 +13.9 
Net sales--

Quantity ................. *** *** *** *** *** 
Value .................... *** *** *** *** *** 

Cost of goods sold (COGS) ... *** *** *** *** *** 
Gross profit (loss) ........ *** *** *** *** *** 
SG&A expenses .............. *** *** *** *** *** 
Operating income (loss) .... *** *** *** *** *** 
Capital expenditures ....... *** *** *** *** *** Unit COGS .................. *** *** *** *** *** COGS/sales!/ .............. *** *** *** *** *** Op.income (loss)/sales 1J .. *** *** *** *** *** 

1J •Reported data• are in percent and •period changes• are in percentage-point. 
'lJ A decrease of less than 0.05 percentage points. 
l/ An increase of less than 0.05 percentage points. 
!±/ Not applicable. 

*** 
*** -2.0 

-2.5 
+5.1 
+7.8 
+4.3 
+3.4 

*** 
*** 
*** *** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

Note.--Period changes are derived from the unrounded data. Period changes involving 
negative period data are positive if the amount of the negativity decreases and negative 
if the amount of the negativity increases. Because of rounding, figures may not add to 
the totals shown. Ratios are calculated using data of firms supplying both numerator 
and denominator information. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 
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Table F-3 
All special quality carbon and certain alloy steel semifinished products: Summary data 
concerning the U.S. market, 1990-92 

(Quantity-short tons, value-1,000 dollars, unit values, unit labor costs, and unit COGS 
·are per short ton. period changes-percent, except where noted) 

Reported data Period changes 
Item 1990 1991 1992 1990-92 1990-91 1991-92 

U.S. consumption quantity: 
Amount ..................... 7,262,700 6,760,545 7,282,455 +0.3 -6.9 +7.7 
Producers• share !/ ........ 94.3 92.0 92.7 -1.6 -2.2 +0.7 
Importers• share: !/ 

Brazil (subject) ......... *** *** *** *** *** *** Other sources ............ *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Total .................. 5.7 8.0 7.3 +1.6 +2.2 -0.7 

U.S. consumption value: 
Amount ..................... 2,577,623 2,395,627 2,335,855 -9.4 -7.l -2.5 
Producers• share!/ ........ ·. 94.5 93.3 93.0 -1.5 -1.2 -0.3 
Importers• share: !/ 

Brazil (subject) ......... *** *** *** - *** *** *** Other sources ............ *** *** *** *** *** *** Total .................. 5.5 6. 7 7.0 +1.5 +1.2 +0.3 
U.S. importers• imports from--

Brazil (subject): 
U.S. shipments quantity .. *** *** *** *** *** *** U.S. shipments value ..... *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Unit value ............... *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Ending inventory qty ..... *** *** *** *** *** *** 

Other sources: 
U.S. shipments quantity .. *** *** *** *** *** *** 
U.S. shipments val~e ..... *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Unit value ............. ;. *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Ending inventory qty ..... *** *** *** *** *** *** All sources: 
U.S. shipments quantity .. 417,424 539,485 531,810 +27.4 +29.2 -1.4 
U.S. shipments value ..... 140,646 159,601 163,274 +16.1 +13.5 +2.3 
Unit value .. · ............. $336.94 $295.84 $307.02 -8.9 -12.2 +3.8 

U.S. producers•--
Average capacity quantity .. 9,354,020 9,531,140 9,690,397 +3.6 +1.9 +l. 7 
Production quantity ........ 6,875,571 6,206,003 6,643,757 -3.4 -9.7 +7.1 
Capacity utilization!/ .... 73.l 64.6 67.9 -5.l -8.5 +3.4 
U.S. shipments: 

Quantity .................. 6,845,276 6,221,060 6,750,645 -1.4 -9.l +8.5 
Value .................... 2,436,977 2,236,026 2,172,581 -10.8 -8.2 -2.8 
Unit value ............... $356.01 $359.43 $321. 83 -9.6 +1.0 -10.5 

Export shipments: 
Quantity ................. *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Exports/shipments!/ .. : .. *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Value .................... *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Unit value ............... *** *** *** *** *** *** 

See footnotes at end of table. 
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Table F-3--Continued 
All special quality carbon and certain alloy steel semifinished products: SUmlDary data 
concerning the U.S. market, 1990-92 

(Quantity=short tons, value-1,000 dollars, unit values, unit labor costs, and unit COGS 
are per short ton, period changes-percent. except where noted) 

Reported data · Period changes 
Item 1990 1991 · 1992 1990-92 1990-91 1991-92 

U.S. producers•--Continued 
Ending inventory quantity .. 
Inventory/shipments!/ .... . 
Production workers ........ . 
Hours worked (l,OOOs) ..... . 
Total comp. ($1,000) ...... . 
Hourly total compensation .. 
Productivity (tons/hour) .. . 
Unit labor costs .......... . 
Net sales--

Quantity ................ . 
Value ................... . 

Cost of goods sold (COGS) .. 
Gross profit (loss) ....... . 
SG&A expenses ............. . 
Operating income (loss) ... . 
Capital expenditures ...... . 
Unit COGS ................. . 
COGS/sales!/ ............. . 
Op.income (loss)/sales !/ .. 

22,365 

*** 4,597 
9,435 

216,070 
$22.90 
0.501 

$45.75 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

182,851 

*** 4,140 
8,197 

211,316 
$25.78 
0.493 

$52.33 

*** *** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** *** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

73,575 

*** 4,220 
8,403 

227,729 
.$27 .10 

0.508 
$53.40 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

-66.9 
*** 

-8.2 
-10.9 
+5.4 

+18.3 
+1.4 

+16.7 

·*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** *** 
*** 
*** 

-17.8 
*** 

-9.9 
-13.1 
-2.2 

+12.6 
-1.6 

+14.4 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** 
*** 

!/ •Reported data• are in percent and •period changes• are in percentage-point. 
'lJ Not applicable. 
l/ A decrease of 1,000 perc~nt or more. 

-59.8 
*** 

+1.9 
+2.5 
+7.8 
+5.1 
+3~0 

+2.0 

*** 
*** 
*** *** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

Note.--Period changes are derived from the unrounded data. Period changes involving 
·negative period data are positive if the amount of the negativity decreases and negative 
if the amount of the negativity increases. Because of rounding, figures. may not add to 
the totals shown. Ratios are calculated using data of firms supplying both numerator and 
denominator information. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 
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Table F-4 
Free-machining carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled bars: Summary data concerning 
the U.S. market, 1990-92 

(Quantity=short tons, value-1,000 dollars, unit values, unit labor costs, and unit COGS 
are per short ton, period changes-percent, except where noted) 

Reported data Period changes 
Item 1990 1991 1992 1990-92 1990-91 1991-92 

U.S. consumption quantity: 
Amount .................... . 
Producers• share 1J ....... . 
lmporters• share: .!/ 

Brazil (subject) ........ . 
Brazil, France, Germany, 

and U.K. (L&B only) ... . 
Other sources ........... . 

Total ................. . 
U.S. consumption value: 

Amount .................... . 
Producers• share 1J ....... . 
Importers• share: .!/ 

Brazil (subject) ........ . 
Brazil, France, Germany, 

and U.K. (L&B only) ... . 
Other sources ........... . 

Total ................. . 
U.S. importers• imports from--

Brazil (subject): 
U.S. shipments quantity .. 
U.S. shipments value .... . 
Unit value .............. . 
Ending inventory qty .... . 

Brazil, France, Germany, 
and U.K. (L&B only): 

U.S. shipments quantity .. 
U.S. shipments value .... . 
Unit value .............. . 
Ending inventory qty .... . 

Other sources: 
U.S. shipments quantity .. 
U.S. shipments value .... . 
Unit value .............. . 
Ending inventory qty .... . 

All sources: 
U.S. shipments quantity .. 
U.S. shipments value .... . 
Unit value .............. . 

U.S. producers•--
Average capacity quantity .. 
Production quantity ....... . 
Capacity utilization .!J ... . 

See footnotes at end of table. 

910,501 
85.3 

*** 
*** *** 

14.7 

453,737 
86.2 

*** 

*** 
*** 

13.8 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

134,069 
62,747 

$468.02 

1,290,499 
782,992 

60.7 

741,903 
81.0 

*** 

*** 
*** 

19.0 

370,234 
81.8 

*** 
*** 
*** 

18.2 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** *** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

140,897 
67,489 

$479.00 

1,275,423 
606,143 

47.5 

907,674 
84.5 

*** 

*** 
*** 

15.5 

441,163 
84.8 

*** 
*** *** 

15.2 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** *** 
*** 

140,544 
66,898 

$475.99 

1,257,006 
794,750 

63.2 

-0.3 
-0.8 

*** 
*** 
*** +0.8 

-2.8 
--1. 3 

*** 
*** *** 

+1.3 

*** *** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** *** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

+4.8 
+6.6 
+1. 7 

-2.6 
+1.5 
+2.6 

-18.5 
-4.3 

*** 
*** 
*** +4.3 

-18.4 
-4.4 

*** 

*** *** 
+4.4 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** *** 
*** 
*** 
*** *** 
*** 
*** 

+5.1 
+7.6 
+2.3 

-1.2 
-22.6 
-13.1 

+22.3 
+3.5 

*** 

*** 
*** -3.5 

+19.2 
+3.1 

*** 
*** 
*** -3.1 

*** *** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

***' 
*** 
*** 
*** 

-0.3 
-0.9 
-0.6 

-1.4 
+31.1 
+15.7 
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Table F-4--Continued 
Free-machining carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled bars: Summary data concerning 
the U.S. market, 1990-92 

(QuantitY""short tons, value-1,000 dollars, unit values, unit labor costs, and unit COGS 
are per short ton, period changes-percent, except where noted) 

· Reported data Period changes 
Item 19.90 1991 1992 1990-92 1990-91 1991-92 

U.S. producers•--Continued 
U.S. shipments: 

Quantity .................. 776 ,432 601,006 767,130 -1.2 -22.6 
Value .................... 390,990 302,745 374,265 -4.3 -22.6 
Unit value .....•.......... $503.57 $503.73 $487.88 -3.1 21 

Export shipments: 
Quantity ................. ***· *** *** *** *** 
Exports/shipments l/ ..... *** *** *** *** *** 
Value .. · .................. *** *** *** *** *** 
Unit value ............... *** *** *** *** *** 

Ending inventory quantity .. 50,113 49,829 73,881 -+47 .4 -0.6 
Inventory/shipments l/ ..... *** *** *** -*** *** 
Production workers ......... 1,178 1,055 1,059 -10.1 -10.4 
Hours wo.rked · ( 1, OOOs) ...... 2,385 1,926 2,051 -14.0 -19.2 
Total comp. ($1, 000) ....... 57,676 48,322 55,681 -3.5 -16.2 
Hourly total compensation .. $24.18 $25.09 $27.15 +12.3 +3.7 
Productivity (tons/hour) ... 0.308 0.289 0.354 +15.0 -6.3 
Unit labor costs ........... $78.49 $86.90 $76.61 -2.4 +10.7 
Net sales--

Quantity ................. 633,051 488,111 608,674 -3.9 -22.9 
Value .................... 322,302 250,373 306,184 -5.0 -22.3 

Cost of goods sold (COGS) .. 324,144 252,088 311,357 -3.9 -22.2 
Gross profit (loss) ........ (1,842) (1,715). (5,173) -180.8 +6.9 
SG&A expenses .............. 22,540 20,518 20,018 -11.2 -9.0 
Operating income (loss) .... (24,382) (22,233) (25,191) -3.3 +8.8 
Capital expenditures ....... 31,375 18,765 15,142 -51. 7 -40.2 
Unit COGS .................. $512.03 $516.46 $511.53 -0.l +0.9 
COGS/sales l/ .............. 100.6 100.7 101. 7 +1.1 +0 .. 1 
Op.income (loss)/sales l/.• (7.6) (8.9) (8.2) -0.7 :.i.3 

11 •Reported data• are in percent and •period changes• are in percentage-point. 
2J An increase of less than 0.05 percentage points. 
l/ A decrease of less than 0.05 percentage points. 
!:±/ Not applicable. 
21 An increase of less than 0.05 percent. 

+27.6 
+23.6 

-3.1 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** +48.3 
*** 

+0.4 
+6.5 

+15.2 
+8.2 

+22.7 
-11.8 

+24.7 
+22.3 
+23.5 

-201. 6 
-2.4 

-13.3 
-19.3 
-1.0 
+l.O 
+0.7 

Note.--Period changes are derived from ·the unrounded data. Period changes involving 
negative period data are positive if the amount of the negativity decreases and negative 
if the amount of the negativity increases. Because of rounding, figures may not add to 
the totals shown. Ratios are calculated using data of firms supplying both numerator 
and denominator information. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 
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Table F-5 
Other special quality carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled bars: Summary data 
concerning the U.S. market, 1990-92 

(Quantity-short tons, value-1,000 dollars, unit values, unit labor costs, and unit COGS 
are per short ton, period changes-percent, except where noted) 

Reported data Period changes 
Item 1990 1991 1992 1990-92 1990-91 1991-92 

U.S. consumption quantity: 
Amount. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 380, 607 
Producers• share !/. . . . . . . . 96. 9 
Importers• share: !/ 

4,179,002 
95.6 

4,296,910 
95.8 

-1. 9 
-1.1 

-4.6 
-1. 3 

+2.8 
+o.2 

Brazil (subject)......... *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Other sources ............ ~~~-*-*-*~~~~*-*-*~~~~-*-*-*~~~-*~**__;,~~__;,*~**;.;.;...~~....;.;*~*~* 

Total.................. 3.1 4.4 4.2 +1.1 +1.3 -0.2 
U.S. consumption value: 

Amount .................... . 
Producers• share 1f ....... . 
Importers• share: !/ 

Brazil (subject) ........ . 
Other sources ........... . 

Total ................. . 
U.S. importers• imports from--

Brazil (subject): 
U.S. shipments quantity .. 
U.S. shipments value .... . 
Unit value .............. . 
Ending inventory qty .... . 

Other sources: 
U.S. shipments quantity .. 
U.S. shipments value .... . 
Unit value .............. . 
Ending inventory qty .... . 

All sources: 
U.S. shipments quantity .. 
U.S. shipments value .... . 
Unit value .............. . 

U.S. producers•--
Average capacity quantity .. 
Production quantity ....... . 
Capacity utilization!/ ... . 
U.S. shipments: 

Quantity ......... -....... . 
Value ................... . 
Unit value ............ , .. 

Export shipments: 
Quantity ................ . 
Exports/shipments!/ .... . 
Value ................... . 
Unit value .............. . 

See footnotes at end of table 

2,135,971 
96.9 

*** 
*** 3.1 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

135,879 
.65,236 
$480.10 

5,604,510 
4,288,564 

76.5 

4,244,728 
2,070,735 

$487.84 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

1,993,270 
95.8 

*** 
*** 
4.2 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

183,275 
84",657 

$461. 91 

1,986,570 
95.7 

*** 
*** 4.3 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

181,176 
84,540 

$466.75 

5,659,320 5,710,539 
3,982,174 4,178,510 

70.4 73.2 

3,995,727 
1,908,613 

$477.66 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

4,115,784 
1,902,030 

$462.13 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

-7.0 
-1.2 

*** 
*** +1.2 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** *** 
*** 

+33.3 
+29.6 

-2.8 

+1.9 
-2.6 
-3.3 

-3.0 
-8.l 
-5.3 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

-6.7 
-1.2 

*** 
*** 

+1.2 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** *** 
*** 

+34.9 
+29.8 

-3.8 

+1.0 
-7.l 
:-6.2 

-5.9 
-7.8 
-2.1 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

-0.3 
y 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** *** 
*** 

-1.2 
-0.l 
+1.0 

+0.9 
+4.9 
+2.8 

+3.0 
-0.3 
-3.3 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

.;: 
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Table F-5--Continued 
Other special quality carbon and certain alloy steel hot-·rolled bars: Summary data 
concerning the U.S. market, 1990-92 

(Quantity-short tons, value-1,000 dollars, unit values, unit labor costs, and unit COGS 
are p.er short ton, period changes-percent. except where noted) 

Reported data Period changes 
Item . 1990 1991 1992 1990-92 1990-91 1991-92 

U.S. producers•--Continued 
Ending inventory quantity .. 
Inventory/shipments 1/ .... . 
Production workers ........ . 
Hours worked (l,OOOs) ..... . 
Total comp. ($1,000) ...... . 
Hourly total compensation .. 
Productivity (tons/hour) .. . 
Unit labor costs .......... . 
Net sales--

Quantity ................ . 
Value ...................• 

Cost of goods sold (COGS) .. 
Gross profit (ioss) ....... . 
SG&A expenses ............. . 
Operating income (loss) ... . 
Capital expenditures ... : .. . 
Unit COGS ................. . 
COGS/sales!/ ..... : ....... . 
Op. income (loss)/sales 1/ .. 

299,775 

*** 4,060 
8,568 

197,008 
$22.99 
0.417 

$55.12 

3,078,131 
1,495,634 
1,320,773 

174,861 
79,371 
95,490 
63,575 

$429.08 
88.3 
6.4 

319,764 

*** 3,810 
7,739 

175,150 
$22.63 
0.421 

$53.78 

2,884,639 
1,383,658 
1,280,816 

102,842 
83,140 
19,702 
49,476 

$444.01 
92.6 
1.4 

338,955 

*** 3,652 
7,497 

173,194 
$23.10 
0.454 

$50.92 

2,919,762 
1,365,660 
1,228,695 

136,965 
77,226 
59,739 
37,555 

$420.82 
90.0 
4.4 

+13.1 

*** -10.0 
-12.5 
-12.1 
+o.5 
+8.8 
-7.6 

-5.l 
-8.7 
-7.0 

-21. 7 
-2.7 

-37.4 
-40.9 
-1. 9 
+1. 7 
-2.0 

+6.7 

*** -6.2 
-9.7 

-11.1 
-1.6 
+0.9 
-2.4 

-6.3 
-7.5 
-3.0 

-41.2 
+4.7 

-79.4 
-22.2 
+3.5 
+4.3 
-5.0 

1/ •Reported data• are in percent and •period changes• are in percentage-point. 
lJ A decrease of less than 0.05 percentage points. 
·11 An increase of less than 0.05 percentage points. 

+6.0 

*** 
-4.1 
-3.1 
-1.1 
+2.1 
+7.8 
-5.3 

+1.2 
-1.3 
-4.1 

+33.2 
-7.1 

+203.2 
-24.1 
-5.2 
-2.6 
+3.0 

Note.--Period changes are derived from the unrounded data. Because of rounding, figures 
may not add to the totals shown. Ratios are calculated using data of firms supplying 
both numerator and denominator information. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 
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Table F-6 
All special quality carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled bars: Summary data 
concerning the U.S. market, 1990-92 

(Quantity-short tons, value-1,000 dollars, unit values, unit labor costs, and unit COGS 
are per short ton. period changes-percent, except where noted) 

Reported data Period changes 
Item 1990 1991 1992 1990-92 1990-91 1991-92 

U.S. consumption quantity: 
Amount .................... . 
Producers• share l/ ....... . 
Importers• share: 11 

Brazil (subject) ........ . 
Brazil, France, Germany, 

and U.K. (L&B only) ... . 
Other sources ........... . 

Total ................. . 
U.S. consumption value: 

Amount .................... . 
Producers• share l/ ....... . 
Importers• share: 11 

Brazil (subject) ........ . 
Brazil, France, Germany, 

and U.K. (L&B only) ... . 
Other sources ........... . 

Total ................. . 
U.S. importers• imports from--

Brazil (subject): 
U.S. shipments quantity .. 
U.S. shipments value .... . 
Unit value .............. . 
Ending inventory qty ..... . 

Brazil, France, Germany, 
and U.K. (L&B only): 

U.S. shipments quantity .. 
U.S. shipments value .... . 
Unit value .............. . 
Ending inventory qty .... . 

Other sources: 
U.S. shipments quantity .. 
U.S. shipments value ..... 
Unit value ....•........... 
Ending inventory qty ..... 

All sources: 
U.S. shipments quantity .. 
U.S. shipments value .... . 
Unit value .............. . 

U.S. producers•--
Average capacity quantity .. 
Production quantity ....... . 
Capacity utilization l/ ... . 

See footnotes at end of table. 

5,291,108 
94.9 

*** 

*** 
*** 
5.1 

2,589,708 
95.1 

*** 

*** 
*** 
4.9 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

269,948 
127,983 
$474.10 

6,895,009 
5.,071,556 

73.6 

4,920,905 
93.4 

*** 
*** 
*** 
6.6 

2,363,504 
93.6 

*** 
*** 
*** 6.4 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

324,172 
152,146 
$469.34 

6,934,743 
4,588,317 

66.2 

5,204,584 
93.8 

*** 

*** 
*** 
6.2 

2,427,733 
93.8 

*** 

*** 
*** 
6.2 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

321,670 
151,438 
$470.79 

6,967,545 
4,973,260 

71.4 

-1.6 
-1.1 

*** 

*** 
*** 

+1.1 

~6.3 

-1-. 3 

*** 
*** 
*** 

+1.3 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

+19.2 
+18.3 

-0.7 

+1.1 
-1. 9 
-2.2 

-7.0 
-1. 5 

*** 

*** 
*** 

+1.5 

-8.7 
-1.5 

*** 
*** 
*** 

+1.5 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

+20.1 
+18.9 

-1.0 

+0.6 
-9.5 
-7.4 

+5.8 
+0.4 

*** 

*** 
*** 

-0.4 

+2.7 
+0.2 

*** 

*** 
*** 

-0.2 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

-0.8 
-0.5 
+0.3 

+0.5 
+8.4 
+5.2 
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Table F-6--Continued 
All special quality carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled bars: Summary data 
concerning.the U.S. market, 1990-92 

(Quantity=short tons, value ... 1,000 dollars, unit values, unit labor costs, and unit COGS 
are per short ton, period changes=percent, except where noted) 

Reported data Period changes 
Item 1990 1991 1992 1990-92 1990.,.91 1991-92 

U.S. producers•--Continued 
U.S. shipments: 

Quantity ................ . 
Value ................... . 
Unit value .............. . 

Export shipments: 
Quantity ................ . 
Exports/shipments!/ .... . 
Value ................... . 
Unit value .............. . 

Ending inventory quantity .. 
Inventory/shipments!/ .... . 
Production workers ........ . 
Hours worked (l,OOOs) ..... . 
Total comp. ($1,000) ...... . 
Hourly total compensation .. 
Productivity (tons/hour) .. . 
Unit labor costs .......... . 
Net sales--

Quantity ................ . 
Value ................... . 

Cost of goods sold (COGS) .. 
·Gross profit (loss) ....... . 

SG&A expenses ............. . 
Operating income (loss) ... . 
Capital expenditures ...... . 
Unit COGS ................. . 
COGS/sales!/ ...•.......... 
Op.income (loss)/sales !/ .. 

5,021,160 
2,461,725 

$490.27 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

349,888 
*** 

5,238 
10,953 

254,684 
$23.25 
0.393 

$59.10 

3,711,182 
1,817,936 
1,644,917 

173,019 
101,911 

71,108 
94,950 

$443.23 
90.5 
3.9 

4,596,733 
2,211,358 

$481.07 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 369,593 

*** 4,865 
9,665 

223,472 
$23.12 
0.394 

$58.61 

3,372,750 
1,634,031 
1,532,904 

101,127 
103,658 

(2,531) 
68,241 

$454.50 
93.8 
(0.2) 

4,882,914 
2,276,295 

$466.18 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 412,836 
*** 

4, 711 
9,548 

228,875 
$23.97 
0.432 

$55.44 

3,528,436 
1,671,844 
1,540,052 

131,792 
97,244 
34,548 
52,697 

$436.47 
92.1 
2.1 

-2 .·0 
-7.5 
-4.9 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

+18.0 
*** 

-10.1 
-12.8 
-10.1 
+3.1 
+9.9 
-6.2 

-4.9 
-8.0 
-6.4 

-23.8 
-4.6 

-51.4 
-44.5 
-1. 5 
+1.6 
-1.8 

-8.5 
-10.2 
-1. 9 

*** 
*** 
*** *** 

+5.6 
*** 

-7.1 
-11.8 
-12.3 
-0.6 
+0,.3 
-0.8 

-9.1 
-10.1 
-6.8 

-41.6 
+1. 7 

-103.6 
-28.1 
+2.5 
+3.3 
-4.1 

!/ •Reported data• are in percent and •period changes• are in percentage-point. 
Z/ An increase of less than 0.05 percentage points. 
lJ A decrease of less than 0.05 percentage points. 
!!/ An increase of 1,000 percent or more. 

+6.2 
+2.9 
-3.1 

*** *** 
*** 
*** 

+11.7 
*** 

-3.2 
-1.2 
+2.4 
+3. 7 
+9.6 
-5.4 

+4.6 
+2.3 
+0.5 

+30.3 
-6.2 

!!/ 
-22.8 
-4. (j 
-1. 7 
+2.2 

Note.--Period changes are derived from the unrounded data. Period changes involving 
negative period data are positive if the amount of the negativity decreases and negative 
if the amount of the negativity increases. Because of rounding, figures may not add to 
the totals shown. Ratios are calculated using data of firms supplying both numerator 
and denominator information. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 
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APPENDIX G 

QUANTIFIABLE CHARACTERISTICS OF SO-CAJ,J,ED CLASS 2 
AND CLASS 3 MII.'LS 





G-3 

Table G-1 
Various quantifiable characteristics of so-called Class 2 and Class 3 special 
quality mills, by firms 

* * * * * * * 
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APPENDIX H 

***FINANCIAL DATA 





H-3 

Table H-1 
Income-and-loss experience of *** on its operations producing free-machining 
carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled bars, fiscal years 1990-92 

* * * * * * * 

Table H-2 
Income-and-loss experience of *** on its operations producing other special 
quality carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled bars, fiscal years 1990-92 

* * * * * * * 
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APPENDIX I 

C01\1MENTS RECEIVED FROM U.S. PRODUCERS ON THE IMPACT OF 
IMPORTS OF SPECIAL QUALITY CARBON AND CERTAIN ALLOY STEEL 

HOT-ROI.I.'ED BARS AND SEMI.FINISHED PRODUCTS FROM BRAZIL 
ON THEIR GROWTH, INVESTMENT, ABil.JTY TO RAISE CAPITAL, 

AND EXISTING DEVEWPMENT AND PRODUCTION EFFORTS 





1-3 

COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM U.S. PRODUCERS ON.~ IMPACT OF IMPORTS OF SPECIAL 
QUALITY CARBON AND CERTAIN ALLOY STEEL HOT-ROLLED BARS AND SEMIFINISHED 

PRODUCTS FROM BRAZIL ON THEIR GROWTH, INVESTMENT, ABILITY TO RAISE CAPITAL, 
AND EXISTING DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION EFFORTS 

The Commission requested U~S. producers to describe any actual or 
anticipated negative effects of imports of special quality carbon and certain 
alloy steel hot-rolled bars and semifinished products from Brazil on existing 
development and production efforts, growth; investment, and ability to raise 
capital. Eight firms--***--indicated they suffered no negative effects. The 
responses of the five producers who supplied comments to the following 
questions are as follows: · 

1. Since January l, 1990, has your firm experienced any actual negative 
effects on its growth, investment, ability to raise capital, or existing 
development and production efforts, including efforts to develop a derivative 
or more advanced version of the product, as a result of imports of special 
quality carbon and certain alloy steel hot-rolled bars and semifinished 
products thereof from Brazil? 

Firm Product Description of actual negative impact 

* * * * * * * 

2. Does your firm anticipate any negative impact of imports of .special quality 
carbon and certain alloy steel bars and semifinished products thereof from 
Brazil? 

Firm Product Description of anticipated negative impact 

* * * * * * * 

3. Has the scale of capital investments undertaken been influenced by the 
presence of imports of special quality carbon and certain alloy steel bar and 
semifinished products thereof from Brazil? · 

Firm Explanation 

* * * * * * * 
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COMMISSION DECISION No 891/92/ECSC 

of 30 March 1992 

imposing a provisional anti-dumping duty on imports of certain semi-finished 
produces of alloy steel, originating in Turkey and Brazil 

THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNmES, 

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Coal and Steel Community, 

Having regard to Commission Decision No 2424/88/ 
ECSC of 29 July 1988 on protection against dumped or 
subsidized imports from countries not members of the 
European Coal and Steel Community (11 and in particular 
Article 11 thereof, 

After consultation within the Advisory Committee as 
provided for by the above Decision, 

Whereas: 

A. PROCEDURE 

(I) In February 1990 the Commission received a 
complaint lodged by the European Confederation 
of Iron and Steel Industries (Eurofer) en behalf of 
producers whose collective output constitutes the 
majority of Community production of the products 
in question. The complaint contained evidence of 
dumping and of material injury resulting there
from, which was considered sufficient to justify the 
initiation of a proceeding. The Commission 
accordingly announced, by a notice published in 
the Official Journal of the European Communi· 
ties(Z), the initiation of an anti-dumping procee
ding concerning imports into the Community of 
certain semi-finished products of special enginee
ring alloy steel, of rectangular (including square) 
cross-section, hot-rolled or obtained by continuous 
casting, falling within CN codes ex 7224 90 09 and 
ex 7224 90 15, originating in Turkey and Brazil and 
commenced an investigation. 

(2) The Commission officially so advised the exporters 
and importers known to be concerned, the repre
sentatives of the exporting countries and the 
complainants and gave the parties directly 
concerned the opportunity to make known their 
views in writing and to request a hearing. 

(3) All of the producers/exporters and some importers 
known to the Commission made their views known 

(') OJ No L 209, 2. 8. 1988, p. 18 and corrigendum in OJ No L 
273, S. 10. 1988, p. 19. 

(2) OJ No C 144, 14. 6. 1990, p. S. 

in writing. Several producers/exporters requested a 
hearing which was granted. 

(4) No submissions were made by or on behalf of 
Community purchasers or processors of the 
products concerned. 

(S) The Commission sought and verified all informa
tion it deemed to be necessary for the purpose of a 
preliminary determination and carried out investi
gations at the premises of the following compa
nies: 

EEC producers-: 

- Saarstahl AG, Volklingen, Germany, 

- Thyssen Edelstahlwerke AG, Krefeld, Germany, 

- Edelstahlwerke Buderus AG, Wetzlar, Germany, 

- Krupp Stahl AG, Bochum, Germany, 

- Kl&kner Stahl GmbH, Georgsmarienhiitte, 
Germany, 

- Ascometal, Paris La Defense, France, 

- ILVA SpA, Sesto S. Giovanni, Italy. 

Non-EEC producers/exporters: 

in Brazil: 

- Villares Indllstrias de Base SA (Vibasa1 Sio 
Paulo, 

- A~os Anhanguera SA, Sio Paulo, 

- Companhia A~os Especiais ltabira (Acesita), 
Belo Horizonte, 

- A~s Finos Piratini SA, Porto Alegre. 

in Turkey: 

- Asil <;elik, Istanbul. 

(6) The Commission requested and received detailed 
written submissions from the complainant 
Community producers and some importers and 
verified the information therein to the extent 
considered necessary. 

(7) The investigation of dumping covered the period 
from 1 April 1989 to 31 March 1990. 

(8) Due to the complexity of the proceeding, in parti
cular the difficulties met by the Commission in 
obtaining, from some of the i,nterested parties the 
relevant data, the investigation exceeded the 
normal period of one year laid down in Article 7 
(9) of Decision No 2424/88/ECSC. 
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B. PRODUCT UNDER CONSIDERATION, LIKE 
PRODUCT 

(9) The products concerned by the proceeding are 
semi-finished products of rectangular (including 
square) cross-section, hot-rolled or obtained by 
continuous casting. Semi-finished products of alloy 
steel, also known as alloy engineering steel billets, 
are those steels used to make engineering compo
nents. A large proportion of engineering steels are 
ultimately destined for the automobile and heavy 
vehicle industries as components for engines, gear 
boxes, transmission and steering parts. Other and 
applications are mining, energy, aerospace and 
mechanical engineering. Alloy steel is on the 
market in a multitude of alloys for different appli
cations, e.g. special engineering steels such as heat 
treatable steels, cast hardened steels, nitriding steels, 
steels for flame and induction hardening, roller 

. bearing steels, spring steels, steels for bolts and nuts 
etc. 

(10) Engineering steels are produced in forms of rectan
gular (including square) billets, bars and coils. Only 
rectangular billets are considered as semi-finished 
products in the sense of this proceeding. Alloy steel 
billets are to be distinguished from bars of alloy 
steel which consist basically of the same product 
but further processed. 

(11) During the course of the investigation it became 
apparent that the words 'special engineering' and 
nothing to the term 'alloy steel' and that there are 
no other products falling under 'tariff headings 
7224 90 09 and 7224 90 15. Therefore the product 
definition can be simplified in the interests of 
clarity to be : semi-finished products of alloy steel, 
of rectangular (including square) cross-section hot

. rolled or obtained by continuous casting, falling 
within CN codes 7224 90 09 and 7224 90 15. 

(12) The Commission found that the semi-finished 
products of alloy steel produced by the Community 
industry are like in all essential physical and tech
nical characteristics to those imported from Turkey 
and Brazil, which are also like to those sold for 
consumption on the Turkish and Brazilian markets. 

C. DUMPING 

I. Normal value 

(a) Turkt)· 

(13) The Turkish producer was found to sell significant 
quantities on a profitable basis on the domestic 

market. Therefore, domestic sales prices were 
chosen for the determinition of normal value. 

(1-4) The inflation rate in Turkey was over 70 % per 
annum during the investigation period. In order to 
eliminate the effects of inflation, normal value was 
determined for the shortest possible meaningful 
period, i.e. on a per month basis. 

(b) Brazil 

(15) In the case of all four Brazilian producers, normal 
values had to be constructed because substantial 
sales had been made at a loss or there were 
no representative sales of the like products 
exported to the Community on the domestic 
market. 

(16) Normal value was determined by adding a 
reasonable amount for selling, general and adminis
trative expenses and profit to the cost of produc
tion. As only one of the four Brazilian companies 
concemed showed an operating profit during the 
reference period, the profit margin retained for this 
company was also applied for all other companies. 

(17) The constructed value was calculated on the basis 
of average figures for cost and profit and was 
established on a monthly basis in order to take 
account of the effects of inflation. 

2. Export prices 

(18) The export prices for the Turkish and Brazilian 
producers for every export transaction to indepen
dent Community customers were determined on 
the basis of the prices actually paid or payable. 

(19) In the case of the Turkish producer six alloy steel 
grades accounted for approximately 70 % of the 
total Turkish export sales to the Community. The 
Commission decided, therefore, in agreement with 
the Turkish producer, to base the dumping calcula
tions on these six alloy steel grades. 

3. Comparison 

(20) Normal values and export prices of the Turkish 
and Brazilian producers were adjusted to net 
ex-works level in order to take account of 
differences in conditions and terms of sale and 
were compared on a transaction by transaction 
basis. 
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(21) Where the companies concerned could show perti· 
nent evidence, allowances for import charges and 
indirect taxes borne by materials physically incor
pc)rated in the like product and refunded on export 
were granted in accordance with Article 2 (10) (b) 
of Decision No 2424/88/ECSC. 

(22) A Brazilian producer claimed that, in accordance 
with Article 2 (lO)(c) (Ill) of Decision No 2424/ 
88/ECSC, its normal value should be reduced by 
the cost of credit granted for the sales under consi
deration on the domestic market because there 
were no comparable costs incurred on their export 
transactions to the Community. 

(23) The Commission rejected the claim because it 
considers that the payment terms agreed in the 
sales contracts are directly related to the sales under 
consideration and that the cost of the credit 
granted to the customers is normally accounted for 
in the sales price. Furthermore it was verified that 
the Brazilian producer had calculated the cost of 
the credit terms granted and increased the sales 
price to its clients accordingly. As the Commission, 
for the purpose of comparison, has not directly 
allocated these costs to the constructed normal 
value, it is of the opinion that with regard to credit 
cost, normal value and export price have been 
established on a perfectly comparable basis. 

4. Dumping margins 

(24) The dumping margins were calculated as being the 
total amount by which the normal values exceeded 
the prices for export to the Community. 

(25) The weighted average margins of dumping esta
blished and ezressed as a percentage of the total cif 
value of the imports were as follows: 

- Asil celik. Istanbul, Turkey 

- Villares ind6strias de Base SA 
(Vibasa), Slo Paulo, Brazil 

- A~os Anhanguera (Villares) SA, 

33,7% 

7,40/o 

Slo Paulo, Bruil 15,0 % 

- A;os Especiais ltabira (Acesita), 
Belo Horizonte, Brazil 37 :J % 

- A;os Finos Piratini SA, Porto Alegre, 
Bruil 1,7 %. 

D. INJURY 

1. Volume of dumped imports and market 
shares 

(a) Cumulation 

(26) The Commission is of the opinion that for the 
determination of the impact on the Community 
industry, the cumulative effect of all the imports 
has to be taken into consideration. In analyzing 
whether cumulation was appropriate, the Commis
sion considered the comparability of the imported 
products and took further into consideration the 
extent to which each imported product competed 
in the Community with the like product of the 
Community industry. In addition, it was taken into 
account that the behaviour on the Community 
market of all exporters Was similar and that their 
market position was as such not negligible. 

(27) Accordingly, the Commission concluded that 
regard should be paid to the effect of the dumped 
imports cumulated from all the countries and all 
exporters concerned. 

(b) Volume and marlut shares of dumped imports 

(28) The evidence available to the Commission shows 
that the combined imports into the Community 
from Turkey and Brazil in·::reased from 10 518 
tonnes in 1985 to 69 391 :onnes in 1989 and 
77 234 tonnes in the investigation period (April 
1989 to March 1990~ Over the same period 
Turkish imports went up from 3 880 tonnes to 
20 959 tonnes and Brazilian imports from 6 698 
tonnes to 56 215 tonnes. 

(29) The only Turkish producer known to the Commis
sion claimed that his direct shipments dispatched 
to the Community during the investigation period 
amounted to only 14152 tonnes as verified by the 
Commission and that this quantity ought to be 
retained for the determination of its import volume 
and market share, the official uade statistics 
(Eurostat) being unreliable. 

(30) The Commission considers that in this case the 
Eurostat Statistics reflect in a reliable manner the 
total quantities of the products in question origin•· 
ting in Turkey which have been imported into the 
Community. 

(31) Discrepancies with dispatch figures of the producer 
can stem from the time lag between the date of 
shipment in the country of origin and customs 
clearance in the Community as well as from redi
rection of expons towards the Community. The 
Commission therefore relied on the quantities 
recorded by Eurostat. 
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(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

The imports concentrated on the German, Italian 
and United Kingom markets, the German market 
being the most affected with 46 290 tonnes repre
senting 60 % of the total dumped imports. 

In terms of market shares based on total apparent 
Community consumption, the mar:ket penetration 
of the dumped imports increased from 1,2 % in 
1985 to 7,8 % in 1989 and 8,7 % during the inves
tigation period. On the German market alone, the 
impact of the dumped imports reached 13,7 %, an 
increase of 11,l percentage points within two years 
only. The individual market shares developed from 
0,5 % in 1985 to 2,4 % in the investigation period 
in the case of Turkey. The Brazilian market share 
rose from 0,8 % to 6,3 % over the same period. 

2. Price undercutting 

The Commission established price undercutting by 
comparing the exporter's prices of semi-finished 
products of alloy steel with the corresponding 
weighted average prices for the identical product 
sold by the Community producers on an ex-works 
basis. The comparison was carried out with prices 
cif Community border, customs cleared including 
port and handling charges and for every transaction 
made by the exporters during the investigation 
period. 

(35) The weighted average undercutting margins establi
shed, broken down by exporters, are : 

- Asil <;elik. Istanbul, Turkey 16% 

- Villares Indilstrias de Base SA 
(Vibasa), Sio Paulo, Brazil 22 % 

- A~ Anhanguera (Villares) SA, 
Sio Paulo, Brazil 26 % 

- ~ Especiais ltabira (Acesita~ 
Belo Horizonte, Brazil 15 % 

- A~ Finos Piratini SA, Porto Alegre, 
Brazil 9 %. 

3. Situation of the Community industry 

(a) Sales and market shat't!s 

(36) From a cyclical downturn which bottomed out in 
1987, consumption in the Community picked up 
rapidly in 1988 and reached its peak in 1989 with 
the increase of 16 % compared to the trough in 
1987. While in the beginning of the recovery, the 
complainant Community producers were also able 
to expand their sales, they were rapidly lagging 
behin.d the overall evolution of demand because of 

the massively increasing inflow of dumped imports. 
Up to the investigation period their sales even fell 
below the level of 1987 which led to a significant 
loss of market share which decreased from 84 % in 
1986 to 71 % in the investigation period. 

(b) Capacil)• utilization 

(37) Between 1987 and the investigation period capacity 
utilization of the complaining Community produ
cers generally improved. This was, however, mainly 
achieved by streamlining production facilities, 
restructuring efforts of the sector and plant closures 
in Germany and Italy mainly induced by the conti
nued lack of satisfactory profitability in the 
presence of the low-priced imports. 

(38) 

(c) Prices of Community prod_ucers 

Between 1985 and 1987 the conjunctural downturn 
of demand in the Community led to a pronounced 
slump of prices in the Community. Although the 
subsequent improvement in demand allowed some 
Community producers t:> raise their prices, the 
possible price increase were suppressed by the 
competition of the dumped imports and their 
significant price undercutting to the extent that 
prices in the investigation period scarcely exceeded 
the price levels in 1985. 

(d) Profitability 

(39) Because of the pressure on prices, Community 
producers had difficulties in generating satisfactory 
returns. In most cases, the achievable pricie 
increases were insufficient even to cover the rise in 
wage and raw material cosL This situation led in 
some cases to increasing financial losses, in others 
profit margins were reduced to or remained at a 
marginal level insufficient for a healthy develop
ment of the sector in the longer run. In particular, 
efforts to restructure and rationalize were in a 
number of cases severly hampered. 

(40) The Commission took into account that certain 
Community producers which, because of their elec
tric arc technology in the steelmaking phase could 
rely heavily on ferrous scrap inputs, found a certain 
relief on the cost side from the fall in international 
scrap prices combined with the devaluation of the 
US dollar against Community currencies. The 
resulting cost advantages partially explain the varia
tion in Community producer's profitability. 
However, the temporary cost advantages of this 
nature enjoyed by some Community producers 
cannot overshadow the overall injurious effects of 
the low priced imports. 
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4. Conclusions 

(41) ·The preliminary examination of the facts on injury 
shows that the Community industry was suffering a 
significant loss of market share, the prevention of 
price increases to cover the rise in wage and raw 
material costs and a deterioration of the financial 
results. · 

The Commission therefore concludes that the 
Community industry was suffered material injury. 

5. Causation 

(42) The negative effects suffered by the Community 
industry coincide with the rapid increase of the 
dumped imports originating in Brazil and Turkey. 
In fact, while imports from Brazil and Turkey 
increased by a factor of 7, the Community industry 
lost market shares and suffered important price 
undercutting. In a highly price sensitive· market, 
such undercutting is extremely detrimental. The 
loss in market share is in sharp contrast with the 
brisk increase of consumption in the Community 
between 1987 and the investigation period. 

(43) The Commission also examined whether other 
factors than the dumped imports might have 
caused injury to the Community industry. With 
regard to the volume and prices of imports origina
ting in other third countries, it was found that 
these imports also increased However, their market 
share was extended between 1985 and the investi
gation period by only 1,6 percentage points against 
an increase by 7,5 percentage points of the dumped 
imports. There is, furthermore, ·no indication that 
imports from other sources than Brazil and Turkey 
have been dumped. 

(44) The Commission also established that within the 
restructuring process of the sector a certain shift of 
market share between Community producers has 
apparently also occured. On the basis of global 
market figures relating to the product under consi
deration in the Community, it can be assessed that 
about 2' percentage points of the total loss of 12 
percentage points of the complainants are attribu
table to the expansion of other non-complaining 
EC producers. This expansion, however, is signifi
cantly lower than that of the dumped imports and 
cannot, therefore, have had a comparable impact 
on the complainant industry. In fact, under these 
conditions, it has to be concluded that the imports 

in question, through the effects of dumping, have 
caused material injury to the Community industry. 

E. COMMUNITY INTEREST 

(45) Production of semi-finished alloy steels is a highly 
specialized branch of the ECSC steel industry. Its 
total output represents about 12 % of the bulk raw 
steel production of the Community. The perfor
mance of the sect9r has a non-negligible influence 
through ;rs linkages 9n the situation of the ECSC 
steel industry as a whole. Downstream, the industry 
is of vital importance for the Community manufac
turing industry. It supplies the metal-processing 
industry with a wide range of special alloy steels, 
specifically designed for the various applications. 
Its products are fundamental for mechanical and 
electrical engineering, the automotive industry, 
shipbuilding, the aerospace industry and for other 
metallic articles. Constant research and develop
ment has to be carried out to cope with the requi
rements of the high-tech downstream industries for 
high-performance materials. In general the industry 
must be capable of supplying about 600 different 
alloy steel grades to satisfy the specific needs of its 
customers and to develop new p(Oducts to follow 
the progress in production techniques and increa
sing quality requirements for the finished products. 
The industry branches vitally depending on these 
products represent about 45 % of the total labour 
force and 40 % of the total production value of 
Community manufacturing industry. 

(46) It is clearly in the interest of the Community that 
the production of alloy steels, with its widespread 
ramifications in other essential setors of the manu
facturing industry, continue under healthy condi
tions and that the efficiency of the sector not be 
further ·weakened by unfair trade practices. It is 
therefore considered in the Community's interest 
to take defensive action against the dumped 
imports. 

(47) The Commission is furthermore of the op1mon 
that protection of the Community industry against 
unfair price competition is also in the interest of 
the consumers of the products concerned. The 
imports against which action is to be taken repre
sent a rather limited range of basic alloy steel 
grades, which however provide for the ground capa
city utilization of the production equipment. 
Besides the necessity to guarantee the longer-run 
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security of supplies and the maintenance of quality 
standards of the basic products. the industry must 
also be in the position to supply its wide range of 
specialities at reasonable prices. Phasing out the 
production of the lower-grade mass products would 
necessarily lead to a significant deterioration of the 
cost structure within the coupled production 
process and would entail significant price increases 
for the downstream consumers for essential mate
rials. 

(48) The Turkish producer claimed that, except for the 
significant increase within the investigation period, 
its market share in the Community has always 
been at a de minimis level and that after the 
reference period its market share has again been 
reduced to a level too insignificant to cause injury 
to the Community industry such that in the actual 
situation it could not be in the Community's inte
rest to take protective action. 

(49) The Commission considers that, given the volatile 
nature of the trade pattern in steel products as 
shown by the sudden increase of Turkish exports of 
the dumped products, there would Ix no guarantee 
to prevent the recurrence of injurious dumping 
should the investigation be concluded without 
protective measures. An exemption from anti
dumping measures of imports originating in 
Turkey because of a reduction in volume during 
the ongoing investigation would also be discrimina
tory towards the Brazilian producers/exporters in 
the light of recital (26). 

(SO) On the basis of this consideration, the Commission 
considers that the interests of the Community call · 
for protective measures against dumped imports of 
semi-finished products of alloy steel in the form of 
provisional anti-dumping duties. 

F. PROVISIONAL DUI'Y 

(51) Having established that the dumped imports under 
consideration have caused material injury to the 
Community industry and that it is in the Commu
nity's interest to take action, the measures envi
saged should be sufficient to eliminate the injury 
caused. However, the measures should not exceed 
the dumping margins. Since the main cause of the 
injury is the price undercutting of the Community 
industry's prices by the exporters, it is considered 
necessary to eliminate price undercutting where 

possible. Therefore, the prices of the exporters 
should be increased by their price undercutting 
margin or their dumping margin, whichever is the 
lower. On this basis, the Commission considers 
that the following provisional duties. should be 
imposed: 

Turkey 

Brazil 

with the exception of 

- Villares Industrias de Base SA 
(Vibasa), Sio Paulo, Brazil 

- A~ Finos Piratini SA. 
Porto Alegre, Brazil 

16,0% 

15,0% 

7,4% 

1,7% 

(52) A period should be fixed within -which the parties 
concerned may make their views known and 
request a hearing. Furthermore, it should be stated 
that all findings made for the purpose of this Deci
sion are provisional and may have to be reconsi
dered for the purpose of any definitive duty which 
the Commission may propose, 

HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION : 

Article 1 

I. A provisional anti-dumping duty is hereby imposed 
on imports of. certain semi-finished products of alloy 
steel, of rectangular (including square) cross-section; hot
rolled or obtained by continuous casting, falling within 
CN codes 7224 90 09 and 7224 90 1 S and originating in 
Turkey and Brazil. 

2. The rate of the duty, based on the free-at
Community-frontier price, not cleared through customs, 
shall be: · 

- 16,0 % for imports of semi-finished products of alloy 
steel originating in Turkey, 

- I S,O % for imports of semi-finished products of alloy 
steel originating in Brazil (Taric additional code : 
8625). 

3. Notwithstanding paragraph 2, the rate of the provisi
onal anti-dumping duty shall be : 

- 7,4 % for products manufactured by Villares Indust
rias de Base SA (Vibasa), Sao Paulo, Brazil (Taric addi
tional code : 8624), 

- 1,7 % for products manufactured by A~s Finos Pira
tini SA, Porto Alegre, Brazil (Taric additional code : 
8623). 
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4. The provisions in force concerning customs duties 
shall apply. 

5. The release for free circulation in the Community of 
the products referred to in paragraph I shall be subject to 
the provision of a security, equivalent to the amount of 
the provisional duty. 

Artidt 2 

Without prejudice to Article 7 (4) (b) and (c) of Decision 
No 2424/88/ECSC, the parties concerned may make 
known their views in writing and apply to be heard orally 

by the Commission within one month of the date of 
entry into force of this Decision. 

Article J 

This Decision shall enter into force on the day following 
its publication in the Official journal of tht EuroJNan 
Communitits. 

Subject to Articles 11, 12 and 13 of Decision No 24'24'/ 
88/ECSC, Article I of this Decision shall apply for a 
period of four months, unless the Commission adopts 
definitive measures before the expiry of that period. 

This Decision shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 

Done at Brussels, 30 March 1992. 

For the Commission 

Frans ANDRIESSEN 

Vice· President 
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'coMMISSION DECISION No 1775/.92/ECSC 

of 30 June 1.9.92 

imposing a definitive anti-dumping duty on imports of certain semi-finished 
products of alloy steel, originating in Turkey and Brazil, definitively collecting 
the provisional anti-dumping duty imposed on such imports and accepting an 
undertaking offered in connection with the anti-dumping proceeding 

concerning imports of these products 

E COMMISSION OF THE. EUROPEAN COMMUNmES, 
. ' 

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Coal and Steel Community, 

Having regard to Commission Decision No 2424/88/ 
ECSC of 29 July 1988 on protection against dumped or 
subsidized imports from countries not members of the 
European Coal and Steel Community('), and in particular 
Articles 10 and 12 thereof, 

After consultations within the Advisory Committee as 
provided for by the above Decision, 

Whereas: 

A. PROVISIONAL MEASURES 

(1) The Commission, by Decision No 891/92/ECSC (Z), 
imposed a provisional anti-dumping duty on 
imports of certain semi-finished products of alloy 
steel, originating in Turkey and Brazil. 

B. SUBSEQUENT PROCEDURE 

(2i Following the imposition of the provisional anti
dumping duty, some exporters requested and were 
granted an opportunity to be heard by the 
Commission or made submissions expressing their 
views on the duty. 

(3) Upon request, the parties were informed of the 
essential facts and considerations on the basis of 
which it was intended to recommend the imposi
tion of definitive duties and the definitive collec
tion of amounts secured by way of a provisional 
duty. They were also granted a period within which 
to make representations subsequent to the disclo
sure. 

(4) The oral and written comments submitted by the 
parties were considered and, where appropriate, the 

(') OJ No L 209, 2. 8. 1988, p. 18, as corrected in OJ No L 273, 
S. 10. 1988, p. 19. 

(1) OJ No L 95, 9. 4. 1992, p. 26. 

Commission's findings were modified to take 
account of them. 

. . 
C. PRODUCT UNDER CONSIDERATION 

(S) After the imposition of provisional duties it became 
apparent that, under the product description given 
in recital 11 and Article 1 (1) of Decision No 891/ 
92/ECSC, the duties apply to certain semi-finished 
products of alloy high-speed steel falling within 
CN code 7224 90 1 S to which the investigation did 
not relate. It is therefore considered appropriate to 
modify the product description as follows in order 
to exclude certain alloy high-speed steels from the 
application of the duty : semi-finished products of 
alloy steel, of rectangular (including square) cross
section, hot-rolled or obtained by continuous 
casting, excluding high-speed steel, falling within 
CN codes 7224 90 09 and ex 7224 90 15. 

D. DUMPING 

Turkey 

(6) No new evidence on dumping has been received 
since the imposition of the provisional duty and 
the Commission therefore considers its findings on 
dumping as set out in Decision No 891/92/ECSC 
to be definitive. 

Consequently, the preliminary determination on 
dumping concerning imports from Turkey are 
confirmed. 

Brazil 

(7) On the basis of the duming calculation described 
in recitals I S to 18 and 20 to 25 of Decision 
No 891/92/ECSC, the Commission provisionally 
established a different margin of dumping for each 
of the four Brazilian producers which cooperated 
during the preliminary investigation. 

(8) As no new evidence on dumping has been received 
since the imposition of the provisional duty in 
respect of exports made by A~os .Anhanguera 
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(Villares) SA. Sio Paulo, Brazil and by A~s Finos 
Piratini SA, Porto Alegre, Brazil, the findings on 
dumping with regard to exports made by these two 
producers, as set out in Decision No 891/92/ECSC, 
are therefore considered to be definitive. 

(9) Regarding the provisional dumping determination 
for Villares Indllstrias de Base SA (Vibasa~ this 
producer claimed that the Commission, in 
constructing normal value, had included in the 
global amount of selling, general and administra
tive expenses added to manufacturing costs, certain 
directly related selling expenses in the domestic 
market which were not incurred in export transac
tions to the Community and requested an . adjust
ment under Article 2 (10) (c) (i) and (v) of Commis
sion Decision No 2424/88/ECSC. 

(10) On the basis of the evidence provided by the 
exporter, the Commission accepted this claim and 
amended the calculation of the weighted average 
dumping margin accordingly to be definitively 
established at 4' % of the cif Community frontier 
export prices. 

(11) Regarding the provisional dumping determination 
for Companhia A~s Especiais ltabira (Acesita~ it 
was claimed by the exporter that the Commission 
had overestimated the impact of inflation on 
production costs used for the construction of 
normal value by applying an incorrect indeic for 
inflation adjustment. 

(12) The Commission has confirmed that the adjust
ment index used to bring the export price and 
production cost to a comparable basis in the month 
of export excessively inflated production cost. 
Given the degree of inflation in Brazil, this diffe
rence has a significant impact on the result of the 
dumping calculation and calls for correction. 

(13) It was further claimed and evidence provided that 
certain items in Acesita's financial expenses were 
related to other activities in the group, in particular 
Acesita's holding in affiliated companies and 
should therefore be considered non-operational 
with regard to production and sales of the products 
concerned by the proceeding. 

(14) On the basis of the evidence submitted, the 
Commission took account of the arguments raised 
by the exporter and revised the dumping calcula
tion for Acesita. The weighted average dumping 

margin is in consequence definitively established at 
8,5 % of the cif Community frontier export prices. 

E. DUMPING MARGINS 

(IS) The weighted average margins of dumping definiti
vely established and expressed as a percentage 
the cif Community frontier export prices are 
follows: 

- Asil Celik, Istanbul, Turkey 33,7 % 

- ~ Anhanguera (Villares) SA, I 5,0 % 
Sao Paulo, Brazil 

- ~ Especiais ltabira (Acesita~ 8,5 % 
Belo Horizonte, Brazil 

- Villares Indllstria5 de Base SA 4' % 
(Vibasa~ Siio Paulo, -Brazil 

- A~ Finos Piratini SA, Porto Alegre, 1,7 % 
Brazil 

(16) For those exporters who did not make themselves 
known in the course of investigation, the Commis
sion based its findings on the facts available in 
accordance with Article 7 (7) (b) of Decision 
No 2424/88/ECSC. It is considered appropriate in 
the present case and in order to avoid circumven
tion, to use the findings of the investigation and to 
apply a dumping margin of 33,7 % for Turkey and 
15 % for Brazil. 

F. INJURY 

(17) As no new evidence regarding injury and causation 
to the Community industry was received, the 
Commission confirms the conclusion on injury 
reached in Decision No 891/92/ECSC. 

G. COMMUNl1Y INTEREST 

(18) No observations were received from any user of the 
products concerned by the present proceeding and 
subject to provisional anti-dumping duties, within 
the time limit laid down in Article 2 of Decision 
No 891/92/ECSC. 

(19) The Commission, therefore, confirms its conclu
sions that the interests of the Community call for 
protective measures against dumped imports of 
semi-finished products of alloy steel, 'originating in 
Turkey and Brazil. 

r· 
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H. RA TE OF DEFINITIVE Dl.TI"Y 

Turkey 

(20) With regard to exports from Turkey the provisional 
findings of the Commission having been 
confirmed, the rate of the definitive anti-dumping 
duty should be the same as the amount of the 
provisional anti-dumping duty. 

Brazil 

(21) With the exception of those exports made by 
Vibasa and Acesita, the provisional findings of the 
Commission having been confirmed, the rate of the 
definitive duty should be the same as the rate of 
the provisional anti-dumping duty. 

(22) With regard to exports made by Vibasa or Acesita . 
and in the light of the findings in recitals (9) to 
(14). the rate of the definitive duty should be equal 
to the dumping margin which has finally been 
calculated on the basis of the new elements 
presented by the exporters concerned since the 
injury level as determined in the provisional deci
sion and definitively determined is higher than this 
margin. 

I. UNDERTAKING 

(23) One exporter of the Turkish product, Asil Celik, 
having been informed that the main findings of the 
preliminary investigation would be confirmed, 
offered an undertaking concerning its exports of 
semi-finished products of alloy steel to the 
Community. 

(24) The effect of this undertaking will be to revise the 
export prices of the products concerned to the 
Community to an extent sufficient to eliminate the 
injury caused to the Community industry. The 
Commission believes that, administratively, it will 
be possible to verify that this undertaking is being 
respected. In view of this, the Commission consi
ders that the undertaking offered is acceptable. 

(25) Should this undertaking not be complied with or 
be withdrawn by the producer concerned, the 
Commission could, in accordance with Article I 0 
(6) of Commission Decision No 2424/88/ECSC, 
immediately impose a provisional duty on the basis 
of the results and conclusions of this investigation. 
Subsequently, a definitive duty could also be 
imposed by the Commission on the basis of infor
mation gathered in this investigation. 

(26) The Advisory Committee has been consulted in 
this course of action and has raised no objection .. 

J. COLLECl"ION OF PROVISIONAL Dl.TI"Y 

(27) In view of the dumping margins found and the 
seriousness of the injury caused to Community 
producers, it is considered necessary that amounts 
secured by way of provisional anti-dumping duty 
should be definitively collected to the extent of the 
amount of the duty definitively imposed and that 
amounts exceeding these duties should be released. 

(28) In respect of recital (S), it is appropriate that any 
securities pledged by way of provisional anti
dumping duty on imports of certain semi-finished 
products of alloy high-speed steel, falling within 
CN code ex 7224 90 IS and originating in Turkey 
and Brazil, be released, 

HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION : 

Articlt I 

The undertaking given by Asil Celik Sanayi ve Ticaret 
A.S., Istanbul, Turkey, is hereby accepted. 

Articlt 2 

I. A definitive anti-dumping duty is hereby imposed 
on imports of certain semi-finished products of alloy 
steel, of rectangular (including square) cross-seC:tion, hot
rolled or obtained by continuous casting, excluding high
speed steel, falling within CN codes 7224 90 09 and 
ex 7224 90 IS (Taric code : 7224 90 I 5"90). originating in 
Turkey and Brazil. 

2. The rate of the definitive duty, based on the free-at
Community-frontier price, not cleared through customs 
shall be: 

- 16,0 % for imports of semi-finished products of alloy · 
steel originating in Turkey (Taric additional code : 
8672). 

- I S,O % for imports of semi-finished products of alloy 
steel originating in Brazil (Taric additional code : 
8625). 

3. Notwithstanding paragraph 2, the rate of the defini-
tive anti-dumping duty shall be : 

- 8,S % for products concerned manufactured by A~os 
Especiais ltabira (Acesita). Belo Horizonte, Brazil 
(Taric additional code : 8670). 

- 4,9 % for products concerned manufactured by 
Villares lndllstrias de Base SA (Vibasa). Sio Paulo, 
Brazil (Taric additional code : 8624). 

- 1,7 % for products concerned manufactured by 
A~os Finos Piratini SA, Porto Alegre, Brazil (Taric 
additional code : 8623). 

4. Notwithstanding paragraph 2, the duty shall not 
apply for the products concerned manufactured by Asil 
Celik Sanayl Ve Ticaret AS, Istanbul, Turkey (Taric addi
tional code: 8671~ 
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S. The provisions in force concerning customs duties 
shall apply. 

Article J 

1. The amounts secured by way of provisional anti
dumping duty pursuant to Decision No 891/92/ECSC 
shall be collected at the rates of duty definitively imposed 
and any amount secured in excess of the anti-dumping 
duty definitively imposed shall be released. 

2. With regard to the exports made by Asil Celik 
Sanayi Ve Ticaret AS the amounts secured by way of 
provisional anti-dumping duty shall be collected in full. 

3. The amounts secured by way of .provisional anti
dumping duty on imports of semi-finished products of 
alloy high-speed steel, falling within CN code 
ex 7224 90 1 S shall be released. 

Article 4 

This Decision shall enter into force on the day followi( 
its publication in the Official journal of the Europe(,,,, 
Communities. 

This Decision shall be binding in its entirety and direcdy applicable in all Member States. 

Done at Brussels, JO June 1992. 

For the Commission 

Frans .ANDRIESSEN 

Vice-President 

;.,; 
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APPENDIXK 

DATA PROVIDED BY *** ON PRICES PAID FOR SEMIFINISHED PRODUCTS 
PRODUCED IN THE UNITED STATES AND IMPORTED FROM BRAZIL 
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DATA PROVIDED BY*** ON PRICES PAID FOR_SEMIFINISHED PRODUCTS 
PRODUCED IN THE UNITED STATES AND IMPORTED FROM BRAZIL_ 

*** provided the following data on prices paid for such products in a 
form different from that requested (tables K-1 and K-2). ***has consistently 
maintained that the products purchased ·from Brazil are different from those 
purchased from U.S. producers. In its questionnaire response, *** cautioned 

* * * * * * * 

Table K-1 
Net delivered prices of low-carbon grades 1005-1013 reported by***, margins of 
underselling (overselling), and total purchases, by quarters, January 1990-
December 1992 

* * * * * * * 

Table K-2 
Net delivered prices of medium-carbon grades 1015-1044 reported by ***, margins 
of underselling (overselling),.and total purchases, by quarters, January 1990-
December 1992 

* * * * * * * 






